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Georgia Institute of Technology 
Mr. K. J. Canfield 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Navy Civil Engineering Laboratory 
Port Hueneme~ Ca 93043 
Subject: Delivery Order No. F33657-80-G-0077 ZZ01 (A-3008} 
Man/Machine Interface Device 
Dear Mr. Canfield: 
This is the j_tr~t~ of a series of progress reports addressing the 
status of the subject contract. This report covers the period 20 July 1981 to 
15 August 1981. 
SCHEDULE ADJUSTMENT 
1. Contract paper\'IOrk was not received at Georgia Tech until 20 July 
1981, thus work caul d not corrmence until that date. By mutual agreement, the 
work start date for purposes of contract deliverable schedule will be 20 July 
vice 6 July 1981. 
2. In order to facilitate manpower scheduling and to assure a proper 
and complete software design, it is requested that the proposed design report 
delivery date be extended to 16 September 1981. 
3. To accommodate scheduled holiday periods occurring near the end of 
this project, it is suggested that the device demonstration be slated for 5 
January 1982. This would result in a final deliverable date of 26 January 
1982. 
4. Unless otherwise directed, a request for a no-cost modification to 
the contract, incorporating the schedule changes detailed above, will be 
submitted. 
STATUS 
1. Computer graphics hardware has been ordered. This early order was 
accomplished to take advantage of the current 1-year warranty. Any orders 
received after 1 August 1981 would have carried only a 90-day warranty. 
2. Top 1 evel operator/interface interactions and screen layout have 
be~n finalized in preparation for the software program design phase. 
PLAN 
Software program design and design report are scheduled for 
completion during the follO\<Iing month. 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT /EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
FUNDING STATUS 
Initial expenditure reports on new project not yet available. Data 
will be included in subsequent reports. 
AnnrMflbrt A 
/ M. ·!len nett 1 eates 
Head 
Command and Control Programs 
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Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
September 21, 1981 
Naval Civil Engineering Center 
Port Hueneme, California 93043 
SUBJECT: Deliverable No.3, September Letter Progress Report 
(A-3008) 
REFERENCE: Contract No. F33657-80-G-0077 ZZ01 - Man-Machine Interface 
Device 
Dear Sir: 
This is the second of a series of progress reports addressing the 
status of the re-ferenced contract. This report covers the period 
August 16 to September 18, 1981. 
STATUS 
PLAN 
1. Computer graphics equipment has been delivered, set-up, 
and is working as advertised. An additional piece of 
equipment, a hardware real-time clock ($150), has been 
ordered for the Chromatics. 
2. Out put printer is due for de 1 i very in about thirty ( 30) 
more days. A suitable Georgia Tech printer is available 
for use in the interim, thus no delay in progress will 
result from late delivery. 
3. The Carroll touch panel kit has been delivered, assembled 
and tested. Two bad components were discovered, and 
replacements have been ordered from the factory under 
terms of the warranty. No program delays are anticipated 
as a result of this problem. 
4. An interim software design report has been completed and 
forwarded via appropriate channels. 
In anticipation of only minor changes and/or additions by the 
technical sponsor to the interim software design, implementation 
of the proposed design has commenced in accordance with the plan. 
AN EGUAL. EMPLOYMENT /EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
OICC 
September 21, 1981 





Full Contract Budget 
less dollars expended 
or encumbered to date 
Balance as of 8/31/81 
H. Bennett Teates 
Head, 
Command and Control Programs 
Electronics & Computer Systems 
Laboratory 
BBW:dar 
cc: F.L. Cain 
C.B. Mahaffey 
H.B. Teates 
$80 '039. 00 
- 38,270.24 
$41 '768. 76 
Yours trulv. 
B i 11 y ,Jf: Wi se 
Project Director, 
Command and Control Programs 
Electronics & Computer Systems 
Laboratory 
Office of Contract Administration 
File- A-3008 
OICC 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA :30332 
October 20, 1981 
Naval Civil Engineering Center 
Port Hueneme, California 93043 
SUBJECT: Deliverable No.4, October Letter Progress Report (A-3008) 
Contract No. F33657-80-G-007 ZZOl REFERENCE: 
Man-Machine Interface Device 
Dear Sir: 
This is the ~hird of a series of progress reports addressing the 
status of the referenced ·contract. This report covers the period 
September 19 to October 19, 1981. 
STATUS 
PLAN 
1. The Chromatics Real-Time clock has been received and installed. 
2. The Carroll touch panel was returned to the factory for warranty 
repair. It has subsequently been reinstalled and is operating 
as advertised. 
3. The supplier reports that the NEC printer should be delivered 
by the end of October. The simplified keyboard has been 
ordered. 
4. The technical monitor requested one change to the software 
design, to accommodate EMCS report presentation on either the 
CRT display or on the hard copy printer. This change has been 
incorporated into the design. 
5. Major work efforts in the last month were directed towards 
development and testing of concepts for emulating a real-time 
system with the Chromatics, and coding software modules from 
the design document. 
Effort in the next month will be directed toward implementation 
of the real-time emulation concepts developed last month, and coding 
of additional software modules. As with every software development 
project, there is a degree of uncertainty with regard to the ultimate 
size of the program. Two contingency options are being investigated 
for applicability should the program size exceed the available 32K 
of user RAM in the Chromatics. One option is to segment the program 
and call subroutines from the disc when needed. This would result in 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT/EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
OICC 
October 20, 1981 
Page #2 
little extra cost, but would very likely slow down the operation of the 
MMI device to the point where it would bear little or no resemblence to 
the real-time interface being simulated. The second option, and the 
recommended one, is to acquire the Chromatics CP/M operating system. 
This option would cost an additional $3350, however, it would provide 
62K of user RAM and thereby assure actual real-time operation speed 
of the MMI device by accommodating the entire software program in 
main memory. Should this situation arise, sponsor concurrence will be 




Full Contract Budget 
less dollars expended 
or encumbered to date 
Balance as of 9/30/81 
Approved: - -~ 
H~ Bennett Teates 
Head 
Command and Control Programs 
Electronics & Computer Systems 
Laboratory 
cc: F. L Cain 
C. B.Mahaffey 





Billy tL Wise 
Project Director 
Command and Control Programs 
Electronics & Computer Systems 
Laboratory 
Office of Contract Administration 
File A-3008 
OICC 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
November 20, 1981 
Naval Civil Engineering Center 
Port Hueneme, California 93043 
SUBJECT: Deliverable Number 5, November Letter Progress Report (A-3008) 
REFERENCE: Contract No. F33657-80-G-007 ZZOl 
Man-Machine Interface Device 
Dear Sir: 
This is the fourth of a series of progress reports addressing the status 
of the referenced---contract. This report covers the period October 20 to 
November 20, 1981. 
STATUS 
PLAN 
1. The simplified auxiliary keyboard has been received. 
2. The NEC printer and feeders have been received and checked out. 
3. Work effort in the last month has been devoted to coding additional 
software modules for the MMI operating program. 
4. It has been determined through extrapolation from modules already 
coded that the software program size wi 11 be about 46K tot a 1 , 
exceeding the 30K available memory in the current Chromatics 
configuration. See the Plan section of this report for action to 
be taken. 
5. The technical monitor has inquired as to the availability of a 
video interface to allow multiple color terminal presentations for 
demonstration purposes. This capability is available from 
Chromatics as an option. See the PLAN section of this report for 
more information. 
In order to meet the need for additional main memory capacity, it is 
proposed that the CP/M option discussed in last month's progress report be 
implemented. A request is being submitted for modification of the statement 
of work to incorporate the CP/M operating system, acquire the video interface 
capab il i ty, and ex tend the contract comp 1 et ion date to the end of February, 
1982. Total additional funds being requested is approximately $8,138. This 
request is being submitted under separate cover. In the interim, \</Ork will 
continue on writing software modules for the MMI program. 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT !EDUCATION DPPQI=lTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Monthly Status Report 
November 20, 1981 




Full Contract Budget 
less dollars expended or 
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Balance as of 10/31/81 
Approved: 





Billy B. Wise, 
Command and Control Programs 
Electronics & Computer Systems 
Laboratory 
Head, Command and Control Programs 
Electronics & Computer Systems Laboratory 
BBW/HBT:dar 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
OICC 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
December 18, 1981 
Naval Civil Engineering Center 
Port Hueneme, California 93043 
SUBJECT: Deliverable Number 6, December Letter Progress Report (A-3008) 
REFERENCE: Contract No. F33657-80-G-007 ZZ01, Man-Machine Interface Device 
Dear Sir: 
This is the fifth of a series of progress reports addressing the status of 
the referenced --contract. This report covers the period November 21 to 
December 18, 1981. 
STATUS 
Effort during this period was devoted to the writing and testing of 
software modules from the MMI design manual. Software development is 
considered to be on schedule as planned. 
PLAN 
Contingent upon receipt of a contract modification discussed with the 
technical contract monitor, it is planned to acquire the necessary additional 
components for the CP/M capability. With those components in hand, it will be 
possible to compile and begin testing of the MMI operating program. 
PROBLEM AREAS 
None 
AN EGUAL EMPLOYMENT !EOUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Monthly Status Report 
December 18, 1981 
Page # 2 
FUNDING STATUS 
Full Contract Budget 
less dollars expended or 
encumbered to date 








Command and Control Programs 
Electronics & Computer Systems 
Laboratory 
~~H. sennett Teates, 
~---Head, Command and Control Programs 
Electronics & Computer Systems Laboratory 
BBW/HBT:dar 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
OICC 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA SOSS2 
January 27, 1982 
Naval Civil Engineering Center 
Port Hueneme, California 93043 
Subject: Deliverable Number 7, January Progress Report (A-3008) 
Reference: Contract No. F33657-80-G-007 ZZ01, Man-Machine Interface Device 
Dear Sir: 
This is the sixth of a series of progress reports addressing the status of 
the referenced c.onfract. This report covers the period December 19, 1981, to 
January 20, 1982. 
STATUS 
Software development is in its final stages. The main graphics routine, 
which ties together the entire program, will be the last module to be 
completed. Software development is considered to be on schedule. 
PLAN 
The next step will be to incorporate CP/M capability into the Chromatics 
M'1I device and proceed with final program debugging. Procurement of the 
additional hardware and software for CP/M is awaiting arrival of a contract 
modification providing additional funding for materials and extending the 
performance period of the cent ract. If the subject cent ract modi fi cation is 
not in place by January 31, 1982, there will certainly be an adverse impact on 
the delivery schedule and possibly on contract cost. The date for a 
demonstration cannot be set unt i 1 the CP/M equipment has been received and 
i nsta 11 ed. 
PROBLEM AREAS 
None 
AN EGUAL EMPLOYMENT !EDUCATION OPPOI=lTUNITY INSTITUTION 
OICC 
January 27, 1982 
Page # 2 
FUNDING STATUS 
Full Contract Budget 
less dollars expended 
or encumbered to date 
Balance as of 12/20/81 
Approved: 





B i 11 y tt'. Wise , 
Command and Control Programs 
Electronics & Computer Systems 
Laboratory 
Head, Command and Control Programs 
Electronics & Computer Systems Laboratory 
BBW/HBT:dar 
~- - -- __,.. - . 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
OICC 
Naval Civil Engineering Center 
Port Hueneme, California 93043 
March 10, 1982 
SUBJECT: Deliverable Number 8, February Letter Progress Report (A-3008) 
REFERENCE: Contract No. F33657-80-G-007 ZZ01, Man-Machine Interface Device 
Dear Sir: 
This is the seventh of a series ·of progress reports addressing the status 
of the referenced contract. This report covers the period January 21 to 
February 28, 1982. 
STATUS 
Modification number one to the reference contract was received at Georgia 
Tech on 19 February. The Mod changed Task B and added $8,138 to the total 
contract price. As pointed out in the January progress report under "PLAW', a 
delay of 3 weeks in project development has resulted. All required CP/M 
equipment and software has veen ordered, received and installed. 
PLAN 
Effort will be devoted to adapting the M'1I software code to the CP/M 
operating system. A demonstration of MMI capability is tentatively set for 
the week of 12 April 1982. 
PROBLEM AREAS 
None 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT !EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Monthly Status Report 
Apr i 1 9, 1982 
Page # 2 
FUNDING STATUS 
Approved: 
Initial Contract Budget 
Plus addition under Mod I 
New Full Contract Budget 
less dollars expended 






$ 3 '939 .30 
Billy 'B. Wise 
Project Director 
Command and Control Programs 
Electronics & Computer Systems 
Laboratory 
H. Bennett Teates 
Head, Command and Control Programs 
Electronics & Computer Systems Laboratory 
BBW/HBT:nr 
OICC 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
May 10, 1982 
Naval Civil Engineering Center 
Port Huenume, California 93043 
StJBJ'linT: Deliverable Number 1 0, April Letter Progress Report ( A-3008) 
REFERENCE: Contract No. F33657-eJJ-1J.-(XJ7 ZZ01, Man-Machine Interface Device 
Dear Sir: 
This will be the f'inal monthly progress report addressing the status of 
the referenced contraet. "-~--This report covers the period April 1 to April 30, 
1982. 
Status 
The problem with trapping touch pmel interrupts has been solved. After 
having been granted access to Chromatics' proprietary schematics, it was 
determined by Georgia Tech engineers that the documentation on the CG-3999 
series computer was in error. With this knowledge, the elusive solution to 
the interrupt problem was readily discovered and implemented. The result is 
that the MMI demonstration device is working in accordance with the original 
design plan. Device operating speed/ response time is very representative of 
that of an actual »1:CS, and it gives a plausable demonstration of the touch 
interactive color graphics technique for H-ieS control. On Tuesday, April 13, 
1982, the MMI device was demonstrated to the contract technical representative 
and a group of Tri-service :EMCS representatives. Suggestions for 
modifications to the device software were received and implemented as 
appropriate. 
Plan 
Final corrections to the documentation will be completed and deliverables 
will be provided as scheduled. It is planned to deliver the following in 
fulfillment of contract obligations as understood on this date: 
1 . Man-Machine Interface Device Software Design Manual (includes 
software listings). 
2. Man-Machine Interface Device Operators Manual. 
3. Man...:rvlachine Interface Device Operating Software program (on 8" 
floppy diskette) • 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT tEOUCATION OPPOI=lTUNITY INSTITUTION 
OICC 
Monthly status Report 
May 10, 1982 
Page # 2 
The man-machine device hardware and documentation will remain at Georgia Tech 
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MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1 • 1 0 b j ec t i v e 
The objective of this project is to develop a prototype man-machine 
interface (MMI) device which will demqnstrate the concept of 
interactive color graphics as an operator control medium for energy 
monitoring and control systems (EMCS). The development of and 
supporting rationale for the interactive col or graphics concept was 
described in detail in a report entitled "A Man-Machine Interface for 
Energy Monitoring and Control Systems," dated March 1981 (CEL CR 
81.013). This concept is intended to provide a 11 friendly .. computer 
interface which will allow unsophisticated users to efficiently 
interact with a complicated EMCS, with a minimum amount of training 
required. The purpose of this report is to document the MMI device 
operating capabilities and software program design. 
1.2 Basis of Design 
The MMI device is intended to demonstrate the technique of 
interactive color graphics control of an EMCS. It is in no way 
intended or canst rued to simulate the functioning of an actua 1 EMCS. 
The basis for the operating capabilities of the MMI device is contained 
in two documents, {1) "Guide Specification for Large Energy Monitoring 
and Control Systems" (CEGS 13947), and {2) 11 Design Manual for Energy 
Monitoring and Control Systems .. (NAVFAC DM 4.9). The guide 
specification lists twelve tasks to be accommodated by an EMCS operator 
terminal, including: 
1 
(1) Request a display of any digital or analog point, or any 
group of related points in the system. 
(2) Startup and shutdown selected systems or devices. 
( 3 ) I n i t i ate reports • 
(4) Request graphic displays. 
(5) Modify time and event scheduling. 
(6) Modify analog 1 imits. 
(7) Adjust setpoints of selected controllers. 
(8) Select manual or automatic control modes. 
(9) Enable and disable individual points; disabling shall 
take precedence over all other actions. 
(10) Enable and disable individual FIOs. 
(11) Enable and disable individual MUX or IMUX panels. 
(12) Point definition. 
Tasks (1) through (11) were considered to be within the scope of 
the lowest level operator's attention, and formed the basis for the 
operating capabilities of the MMI device. Task (12) was felt to be the 
province of a higher level operator, and was not implemented directly 
in the MMI device. 
The approach taken was to develop HVAC subsystem col or graphic 
diagrams, similar to those contained in NAVFAC DM 4.9, and make them 
interactive through use of an infrared touch pane 1 integrated with the 
CRT display. This touch panel allows the operator to send commands to 
the EMCS by simply touching the CRT screen with a finger, reducing to 
a minimum the requirement to type on the keyboard and el imi nati ng 
confusing computer 1 anguage-oriented input commands. A subgoal was to 
make the EMCS itself virtually transparent, so that the operator would 
have the feeling of interacting directly with the HVAC system, rather 
than with the EMCS computer. Figures 1, 2 and 3 are examples of the 
HVAC graphics diagrams which are to be implemented in the MMI device. 
2 
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Figure 2. Hot Water Boiler and Radiation System 
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Figure 3. Multizone DX-AC Unit 
1.3 Hardware Description 
As documented in CEL CR 81.013, there are several hardware features 
which must be present to enable satisfactory operation of an operator 
process-control interface. Among them are rapid-draw and polygon fill, 
to minimize graphics drawing time; high resolution, large size CRT 
display, to enable accurate and uncluttered reproduction of HVAC system 
graphic diagrams; fast CRT refresh rate, to minimize operator eyestrain 
and fatigue; and a positive re 1 i ab 1 e interactive touch capab i 1 i ty, to 
minimize errors. It was specified that the MMI demonstration device be 
stand-alone in operation {i.e., that it require no host computer to 
perform its demonstration function). This stand-alone feature was 
specified to facilitate moving the MMI device between locations for 
conducting demonstrations. 
Based upon extensive past experience with color graphics equipment, 
and a survey of the latest equipment readily available in the market 
place, the color graphics computer line produced by Chromatics, Inc. 
was selected for use in the MMI device implementation. The specific 
model chosen was the Chromatics CG3999, featuring a 19-inch, high 
resolution {512 x 512 pixel matrix) CRT with a 60 Hz non-interlace 
refresh rate. A number of available options were selected to obtain 
the required features enumerated above, such as complex boundary fill, 
extended graphics, blink, and a function key processor. In addition to 
these hardware color graphics capabilities, the CG3999 can operate as a 
stand-alone computer with its Z-80 microprocessor, 32K RAM and dua 1 
eight inch floppy disc system. To accommodate the touch panel, and to 
allow for system growth, three extra RS-232 interface ports were 
provided. While not utilized in the proposed MMI concept, a light pen 
was acquired to permit flexibility in color graphics system design. 
The keyboard accompanying the CG3999 has 128 keys {Figure 4), including 
numerous special function keys to activate built-in color graphics 
generation capab i 1 it i es. This keyboard will be used to generate HVAC 
system graphic diagrams during the development process, and could be 
used by i nsta 11 at ion system prograiTillers in the fie 1 d. However, in 
keeping with the goal of interface simplicity and transparency for the 
lowest level operator, a more less complex detachable typewriter-like 
6 
keyboard, with a numeric key pad and minimal extra keys, will be 
provided for use with the MMI device (Figure 5). 
Of the several touch feature technologies available in the 
industry, the beam interrupt type was chosen as being most durable, 
reliable and error-free. The IR beam interrupt touch panel from 
Carroll, Inc. comes in kit form and includes a printed circuit "window 
frame" with IR LED emitters and phototransistor diodes and its own 
scanning and decode logic circuits. The 11 Window frame 11 is mounted 
around the face of the color graphics CRT and provides a grid of IR 
beams across the face of the tube. Resolution as small as l/8 inch can 
be obtained with this device. As built-in scanning circuits activate 
the LED's in sequence, the circuitry detects a broken IR beam resulting 
from an operator touch on the CRT face, and the decode logic determines 
the X-Y position of the touch or hit. The touch panel decode circuit 
connects to the Chromatics set via an RS-232 interface port at the rear 
of the CRT cabinet. The touch panel transmits a sequence of 3 or 4 
ASCI I characters each time the touch system is activated. The first 
character is a unique uncover code that identifies the following two 
characters as touch data. The second and third characters represent 
the coordinates of the broken X and Y beams. The fourth character, 
which is optional, is a stop code. 
To all ow for hard copy output, and to demonstrate report printing 
capabilities, a printer has been provided. As specified, the printer 
provided is a NEC Model 7715 Spinwriter. This printer offers letter 
quality text and high resolution plotting/graphing output at 55 CPS max 
print rate. It attaches to the Chromatics via an RS-232 interface 
port. Also provided with the NEC printer is a cut sheet feeder and a 
vertical forms tractor. Appendix A contains a complete listing of MMI 
device equipment. 
7 
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2.0 OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 
In all phases of this design, special consideration has been given 
to the human factors associated with effectively utilizing an EMCS 
system. These factors are discussed in the following paragraphs, along 
with justification for the choice made between alternatives. 
2.1 Display Screen 
The screen is a CRT display unit with color graphics capability. 
The screen has a 512 x 512 visible dot resolution. Eight screen colors 
are available: red, green, blue, magneta, cyan, yellow, white, and 
black. The screen is divided by the software into five major areas 
(see Figure 6 ) : 
(1) Date/Time/Operator Continuous Display 
(2) Graphics Display Area 
(3) Special Function Keys 
(4) Message/Text Area 
(5) Alarm Indicator 
By assigning the types of displayed information to a consistent 
1 ocat ion on the screen, the operator will know where to 1 ook for 
specific information without having to scan the entire screen. 
Further, vital information (such as the alarm indicator) will always be 
present. 
The CRT display unit is also equipped with an interactive touch 
panel utilizing infrared beam interruption technology. The touch panel 
allows the operator to directly interact with the graphics display, 
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2.2 Date/Time/Operator Continuous Display 
The Data/Time/Operator Continuous Display is located in the upper 
right corner of the screen. This area's background col or is yell ow, 
with black 1 ettering used to display the current operator's name, the 
date, time, outside temperature, and dewpoint. Colors were chosen for 
opt i rna 1 1 eg i b i 1 i ty. 
2.3 Graphics Display Area 
The Graphics Display Area is used for multi-col or graphic display 
of data environment diagrams, as well as for menu selection. It 
occupies the middle two-thirds of the screen. Its background color is 
black, to provide the best background for the graphics by increasing 
contrast and reducing 11 noise... Each data environment in the system has 
been diagrammed using HVAC symbols and the graphics capability of the 
computer. The operator can command the system to display any of these 
diagrams for inspection or use in modifying the operation of its 
associated data environment. Figures 1, 2 and 3 are illustrations of 
sample data environment (DE) diagrams. 
2.4 Special Function Keys 
There are ten touch-activated Special Function Keys aligned in a 
row slightly below the horizontal center of the screen. These keys are 
the primary means by which the operator interacts with the EMCS. The 
keys are arranged in an order which places the most critical and 
frequent 1 y used functions on the ends, thus reducing operator search 
time. In addition, related functions are placed together, and there is 
a left-to-right ordering of complementary keys representing 
positive-to-negative connotations (e.g., START precedes STOP). In this 
way an operator will have less difficulty in finding keys, thus 
improving response time in critical situations. The touch key area is 
set off from the rest of the screen by a rectangular background border 
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of cyan. The c~an background is bordered by blue 1 i nes on both the 
inner and outer edges. The keys themselves are located on a panel 
strip of black inside this cyan background border. Each key is col or 
coded (explained below}. 
2.5 Message/Text Area 
The Message/Text Area is 1 ocated across the bottom of the screen. 
Its background color is black and all messages appear in a color chosen 
for good visibility and appropriate connotations. This area is used by 
the MMI to provide information to the operator or prompts for a 
response. Most of the cues which are written to this window are 
described in Section 2.8 through 2.8.10. This area is also used to 
display error messages and alarm conditions. A complete list of all 
cues, error messages, alarm messages, and their descriptions is given 
in Appendix B. The col or code scheme for messages can be found in 
Table 1. 
2.5.1 Visual Message Indicators 
Throughout this manual, a change in color (always to yellow) 
indicates that a selection has been made. Use of flashing displays or 
text is strictly reserved for alarm conditions. Thus, whenever an 
operator sees something flashing on the screen, he can always interpret 
it as some type of alarm message or indicator. Likewise, whenever an 
item changes color to yellow, it can always be interpreted as a message 
indicating selection. Messages which appear in the text area are also 
color coded. Cues appear in green because green connotes uaction 11 and 
a cue is a prompt signaling the operator to take action. Error 
messages appear in red, since red can be used to connote an abnormal 
condition. Alarm messages appear as white text on a flashing red 
background, accompanied by an audible tone. Thus, the color for alarm 
messages matches the alarm indicator. See Table 1 for a complete color 
code scheme and Table 2 for common color connotations. 
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MESSAGE COLORATION SCHEME 
Message Type Color Representation 
Cue (Prompt) Green lettering on black 
background 
Error Message Red lettering on black 
backgroung 
Alarm Message White lettering on flashing 
or Cue red background 
TABLE 1 
COMMON COLOR CONNOTATIONS 
Reds: Stop, Abnormal Condition 
Greens: Start, Go, Action, Ready 
Blues: Calm, Normal 
TABLE 2 
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2.6 Alarm Indicator 
The Alarm Indicator· is located in the upper left corner of the 
screen opposite the Date/Time/Operator window. It appears as a 
flashing red rectangle with the word "ALARM" printed in white. The red 
rectangle is bordered by a non-flashing white border. The flashing red 
indicator is displayed only when an alarm condition exists; however, 
the white border will always be present on the screen. In addition to 
this visual indicator, an audible tone will sound when an alarm 
condition is detected. 
2.7 Operation of Special Function Keys 
The operation of each function key follows the same general 
pattern, except that steps 1 and 3 may be reversed, since they are 
order-independent: 
(1) A function key is touched and becomes backlighted in 
yellow, indicating that it has been selected. 
Backlighting is defined as changing the background color 
of a key or symbol on the CRT screen. Only one function 
can be selected at a time. If another key is touched 
(as in step 5b), the first choice wi11 be cancelled. 
Thus, the yellow backlight will always indicate which 
function key has been selected. 
(2) A cue appears in the text area i nst ructi ng the operator 
to touch the desired device symbol or menu item (or 
function key if steps 1 and 3 are reversed). 
(3) The operator touches the desired device symbol or menu 
item as instructed by the cue, and the border of the 
device symbol (or the entire menu selection} changes 
color to yellow to indicate that it has been selected. 
This color change is referred to as highlighting. Only 
one device or menu item can be selected at one time, so 
only one device symbol or menu item can be highlighted 
with yellow at one time. Thus, the yellow highlighting 
will always indicate which device or item has been 
se 1 ected. 
( 4) A cue appears instructing the operator to touch the 
CONFIRM ACTION key to execute the selected command. 
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(5} The operator now has three choices: 
a. Touch the CONFIRM ACTION key to execute the 
corrmand. 
b. Se 1 ect a new function, device, or menu i tern, 
i.e., go back to step 1 or 3. 
c. Touch the CANCEL ACTION key to abort the 
current command and return the screen to the 
way it was before any keys were touched. 
2.7.1 Design Modifications 
In the original design specifications (CR 81.013}, several keys 
were designed as split-function keys. Since some people have large 
fingers, a split-function key could pose problems in that the touch 
target area could be small enough to cause difficulty in selecting the 
desired function. Therefore, the original design has been modified to 
eliminate the need for split function keys. Several other 
modifications have been made with regard to the set of keys. 
Discussion of these additional modifications and justification for them 
is interspersed in the function key descriptions below. Keys are 
discussed in order from left to right on the screen. 
2.7.2 Keys That Are Environment Dependent 
Note that the START /ENABLE, STOP /DISABLE, SET POI NT/LIMITS, 
AUTO/MANUAL, and MODIFY SCHED keys are only valid if a data environment 
diagram is currently being displayed. If one of these keys is touched 
and this is not the case, then the error message 11 - You Must Use DISPLAY 
DIAGRAM To Get A Diagram Before You Can Use This Convnand 11 appears in 
the text area, and then after a pause the screen appears the same as it 
was before the key was touched. 
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2.7.3 Symbol Coloration 
The coloration of a device symbol will always reflect its current 
status, according to the following conventions: 
Blue Border Non-selected symbol 
Yellow Border Selected symbol (only one at a time) 
Green Interior -- Device in operation (on) under automatic 
control 
Black Interior -- Device not in operation (off) under 
automatic control 
Diagonally Striped 
Interior Device in manual mode (For a device which 
has been turned off manually, the striping 
will be black and white. For a device which 
has been turned on manually, the striping 
wi 11 be green and blue). 
If the DE is operating in automatic mode, all devices whose 
interior symbol color is green have been started/enabled by the 
automatic control. If a symbol•s interior color is diagonally green 
and blue striped, then that device has been manually started/enabled 
and the automatic control for that device has been overridden. 
Diagonal black and white striping is used to indicate that the device 
has been manually stopped/disabled and that the automatic control for 
that device has been overridden. A symbol whose interior color is 
black has been stopped/disabled by the automatic control, (see Table 
3). Diagonal striping is used to indicate a manual override for the 
following reasons: 
(1) A manual override is an exceptional case, and the 
operator needs to be visually reminded that he has 
overridden the automatic control. This visual indicator 
should be easily distinguishable from the rest of the 
display. 
(2) Diagonal lines will stand out against the many vertical 
and horizontal lines on the diagram being displayed. 
(3) Striping is not as uncomfortable or fatiguing to the 
eyes as is checkerboarding, or other patterns. This is 
especially true for operators who have astigmatism. 
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SYMBOL COLORATION SCHEME 
DE's MODE OF OPERATION 
DEVICE 
STATUS AUTO MANUAL 
STOPPED/ BLACK BLACK/WHITE 
DISABLED INTERIOR STRIPED INTERIOR 
STARTED GREEN GREEN/BLUE 
ENABLED INTERIOR STRIPED INTERIOR 
SELECTION YELLOW YELLOW 
BORDEr. BORDER 
ALARM FLASHING SYMBOL FLASHING SYMBOL 
TABLE 3 
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2.8 Function Key Descriptions 
In the function key descriptions which follow, it is assumed that 
the reader understands the general pattern of operation outlined above. 
Therefore, certain repetitious deta i 1 s will be omitted. Deviations 
from the pattern will of course be included. The description for the 
START/ENABLE key will include more detail than that of the remaining 
nine keys so as to allow the reader to become more familiar with the 
pattern. 
2.8.1 START/ENABLE Key 
The START/ENABLE key is used to manually start mechanical devices 
and enable monitoring and control devices. The word "device .. is used 
here to refer to any entity in the system which can be operated 
independently, whether it be a FID, MUX, IMUX, pump, fan, or data point 
(analog or digital input or output). In the original design, the start 
and stop functions were on a single key, as were the enable and disable 
functions. However, it was felt that placing start and enable on the 
same key and, conversely, stop and disable on another key, would 
provide an easier means of control for the operator, for the following 
reasons: 
(1) Start and enable have the same connotation, differing 
only in that they are applied to different types of 
physical entities, and 1 ikewi se for stop and disable; 
(2) Start and enable are mutually exclusive functions for 
stop and disable; 
(3) The software is capable of distinguishing which devices 
are stopped/started and which are enabled/disabled. 
In this way, the operator need not remember which devices must be 
started/stopped as opposed to those which must .be enabl ed/di sabl ed. 
This design also eliminates the need for split keys, as was discussed 
in section 2.7.1. In addition, the START/ENABLE key is colored green, 
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which connotes "go .. or 11 Start," to further aid the operator in rapidly 
associating its color with its function and in scanning for the key. 
The START/ENABLE key is used in the following manner. When a data 
environment (DE) is displayed on the screen, the operator can start or 
enable a device by touching the START/ENABLE key and the appropriate 
device symbol on the graphic display (order is independent). When the 
key is touched, it changes color to yellow (hereafter referred to as 
backlighting the key), indicating that it has been selected. Likewise, 
when a device is selected, its border changes color to yellow 
(hereafter referred to as highlighting), indicating that it has been 
selected. If the key is touched first, the cue "-Touch Appropriate 
Device Symbol .. appears in text area. If the device symbol is touched 
first, then the cue 11 -Touch Desired Function .. appears in the text area. 
Once both a function and a device have been selected, the cue .. _Touch 
CONFIRM ACTION To Execute .. appears in the text area. At this point the 
operator can do one of three things: 
1. Touch the CONFIRM ACTION key, at which time it becomes 
backlighted; the coomand to start/enable the device is 
sent to the EMCS; the START/ENABLE key backlight is 
extinguished; the border of the device symbol reverts back 
to its original color, and its interior changes to an 
appropriate color (see Section 2.7.3) to indicate that it 
has been started/enabled; the message 11 -Device (x) Has 
Been (Started/Enabled) 11 appears in the text area; and 
finally, after a slight pause (representing the time 
needed for the requested action to occur), the CONFIRM 
ACTION key backlight is extinguished and the text area is 
erased. 
2. Cancel the entire operation by touching the CANCEL ACTION 
key, at which time it becomes backlighted; the 
START/ENABLE key's backlight is simulaneously 
extinguished; the device symbol border color returns to 
its original color; the message 11 -Command Action 
Cancelled .. appears in the text area, and finally the text 
area is cleared. The screen now appears the same as it 
did before the operator touched any keys or symbols. 
3. Touch a different device symbol and/or function key, at 
which time the appropriate symbol border color changes are 
made and/or the function key backlights are changed, and 
appropriate cues are given. 
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2.8.2 STOP/DISABLE Key 
The STOP/DISABLE key is used to manually stop mechanical devices 
and disable monitoring and control devices. It operates in the same 
manner as the START /ENABLE key. This key is colored red because red 
connotes 11 Stop 11 , and this further a ids the operator in di st i ngui shi ng 
its function. See Table 3 for an illustration of appropriate device 
symbol interior colors, based on the current operating mode. 
2.8.3 DISPLAY DIAGRAM Key 
The DISPLAY DIAGRAM key is used to display HVAC diagrams of 
specific data environments (DE's) in the graphics display area. It is 
colored blue, which connotes "calmness," 
directly alter the operation of the system. 
since its use does not 
When the key is touched, 
it becomes backlighted and the bui 1 ding or floor selection menu is 
presented in the graphic area (see Figure 7). The cue 11 -Touch Square 
Beside Building (Floor Plan) Desired .. appears in the text area. The 
menu is presented in cyan and the squares are color-filled targets. 
When touched, the square and its text description change color to 
yellow to indicate which data environment has been selected, and the 
cue 11-Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Execute .. appears in the text area. If 
the operator touches the CONFIRM ACTION key, it becomes backlighted, 
the DISPLAY DIAGRAM key backlight is extinguished, the selected diagram 
appears in the graphics area, and finally the CONFIRM ACTION key 
backlight is extinguished. Alternately, the operator can change the 
menu or function selections, or touch the CANCEL ACTION key to cancel 
the command. 
2.8.4 SET POINT/LIMITS Key 
The SET POINT/LIMITS key is used to adjust set points and analog 
limits for appropriate HVAC devices. This key is magenta in color. A 
DE diagram must be present on the screen when this key is touched; 
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in Section 2.7.2. When this key is touched it becomes backlighted, and 
the cue 11 -Touch Appropriate Device Symbol .. appears ·in the text area. 
If the symbol was touched prior to touching the key, the cue "-Touch 
Desired Functionu would have appeared in the text area. If the 
function is not appropriate for the device, the message "-You Cannot 
Set Points/Limits For That Device-- Try Another" appears in the text 
area. When both function and device have been selected, the cue 
u_ Touch CONFIRM ACTION to execute" appears in the text area. At this 
point the operator can change the function selection, or use the CANCEL 
ACTION key. If the operator touches CONFIRM ACTION, a menu of choices 
is presented in cyan: one for the set point, one for the 1 ow 1 imi t, 
and another for the high limit. Each choice will have a 
touch-sensitive square beside it. To modify any or all points/limits, 
the operator merely touches the desired selections, one at a time, and 
the cue 11 -Pl ease Type In The New Value" appears in the text area. The 
choice selected will always change color to yellow. When all of the 
points/1 imits appear as desired, the operator merely touches CONFIRM 
ACTION, at which time the graphics area returns to the previous 
diagram, the key backlights go out, and the message "-Command Action 
Completed" appears in the text area. Note that the operator could 
still have decided not to make any changes simply by using the CANCEL 
ACTION key. 
2.8.5 AUTO/MANUAL Key 
The AUTO/MANUAL function key is a special toggle key which serves 
three purposes. It functions as a status indicator as to which mode 
the particular data environment (DE) is operating under, as well as a 
means of selecting the operating mode for the DE or an individual 
device. It is colored white so that it is easily distinguished from 
the other keys (no other key is white) and placed in the middle of the 
screen so that it can be easily seen. The key has three different 
representations on the screen: 
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(I) When no DE is being displayed, the key will have the 
words .. AUTO/MANUAL" printed on it in black letters to 
indicate its function. 
(2) When a DE is displayed which is running in automatic 
mode, the key will have the word "AUT0 11 printed on it in 
blue letters indicating that the DE's mode of operation 
is automatic. Blue lettering is used since blue 
connotes 11 Calmness, 11 and automatic mode is "calm 11 since 
it requires no intervention from the operator under 
normal circumstances. 
(3) When a DE is displayed which is running in manual mode, 
the key will have the word "MANUAL 11 printed on it in 
green letters indicating that the DE's mode of operation 
is manual. Green lettering is used because green 
connotes a feeling of "movement" or "action" (e.g., go, 
start, ready), and when in manual mode the operator must 
take direct action to control the DE. 
Touching the AUTO/MANUAL key when a DE is not displayed will generate 
the response indicated in Section 2.7.2, after which the screen returns 
to its previous state. When a DE is displayed and the key is touched 
and no device has been selected, the key will backlight, and the cues 
"-Manual Mode Selected For DE" (or "-Auto Mode Selected For DE 11 } and 
u_ Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Execute" wi 11 appear . in the text area. If 
CONFIRM ACTION is touched, the message "-Collllland Action Completed .. will 
appear in the text area, the function key will toggle to indicate the 
new mode of operation, the backlight will extinguish, and the screen 
wi 11 reflect the current status of the DE. If a device has been 
selected when the key is touched, the key will backlight, and the cues 
~~-Manual Mode Selected For Point" (or 11-Auto Mode Selected For Point"} 
and "-Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Execute" will appear in the text area. 
If CONFIRM ACTION is touched, the message .. _Command Action Comp 1 eted" 
will appear in the text area' the key and symbol backlights will 
extinguish, and the symbol will become diagonally striped to reflect 
its new mode of operation. Otherwise, the operator can change his mind 
by selecting a different function or device or by using CANCEL ACTION. 
Note that if the function key is touched first, the operator can still 
se 1 ect a device if he so chooses. Appropriate cues wi 11 a 1 ways be 
given to inform the operator of whether the mode is being changed for 
the DE or a device. 
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2.8.6 PRINT REPORT Key 
The PRINT REPORT key is used to allow the operator to initiate 
printing of special reports. It is colored blue because blue connotes 
11 Calmness," and use of this key does not disturb the system's 
operation. Touching this key causes it to be backlighted, and a menu 
of available reports colored in cyan to appear on the screen. The 
message "-Touch Square Beside Desired Report" appears in the text area. 
Touching a square elicits the cue .. _Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Execute, 11 
and the choice is highlighted in yellow. If CONFIRM ACTION is touched, 
the message 11-Command Action Compl eted 11 is written in the text area, 
after which the key backlights go out and the screen returns to its 
previous status. The requested report is then sent to the printer. 
Alternately, the operator may select a different report or function, at 
which time the screen is updated to reflect the change, or use CANCEL 
ACTION to inhibit any report. See Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 for sample 
report formats. 
2.8.7 MODIFY SCHED Key 
The MODIFY SCHED key is used to modify the automatic schedule of 
operation for a particular data environment (DE). Like the SET 
POINT/LIMITS key, it is colored magenta to indicate that these 
functions are related in that they both modify stored operating 
parameters. It must be used in conjunction with a DE currently 
displayed in the graphics area (see Section 2.7.2). Once touched, it 
becomes backlighted, and a menu of schedule selections for the DE 
appears on the screen. This schedule can be modified in the same 
manner as that described for setting points/ 1 imits. CANCEL ACTION and 
CONFIRM ACTION also operate as described previously. 
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2.8.8 CHANGE OPER Key 
The CHANGE OPER Key is a multipurpose function key. It stands for 
"Change Operator/Operation ... It allows the operator to shutdown the 
system, request HELP, or Change Operators. When this key is touched, 
the system enables the keyboard for input and displays the messages 
"-Ready To Change Operator/Operation .. and 11 Enter Command or New 
Operator Name From Keyboard. 11 There are three commands which can be 
entered: Operator Name, HELP, and STOP. The operator types in the 
desired corrmand followed by the Return key. The operator may cancel 
the CHANGE OPER function by typing the Return key in response to the 
system request for a command, or by touching CANCEL ACTION. Operator 
Name refers to the actua 1 name of the operator. If HELP or STOP is 
typed in, the system will behave as described in Section 2.8.8.2 or 
2.8.8.3, respectively. Otherwise, the system assumes that an operator 
change will take place. Changing of operators is described in Section 
2.8.8.1. 
2.8.8.1 Operator Name Command 
When an operator's name is typed in, as opposed to HELP or STOP, 
the system assuming that an operator change is taking place and that 
future commands should be recorded under a new name. It also provides 
system security, in that levels of operation can be defined by 
assigning different operators to different levels. As the operator's 
name is typed in, it is echoed on the screen and checked against a list 
of known approved operators. If the name is unknown to the system, the 
message 11 -Name Not Recognized -- Conmand Action Cancell ed 11 appears in 
the text area and the command is not executed. Otherwise the cue 
~~-Enter password .. appears in the graphics area. As the operator's 
password is typed in, it is checked to see if it matches the one 
approved for the operator (it is not echoed on the screen). If it does 
not, the message ~~-Password Not Recognized, Access Denied 11 appears in 
the text area and the command is not executed. Otherwise, the system 
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responds with the message "-Password Accepted. New Operator is 
(name)." in the text area, and the Date/Time/Operator display is 
updated. Use of CANCEL ACTION is permitted during this command. Use 
of CONFIRM ACTION is not required and will be ignored. The command can 
also be cancelled before the password is entered by touching a 
different function key. 
2.8.8.2 HELP Command 
The HELP command is used to enter the on-line HELP facility. HELP 
provides an overview of system features and capabilities. When the 
HELP command is entered, execution of the M\11 control software will be 
temporarily suspended, the entire screen will be erased, and the HELP 
program will begin running. The operator must press the Return key to 
advance the screen display to the next presentation when review of the 
current display is complete. When all parts of the sequence have been 
displayed, execution of the MMI will resume from the point at which it 
was stopped. The operator may prematurely stop the HELP sequence at 
any time by typing ~ Return. This is the same HELP sequence which is 
displayed when the system is first started. 
2.8.8.3 STOP Command 
The STOP command is used to shut down (turn off) the MMI system. 
When this command is entered, the MMI begins an orderly shutdown and 
then displays the message "-System Shutdown .. when complete. Once 
entered, this command cannot be cancelled. 
2.8.9 CONFIRM ACTION Key 
The CONFIRM ACTION key is used by the operator to signal to the 
system that the desired command sequence has been entered and is now 
ready to be executed. It is colored green because green connotes 
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"action/ and this key is used to tell the system to take action. Its 
use has been deta i1 ed in the descriptions of the first eight function 
keys. 
2.8.10 CANCEL ACTION Key 
The CANCEL ACTION key performs the opposite function of CONFIRM 
ACTION. It can be used any time prior to the actual execution of a 
command (i.e., before it has been confirmed) to signal to the system to 
abort the current coiTilland and return to the previous state. It is 
colored red because red connotes "stop," and this key is used to stop a 
current co11111and. Its use has been detailed in the descriptions for the 
first eight function keys. The CONFIRM ACTION and CANCEL ACTION keys 
have been added to the original design for four major reasons: 
(1) To reduce operator errors, 
(2) To reduce the memory load on the operator, 
(3) To reduce operating time, and 
(4) To reduce operator frustration. 
These objectives are accomplished by the CONFIRM and CANCEL ACTION keys 
by allowing for correction of errors and changes of mind before actual 
execution. Furthermore, they free the operator from the restriction of 
having to memorize and enter a fixed sequence of commands and 
parametric values. 
2.9 Alarm Conditions 
Alarms are usually triggered by some monitered value going out of 
bounds (e.g., temperature), or by an equipnent malfunction. The MMI 
notifies the operator of an alarm and allows him to correct it in an 
orderly manner. The assumption behind the operational methodology 
described in this section is that the EMCS "stacks 11 a 1 arms in a queue 
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to be sent one at a time to the MMI on a priority assigned by the EMCS 
software. 
2.9.1 Detection and Notification 
When an alarm condition is sent by EMCS, the MMI alarm indicator 
will be activated and an audible tone will sound. The message 11 -ALARM 
CONDITION DETECTED 11 will appear flashing in red in the text area. 
Next, the cue 11 - Touch DISPLAY DIAGRAM For More Alarm Information .. will 
appear in the text area. The audible tone will continue to sound at 
five-second intervals until the alarm condition is corrected, or until 
the operator acknowledges it. The alarm can be acknowledged by 
touching the alarm indicator, at which time the tone will stop 
sounding. This action signals to the system that the operator has 
acknowledged the alarm and that he will attempt corrective action. If 
the alarm condition still persists after two minutes have elapsed, and 
the operator has not attempted any corrective action during this time, 
the system will again begin sounding the tone at five-second intervals 
to remind the operator to take action. 
2.9.2 Corrective Action 
Following notification of the alarm, the operator can continue the 
current command sequence, or respond immediately to the alarm by 
touching the DIS PLAY DIAGRAM key. Touching this key will cause the 
usual DE menu to appear, but with the following special indicator. The 
area containing the alarm will be flashing in red. Areas without 
alarms will appear in cyan and will not be flashing. The operator then 
selects in the usual manner (see Section 2.7.3) the alarm data 
environment to display. When the DE is displayed, the element or 
device in alarm condition will be flashing. The operator can then take 
the appropriate control action to correct the situation. In this way, 
the operator is in control and is not forced to respond immediately to 
an alarm and/or to follow a rigid correction algorithm. 
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When the operator makes an adjustment to the point in a 1 arm, it is 
assumed that the alarm for that point will be disabled by the EMCS 
software for a period of fifteen minutes. (Five minutes is used in the 
demonstration system in order to facilitate the rapid presentation of 
the system•s capabilities.) The fifteen minute alarm point disablement 
period is used to allow time for the operator•s corrective action to 
become effective. If at the end of the fifteen minute disablement 
period the point is still in alarm, the operator will again be notified 
of the alarm in the manner described above. The process of 
notification, corrective action, and temporary alarm disablement will 
be repeated until the alarm condition has been corrected for the point. 
Note that the alarm is only disabled for the particular alarm point on 
which the operator attempted corrective action. All other points are 
still capable of generating alarms during the disablement period of a 
particular point. Note also that the operator will receive only one 
alarm at a time. This is based on the assumption that the EMCS 
computer will 11 Stack 11 alarms in a queue to be sent to the MMI one at a 
time on a pre-determined priority basis. Therefore, in order to 
receive further alarms from EMCS after having received the first, the 
operator must acknowledge the first alarm by attempting some corrective 
action. EMCS will only send a new alarm when one of the following 
conditions exist: 
(1) There are no other active alarms or, 
(2) Corrective action by the operator has been attempted for 
all other active alarms. 
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During the disablement period of a particular alarm point, its 
device symbol will stop flashing and the disabled alarm point will 
appear the same as a 11 other devices on the screen except in one 
respect. Its monitored value will be displayed in red, whereas the 
values of all other points will be displayed in cyan. In this way, the 
operator can visually detect any alarm points which are in the alarm 
d i sab 1 ement mode and can easi 1 y monitor their current status. By 
monitoring the status of an alarm point during its disablement period, 
the operator can determine whether or not the selected action is having 
a positive effect in correcting the alarm condition. 
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3.0 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 
3.1 Overview 
The program which will simulate the man-machine interface to an 
EMCS consists of an executive program and several layers of 
subroutines, as depicted in Figure 12. The function of the executive 
is to decide what is going on in the simulated real-world system 
(keyboard input , data base update, etc.) and to ca 11 the appropriate 
subroutine to respond to the system event. These subroutines in turn 
call other subroutines to perform specific tasks. In all, there are 
six levels of program modules, beginning with MMI EXEC at the highest 
level (Level I) and progressing downward. The levels have resulted in 
major part from the practice of top-down, structured program design, 
which stresses having a well-defined task for each module and which 
tends to produce easily modified and debugged software systems. Level 
IV (the lowest level) consists of utility subroutines which are called 
by modules at several different levels. Tab 1 e 4 provides a brief 
desc ri pt ion of the function of each of these modules, arranged 
alphabetically. Note that even though subroutines are referenced by 
line number and not by name in the BASIC language, all of the 
subroutines have been given mnemonic names, in order to emphasize their 
functions and facilitate descriptions of the system operation. For 
each module, a description and flowchart are provided. The page numbers 
in Table 4 refer to the location of the module description and 
flowchart in Section 3.2 This material is arranged by level, as shown 
on Figure 12. 
Tables 5 and 6 list the elements of the two major system data 
bases. The MMI data base contains variables which pertain to the 
operation of the soft\'/are system. The rea 1- time data base contains 
variables whose values represent real-world system events. 
Due to the 1 imitations of the Chromatics computer and the BASIC 
language interpreter used in the MMI demonstration device, the keyboard 
and touch panel cannot be used simultaneously. Consequently, the 








FIGURE 12. HIERARCHY OF MMI PROGRAM MODULES 
enabled for input~ and vice versa. This means that in the 
demonstration device~ use of the keyboard for input will be limited to 
specific instances when the system requests keyboard input. The Return 
key is used to signal the end of a keyboard input response. Therefore, 
once keyboard input has been requested, the special function keys will 
not be available until the Return key is struck. In an actual MMI/EMCS 
system, these problems can be overcome through use of hardware and 
software with true real-time capability. 
In the demonstration device, whenever a conflict arises between the 
selection of a special function key and a device symbol, the device 
symbol will always be deselected while the function key will remain 
selected. This feature is used to provide a standard method for 
resolving selection conflicts. In so doing, the assumption has been 
made that function selection should take precedence over device 
selection. 
In order to facilitate the rapid presentation of the capabilities 
which are present in the demonstration system, time has been compressed 
to an approximate ratio of three minutes real time to one minute 
simulated time. The ratio is approximate due to the 1 imitations of the 
Chromatics computer and its BASIC language interpreter. Keyboard input 
will always distort the time ratio. This is due to the fact that when 
keyboard input is enabled, all other program activity is temporarily 
suspended until the Return key is struck. The Return key is used to 
signify the end of an input response. Suspension of all other program 
activity is not detrimental to the demonstration device since it is a 
simulation. 
In the demonstration device, whenever the operator disables a 
point, that point is assumed to be logically disconnected from the 
system. Complete disablement means that the device and any devices it 
supports are disconnected, and that values and alarm status cannot be 
read from that device or any other device which it supports. Likewise, 
control commands cannot be sent to a device which has been disabled or 
to a device supported by a device which has been disabled. The 
operator must command the system to enable a point which has been 
disabled before it or any devices it supports can receive control 
commands or send values and alarm status to the system. 
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TABLE 4 
MODULES AND THEIR FUNCTIONS 
ANNUNC - Annunciate change in alarm status • 
AUTO - Process AUTO request 
BUZOFF - Process alarm silence request • 
CANCEL - Process CANCEL ACTION request 







DIAGRAM - Process DISPLAY DIAGRAM request 94 
DISMESS - Display messages in the text area from the 
master message file • • 166 
DMENU - Place menu on screen 169 
DRAWIT -Draw or change figures on the screen (alarm 
indicator, highlighting, backlighting, HVAC 
symbols) • • • • • • • • 172 
FKEYIN - Process function key hit 74 
GONOGO - Process START/ENABLE or STOP/DISABLE request. • 90 
HELP - Provide operator instructions and assistance. • 55 
INITDB - Initialize MMI database 
KEVIN - Process keyboard input 
MMI EXEC- Man-Machine Interface executive •• 
MDIN - Process menu of diagrams 





- Process menu of set points/1 imits 
- Process menu of reports 
- Process menu of schedules 
- Process CHANGE OPER request 













MODULES AND THEIR FUNCTIONS (continued) 
SETPT - Process SET POINT/LIMITS request 
SCHED - Process MODIFY SCHED request 
SYMBIN - Process symbol selection 
TOUCHIN - Process touch panel input 








for alarms •••.•••••• 
- Execute AUTO/MANUAL function 
- Execute DISPLAY DIAGRAM function 
- Execute MODIFY SCHED function • 
- Execute PRINT REPORT function • 
- Execute START/ENABLE function • 
- Execute STOP/DISABLE function 

























MMI DATA BASE 
Function Values 
Real-time data base ready O=real time data base 
flag not initialized 
l=real time data base 
valid 
Graphics display type -!=nothing displayed 
indicator in graphic display 




Diagram or menu number > 1 (see GDTYPE%) 
currently displayed 
Menu: !=diagrams 
2=set point limits 
3=report s 
4=sc hed ul es 
Diagram: 1-NDES% (1 to NOES%) 
(i=building or DE) 
X-coordinate of touch 
panel input 
Y-coordinate of touch 
panel input 
Number of buffer files 
in HELP sequence 
Flag to determine 
whether or not to sound 
the alarm tone 
Pause counter for alarm 




































MMI DATA BASE (continued) 
Variable Function Values Set By 
MCOLOR% Message color flag (for O=green (cue) routine 
DISMESS) based on message which 
calls 
DISMESS 
type 1=red (error) 
-1 =white on red 
blinking (alarm) 
MINDEX% Record number of message 1-NMESS% Routine 
in master file to be which 
displayed by DISMESS calls 
DISMESS 
NMESS% Number of messages >O INITDB 
in DISMESS master file 






STYPE% String type expected for 1=single alphabetic any 






NKEYS% Number of function keys Currently =10 INITDB 
FKLOC% Leftmost (x) coordinate 1-512 INITDB 
(NKEYS%) of Ith function key 
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TABLE 5 
MMI DATA BASE (continued) 
V ari ab 1 e Function Values Set B~ 











QSCH% Selected Schedule O=None SCHED 
QPT% Selected point 1-NDES%- schedule INITDB, 
GONOGO, 
1-NRTPTS%=poi nt SETPT 




QAM% Selected mode l=auto AUTO 
O=manua 1 
NO PER% Number of system operators >1 INITDB 
QOPER% Current operator 1-NOPER% OPER 
OPER$ String containing name of· INITDB 
(NO PER%) Ith operator 
PASS$ String containing password >1 INITDB 
(NOPER%) for Ith operator 
OLE VEL% 11 Security11 level of Ith >1 INITDB 
(NO PER%) operator 
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TABLE 5 
MMI DATA BASE (cone 1 uded) 
Variable Function Va 1 ues Set By 
NREPORTS% Number of reports which > 1 INITDB 
can be printed 
LTMP Temp. storage for 1 owest DMENU 
non- a 1 arm v a 1 u e 
HTMP Temp. storage for highest DMENU 
non-alarm value 
STMP Temp. storage for set point DMENU 
ATMP Temp. storage for alarm DMENU 
point 
01% Argument to DRAWIT -1=Alarm Indicator Any 
indicating type of item O=Menu Symbol routine 
2=Function key which 
calls 
DRAW IT 
02% Argument to DRAWIT Any 




03% Argument to DRAWIT O=Interior Any 
indicating type of 1=Border routine 
change 2=Both which 
calls 
DRAWIT 
04% Argument to DRAWIT 1=red Any 














REAL-TIME DATA BASE 
Function 
Argument to DRAWIT 
indicating rotation 
Argument to DRAWIT 
containing special 
infomation 
Temporary storage for 
changing schedule 


























REAL-TIME DATA BASE(continued) 
Array Function Values Set Bi: 
NOES% Number of DE 's 0-limits of storage INITDB 
NRTPTS% Number of real-time data 0-1 imits of storage INITDB 
points (note: for arrays 
listed below, I% assumes 
values of 1 to NRTPTS%) 
ANPT% Annunciation point 1-NRTPTS% UPDATE 
(sent to ANNUNC) 
APT% The current alarm point, O=none INITDB 
as defined by EMCS (never UPDATE 
more than one at a time) 1-NRTPTS%=poi nt ANNUNC 
OPT% The current disabled O=none INITDB 
point (i.e., operator UPDATE 
not yet notified of 1-NRTPTS%=poi nt 
its status by a message) 
NEWVAL Newest value of real-time > 0.0 UPDATE 
(NRTPTS%) data poi n t I % 
DB VAL Current (previous) value > 0.0 INITDB 
(NRTPTS%) of real-time data point Tset by INITDB to UPDATE 











REAL-TIME DATA BASE (continued) 
Function Values 
11Analog .. vs. 11 digital.. O=analog 
point discriminator, 
where 11 analogu refers l=digital 
to a point which can 
assume a range of values, 
and 11 digita1 11 refers to a 
point which can assume two 
discrete values representing 
opposite states 
Lowest non-alarm value > 0. 0 
for analog point I% 
Highest non-alarm value > LOWLIM (I%) 
for analog point I% 
SPT(NRTPTS%) Set point for analog 
point I% 
< HILIM (I%) 









Alarm value for digital 
point I% 
Alarm status flag for 
real-time data point I% 
Disable status flag for 
real-time data point I% 
indicates whether point 
should be processed or 
ignored 
String array containing 
name of Ith point for 
text purposes 
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O=point not in alarm 
l=point in alarm 
O=point should be 
processed 
l=point is completely 






























REAL-TIME DATA BASE (continued) 
Function Values 
Number of process diagram > 1 
on which Ith point 
is 1 ocated 
Ith point type indicator O=FID 
-1=MUX 
-2=IMUX 
1-NRTPTS%=point and type 
Next higher point to which O=is highest point 
Ith point is connected in 
the process hierarchy N=attached to Nth 
point 
X-coordinate (left) of 1-512 
location of Ith point•s 
symbol on process diagram 
Y-coordinate (lower} of 1-512 
location of Ith point's 
symbol on process diagram 
Rotation of Ith symbol 0, 90, 180, or 270 
on process diagram 
(degrees} 
Rightmost touch-sensitive 1-512 
x-coordinate for Ith point 
Uppermost touch-sensitive 1-512 
y-coordinate for Ith point 
NOTE: The points (PX% [I%], 
PY% [I%, and (TX% [I%], TV% 
[I%]) define two diagonally 
opposite corners of the 
touch-sensitive rectangular 



















Auto/manual flag for 
Ith point 
Auto/manual flag for Ith 
data environment 
NDE$(NDES%) String array containing 
name of Ith data environ-
ment for text purposes 

















3.2 Module Descriptions 
This section includes written descriptions and flowcharts for 
program modules contained in the MMI software system. The descriptions 
are arranged in hierarchial order, corresponding to the representation 
in Figure 12. 
NAME: MMI EXEC 
PURPOSE: 
MMI EXEC serves as the executive program for the system. It 
is used to supervise and coordinate the receipt and processing of 
command inputs and real-time data. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
MMI EXEC consists of a series of calls to appropriate 
subroutines which process operator conmands and real-time data 
updates. MMI EXEC also drives the real-time EMCS data update 
simulator. The s imul at or ernul ates operation of an 
interrupt-driven system. 
When MMI EXEC is initiated, it causes the MMI data base to be 
initialized, runs the HELP display sequence, and gets the 
simulated initial real-time data base values. Once the system has 
been initialized, MMI EXEC waits for an interrupt. An interrupt 
can come from the touch panel, the keyboard, or the EMCS computer 
simulation. Once an interrupt has been detected, MMI EXEC calls 
the appropriate subroutine to handle that interrupt. MM I EXEC 
also performs the 11 housekeepi ng chores .. of di splaying the current 
time and sounding the alarm tone when appropriate. 
CALLED BY: 
The program is initiated by the user. 
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MCOLOR% - message color flag (to DISMESS) 




Touch panel - determine if a 11 hi t .. has occurred 
Keyboard - determine if keyboard input is attempted 
DESIGN NOTES: 
The real-time data simulator provides the MMI with real-time 
data base values in the absence of a link to the EMCS computer. 
The simulator uses a countdown timer to initiate a random number 
generator which provides a real-time data "interrupt 11 (i.e., to 
signa 1 a change in data) • Data va 1 ues can change randomly, or by 







The INITDB subroutine is used to set the initial values of 
all variables in the MMI data base. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
There are two major data bases in the system: the MMI data 
base contains variables which pertain to software system 
operation, whereas the real-time data base contains current values 
which pertain to the (simulated) real-time system. The INITDB 
subroutine explicitly sets the value of each variable in the 
rna n-mach i ne interface data base. IN I TDB then sets constants 
(flags, counters, names, etc) for the real-time data base. INITDB 
also sets the real-time data base ready flag, DBRDY%, to 0 
indicate that the real-time data base has not yet been 








NAME: INITOB (continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
ALARMVAL KBTP% PAD% 
AMPT% LOWLIM PASS$ 
APT% LPOINT% PHIER 
OPT% NOE$ PHAME$ 
DBROY% NHELPBF% PROT AT% 
DB VAL NMESS% PTYPE% 
DE% NO PER% PX% 
DSTAT% NREPORTS% PY% 
FKLOC% NRTPTS% QAM% 
GOTYPE% OLEVEL% QFCN% 
HI LIM OPER$ QMENU% 






















The HELP subroutine is used to provide a series of screen 
displays to the operator which contain helpful information 
describing how to operate the system. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
HELP first disables the touch panel and enables the keyboard 
for input. The v ari ab 1 e NHELPBF% contains the number of HELP 
screen displays available. The subroutine enters a loop which is 
executed NHELPBF% times. Each time through the 1 oop, a fi 1 en arne 
is constructed of the form 11 HLP 11 + (number of loop), (e.g., HLPl, 
HLP2, etc.). These filenames correspond to disk files containing 
the memory image of a HELP display. The file is then read into a 
memory buffer, from which it is displayed on the screen. The 
subroutine then waits until the operator presses the Return key 
before going on to the next display in the sequence. The sequence 
can be prematurely stopped by typing ani followed by the Return 
key from the keyboard. When the sequence is complete, the 
keyboard is disabled and program control is transfered back to the 
calling routine. If HELP was called by the OPER module, the touch 
panel is enabled before program control passes back to OPER. 
CALLED BY: 





NAME: HELP (continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: 
NHELPBF% - number of HELP messages 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
KBTP% - currently enabled interrupt 
FILE INPUT/OUTPUT: 
The subrout ·j ne retrieves fi 1 es of the form HLP**, where ** ·j s an 
integer in the range 1 through NHELPBF%. 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
CRT DISPLAY UNIT - used to display information 

















The UPDATE subroutine is used to retrieve new real-time data 
base values as they are 11 Updated 11 (i.e., generated by the 
simulator) and to check them for alarm conditions. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The subroutine gets new values for each point and stores them 
in an array. UPDATE first checks to see if there is a new point 
which has been disabled by the automatic control simulator. If 
so, the point is flagged as disabled and a message to that effect 
is printed. It then checks each new value to see if it is 
different from its previous value. If the values are different 
and the point has not been disabled (in which case it would be 
ignored), the new value replaces the old value and an alarm check 
is made. To perform the alarm check, the subroutine first 
determines whether the point is analog or digital and then 
compares its value against the alarm value or range specified for 
that point. If the point is found to be in alarm condition and 
the alarm has not already been sounded for that point, the ANNUNC 
subroutine is called to sound the alarm. If the point not is 
found to be in alarm condition, but was in alarm prior to the 
receipt of the new value, ANNUNC is called to silence the alarm 
for that point. If no change in alarm status has occurred, no 
annunciation is made. When all new values have been read and 
checked, the real-time data base ready flag (DBRDY%) is set and 
program control returns to the calling routine. 
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ALARMVAL- alarm value for digital point 
ASTAT% - alarm status flag for real-time data point 
DBVAL% - current (previous) value of real-time data point 
OPT% - current disabled point 
DSTAT% - disable status flag for real-time data point 
HILIM - highest non-alarm value for analog point 
LOWLIM -lowest non-alarm value for analog point 
NRTPTS% - number of real-time data points 
PAD% - analog versus digital point discriminator 
PNAME$ - textal name of point 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
APT% - current alarm point 
ASTAT% - alarm status flag for real-time point 
DBRDY% - real-time data base ready flag 


























The TOUCH IN subroutine is used to get the X & Y coordinates 
of the point touched on the screen and to call the appropriate 
subroutine to process the touch request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The subroutine first obtains the X & Y coord·inates of the 
touch point. It then uses the Y-coordinate to determine which 
area of the screen was touched, (i.e., alarm indicator, graphics, 
or function keys). Based on this value and the value of GDTYPE% 
(which defines whether a menu or process diagram is currently 
being displayed), the appropriate subroutines are called to 






















NAME: KEY IN 
PURPOSE: 
The KEYIN subroutine is used to retrieve operator input from 
the keyboard and to make certain that the input is of the proper 
type. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The variable TMP$ is used to store a string of input 
characters. It is first set to the null string. As each 
character is typed in, it is appended to TMP$. When the Return 
key is detected, the string is checked for validity based on the 
value of STYPE%. If the string is invalid, an error message is 
printed and input is again requested. Otherwise program control 






STYPE% - indicates expected string type for input 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
TMP$ - verified string of input characters. 
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The AN NUNC subroutine is used to make the screen d i sp 1 ay 
reflect any change in alarm status, whether it be to signal a new 
alarm or to turn the alarm off for a device. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The ANNUNC subroutine first decides whether the point is 
returning from or entering an alarm condition. If the point is 
returning from alarm, it sets the appropriate flags to turn off 
the flashing alarm for the device and also turns off the alarm 
indicator and buzzer. If the point is entering the alarm state, 
it starts the buzzer and sets the appropriate flags to cause the 








ANPT% - annunciation point 
APT% - current alarm point 
ASTAT% - alarm status flag 
DIAMEN% - index number of currently displayed diagram or menu 
GDTYPE% - graphics display type indicator 
LPOINT% - index number of process diagram on which Ith point 
is 1 ocated. 
PNAME$ -string array containing textual name of Ith point 
NAME: ANNUNC (continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
APT% - current alarm point 
STONE% - flag to determine whether or not to sound the alarm 
tone 




CRT DISPLAY - prints messages 
DESIGN NOTES: 
When a change in alarm status occurs, it is necessary to 
cause the appropriate device symbol to flash or stop flashing. 
The DISPLAY DIAGRAM command software checks alarm status as it 
draws a diagram, so points in alarm are always represented as 
flashing symbols on the screen. However, if the diagram 
containing the alarm point is already displayed, the ANNUNC 
subroutine must redraw an alarm point symbol so that it either 
flashes or stops fl as hi ng. The variables GDTYPE%, LPOI NT%, and 
DIAMEN% are used by ANNUNC to determine if the diagram containing 
the alarm point is currently displayed. If GDTYPE% has the value 
1, a process diagram is being displayed. DIAMEN% will contain the 
index number of the diagram currently displayed and LPOINT% will 
contain the number of the diagram on which the alarm point is 
1 ocated. If GDTYPE% =1 and DIMEN% = LPOINT%, then ANNUNC knows 
that it must call the DRAWIT subroutine to cause the symbol of the 






The FKEYIN subroutine is used to determine which function key 
has been se 1 ected and to ca 11 the appropriate subroutine to 
process the selected function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
First, a check is made to determine whether or not a function 
key has already been selected. If so, the old function is 
deselected; Otherwise the X-coordinate of the touch key is used 
t o de t e rm i n e w h i c h k e y h a s bee n to u c h e d a n d t o c a 1 1 t h e 
















NAME: FKEYIN (continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: 
FKLOC%(I)- leftmost (X) coordinate of Ith function key 
QFCN% - previous function key selected 
XTOUCH% - X coordinate of touch panel input 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 












The SYMBIN subroutine is used to process device symbol 
selection requests. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The subroutine first detet"mines which device has been 
selected and highlights its symbol. If a function has already 
been selected, checks are made to ensure that conditions are right 
for execution of the function before control is returned to the 








AMPT% -Auto/manual flag for Ith point 
DE% - Data Environment auto/manual mode indicator 
DIAMEN%- Number of the diagram or nemu currently displayed 
DSTAT%- Disable status flag 
NDE$ - Textual name of data environment 
NRTPTS%- Number of points in real-time data base 
PHIER% - Next higher point in DE hierarchy 
PNAME$ - Textual name of point 
PTYPE% - Point type indicator 
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NAME: SYMBIN (continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: (concluded) 
PX% - leftmost touch-sensitive x-coordinate for Ith point 
PY% - Lowermost touch-sensitive Y-coordinate for Ith point 
QFCN% - Selected function 
QPT% - Selected point 
TX% - Rightmost touch-sensitive x-coordinate for Ith point 
TY% - Uppermost touch-sensitive y-coordinate for Ith point 
XTOUCH%- X-coordinate of touch 11 hit 11 
YTouch%- Y-coordinate of touch 11 hit" 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
QAM% - Selected mode 
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The MENUIN subroutine is used to process menu item selection. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The MENUIN subroutine uses the DIAMEN% variable to determine which 
menu is to be processed. It then calls the appropriate subroutine 
























The purpose of the BUZOFF subroutine is to process the 
operator alarm silence request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
BUZOFF sets the variable TPAUSE% to the value 24. This value 
is an estimate of the number of passes through MMI EXEC which can 
be completed in two minutes. TPAUSE% is decremented each time 
control passes through MMI EXEC. The audible alarm will not sound 
until the value of TPAUSE% has reached zero. BUZOFF displays a 

















An alternate approach would be to tie the alarm pause timer 
to the real time clock. The design will be modified to 
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NAME: GONOGO 
PURPOSE: 
The GONOGO subroutine is used to process the START/ENABLE and 
STOP/DISABLE command requests. It does not actually execute these 
functions, but rather ensures that conditions are right for their 
execution. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The GONOGO subroutine backlights the appropriate function key 
and checks to make sure that a process diagram is currently 
displayed. If not, an error message is given. Otherwise, it 
checks to see if a device has been selected. If not then program 
control passes to the calling routine. If both a function and 
device have been selected, a check is made to insure that the 
point can be operated upon. If so then appropriate cues are given 
and program control returns to the calling routine. If the 
function cannot be executed upon the selected point, the point is 







NAME: GONOGO (continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: 
DSTAT% -Disable flag 
GDTYPE%- Graphics display type indicator 
PHIER% - Next higher point in process diagram hierarchy 
QFCN% - Function selected 
QPT% - Selected point 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
QFCN% - Selected function 












The DIAGRAM subroutine is used to process the DISPLAY DIAGRAM 
command request • 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The DISPLAY DIAGRAM function key is backlighted and the 
appropriate control variables are initialized. The DMENU 










DIAMEN%- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
QFCN% - Selected function 
QMENU% - Selected menu item 
QPT% - Selected point 
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NAME: SETPT 
PURPOSE: 
Process the SET POINT /LIMITS command request. SETPT does not 
actually execute the command, but rather ensures that conditions 
are right for execution. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The SET POINT/LIMITS function key is backlighted and checks 
are made to ensure that a process diagram is on the screen and 
that, if a point has been selected, it is of the appropriate type. 








GDTYPE%- Graphics display type indicator 
PTYPE% - Type of point 
QPT% - Selected point 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
DIAMEN% - Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
QFCN% - Selected function 
QMENU% -Selected menu item 
QPT% - Selected point 
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The AUTO subroutine is used to process the AUTO/MANUAL 
command request. AUTO does not actually execute the command, but 
rather ensures that all conditions are right for its execution. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The AUTO/MANUAL key is backlighted and checks are made to 
ensure that a DE diagram is currently displayed and to determine 
whether or not a point has been selected. Based on these checks, 
the appropriate control and selection values variable are set and 







AMPT% -Auto/manual flag of point 
DE% - Data environment auto/manual indicator 
DIAMEN%- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
GDTYPE%- Graphics display type 
NDE$ - Textua1 name of data environment 
PHIER% - Next higher point in DE hierarchy 
PNAME$ - Textual name of point 
QPT% - Selected point 
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NAME: AUTO (continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENT: 
QAM% - Selected mode 
QFCN% -Selected function 












The REPORT subroutine is used to process the PRINT REPORT 
corTilland request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The PRINT REPORT function key is backlighted and the values 
for the control and selection variables are set. The DMENU 










DIAMEN%- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
QFCN% - Selected function 
QMENU% -Selected menu item 
QPT% - Selected point 
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The SCHED subroutine is used to process the MODIFY SCHED 
conmand request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The MODIFY SCHED function key is backlighted and a check is 
performed to ensure that a DE diagram is currently displayed. 
Selection and control variables are set and DMENU is called to 








GDTYPE%- Graphics display 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
DIAMEN%- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
QFCN% - Selected function 
QMENU% - Selected menu item 
QSCH% - Selected data environment schedule 
S(QSCH%)- Current data environment schedule 
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The OPER subroutine is used to process the CHANGE OPER 
request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The CHANGE OPER function key is backlighted and the values 
for the control variables are set. Keyboard input is enabled and 
KEVIN is called to get the keyboard input string. If the string 
matches either the HELP or STOP commands, those subroutines are 
called. Otherwise, the input string is assumed to be the name of 
the new operator and the system prepares to change operators. 
KEVIN is used again to get the password. Both the operator's name 
and the password are verified against those stored in the system 
data base. If the name and password are correct, DRAWIT is called 
to change the DATE/TIME/OPERATOR display to show the new 
operator•s name and the variable QOPER% is set to the index number 
for the new operator. Appropriate cue and error messages are 
given throughout the CHANGE OPER function. Touch Panel input is 









NAME: OPER (continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: 
OPER$ - String containing name of Ith operator 
NOPER%- Number of system operators 
PASS$ - String containing password for Ith operator 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
KBTP% - Currently enabled interrupt 
QAM% - Selected mode 
QFCN%- Selected function 
QMENU%- Selected menu item 
QOPER%- Current operator 
QPT% - Selected point 













The CONFIRM subroutine is used to process the CONFIRM ACTION 
corrmand request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The CONFIRM ACTION key is backlighted and checks are made to 
ensure that a function and all its parameters have been selected. 
Appropriate error messages are given for improper or incomplete 
selections. If all selections have been made, then based upon 
which function has been selected, the appropriate subroutine is 














NAME: CONFIRM (continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: 
NOES% - Number of data environments in system 
NREPORTS%- Number of available reports 
QAM% -Selected mode 
QFCN% - Selected function 
QMENU% 
QPT% 
- Selected menu item 
- Selected point 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 













Process the CANCEL ACTION command request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The CANCEL ACTION key is backlighted and the message 11 Command 
Action Cancelled 11 is displayed. Highlighting is removed from the 
selected point, if any, and all selection variables are turned 
off. The function key backl i ght is removed and program contra 1 







GDTYPE%- Graphics display type 
QPT% - Selected point 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
GDTYPE% - Graphics display type 
QAM% - Selected mode 
QFCN% -Selected function 
QMENU% - Selected menu item 
QPT% - Selected point 
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The MDIN subrout·ine is used to process the menu of diagrams 
selection. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The MDIN subroutine uses the coordinates of the touch panel 
input point to determine which menu item was selected. DRAWIT is 
then called to highlight the selected item and the menu selection 







XTOUCH% - X-coordinate of touched point 
YTOUCH% - Y-coordinate of touched point 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
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NAME: MLIN 
PURPOSE: 
The MLIN subroutine is used to process the menu of SET 
POINTS/LIMITS selection request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The coordinates of the touch panel input Point are used to 
determine which item was selected. DRAWIT is called to highlight 
the selection, and keyboard input is enabled. When the new value 
is read from the keyboard it is checked to make sure that it is 
valid. An invalid value will result in an error message; 
otherwise, the value is stored in temporary storage. DRAWIT is 
then used to remove the highlight from the selection, and touch 







HILIM -High limit for analog point 
LOWLIM -low limit for analog point 
XTOUCH% - X-coordinate of touched point 
YTOUCH% - Y-coordinate of touched point 
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NAME: MLIN (continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
ATMP -Temporary storage for digital alarm value 
HTMP - Temporary storage for analog high 1 imit 
KBTP% - Currently enabled interrupt 
LTMP -Temporary storage for analog low limit 
QMENU% - Selected menu item 













The MRIN subroutine is used to process the menu of reports 
selection. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The coordinates of the touch panel input point are used to 
determine which menu item has been selected. DRAWIT is called to 








XTOUCH% - X-coordinate of touched point 
YTOUCH% - Y-coordinate of touched point 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 


















The MSIN subroutine is used to process the menu of schedules 
selection. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The coordinates of the touch panel input point are used to 
detenmine which menu item was selected. DRAWIT is used to 
highlight the selection, and keyboard input is enabled. When the 
new schedule is read from the keyboard, it is checked for 
validity. An invalid value will result in an error message; 
othewise, the new schedule is stored in temporary storage. DRAWIT 
is used to remove the highlight from the selection, and touch 







X-TOUCH% - X-coordinate of touched point 
Y-TOUCH%- Y-coordinate of touched point 
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- Currently enabled interrupt 
- Selected menu item 
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The XSE subroutine is used to execute the START/ENABLE 
function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The XSE subroutine sets the status indicator for the selected 
point and all points tied to and below it in the DE process 
hierarchy to the started/enabled condition. It also readjusts the 
symbol coloration for the affected devices if they are currently 







DIAMEN%- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
GDTYPE% - Graphics display type 
LPOINT% - Number of diagram on which point is located 
NRTPTS% - Number of real-time points 
PTYPE% - Type of point 
QPT% - Selected point 
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- Device status 












The XSD subroutine is used to execute the STOP/DISABLE 
function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The XSD subroutine sets the status indicator for the selected 
point and all points tied to and below it in the DE process 
hierarchy to the stopped/disabled condition. It also readjusts the 
symbol coloration for the affected devices if they are currently 







DIAMEN%- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
GDTYPE% - Graphics display type 
LPOINT% - Number of diagram on which point is located 
NRTPTS% - Number of real-time points 
PTYPE% - Type of point 






- Device status 
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The XDD subroutine is used to execute the DIS PLAY DIAGRAM 
command function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
A filename is constructed which corresponds to a disk file 
containing the buffer memory image of the selected data 
environment diagram. This buffer file contains the 
interconnecting lines for the symbols to be displayed. This file 
is loaded into memory and is displayed on the screen. DRAWIT is 
then used to place the correct symbols on the diagram using 
appropriate colors, rotation, etc. Colors and flashing mode are 
selected on the basis of the values stored for each point in the 






AMPT% - Auto/Manual indicator for Ith point 
APT% - Current alarm point 
ASTAT%- Alarm status indicator for Ith point 
DBVAL - Real-time data base value for Ith point 
DE% - Auto/manual indicator for DE 
DIAMEN%- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
DSTAT%- Disable status flag for Ith point 
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NAME: XDD (continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: (concluded) 
LPOINT%- Diagram on which Ith point is located 
NRTPTS%- Number of real-time points 
QMENU% - Selected item 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
DIAMEN%- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
GDTYPE%- Graphics display type 
QMENU%- Selected menu item 
FILE INPUT/OUTPUT: 
Files are retrieved from disk and loaded into memory for 
subsequent display on the screen. Filenames are of the form DIA*, 
where* is the number of the data environment to be displayed. 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
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The XSPL subroutine is used to execute the SET POINT/LIMITS 
function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The XSPL subroutine determines whether the selected point is 
analog or digital. If the point is digital, XSPL replaces the 
current data base alarm value with the one stored in the temporary 
storage variable ATMP. If the point is analog, XPSL replaces the 
current data base values for the low limit, high limit, and set 
point with those stored in the temporary storage variables LTMP, 






ATMP -New digital alarm value 
HTMP - New analog high point 
LTMP -New analog low limit 
PAD% - Analog or digital point discriminator 
QPT% - Selected point 




ALARMVAL- Current digital alarm value 
HILIM -Current analog high limit 
LOWLIM -Current analog low limit 
QPT% - Selected point 






The temporary storage variables hold the new values retrieved 
by the KEVIN subroutine. These values will be stored as new 
operational values when CONFIRM ACTION is pressed. 
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The XAM subroutine executes the AUTO/MANUAL function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The XAM subroutine first determines whether the function is 
to be executed for the entire data environment or just a point. 
It then updates the data base to reflect the new mode of operation 
based on the value of QAM%. The screen is also updated to reflect 






DIAMEN%- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
GDTYPE% - Graphics display type 
LPOINT% - Number of diagram on which point is located 




- Textual name of point 
- Selected mode 
- Selected point 
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NAME: XAM (continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
AMPT% - Auto/manual mode indicator for point 
DE% - Auto/manual mode indicator for DE 
QAM% - Selected mode 












The XPR subroutine is used to execute the PRINT REPORT 
function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
A filename is constructed which corresponds to the disk file 
containing the desired report. This file is then retrieved and 






QMENU%- Selected menu item 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
QMENU%- Selected menu item 
FILE INPUT/OUTPUT: 
Files are retrieved from disk and sent to the printer. 
Filenames are of the form RPT*, where * is the number of the 
desired report. 
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NAME: XPR (continued) 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
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NAME: XMS 
PURPOSE: 
The XMS subroutine is used to execute the MODIFY SCHED 
function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The XMS subroutine replaces the current real-time data base 







QSCH% - Number of the data environment schedule to be modified 
SCTMP - Temporary storage for new (modified) schedule 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
S(QSCH%) - Current real-time schedule for DE 
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The DISMESS subroutine is used to display color coded 
messages from the master message file in the message/text area of 
the CRT display unit. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The DISMESS subroutine first gets the message text from the 
master message file on disk using MINDEX% as the pointer to the 
record containing the desired message. It then selects the 
appropriate color for the message based on the value of MCOLOR%. 
The message is printed on the display and program control returns 
























NAME: DISMESS (continued) 
FILE INPUT/OUTPUT: 
Read message text from random access disk file. 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
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The DMENU subroutine is used to place the appropriate menu on 
the screen. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The DMENU subroutine constructs a string of characters which 
corresponds to the name of a disk file which contains the desired 
menu. This file is then retrieved from disk and displayed on the 
screen. If the menu is for the SET POINT/LIMITS or MODIFY SCHED 
function, the current set point and limits (or alarm value if a 
digital point) or the current schedule is also displayed on the 










ALARMVAL- Digital point alarm value 
DIAMEN% - Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
HILIM -High limit for analog point 
LOWLIM -Low limit for analog point 
PAD% -Digital vs. analog point discrimination 
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NAME: DMENU (Continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: (continued) 
QPT% - Seleted point 
S(QSCH%) - Schedule for DE 




Retrieves disk files which contain contents of the memory 
buffer used to display a given menu on the screen. Filenames are 
the form MEN**, where** is a one or two digit number. 
MENl - Corresponds to the data environment diagram menu 
MEN21- Corresponds to the menu skeleton for the SET 
POINT/LIMITs function for an analog point 
MEN20- Corresponds to the menu skeleton for the SET 
POINT/LIMITs function for an analog point. 
MEN3 -Corresponds to the menu of available reports 
MEN4 - Corresponds to the menu skeleton for the MODIFY SCHED 
function 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
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The DRAWIT utility subroutine is used to draw and redraw HVAC 
symbols, function keys, menu items, and the alarm indicator. 
Parameters are used to select interior color, border color, 
flashing, striping, and rotation. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The DRAWIT subroutine selects the options specified by the 
parameters and uses the graphics capability of the computer to 



























D2% - Symbol, menu, or function key number 
D3% - Change interior, border, or both 
D4%- Color 
05% - Rotation 
D6% - Blink or stripe 
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NAME: DRAW IT (cant i nued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
(none) 
F I INPUT /OUTPUT: 
(none) 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
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This apppendix contains a listing of the hardware used to implement 
the MMI demonstration device, along with available specifications for 
each item. 
Color Graphics Computer - Chromatics Model CG3999 
GENERAL 
Power 
105-125 volts, 50/60 Hz, 600 watts. 
TEMPERATURE 
+10°C to +40°C Operating. 




Light Beige (Federal Standard 26521) 
and Brown (Federal Standard 20140). 
X-RADIATION 
Less than 0.5 milliroentgen/hour at a distance of 2 inches 
from all exterior surfaces. 





Standard Resolution Model - 98,304 bytes dynamic RAM 
PROGRAM MEMORY 
8,192 bytes of EPROM and 1,024 bytes of RAM for base routines 
and CRT Operating System. 
SOFTWARE 
PROCESSORS 
CRT Operating System with full, 1 ocal , and half duplex modes 
as well as ESCAPE code processing and device assignment capability. 
INTERFACES 
SERIAL 
Serial I/0 port - asynchronous; independently progranmable 
from 110 to 31,250 baud (9,600 baud highest standard rate); 1.5 
stop bits, progranmable to 1 or 2; TTL and RS-232C interface with 




DOT, Incremental DOT, X BAR, Incremental X BAR, Y BAR, 
Incremental Y BAR, Vector, Concatenated Vector. 
Color Graphics Computer - Chromatics Model CG3999 (continued) 
ALPHANUMERIC MODE 
ASCII and special characters available from RAM or EPROM 
positioned to any dot position on screen. 
COORDINATE ENTRY 
Relative and absolute modes of decimal digits, binary codes, 
or cursor position. 
CHARACTER FORMAT 
96 ASCII upper and lower case 5x7 dot matrix characters, and 
96 special 6x10 dot matrix graphics characters programmed in EPROM 
memory. 
CHARACTER MAGNIFICATION 
Individually selectable in X or Y to any integer multiplier. 
CURSOR 
Programmable in color, position, and visibility (on or off). 
CHARACTER INTERLINE SPACING 
Variable, up to 255 raster lines. 
CHARACTER WRITE DIRECTION 
Vertical or horizontal. 
Color Graphics Computer- Chromatics Model CG3999 (continued) 
CHARACTER RESOLUTION 
512 x 512 dot resolution - 85 characters/1 ine by 51 
1 ines/page. 
CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
Cursor Up, Down, Left and Right (character and dot spacing), 
Erase Page, Erase Line, Home, Tab, Carriage Return, Line Feed, and 
Backspace. 
WINDOWS 
4 each, individually progranmable in size, position, and all 
the previously described functions including a separate cursor for 
each window. Each window is a physical output device and may 
receive data from any physical input device or logical output 
device When properly assigned. 
VIDEO DISPLAY 
PHOSPHOR SIZE 
Diagonal Measure Phosphor Area 
{IN) (CM) (IN) ( CM) 
19 48.3 11. 7 0 xl 5. 61 2 9. 7 x3 9. 6 182.67 1178 
Color Graphics Computer - Chromatics Model CG3999 (continued) 
SCREEN SIZE 
USABLE DISPLAY AREA 
(IN) (CM) FORMAT 
1 0. 2 5 x14. 50 26.0x36.8 148.63 958.9 512 x512 
REFRESH RATE 
60 times/second non-interlace, synchronized to 60 Hz line 
frequency or 50 times/second non-interlaced, synchronized to 50 Hz 
1 ine frequency. 
COLOR LEVELS 
8 fore'ground and 8 background - red, green, blue, magenta, 
cyan, yellow, white, and black. 
CONVERGENCE 
9 sector, with each sector individually converged from front 
drawer accessible controls. 
CONTROLS 
Brightness, focus, convergence, on/off. 
DEFLECTION 
Magnetic. 
Color Graphics Computer - Chromatics Model CG3999 (concluded) 
FOCUS 
High voltage electrostatic. 
BLINK RATE 
1.9 Hz, cursor and dots, foreground and/or background. 
CURSOR 
4 each, 1 per window, programmable in position, color and 
visibility (on or off). Expands vertically to match character 
height when character Y magnification is not equal to 1. 
Options added to the basic CG3999: 
Option 15 - Expanded card cage 
Option 17 -Blink 
Option 83 - Keyboard 
Option 23 - Memory card w/32k bytes of RAM 
Option 31 - Second serial I/0 port 
Option 41 -Floppy disk controller w/DOS software 
Option 43 - Dual standard floppy disk 
Option 61 -CPU operating system 
Option 62 - Text editor 
Option 63 - Z-80 assembler 
Option 64 -BASIC language interpreter 
Option 76 -Complex boundary fill/pattern 
Option 77 -Extended graphics/alphanumerics/zoom 
Option 56 - Light Pen 
Option 39 - GPIO 
Option 38- 3rd and 4th serial port 
Option 65 - Function key processor 
Option 54 -Programmable timer 
Touch Panel- Carroll 19'' IR Touch Input Kit: 
CRT Display Size 19" 
Matrix 
X Axis 56 
y Axis 48 
Resolution 
X Axis .275 
Y Axis .250 
Touch Active 
Area 
X Axis 15.125 
Y Axis 11.750 
Scan Rate 40 - 60 CPS depending on size 
Data Fonnat 
Baud Rate 
Four ASCII characters are generated per HIT 
1. Uncover character (identifies Touch Data) 
2. X data character 
3. 
4. 
Y data character 
Stop code 
Selectable on power box (300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 
9600) 
Touch Panel -Carroll 19 11 IR Touch Input Kit (concluded) 
Touch Input Features 
All Solid State construction 
Microprocessor Controller 
No obstruction of viewing area 
High reliability 
RS232 interface 
Output Printer - NEC Model 7715 Spinwriter: 





























55 characters per second (maximum) 
128 characters (maximum) 
136 columns at 10 characters per iach 
J63 columns at 12 characters per iacb 
16 inches (maximum) 
.027 inch (maximum) 
400 milliseconds (ma.'Umum) 
VJ20 positions per inch 
V48 positions per inch 
6 or 8 lines per inch 
J-991ines 
4.16 inches per second plus 53 miDiseconds 
Settlina Time 
EIA RS..232C/CCI1T V.24 and 20'60 milliamp current loop 
ASCII 
Half or full duplex 
lJO. 300 or 1200 baud (Standard) 
J.SO, 200 or 600 baud Coptional) 
Odd, Even. Markina Bit 
2.56 characters 
16 characters 
ETX/ACK. DC1/DC3 IXON-XOFFl or Reverse Channel 
Bell 103A. 103E. J03F. JOJG. JOJH, ll3A (or equiv-
alent). or Acoustic Coupler 
551S·RO 5525-KSR 
Width 24.8 inches 24.8 inches 
Depth 16.34 inches 21.1 inches 
Height 8.68 inches 8.68 inches 
4.S . .S pounds (20.7 Ka• 51 pounds (23.2 Ka) 
11.S vac :!: ucn. 3 . .S amps. 50160 Hz or 
230 vac :!: IS%, 2 amps. 50160 Hz 
80 watts (standby) 
180 watts (operatinal 
Operatina 400 F (.S• CJ to 1000 F (3S0 C) 
Storage -4• F (-200 C• to t5r F (700 C) 
Operatina J()l;f to 8.S~ <no condensation) 
Storage 109C to· 95"i (no condensation) 
Operatina sea level to 10.000 feet 
Storage sea level to 2.S ,000 feet 
60 dBA (with CO\'ersl 
Options added to the basic 7715: 
Cut- sheet feeder 
Vertical forms tractor 
APPEND I X B 
CUES, ALARMS, and ERROR MESSAGES 
APPEND I X B 
CUES, ALARMS, and ERROR MESSAGES 
All cue, error, and alarm, messages are printed in color on the 
screen using the following color code scheme: 
• Cues printed in green 
• Errors - printed in red 
• Alarms printed in white on a red blinking background. 
This Appendix follows the same color coding convention in that the 
three types (colors) of messages are broken into separate lists. Also, 
the messages in each list have been alphabetized. 
CUES - GREEN LIST 
Cue Message Explanation 
- Auto Mode Selected For DE If the currently displayed DE 
is in Manual Mode and the 
AUTO/MANUAL key is touched, 
this cue appears to notify the 
operator that the automatic 
mode has been requested for 
this DE. The computer wi 11 not 
execute the mode change command 
until the CONFIRM ACTION key is 
touched. 
-Auto Mode Selected For Point (x) If the point selected is in 
Manual Mode and the AUTO/MANUAL 
key is touched, this cue 
appears to notify the operator 
that the automatic mode has 
been requested for this point. 
The computer will not execute 
the mode change command unti 1 
the CONFIRM ACTION key is 
touched. 
- Command Action Cancelled This cue appears when the 
operator touches the CANCEL 
ACTION key while entering a 
corrmand sequence. The command 
sequence is aborted and the 
screen returns to its previous 
state. 
- Command Action Completed After the CONFIRM ACTION key is 
touched, the system will 
attempt to execute the command. 
If it is successful, this 
message will be given. 
-Device (x) Has Been Started/Enabled This cue signals the operator 
that the EMCS computer has 
started/enabled device x, where 
x is a device which the 
operator manually commanded the 
system to start. 
- Device (x) Has Been Stopped/ This cue signals the operator 
Disabled that the EMCS computer has 
stopped/disabled device x, 
where x is a device which the 
operator manually commanded the 
system to stop. 
CUES - GREEN LIST (continued) 
Cue Message 
- Enter Password 
- Manual Mode Selected For DE 
- Manual Mode Selected For Point (x) 
- Mode Changed On Point (x) 
- Mode Changed On DE (x) 
Explanation 
This cue appears during the 
change operator command 
sequence upon successful 
acceptance of the operator•s 
name. At this point, the 
operator•s password should be 
typed in using the keyboard. 
If the currently displayed DE 
is in automatic mode and the 
AUTO/MANUAL key is touched, 
this cue appears to notify the 
operator that the manual mode 
of operation has been requested 
for this DE. The computer will 
not execute the mode change 
command until the CONFIRM 
ACTION key is touched. 
If the point selected is in 
automatic mode and the 
AUTO/MANUAL key is touched, 
this cue appears to notify the 
operator that the manual mode 
has been requested for this 
point. The computer will not 
execute the mode change command 
until the CONFIRM ACTION key is 
touched. 
The operator has used the 
AUTO/MANUAL function to change 
the mode of operation for point 
(x). The system is 
acknowledging the fact that it 
has processed the mode change 
request. 
The operator has used the 
AUTO/MANUAL function to change 
the mode of operation for DE 
(x). The system is 
acknowledging the fact that it 
has processed the mode change 
request. 
CUES - GREEN LIST (continued) 
Cue Message 
- New Device Selected 
- New Function Selected 
- New Menu Item Selected 
- New Set Point/Limits Accepted 
For Point (x) 
- Or Touch Device, To Set Mode 
For One Point 
- Password Accepted. New Operator 
Is (x). 
Explanation 
This cue appears if the 
operator touches a second 
device symbol when one has 
already been selected. The old 
choice is deselected and the 
new choice is highlighted. 
This cue appears if the 
operator touches one of the 
first eight keys when one has 
already been selected. The old 
choice is deselected and the 
new choice is backlighted. 
This cue appears if the 
operator touches a second menu 
item when one has already been 
selected. The old choice is 
deselected and the new choice 
is highlighted. 
The operator has used the SET 
POINT/LIMITS function to change 
the set point and/or limits for 
device (x). The system is 
acknowledging the fact that it 
has processed the new values 
and added them to the data 
base. 
The operator has touched the 
MODIFY SCHED key and a point 
has not been selected. The 
computer will assume that the 
mode change will be made for 
the DE unless a device is 
selected. 
If the password matches the one 
approved for the new operator 
during the CHANGE OPER command, 
this cue appears in the text 
area and the Date/Time/Operator 
display is updated. X is the 
new operator•s name. 
CUES - GREEN LIST (continued) 
Cue Message 
- Please Type In The New Value 
(Or Touch CONFIRM ACTION) 
- Ready To Accept Command 
- Ready To Change Operation 
- Enter Operator Name, HELP, 
or STOP From Keyboard 
- Ready To Modify Schedule 
- Ready To Modify Set Point And/Or 
Limits 
Explanation 
This cue appears during the SET 
POINT/LIMITS and MODIFY SCHED 
command sequence. It instructs 
the operator to type in a new 
value for the parameter that is 
to be modified or, if all 
values appear as desired, to 
touch the CONFIRM ACTION key to 
execute the changes. 
This cue appears whenever the 
MMI is idle and waiting for the 
operator to enter a command 
sequence. The cue is not 
imperative, but rather it is 
simply used to indicate that 
the MMI computer is operational 
and ready to be used. 
These two cues are displayed 
when the operator touches the 
CHANGE OPER key. At this 
point, the operator should type 
in the desired command followed 
by the Return key using the 
keyboard. 
When the MODIFY SCHED command 
is entered, this cue appears in 
the text area to inform the 
operator that the computer is 
ready to make the desired 
schedule changes for the 
current DE. 
When the SET POINT/LIMITS key 
is touched, this cue appears in 
the text area to inform the 
operator that the computer is 
ready to make the desired 
analog limit changes to the 
device selected. 
CUES - GREEN LIST (continued) 
Cue Message 
- System Shutdown 
- Touch Appropriate Device Symbol 
- Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Execute 
- Touch CONFIRM ACTION When All 
Values Appear As Desired 
- Touch Desired Function 
Touch Square Beside Building/Floor 
Plan Desired 
Explanation 
The operator has touched the 
CHANGE OPER function key and 
typed in the command STOP from 
the keyboard. This message 
indicates that the system has 
been turned off (stopped , 
shutdown) by the operator. 
When a function key requiring a 
device selection is touched 
prior to the device symbol, 
this cue appears instructing 
the operator to select the 
appropriate device. 
This cue appears in the text 
area when all of the parts of a 
command sequence have been 
entered. If CONFIRM ACTION is 
touched, the computer will 
execute the command. 
This cue appears in the text 
area when either the SET 
POINT/LIMITS or MODIFY SCHED 
function is selected. It is 
used to remind the operator 
that the computer will not 
execute any changes to the 
schedule or to control values 
until the CONFIRM ACTION key is 
touched. 
When a device symbol is touched 
prior to a function, this cue 
appears instructing the 
operator to touch the desired 
function. 
When the DISPLAY DIAGRAM key is 
touched, a menu of available 
Data Environments appears in 
the graphics area. This cue 
instructs the operator to 
select which DE he wishes to 
have displayed. 
CUES -GREEN LIST (concluded) 
Cue Message 
- Touch Square Beside Desired Report 
- Touch Square Beside Desired Value 
To Be Changed 
- Type RETURN To Continue Or S RETURN 
To Stop 
Explanation 
When the PRINT REPORT key is 
touched, a menu of available 
reports appears on the screen. 
This cue appears in the text 
area instructing the operator 
to select the desired report to 
be printed. 
The operator has entered either 
the MODIFY SCHED or SET 
POINT/LIMITS command. To 
modify a value, it must be 
selected. This is done by 
touching the square beside the 
desired value. 
The operator is examining the 
HELP routine. This message is 
a prompt signaling that the 
system is waiting for a 
response from the operator 
before continuing with the next 
screen of HELP information. If 
the operator types RETURN, the 
next screen will be displayed. 
If the operator types S RETURN, 
then the HELP sequence-will be 
exited. 
Error Message 
- Command Inappropriate 
For Device, No Action 
Taken 
- Device Already 
Started/Enabled, 
No Action Taken 
- Device Already 
Started/Enabled, 
No Action Taken 
-Device Already 
Stopped/Disabled, 
No Action Taken 
Grievous System 
Error 
- High Limit Can Not Be 
Lower Than Low Limit, 
Please Reenter 
ERRORS - RED LIST 
Explanation 
A command sequence 
cannot be executed 
because the command 
is not appropriate 
for the device. For 
example, a fan does 
not have analog values. 
An attempt to set analog 
values for the fan will 
yield this error message. 
The operator has 
attempted to manually 
stop or disable a device 
which is already stopped/ 
disabled. 
The operator has 
attempted to manually 
start or enable a device 
which is already started/ 
enabled. 
The operator has 
attempted to manually 
stop or disable a device 
which is already stopped/ 
disabled. 
This message indicates 
an internal fault of the 
system. It should never 
appear under normal 
circumstances. 
The operator has 
attempted to set the 
high limit for an 
analog device lower 
than the current low 
limit using the SET 
POINT/LIMITS command. 
Corrective Action 
Enter a new command 
sequence. 
Select a new device or 
function. 
Select a new device 
function. 
Select a new device 
Continue processing 
from point of error. 
Enter a value for the 
high limit which is 
greater than the current 
low limit, or reset the 
low limit to a value which 
is less than the new high 
1 imi t. 
Error Message 
- Higher Level Is In 
Manual Mode, No Action 
Taken 
- Incomplete Command 
Sequence, Please 
Continue 
- Low Limit Cannot Be 
Higher Than High 
Limit, Please Reenter 
- Name Not Recognized, 
Command Act ion 
Cancelled. 
- Password Not 
Recognized, Access 
Denied 
ERRORS -RED LIST (continued) 
Explanation 
The operator has 
attempted to place 
a point in automatic 
Corrective Action 
Change mode of higher 
device first, or select 
a new point. 
mode when its supporting 
device is in manual mode. 
The operator has The operator may now 
continue entering the 
conmand. 
touched the CONFIRM 
ACTION key before the 
entire command sequence 
was entered. For example, 
the operator requested 
the STOP function when 
no device was selected. 
The operator has 
attempted to set the 
low limit for an analog 
device higher than the 
current high limit 
using the SET POINT/ 
LIMITS conmand. 
The name typed in for 
the new operator is 
unknown to the system. 
The password entered 
does not match the one 
approved for the 
operator; therefore, 
access to the system 
is denied. 
Enter a value for the 
low limit which is less 
than the current high 
limit or reset the high 
limit to a value which is 
greater than the new low 
1 imi t. 
Enter a new command 
sequence. If the CHANGE 
OPER function is to be 
selected again, check to 
make sure the operator 
name is typed correctly 
before typing the 
carriage return key. If 
the error occurs agaian, 
see the level 2 operator 
to make certain that the 
operator name has been 
placed on the 1 i st of 
approved system operators. 
Enter a new command 
sequence. If the CHANGE 
OPER function is to be 
selected again, make 
certain that the password 
is entered correctly. If 
the error occurs again, 
see the level 2 operator 
to obtain the correct 
password. 
Error Message 
- Set Point Not 
Within Range Limits, 
Please Reenter 
- Typographical Error, 
Please Reenter The 
Data Item. 




- You Must Use 
DISPLAY/DIAGRAM To 
Get A Diagram 
Before You Can Use 
This Command 
ERRORS -RED LIST (concluded) 
Explanation 
The operator has 
attempted to change 
the set point to a 
value outside of the 
current range limits 
for a particular analog 
device. 
The operator has made 
a typographical error 
while entering data 
from the keyboard. 
Typical errors include 
typing a letter within 
a number or comma within 
a number. 
The operator has 
attempted to set 
analog values for 
a device which is 
not analog. 





MANUAL, or MODIFY 
SCHED function when 
no data environment 
diagram is displayed. 
Corrective Action 
Enter a value for the 
set point that is within 
the current range. 
Alternately, change the 
range. 
Correct the error by 
retyping the correct 
item. 
Select an analog device, 
new function, or CANCEL 
ACTION. 
Touch the DISPLAY DIAGRAM 
key and then the desired 
menu item to display the 
DE diagram. Now reenter 
the desired command. 
ALARMS - WHITE ON RED FLASH LIST 
Alarm Message 
- Alarm Acknowledged--Audible Tone 
Temporarily Silenced 
-Alarm Condition Corrected At (x) 
-Alarm Condition Detected 
- To Temporarily Silence Tone And 
Acknowledge Alarm, Touch The Alarm 
Indicator 
- Touch DISPLAY DIAGRAM For More 
Alarm Information 
Explanation 
This cue appears when the operator 
touches the alarm indicator to 
temporarily silence the audible alarm 
tone. It signifies that the system 
has received operator acknowledgment 
of the alarm. 
This message signals the operator 
that the alarm condition no longer 
exists for point x, where x is a 
point in the system which was 
previously in alarm. 
When an alarm condition is passed by 
EMCS, the MMI alarm indicator will be 
activated, an audible tone will 
sound, and this message will appear 
in the text area. 
This cue appears after the operator 
has been notified that the alarm 
condition exists. If the operator so 
desires, he can touch the alarm 
indicator to temporarily silence the 
audible tone. 
This Cue appears after the operator 
has been notified that an alarm 
condition exists. If the operator 
touches the DISPLAY DIAGRAM key it 
will cause the menu of data 
environments to be displayed. This 
menu will show which area has the 
alarm, and the operator may then 
command the computer to display the 
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1 .0 OPERATION 
1.1 Cabling Hookups 
There are two special purpose devices used with the standard Chromatics 
CG 3999 Series Computer. These two devices require special cables to tie them 
to the computer. A I I other cab I i ng is the standard set up for a CG 3999 
computer. The first device is the NEC Sp i nwr iter Mode I 771 5. A nu I I modem 
must be connected between the ser i a I interface cab I e from the Sp i nwr iter and 
Serial Port # 0 on the backplane of the computer. The connectors required to 
construct the nul I modem are a male and a female DB-25 O-shel I connector. The 
fema I e connector pI ugs into the Ser i a I cab I e from the printer. The rna I e 
connector pI ugs into Ser i a I Port # 0 on the backp I ane of the computer. The 
required connections between the male and female connectors are as follows: 
DB-25 Female 
(Spinwriter pin #) 
2 
3 
must be connected to 
4-5 Cjumpered together) 
7 
19 
6-8-20 (jumpered together) 
DB-25 male 





Additionally, the NEC Spinwriter should be configured to accept 1200 baud 
communication rate, run Reverse Channel active HIGH, operate in Full Duplex 
mode, have Parity Clock Disable, 10 characters per inch, and 6 I ines per inch. 
Further, the Form Length should be set on 66 and the printer operated in the 
Remote mode. A I I other switches on the front pane I shou I d be in the off 
{down/0) position. Refer to Figure A-3 in the Operator's Guide for the NEC 
Spinwriter for more detai Is. 
The second device is the Carroll Touch Panel. This device must be 
connected into Serial Port # 1 on the backplane of the CG 3999 Computer. A 
four wire cable of approximately four to six feet should be used. The 
connectors required are two DB-25 O-Shel I male connectors. The following pin 
connections shou I d be made between the Carro I I Touch Pane I I og i c box and the 
CG Serial Port# 1: 
DB-25 Male 
<Carrol I Logic Box 




must be connected to DB-25 Male 




Additionally, the Carroll Logic box should be set up to transmit its data at 
150 baud with a Start Code of 124, and a Stop Code of 123. A I so, the Touch 
Pane I shou I d be operated in the Point Mode. Refer to the Operator 1 s Manu a I 
which is provided with the Touch Panel kit for further details. 
1.2 Touch Panel Calibration 
A separate program has been provided with the EMCS MMI software to 
ca I i brate the Carro I I Touch Pane I. This program performs a great dea! of 
intense numeric ca I cuI at ions, the deta i Is of which are not provided here. If 
more detai I is required see Section 3.3 and Appendix C.3 of the Design Manual. 
Prior to initial use of the system, and at any time after mechan i ca I 
adjustment of the touch panel frame, the following procedure should be used to 
calibrate the touch panel. 
1 • Turn on power to the computer and disk drive unit 1 • 
2. Insert a copy of the master disk into drive 1. 
3. Press the RESET key. 
4. Press the BOOT key. 
5. Press the DOS key. 
6. Type in: SUBMIT INTSETUP 
7. Press the RETURN key. 
8. The touch panel recal ibration program wi II now begin. Follow a II 
instructions as they are presented on the screen. 
9. When the message 11 CAL I BRAT I ON COMPLETE 11 appears on the screen, the 
recal ibration is finished. 
2 
1.3 Software Boot-Up of EMCS MMI Program 
1. Turn on power to the computer, disk drive 1 and the printer. 
2. Insert a disk containing the MMI software into drive 1. 
3. Depress RESET key for approximately 1/2 second. 
4. Depress BOOT key. 
5. Depress DISK OS key. 
6. Type in: SUBMIT STARTMMI 
7. Press the RETURN key. 
8. Follow directions on CRT screen. 
A I tern ate boot-up procedure from secondary keyboard (NOTE: a I I I etters 
must be CAPITAL letters). 
1. Turn on power to the computer, disk drive 1 and the printer. 
2. Insert a disk containing the MM I software into drive 1 • 
3. Depress ESC key, SHIFT key, and~ simultaneously <BOOT). 
4. Depress ESC key, SHIFT key, and~ simultaneously <DOS). 
5. Type in: SUBMIT STARTMM!. 
6. Press the RETURN key. 
7. Follow directions on CRT screen. 
1.4 Correcting Typing Mistakes 
From time to time the operator w i I I be requested to type in a number or 
name. In so doing, it is not uncommon for a typing mistake to be made. The 
operator can correct such mistakes before the RETURN key is depressed by 
backspacing over them. Backspacing is accomplished by pressing the Backarrow 
key ( --) or by holding down the control key <CNTRL) while pressing the H key. 
Both methods perform the exact same function. When a character on the screen 
is backspaced over, it w i I I be erased and a new character may be typed in its 
place or the backspace key may be used to erase another character. When the 
mistake has been corrected the RETURN key should be pressed to tel I the 
computer to accept the new value or name. 
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2.0 FUNCTION KEY DESCRIPTIONS 
Function key descriptions follow the general pattern of operation of the 
EMCS/MM I out I i ned in Section Two of the Design Manu a I • The description for 
the START /ENABLE key w i I l inc I ude more deta i I than that of the remaining nine 
keys so as to allow the operator to become more fami I iar with the pattern. 
2.1 START/ENABLE Key 
The START /ENABLE key is used to man ua I I y start mechan i ca I devices and 
enab I e monitoring and contro I devices. This key can be operated on I y when a 
data environment is in manu a I mode. Touching the START /ENABLE key when the 
data environment is in automatic mode w i I I cause the system to d i sp I ay the 
error message, "Data environment must be in manua I mode before this function 
can be se I ected." The word "device" is used to refer to any point in the 
system which can be operated independently, whether it be a FID, MUX, pump, 
fan, or data point (analog or digital input or output). The START/ENABLE key 
is co I ored green, which connotes "go11 or "start," to aid the operator in 
rapidly associating its color with its function and in scanning for the key. 
The START /ENABLE key is used in the to 1 I owing manner. When a data 
environment <DE) operating in manu a I mode is d i sp I ayed on the screen, the 
operator can start or enable any selectable device {indicated by a cyan 
border) on that DE by touching the START/ENABLE key and the appropriate device 
symbol on the graphic display (order is independent). When the key is 
touched, it changes color to yellow (hereafter referred to as back I ighting the 
key), indicating that it has been selected. Likewise, when a device is 
selected, its border changes color to yellow (hereafter referred to as 
high I i ght i ng), i nd i cat i ng that it has been se I ected. If the key is touched 
first, the cue "-Touch Appropriate Device Symbo I" appears in text area. If 
the device symbol is touched first, then the cue "-Touch Desired Function" 
appears in the text area. Once both a function and a device have been 
se I ected, the cue "-Touch CONFIRM ACT I ON To Execute" appears in the text area. 
At this point the operator can do one of three things: 
4 
1. Touch the CONFIRM ACTION key, at which time it becomes back! ighted; 
the corrrnand to start/enable the device is sent to the EMCS; the 
START/ENABLE key backlight is extinguished; the border of the device 
symbo I reverts back to its or i gina I co I or, and its interior changes 
to an appropriate color to indicate that it has been started/enabled; 
the message "-Device ( x) Has Been ( Started/Enab I ed)" appears in the 
text area; and finally, after a slight pause <representing the time 
needed for the requested action to occur), the CONFIRM ACT I ON key 
back! ight is extinguished. 
2. Cance I the entire operation by touching the CANCEL ACT I ON key, at 
which time it becomes back! ighted; the START/ENABLE key's back I ight 
is simulaneously extinguished; the device symbol border color returns 
to its or i gina I co I or; and f ina II y the message "-Command Action 
Cance I I ed" appears in the text area. 
3. Touch a different device symbol and/or function key, at which time 
the appropriate symbol border color changes are made and/or the 
function key back! ights are changed, and appropriate cues are given. 
2.2 STOP/DISABLE Key 
The STOP/DISABLE key is used to manually stop selectable mechanical 
devices and disable monitoring and control devices when a data environment is 
in the man ua I mode. It operates in the same manner as the START /ENABLE key. 
This key is colored red because red connotes "stop", and this further aids the 
operator in distinguishing its function. 
2.3 DISPLAY DIAGRAM Key 
The DISPLAY DIAGRAM key is used to display HVAC diagrams of specific data 
environments <DE's) in the graphics d i sp I ay area. It is colored blue, which 
connotes "calmness," since its use does not directly alter the operation of 
the system. When the key is touched, it becomes back I i ghted and the bu i I ding 
or floor selection menu is presented in the graphics area. The cue "-Touch 
Square Beside Bui !ding/Floor Plan Desired" appears in the text area. The menu 
is presented in cyan and the squares are color-fi lied targets. When touched, 
the square and its text description change color to yellow to indicate which 
data environment has been se I ected, and the cue "-Touch CONFIRM ACT I ON To 
Execute" appears in the text area. If the operator touches the CONFIRM ACT I ON 
key, it becomes back! ighted, the DISPLAY DIAGRAM key back! ight is 
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extinguished, the se I ected diagram appears in the graphics area, and f ina I I y 
the CONFIRM ACTION key backlight is extinguished. Alternately, the operator 
can change the menu or function selections, or touch the CANCEL ACTION key to 
cancel the command. 
2.4 SET POINT/LIMITS Key 
The SET POINT/LIMITS key is used to adjust set points and analog limits 
for selectable analog HVAC devices (indicated by a cyan border). This key is 
magenta in co I or. A DE diagram must be present on the screen and in manua I 
mode when this key is touched. When this key is touched it becomes 
back I i ghted, and the cue "-Touch Appropriate Device Symbo I" appears in the 
text area. If the symbol was touched prior to touching the key, the cue 
"-Touch Desired Function" would have appeared in the text area. If the 
function is not appropriate for the device (i.e., the device is not an analog 
point), the message "-You Cannot Set Points/Limits For That Device Please 
Try Another" appears in the text area. When both function and device have 
been selected, the cue "-Touch CONFIRM ACTION to execute" appears in the text 
area. At this point the operator can change the function selection, or use 
the CANCEL ACT I ON key. If the operator touches CONFIRM ACT I ON, a menu of 
choices is presented in cyan: one for the set point, one for the low ! imit, 
and another for the high I imit. Each choice wi II have a touch-sensitive 
square beside it. To modify any or a I I points/ I im its, the operator mere I y 
touches the desired selections, one at a time, and the cue "-Please Type In 
The New Va I ue" appears in the text area. The choice se I ected w i I I a I ways 
change color to yellow. The operator types in the new value and then presses 
the RETURN key. At this point the operator may modify another value simply by 
touching its menu square and repeating the steps I isted above. When all of 
the points/ I i m its appear as desired, the operator mere I y touches CONF I RM 
ACT I ON, at which time the graphics area returns to the previous diagram, the 
key back I i ghts go out, and the message "-Command Action Comp I eted" appears in 
the text area. Note that the operator cou I d st i I I have decided not to make 
any changes simply by using the CANCEL ACTION key. 
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2.5 AUTO/MANUAL Ke¥ 
The AUTO/MANUAL function key is a special toggle key which serves two 
purposes. It functions as a status indicator as to which mode the particular 
data env ironment (DE ) is operating under, as we I I as a means of se I ect i ng the 
operating mode for the DE. The AUTO/MANUAL function applies only to an entire 
data environment, rather than to an individual device. Therefore, any device 
which is selected during operation of this function wil I be ignored. This key 
is colored white to make it easily distinguishable from the other function 
keys (no other key is white) and placed in the middle of the screen in order 
that it can be eas i I y seen. The key has three different representations on 
the screen: 
1. When no DE is displayed, the key will have the words "AUTO/MANUAL" 
printed on it in black letters to indicate its function. 
2. When a DE is displayed which is running in automatic mode, the key 
w i I I have the word "AUTO" printed on it in b I ue I etters i nd i cat i ng 
that the DE's mode of operation is automatic. Blue lettering is used 
since blue connotes "calmness," and automatic mode is "calm" since it 
requires no intervention from the operator under normal circumstances. 
3. When a DE is displayed which is running in manual mode, the key wi I I 
have the word "MANUAL" printed on it in red letters indicating that 
the DE 1 s mode of operation is manual. Red lettering is used because 
red connotes an abnormal condition, and when in manual mode the 
operator must take direct action to control the DE. 
When a DE is displayed and the key is touched, the key wi I I back! ight, and the 
cues "-Manua I Mode Se I ected For DE" (or "-Auto Mode Se I ected For DE") and 
"-Touch CONFIRM ACT I ON To Execute" w i I I appear in the text area. If CONFIRM 
ACT I ON is touched, the message "-Cornman d Action Comp I eted" w i ! I appear in the 
text area, the function key wi I I toggle to indicate the new mode of operation, 
the backlight wi II extinguish, and the screen will reflect the current status 
of the DE. Otherwise, the operator can select a different function or use 
CANCEL ACTION. 
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2.6 PRINT REPORT Key 
The PRINT REPORT key is used to a I I ow the operator to initiate the 
d i sp I ay or printing of spec i a I reports. It is co I ored b I ue because b! ue 
connotes "calmness," and use of this key does not disturb the system's 
operation. Touching this key causes it to be back I i ghted and a menu of 
ava i I ab I e reports, co I ored in cyan, to appear on the screen. The message 
"-Touch Square Beside Desired Report" appears in the text area. Touching a 
square elicits the cue "-Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Confirm Report Selection," 
and the choice is high! ighted in yellow. If CONFIRM ACTION is touched, then 
the report menu screen wi I 1 be erased and a menu of available output devices, 
colored in cyan, wi I I appear on the screen. The message "-Touch Square Beside 
Desired Report Output Device" appears in the text area. Touching a square 
elicits the cue "-Touch CONFIRM ACTION to Execute," and the choice is 
highlighted in yellow. If CONFIRM ACTION is again touched, the message 
"-Cornman d Action Comp ! eted" is written in the text area, after which the key 
back 1 i ghts go out. The requested report is then sent to the printer or the 
CRT screen in accordance with which output device was chosen. If the report 
was displayed on the screen, the message "-Press RETURN To Continue ••• " wi I I 
appear In the text area. When the RETURN key is depressed, the report wi I I be 
erased and the screen w i I I return to its previous status. If the report was 
printed on the printer, the screen w i I I automat i ca I I y return to Its previous 
status. The operator may select a different report, output device, or 
function (before CONFIRM ACTION is touched) at which time the screen is 
up dated to ref I ect the change, or use CANCEL ACT I ON to inhibit any report. 
2.7 MODIFY SCHED Key 
The MODIFY SCHED key is used to modify the automatic schedule of 
operation for a particular data environment <DE>. Like the SET POINTS/LIMITS 
key, it is colored magenta to indicate that these functions are related in 
that they both modify stored opera+ i ng parameters. This key may be used to 
modify the sched u I e for any data environment. When the MOD I FY SCHED key is 
touched it becomes back! ighted, the message "-Ready to Modify Schedule" 
appears in the text area, and a menu of schedule selections appears on the 
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screen. Next, the message "-Touch Square Beside Desired Schedule To Be 
Modified" appears in the text area. When a schedule is selected, the message 
"-Touch Confirm Action to Confirm Schedule Selection" appears in the text 
area. At this time the operator may either select a new menu item (i.e., the 
schedule for another DE>, touch CONFIRM ACTION, or touch CANCEL ACTION. 
When CONFIRM ACTION is touched, the schedule for the selected DE is 
d i sp I ayed in the graphics area. There are 25 entries on the schedu I e, of 
which 20 are changeab I e. The first five sched u I e entries are d i sp I ayed in 
b I ue and represent monitored va I ues which cannot be a I tered by the operator. 
The remaining 20 va I ues are d i sp I ayed in cyan and may be modified by the 
operator. After the schedu I e has been pI aced on the screen, two messages 
appear in the text area; "-Touch Desired Value to Be Changed", "-Or, Touch 
CONFIRM ACTION When AI I Values Appear As Desired". When an operator touches a 
value it is high! ighted in yellow to signify selection. The message "-Please 
Type In The New Va I ue" appears in the text area. The operator then types in 
the new value, and presses the RETURN key. The system then responds with the 
message "-Touch CONFIRM ACTION to Execute.n When the operator touches CONFIRM 
ACT I ON the new va I ue is stored in the system and updated on the d i sp I ay. 
Alternately, the operator could have touched CANCEL ACTION to inhibit 
modifying the selected schedule parameter. The operator may modify any or alI 
of the cyan co I ored va I ues as many times as desired. F ina I I y, when CONFIRM 
ACTION is touched, after the two messages n-Touch Desired Value to be 
Changed," "Or, Touch CONF 1 RM ACT I ON When A I I Values Appear As Desired" are 
displayed in the text area, the message "-Command Action Completed" is written 
in the text area, after which the key backlights go out and the screen returns 
to its previous status. Alternately, the operator may touch the CANCEL ACTION 
function key to inhibit any modifications made to the schedule. 
2.8 CHANGE OPER Key 
The CHANGE OPER Key is a multipurpose function key. It stands for 
"Change Operation" and a I I ows the operator to shutdown the system, request 
HELP, or Change Operators. When this blue key is touched, it becomes 
back I i ghted, the menu of ava i I ab I e operations is presented in the graphics 
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area, and the messages "-Ready To Change Operation" and "-Touch Square Beside 
Desired Operation" appear in the text area. Touching a square elicits the cue 
"-Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Execute," and the choice is highlighted in yellow. 
It CONFIRM ACT I ON is touched, then the se I ected operation takes pI ace, after 
which the key back! ights go out and the screen display returns to its previous 
status. Alternately, the operator may select a different operation or 
function (before touching CONFIRM ACTION>, at which time the screen is updated 
to reflect the change, or use CANCEL ACTION to inhibit any change of 
operation. See sections 2.8.1, 2.8.2, and 2.8.3 tor a description of the 
avai !able operations. 
2.8.1 Change Operator Operation 
The Change Operator Operation is used to signal the system that an 
operator change is taking place and that future commands should be recorded 
under a new name. It also provides system security, in that levels of 
operation can be defined by assigning different operators to different levels. 
When this operation is selected, the cue "-Enter New Operator Name From 
Keyboard" appears in the text area. As the operator's name is typed in, it is 
echoed on the screen and checked against a I i st of known approved operators. 
It the name is unknown to the system, the message "-Name Not Recognized 
Command Action Cance I I ed" appears in the text area and the operator change is 
not executed. Otherwise the cue "-Enter password" appears in the graphics 
area. As the operator's password is typed in, it is checked to see it it 
matches the one approved tor the operator. It it does not, the message 
"-Password Not Recognized, Access Denied" appears in the text area and the 
operator change is not executed. Otherwise, the system responds with the 
message "-Password Accepted. New Operator is <name) • " in the text area, and 
the Date/Time/Operator display is updated. Use of CANCEL ACTION is not 
permitted during the change operator operation. Use of CONFIRM ACTION is not 
required and wi I I be ignored. 
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2.8.2 Request HELP Operation 
Se I ect ion of the Request HELP Operation causes the system to enter the 
on- I i ne HELP f ac i I i ty. HELP provides an overview of system features and 
capabilities. When the HELP facility is entered, execution of the MMI control 
software will be temporarily suspended, the entire screen wil I be erased, and 
HELP w i I I begin presenting a series of screen d i sp I ays. Figures through 
J 2 are the HELP screens presented on the MM I device. The operator must 
press the RETURN key to advance the screen d i sp I ay to the next presentation 
when review of the current d i sp I ay is comp I ete. When a I I parts of the 
sequence have been displayed, execution of the MMI wil I resume from the point 
at which it was stopped. The operator may prematurely stop the HELP sequence 
at any time by typing ~ RETURN. This is the same HELP sequence which is 
displayed when the system is first started. Use of the special 
touch-activated function keys is impossible during the Request HELP Operation. 
2.8.3 Shutdown Operation 
Se I ect ion of the Shutdown Operation causes the MM I /EMCS s i mu I at ion to 
stop. When this operation is initiated, the MMI begins an orderly shutdown 
and then d i sp I ays the message "-System Shutdown" when comp I ete. The Shutdown 
Operation can not be cancel led once it has begun. 
2.9 CONFIRM ACTION Key 
The CONFIRM ACT I ON key is used by the operator to signa I to the system 
that the desired command sequence has been entered and is now ready to be 
executed. It is colored green because green connotes "action," and this key 
is used to te II the system to take action. Its use has been deta i I ed in the 
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FIGURE 1 
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BUT, VARIOUS COMBINATIONS CAN BE USED TO YIELD MANY "COLORS". 
CoLOR IS ALWAYS USED TO THE BEST POSSIBLE ADVANTAGE. COLORS 
WERE CHOSEN BOTH FOR VISIBILITY AND APPROPRIATENESS OF 
CONNOTATION. 
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FIGURE 2 
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THE SCREEN 2 
THE ScREEN IS DIVIDED UP INTO 
5 MAJOR AREAS: 
1. DATE/TIME/OPERATOR DISPLAY 
2. GRAPHICS DISPLAY AREA 
3. SPECIAL FUNCTION KEYS 
4. MESSAGE TEXT AREA 
5. ALARM INDICATOR 
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FIGURE 3 
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-PRESS "RETURN" To CoNTINUE OR "S" THEN "RETURN" 
FIGURE 4 
DATE/TIME/OPERATOR 
IS USED TO SHOW THE 
OPERATOR'S NAME, AS 









THIS AREA IS USED TO DISPLAY MULTI~COLOR GRAPHIC HVAC DIAGRAMS OF 
THE VARIOUS DATA ENVIRONMENTS IN THE EMCS, THE OPERATOR INTERACTS 
WITH THIS AREA BY TOUCHING THE DEVICE SYMBOLS AND MENU ITEMS TO BE 
SELECTED IN ORDER TO PERFORM A PARTICULAR COMMAND. 
-PRESS "RETURN" To CoNTINUE OR "S" THEN "RETURN" To SroP 
FIGURE 5 
SAMPLE DATA ENVIRONMNENT DJAGRAM 










THIS IS AN EXAMPLE Of HOW A DATA ENVIRONMENT DIAGRAM APPEARS. 
THE DIAGRAM IS DRAWN USING STANDARD HVAC SYMBOLOGY AND REPRESENTS 
A PARTICULAR AREA WHICH CAN BE CONTROLLED BY THE OPERATOR. THE 
OPERATOR CONTROLS THE AREA THROUGH THE USE OF THE FUNCTION KEYS 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE SELECTION OF THE DEVICES TO BE CONTROLLED. 
SELECTION OF DEVICES AND FUNCTION KEYS IS ACCOMPLISHED BY TOUCHING 
THE DESIRED FUNCTION KEY AND DEVICE SYMBOL. 




SPECIAL FUNCTION KEYS 
THESE ARE THE TEN SPECIAL FUNCTION KEYS. THEY ARE THE PRIMARY 
MEANS BY WHICH THE OPERATOR INTERACTS WITH THE EMCS. THEY ARE 
COLOR CODED AND LABELED ACCORDING TO FUNCTION. THE AUTO/MANUAL 
KEY IS A SPECIAL TOGGLE KEY USED TO SELECT AS WELL AS DISPLAY THE 
CURRENT MODE OF OPERATION FOR A PARTICULAR DATA ENVIRONMENT. 
WHEN NO DATA ENVIRONMENT IS BEING DISPLAYED, THE KEYS APPEAR AS 
FOLLOWS: 
------------·-----------·----·---·--------·----------------------. 
START/ STOP/ DISPLAY I LI:::J~ PRINT MODIFY 
ENABLE DISABLE DIAGRAM POINT~ ~ REPORT SCHED 
CHANGE Co.NFIRt-fl CANCEL 






WHEN THE DISPLAYED DATA ENVIRONMENT IS IN THE MANUAL MODE OF 
OPERATION, THE KEYS WILL APPEAR AS FOLLOWS: 
WHEN THE DISPLAYED DATA ENVIRONMENT IS IN THE AUTOMATIC MODE OF 




DISPLAY PRINT MODIFY CHANGE CONFIRM 
DISABLE DIAGRAM POINT/ REPORT SCHED OPER ACTION 
lIMITS 
WHEN A KEY HAS BEEN TOUCHED, THE CHANGE OF COLOR TO YELLOW 
INDICATES FUNCTION SELECTION AND IS KNOWN AS BACKLIGHTING. 
IN THE FOLLOW EXAMPLE, THE PRINT REPORT KEY HAS BEEN 
BACKLIGHTED, THUS INDICATING THAT THE OPERATOR HAS SELECTED 
THE PRINT REPORT FUNCTION. 
CANCEL 
ACTION 
~---- r--------- .----·--- r--
STOP/ SET B CAIJCEL DISPLAY PRINT MODIFY CHANGE DISABLE DIAGRAM POINT/ REPORT SCHED OPER l IM ITS 






MESSAGE TEXT AREA 
--------
DIRECTLY BELOW THE FUNCTION KEYS IS THE MESSAGE TEXT AREA. THIS 
AREA CAN DISPLAY UP TO 4 LINES OF MESSAGES AT ONE TIME, EACH 
MESSAGE IS COLOR CODED ACCORDING TO WHETHER IT IS CLASSIFIED AS 
A CUE, ERROR, OR ALARM MESSAGE, A MESSAGE MAY APPEAR ON ANY ONE 
OF THE 4 LINES REGARDLESS OF ITS COLOR (CLASSIFICATION). 






(CUES APPEAR IN GREEN) 
(ERRORS APPEAR IN RED) 




THIS IS THE ALARM INDICATOR. THE FLASHING WORD ALARM, ACCOMPANIED 
BY AN AUDIBLE TONE (BEEP), APPEARS ONLY WHEN AN ALARM CONDITION 
IS DETECTED. THE AUDIBLE TONE CAN BE TEMPORARILY SILENCED BY 
TOUCHING THE ALARM INDICATOR. 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------·----~ 









WHEN A DATA ENVIRONMENT IS DISPLAYED, THE SYMBOLS WHICH ARE USED 
IN THE GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION ARE COLOR CODED, LIKEWISE, MESSAGES 
WHICH APPEAR IN THE TEXT WINDOW ARE ALSO COLOR CODED. THE 
FOLLOWING CHARTS SHOW HOW COLOR IS USED TO CONVEY INFORMATION. 
THE FIRST CHART SHOWS THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF DEVICE SYMBOL 
COLORATION AND THE MEANING ASSOCIATED WITH EACH COLOR. THE SECOND 
CHART SHOWS THE COLORATION SCHEME FOR THE MESSAGES WHICH APPEAR IN 
THE MESSAGE TEXT AREA OF THE DISPLAY. 
SYMBOL COLORATION SCHEME 
~ON-SELECTED SELECTED _aL8HM ALARM & SELECTED 
r~1ESSAGE COLO RAT I ON SCllEME 
MESSAGE TYPE COl OR REPRESE~TATIO~ 
CUE (PROMPT) - THIS IS A CUE FOR ACTION 
ERROR - THIS IS AN ERROR 
ALARM - ALARM CONDITION DETECTED 




THIS CONCLUDES THE ON-LINE INTRODUCTION TO THE 
EMCS MAN~MACHINE INTERFACE 
-PRESS "RETURN" To CoNTINUE OR "S" THEN "RETURN" To SToP 
FIGURE 12 
2.10 CANCEL ACTION Key 
The CANCEL ACTION key performs the opposite function of CONFIRM ACTION. 
It can be used any time prior to the actual execution of a command <i.e., 
before it has been confirmed) to signa I to the system to abort the current 
conman d and return to the previous state. It is co I ored red because red 
connotes "stop," and this key is used to stop a current command. Its use has 
been detailed in the descriptions for the first eight function keys. 
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3.0 HVAC SIMULATION OPERATION AND MODIFICATION 
The HVAC simulator in the MMI device is an extremely simple, table-driven 
model which provides the appearance of real-time operation of the HVAC system. 
The two most important elements of the simulation processor are the real time 
data base { R T D B ) an d the s i m u I at i on t a b I e • T h e R TD B con t a i n s the 
characteristics of each EMCS point in the s i mu I a ted HVAC system. Each time 
the demonstration device program is initiated, the RTDB {contained in Appendix 
F of the Design Man ua I ) is I oaded into the computer from disk f i I es. Our i ng 
operation of the device, changes made via the "SET POINTS/LIMITS" function 
w i I I be incorporated into the RTDB in memory. The changes w i I I remain in 
effect unti I the program is once again restarted, at which time the original 
RTDB from the disk file wi I I again be loaded, thereby "erasing" the changes. 
The simulation table is an array of parameter values for each EMCS 
point/device number as a function a time. The parameter values in the 
simulation table (contained in Appendix A> were generated manually to provide 
a reasonable representation of actual HVAC operating conditions. The 
parameter va I ues in the s i mu I at ion cannot be changed during operation of the 
demonstration device program. The va I ues may be changed in an off- I i ne mode 
using the following procedure. With the program diskette in Drive 1, hold 
down the ESC, SHIFT and ~ keys unt i I the cue "MEMORY SIZE" appears on the 
screen. The computer is now in the BAS I C I anguage mode. Type &HAFFF, press 
the RETURN key, type in DOS "LOAD SCENMOD" and press RETURN again. Type RUN 
and press RETURN. The scenario modification program w i I I provide cues to the 
operator to select the time step and EMCS point/device number to be modified, 
enter the new va I ue, and obtain a printed copy of the modified s i mu I at ion 
tab I e. EMCS point/device numbers may be determined by reference to Figures 
13, 14 and 15. 
The HVAC simulator operates in a time step mode, with a step duration of 
100 seconds. At each time step, the program updates the parameter value of 
each EMCS point in the system by referring to the next column in the 
simulation table. The program next checks each EMCS point's current parameter 
value against the alarm limits for that point as contained in the RTDB. If 
the point's current parameter value is within set limits, no further action 
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I i m its, an a I arm condition is generated and sent back to the rna in program. 
Thus, through use of the simulation table, the HVAC model can be precisely 
control led, generating alarm conditions of the type and at the time desired. 
More important I y, the conditions are consistent and repeatab I e, so that the 
operator can a I ways be assured of getting the expected sequence of events. 
Note that the M\11 program is wr i +ten to accept on I y one EMCS point in a I arm 
condition within a single time step, and that alI points must be returned to 
normal conditions before a subsequent alarm condition is generated. 
The time step sequence is started when the demonstration device program 
is initiated and w i I I automat i ca I I y I oop back to the start point when the end 
of the table is reached. The time step sequence is temporarily halted 
whenever a displayed data environment (DE> diagram is put into the manual mode 
of opera+ ion. The time step sequence is automat i ca II y restarted from the 
point where it stopped whenever the d i sp I ayed DE diagram is switched back to 
auto mode or another DE diagram is se I ected. A I arms generated as described 
above wi II automatically "heal" or "cure 11 themselves as the time step sequence 
moves to the next co I umn in the s i mu I at ion tab I e. Thus, if the operator 
wishes to discuss a displayed alarm condition for a period exceeding the 100 
second time step duration, the displayed DE diagram should be put into the 





Table Of Reai-Tfme Devfce Simulation Values -- PAGE 1 
Simulation Time Pertod 
DEVICE# 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
2 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
3 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
4 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
5 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
6 1.0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
7 1 • 0 1 • 0 o.o 1 • 0 0.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
8 11 0. 0 110.0 11 0. 0 110.0 11 0. 0 11 0. 0 11 0. 0 
9 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
1 0 10.0 10.0 10.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 10.0 
1 1 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
12 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
13 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
14 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
1 5 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
16 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 
17 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
1 8 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
19 65.0 65.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 71 • 0 
20 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
21 32.0 32.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 
22 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
23 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 
24 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
A-2 
Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 2 
Slmulatfon Time Period 
OEVICEI 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 
1 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 
2 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
3 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 
4 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
5 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
6 1 • 0 1 • 0 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
7 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
8 11 0. 0 110.0 110.0 115.0 115.0 11 5. 0 11 5. 0 
9 165.0 165.0 165.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 
1 0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
1 1 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
12 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
13 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
14 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
1 5 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
16 160.0 135.0 135.0 155.0 155.0 155.0 155.0 
17 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
1 8 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
19 71 • 0 72.0 72.0 72.0 72.0 72.0 72.0 
20 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
21 35.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 41 • 0 41 • 0 
22 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
23 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 
24 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
A-3 
Table Of Reel-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 3 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICEI 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
2 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
3 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
4 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
5 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
6 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
7 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
8 11 5. 0 11 5. 0 120.0 120.0 11 5. 0 11 5. 0 115.0 
9 160.0 160.0 155.0 155.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 
1 0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
1 1 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
1 2 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
13 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
14 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
1 5 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
16 155.0 155.0 150.0 150.0 155.0 155.0 155.0 
17 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
18 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
1 9 73.0 73.0 74.0 74.0 74.0 74.0 73.0 
20 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
21 41.0 41 • 0 45.0 45.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 
22 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
23 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 
24 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
A-4 
Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 4 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 
2 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 
3 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
4 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
5 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
6 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 
7 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
8 11 5. 0 11 5. 0 11 5. 0 11 5. 0 11 5. 0 110.0 110.0 
9 160.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
1 0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
1 1 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
12 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
13 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
1 4 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
1 5 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
1 6 155.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 
17 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
18 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
19 73.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 68.0 68.0 
20 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 . 0 
21 42.0 39.0 39.0 39.0 39.0 35.0 35.0 
22 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
23 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 
24 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
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Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 5 
Simulation TJme Period 
DEVICE# 2 3 4 5 6 7 
25 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
26 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
27 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
28 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
29 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
30 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
31 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
32 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
33 75.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 78.0 78.0 78.0 
34 65.0 65.0 65.0 65.0 62.0 62.0 62.0 
35 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
36 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 
37 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 
38 66.0 66.0 66.0 66.0 69.0 69.0 69.0 
39 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
40 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
41 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
42 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
43 50.0 50.0 45.0 45.0 40.0 40.0 35.0 
44 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
45 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
46 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
47 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
48 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
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Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 6 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 
25 1 • 0 1.0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
26 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
27 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
28 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
29 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
30 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
31 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
32 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
33 78.0 81. 0 8 t. 0 81.0 81 • 0 85.0 85.0 
34 62.0 59.0 59.0 59.0 59.0 55.0 55.0 
35 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
36 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 
37 88.0 91 • 0 91 • 0 91 • 0 91 • 0 95.0 95.0 
38 69.0 72.0 72.0 72.0 72.0 80.0 80.0 
39 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
An 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
41 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
42 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
43 35.0 35.0 35.0 30.0 30.0 70.0 70.0 
44 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
45 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
46 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
47 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
48 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
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Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 7 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
25 1. 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1.0 
26 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1.0 1.0 1 • 0 
27 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
28 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
29 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
30 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
31 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
32 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
33 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 92.0 92.0 92.0 
34 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
35 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
36 15.0 15.0 2.0 2.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 
37 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 91 • 0 91 • 0 91 • 0 
38 73.0 73.0 74.0 74.0 74.0 74.0 74.0 
39 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
40 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
41 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
42 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
43 30.0 30.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 
44 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
45 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
46 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
47 55.0 55.0 59.0 59.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
48 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
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Table Of Reai-Trme Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 8 
Simulation Time Period 
OEVICEI 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
25 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 
26 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
27 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
28 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
29 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
30 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
31 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
32 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
33 92.0 88.0 88.0 81 • 0 81 • 0 78.0 78.0 
34 50.0 54.0 54.0 58.0 58.0 62.0 62.0 
35 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
36 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 
37 91 • 0 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 86.0 86.0 
38 74.0 73.0 73.0 67.0 67.0 64.0 64.0 
39 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
40 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
41 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
42 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
43 25.0 30.0 30.0 35.0 35.0 40.0 40.0 
44 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
45 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
46 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
47 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
48 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
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Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 9 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 2 3 4 5 6 7 
49 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
50 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
51 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
52 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
53 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
54 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
55 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
56 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
57 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
58 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
59 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 
60 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
61 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
62 67.0 67.0 67.0 67.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
63 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
64 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 
65 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
66 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
67 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
68 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
69 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
70 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
71 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
12 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 
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Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values-- PAGE 10 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 8 9 1 0 1 1 12 13 14 
49 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
50 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
51 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
52 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
53 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
54 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
55 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
56 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 
57 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
58 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
59 o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
60 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
61 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
62 70.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 75.0 75.0 
63 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
64 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 
65 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
66 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
67 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
68 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
69 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
70 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
71 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
72 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 
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Table Of Real-Time Devtce Simulation Values -- PAGE 11 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
49 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
50 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
51 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 
52 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
53 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
54 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
55 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
56 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
57 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
58 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
59 o.o o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 
60 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
61 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
62 75.0 78.0 78.0 78.0 76.0 76.0 74.0 
63 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
64 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
65 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
66 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
67 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
68 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
69 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
70 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 10.0 
71 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
72 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 80.0 
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Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values-- PAGE 12 
Simulation Tlme Period 
DEVICE# 22 23 24 25 26 21 28 
49 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
50 1 • 0 1 • 0 1. 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
51 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
52 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
53 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
54 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
55 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
56 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
57 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
58 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
59 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
60 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
61 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
62 74.0 71 • 0 71 • 0 71 • 0 71 • 0 71 • 0 71.0 
63 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
~A o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
65 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
66 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
67 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
68 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
69 55.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
70 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
71 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
72 80.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 
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Table Of Real-Time Device Stmuletlon Values -- PAGE 13 
Slmuletton Time Period 
DEVICEI t 2 3 4 5 6 7 
73 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
74 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 
75 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
76 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
77 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
78 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
79 1 • 0 1. 0 1.0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
80 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
81 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
82 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
83 t • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
84 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
85 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
86 58.0 58.0 60.0 60.0 62.0 62.0 64.0 
81 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
88 50.0 50.0 55.0 55.0 60.0 60.0 65.0 
89 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
90 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 
91 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
92 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 
93 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 
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Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 14 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICEI 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
73 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 
74 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 
75 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
76 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
77 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
78 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
79 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
80 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
81 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
82 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
83 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
84 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
85 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
86 64.0 67.0 67.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 75.0 
87 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
88 65.0 70.0 70.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 80.0 
89 40.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 35.0 
90 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
91 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
92 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
93 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 
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Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 15 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
73 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 
74 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 77.0 
75 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
76 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
77 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
78 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
79 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 
80 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
81 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
82 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
83 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 
84 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
85 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
86 75.0 80.0 80.0 77.0 77.0 73.0 73.0 
87 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
88 80.0 85.0 85.0 80.0 80.0 75.0 75.0 
89 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 38.0 38.0 
90 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
91 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
92 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
93 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 
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Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 16 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
73 1. 0 1.0 1.0 1 • 0 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
74 77.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 
75 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
76 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
77 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
78 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
79 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
80 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
81 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 
82 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
83 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
84 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
85 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 o.o 0.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
86 73.0 70.0 70.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 
87 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
88 75.0 70.0 70.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 
89 38.0 38.0 38.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
90 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
91 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
92 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
93 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 
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APPENDIX B 
CUES, ALARMS, and ERROR MESSAGES 
A I I cue, error, and a I arm, messages are printed in co I or on the 







printed in green 
printed in red 
printed in white on a red blinking background. 
This Appendix fo I I ows the same co I or coding convention in that the 
three types <colors) of messages are broken into separate I ists. 
B-2 
CUES - GREEN LIST 
Cue Message 
-Auto Mode Selected For DE 
MDEX% = 1 
- Corrrn and Action Cance I I ed 
MDEX% = 2 
-Command Action Completed 
MDEX% = 3 
-Device (x) Has Been Started/Enabled 
-Device (x) Has Been Stopped/ 
Disabled 
- Enter Password ~ro~ Keyboard 
MDEX% = 4 
B-3 
Explanation 
If the currently displayed DE 
is in Manual Mode and the 
AUTO/MANUAL key is touched, 
this cue appears to notify the 
operator that the automatic 
mode has been requested for 
this DE. The computer wi I I not 
execute the mode change command 
unti I the CONFIRM ACTION key is 
touched. 
This cue appears when the 
operator touches the CANCEL 
ACTION key while entering a 
command sequence. The command 
sequence is aborted and the 
screen returns to its previous 
state. 
After the CONFIRM ACTION key is 
touched, the system w i l I 
attempt to execute the command. 
It it is successful, this 
message wi I I be given. 
This cue signals the operator 
that the EMCS computer has 
started/enabled device x, where 
x is a device which the 
operator manually commanded the 
system to start. 
This cue signals the operator 
that the EMCS computer has 
stopped/disabled device x, 
where x is a device which the 
operator manually commanded the 
system to stop. 
This cue appears during the 
change operator command 
sequence upon successful 
acceptance of the operator 0 s 
name. At this point, the 
operator 0 s password should be 
typed in using the keyboard. 
CUES -GREEN LIST <continued> 
Cue Message 
-Manual Mode Selected For DE 
MDEX% = 5 
- Mode Changed On DE (x) 
- New Device Selected 
MD~ X% == 6 
- New Function Selected 
MDEX% = 7 
- New Menu Item Selected 
MDEX% = 8 
-New Set Point/Limits Accepted 
For Point (x) 
B-4 
Explanation 
If the currently displayed DE 
is in automatic mode and the 
AUTO/MANUAL key is touched, 
this cue appears to notify the 
operator that the manual mode 
of operation has been requested 
for this DE. The computer wil I 
not execute the mode change 
command unti I the CONFIRM 
ACTION key is touched. 
The operator has used the 
AUTO/MANUAL function to change 
the mode of operation for DE 
(x). The system is 
acknowledging the fact that it 
has processed the mode change 
request. 
This cue appears if the 
operator touches a second 
device symbol when one has 
already been selected. The old 
choice is deselected and the 
new choice is highlighted. 
This cue appears if the 
operator touches one of the 
first eight keys when one has 
already been selected. The old 
choice is deselected and the 
new choice is back! ighted. 
This cue appears if the 
operator touches a second menu 
item when one has already been 
selected. The old choice is 
deselected and the new choice 
i s h i g h I i g ht e d • 
The operator has used the SET 
POINT/LIMITS function to change 
the set point and/or I imits for 
device (x). The system is 
acknowledging the fact that it 
has processed the new values 
and added them to the data 
base. 
CUES - GREEN LIST (continued) 
Cue Message 
- Password Accepted. New Operator 
Is {x). 
-Please Type In The New Value 
MDEX% = 10 
- Ready To Accept Command 
MDEX% = 11 
- Ready To Change Operation 
MDEX% = 12 
-Ready To Modify Schedule 
MDEX% = 14 
-Ready To Modify Set Point And/Or 
Limits 
MDEX% = 15 
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Explanation 
If the password matches the one 
approved for the new operator 
during the CHANGE OPER command, 
this cue appears in the text 
area and the Date/Time/Operator 
display is updated. X is the 
new operator 0 s name. 
This cue appears during the SET 
POINT/LIMITS command sequence. 
It instructs the operator to 
type in a new value for the 
parameter that is to be 
modified. 
This cue appears whenever the 
MMI is idle and waiting for the 
operator to enter a com~and 
sequence. The cue is not 
imperative, but rather it is 
simply used to indicate that 
the MMI computer is operational 
and ready to be used. 
This cue appears when the 
operator touches the CHANGE 
OPER key. 
When the MODIFY SCHED command 
is entered, this cue appears in 
the text area to inform the 
operator that the computer is 
ready to make the desired 
schedule changes for the 
current DE. 
When the SET POINT/LIMITS key 
is touched, this cue appears in 
the text area to inform the 
ope:3tor tha+ thp computer is 
ready to make the desired 
analog I imit changes to the 
device selected. 
CUES - GREEN LIST (continued) 
Cue Message 
- System Shutdown 
MDEX% = 16 
Touch Appropriate Device Symbol 
MDEX% = 17 
-Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Execute 
MOE X% = 18 
-Or, Touch CONFIRM ACTION When AI I 
Values Appe3r As Desired 
MDEX% = 19 
- Touch Desired Function 
MDEX% =20 





The operator has touched the 
CHANGE OPER function key and 
requested a system shutdown. 
This message indicates that the 
system has been turned off 
<stopped, shutdown) by the 
operator. 
When a function key requiring a 
device selection is touched 
prior to the device symbol, 
this cue appears instructing 
the operator to select the 
appropriate device. 
This cue appears in the text 
area when alI of the parts of a 
command sequence have been 
entered. If CONFIRM ACT I ON is 
touched, the computer wi I I 
execute the command. 
This cue appears in the text 
area when the MODIFY SCHED 
function is selected. It is 
used to remind the operator 
that the computer wi I I not 
execute any changes to the 
schedule or to control values 
unti I the CONFIRM ACTION key is 
touched. 
When a device symbol is touched 
prior to a function, this cue 
appears instructing the 
operator to touch the desired 
function. 
When the DISPLAY DIAGRAM key is 
touc~~d, e Menu of avai lab'e 
Data Environments appears in 
the graphics area. This cue 
instructs the operator to 
select which DE he wishes to 
have displayed. 
CUES - GREEN LIST (continued) 
Cue Message 
-Touch Square Beside Desired Report 
MDEX% = 22 
-Touch Square Beside Desired Value 
To Be Changed 
MDEX% = 23 
Press RETURN To Continue Or S Then 
RETURN To Stop 
r~DEX% = 24 
-Touch CONFIRM ACTION to 
Confirm Report Selection 
MDEX% = 9 
-Enter New Operator Name From 
Keyboard 
MDEX% = 13 
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Explanation 
When the PRINT REPORT key is 
touched, a menu of avai I able 
reports appears on the screen. 
This cue appears in the text 
area instructing the operator 
to select the desired report to 
be printed. 
The operator has entered either 
the MODIFY SCHED or SET 
POINT/LIMITS command. To 
modify a value, it must be 
selected. This is done by 
touching the square beside the 
desired value. 
The operator is exam1n1ng the 
HELP routine. This message is 
a prompT signaling that the 
system is waiting tor a 
response from the operator 
before continuing with the next 
screen of HELP information. If 
the operator types RETURN, the 
next screen wi I I be displayed. 
It the operator types S RETURN 
then the HELP sequence-w 
exited. 
After a report is selected from 
the menu of reports this 
message appears in the text 
area. This cue instructs the 
operator to touch CONFIRM 
ACTION to have his selection 
executed. 
After the CHANGE OPER function 
key is touched and the operator 
requests to change the system 
operator, this cue appears in 
the text area. It is used to 
inform the operator that the 
system is ready to accept a new 
operator. 
CUES -GREEN LIST (concluded) 
Cue Message 
-Touch Square Beside Desired 
Operation 
MDEX% = 43 
-Touch Square Beside Desired Report 
Output Device 
MDEX% = 47 
-Touch Square Beside Desired 
Schedule To Be Modified 
MDEX% = 48 
-Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Confirm 
Schedule Selection 
MDEX% = 49 
-Touch Desired Value To Be Changed 
MDEX% = 50 
-Press RETURN To Continue •.• 
MDEX% = 54 
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Explanation 
After the CHANGE OPER function 
key is touched, a menu of 
available operations appears in 
the graphics area of the 
screen. This cue prompts the 
operator to select an 
operation. 
After the operator has touched 
the PRINT REPORT function key 
and requested a Report, the 
system places a menu of 
avai !able Report Output Devices 
on the screen. This cue 
prompts the system operator to 
select a device. 
When the MODIFY SCHED function 
key is touched, a menu of 
available schedules appears on 
the screen. This cue appears 
in the text area instructing 
the operator to select the 
desired schedule to be 
modified. 
When a Schedule selection has 
been made by the operator, this 
cue appears in the text area. 
The message instructs the 
operator to touch CONFIRM 
ACTION to execute the command. 
After a schedule has been 
selected by the operator and 
displayed on the screen, this 
message wi I I appear in the text 
area. This cue instructs the 
operator to touch a value on 
~~~ sc~edu!e ~o be modified. 
If an operator selects the CRT 
Screen as the Report Output 
Device, the Report wil I appear 
in the graphics area of the 
display. This cue instructs 
the operator to Press the 
RETURN key on the keyboard 
after viewing the report in 




For Device, No Action 
Taken 
MDEX%=25 
- Device Already 
Started/Enabled, 
No Action Taken 
MDEX% = 26 
-Device Already 
Stopped/Disabled, 
No Action Taken 
MD::X% = 27 
Grievous System 
Error 
MDEX% = 28 
-High Limit Can Not Be 
Lower Than Low Limit, 
Please Reenter 
MDEX% = 29 
- Incomplete Command 
Sequence, Please 
Continue 
MDEX% = 31 
ERRORS -RED LIST 
Explanation 
A command sequence 
cannot be executed 
because the command 
is not appropriate 
for the device. For 
example, a fan does 
not have analog values. 
An attempt to set analog 
values for the fan wil I 
yield this error message. 
The operator has 
attempted to manually 
stop or disable a device 
which is already stopped/ 
disabled. 
The operator has 
attempted to manually 
stop or disable a device 
which is already stopped/ 
disabled. 
Corrective Action 
Enter a new command 
sequence. 
Select a new device or 
function. 
Select a new device 
This message indicates Continue processing 
an internal fault of the from point of error. 
system. It should never 
appear under normal 
circumstances. 
The operator has 
attempted to set the 
high I imit for an 
analog device lower 
than the current low 
I imit using the SET 
POINT/LIMITS command. 
The operator has 
touched the CONFIRM 
Enter a value for the 
high I imit which is 
greater than the current 
low I imit, or reset the 
low I imit to a value which 
is less than the new high 
I imit. 
The operator may now 
continue entering the 
ACTION key before the command. 
entire command sequence 
was entered. For example, 
the operator requested 
the STOP function when 
no device was selected. 
B-9 
Error Message 
- Low Limit Cannot Be 
Higher Than High 
Limit, Please Reenter 
MDEX% = 32 
-Name Not Recognized, 
Access Denied 
MDEX = 33 
- Password Not 
Recognized, Access 
Denied 
MOEX% = 34 
- Set Point Not 
Within Range Limits, 
Please Reenter 
MDEX% = 35 
-Typographical Error, 
Please Reenter The 
Data Item. 
MDEX% = 36 
ERRORS -RED LIST <continued) 
Explanation 
The operator has 
attempted to set the 
low I imit for an analog 
device higher than the 
current high I imit 
using the SET POINT/ 
LIMITS corrmand. 
The name typed in for 
the new operator is 
unknown to the system. 
see the level 2 operator 
to make certain that the 
The password entered 
does not match the one 
approved for the 
operator; therefore, 
access to the system 
is denied. 
The operator has 
attempted to change 
the set point to a 
value outside of the 
Corrective Action 
Enter a value for the 
low I imit which is less 
than the current high 
I imit or reset the high 
I imit to a value which is 
greater than the new low 
I imit. 
Enter a new command 
sequence. If the CHANGE 
OPER function is to be 
selected again, check to 
make sure the operator 
name is typed correctly 
before typing the 
carriage return key. l f 
the error occurs again, 
operator name has been 
placed on the I ist of 
approved system operators. 
Enter a new command 
sequence. If the CHANGE 
OPER function is to be 
selected again, make 
certain that the password 
is entered correctly. If 
the error occurs again, 
see the level 2 operator 
to obtain the correct 
password. 
Enter a value for the 
set point that is within 
the current range. 
Alternately, change the 
current range I imits range. 
for a particular analog 
device. 
The operator has made 
a typographical error 
while entering data 
from the keyboard. 
Typical errors include 
typing a letter within 
a number or comma within 
a number. 
B-10 
Correct the error by 
retyping the correct 
item. 
Error Message 




MDEX% = 37 
- You Must Use 
DISPLAY/DIAGRAM To 
Get A Diagram 
Before You Can Use 
This Command 
MDEX% = 38 
- Higher Leve I Is 
Disabled, No Action 
Taken. 
MDEX% = 30 
-Data Environment 
Must Be ln Manual 
Mode Before This 
Function Can Be 
Selected. 




MDEX% = 45 
- AUTO/MANUAL Function 
St i I I Pending 
MDEX% = 46 
ERRORS -RED LIST (continued> 
Explanation 
The operator has 
attempted to set 
analog values for 
a device which is 
not analog. 





MANUAL, or MODIFY 
SCHED function when 
no data environment 
diagram is displayed. 
The operator has 
attempted to either 
start or enable a 
device, or to obtain 
a reajing from a 
device which has been 
logically disconnected 
from -the sys+ern. 
The operator has 
attempted to either 
START/ENABLE, STOP/ 
DISABLE, or change 
the SET POINT/LIMITS 
on a point on a Data 
Environment which is 
in the Automatic Mode 
ot operation. 
Corrective Action 
Select an analog device, 
new function, or CANCEL 
ACTION. 
Touch the DISPLAY DIAGRAM 
key and then the desired 
menu item to display the 
DE diagram. Now reenter 
the desired command. 
Enable alI devices 
higher than selected 
device. 
Put the Data environment 
into the Manual Mode of 
Operation. 
The operator has Aim more carefully. 
touched a device on HINT: Use the eraser 
the CRT screen which end of a penci I. Do 
is not either a NOT use any metal 
Function Key, cyan object on the surface 
bordered symbol, Menu of the screen. <The 
Box, or Alarm Indicator. operator may receive 
The operator has not 
completed the command 
sequence. CONFIRM 
ACTION or CANCEL ACTION 
must be touched to 
remove the system from 
the suspense state. 
quite a jolt and the 
system may crash). 
Touch either CONFIRM 
ACTION or CANCEL ACTION 
function key. 
Error Message 
- Value Out of Range, 
Please Re-enter 
MDEX% = 52 
- Unknown Touch Target, 
Please Try Again 
MDEX% = 53 




operator has entered 
a value for the 
schedule entry which 
is not within an 
acceptable range, 
( . i .e., a mu It i pI i er 
Corrective Action 
Re-enter a reasonable 
value for the schedule 
entry in the exact format 
as it is displayed on the 
screen. 
value t 9.99; a season 
other than [S]ummer or 
[W]inter; a non-standard 
time; or a temperature 
outside of design I imits). 
The operator has 
touched an area on 
the screen other 




Aim more carefully. Use 
the eraser end of a 
penci I. As a last resort 
calibrate the Touch Panel. 
ALARMS -WHITE ON RED FLASH LIST 
Alarm Message 
-Alarm Acknowledged--Audible Tone 
Temporarily Silenced 
MDEX% = 39 
- Alarm Condition Corrected At (x) 
Alarm Condition Detected 
MDEX% = 40 
-To Temporarily Silence Tone And 
Acknowledge Alarm, Touch The Alarm 
Indicator 
MDEX% = 41 
- Touch DISPLAY DIAGRAM For More 
Alarm Information 
§DEX% = 42 
Explanation 
This cue appears when the operator 
touches the alarm indicator to 
temporarily silence the audible alarm 
tone. It signifies that the system 
has received operator acknowledgment 
of the alarm. 
This message signals the operator 
that the alarm condition no longer 
exists for point x, where x is a 
point in the system which was 
previously in alarm. 
When an alarm condition is passed by 
EMCS, the MMI alarm indicator wi I I be 
activated, an audible tone wi I I 
sound, and this message wi I I appear 
in the text area. 
This cue appears after the operator 
has been notified that the alarm 
condition exists. If the operator so 
desires, the alarm indicator may to 
touched to temporarily silence the 
audible tone. 
This Cue appears after the operator 
has been notified that an alarm 
condition exists. If the operator 
touches the DISPLAY DIAGRAM key it 
wi I I cause the menu of data 
environments to be displayed. This 
menu wi It show which area has the 
alarm, and the operator may then 
command the computer to display the 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Objective 
The objective of this project is to develop a prototype man-machine 
interface <MMI) device which wil I demonstrate the concept of interactive color 
graphics as an operator control medium for energy monitoring and control 
systems <EMCS). The development of and supporting rationale for the 
interactive color graphics concept was described in detai I in a report 
ent it I ed "A Man-Machine Interface for Energy Monitoring and Contra I Systems," 
dated March 1981 ( CEL CR 81 • 013) • This concept is intended to provide a 
"friendly" computer interface which wi II allow unsophisticated users to 
efficiently interact with a complicated EMCS, with a minimum amount of 
training. The purpose of this report is to document the MMI device operating 
capabi I ities and software program design. 
1.2 Basis of Design 
The MM l device is intended to demonstrate the technique of interactive 
color graphics control of an EMCS. It is not intended to simulate the 
functioning of an actua I EMCS. The basis for the operating capab i I it i es of 
the MM I device is contained in two documents, ( 1 ) "Guide Specification for 
Large Energy Monitoring and Control Systems" CCEGS 13947), and (2) "Design 
Manu a I for Energy Monitoring and Contra I Systems" CNAVFAC OM 4.9). The guide 
specification lists twelve tasks to be accommodated by an EMCS operator 
console, including: 
1. Request a display of any digital or analog point, or any group of 
related points in the system. 
2. Startup and shutdown selected systems or devices. 
3. Initiate reports. 
4. Request graphic displays. 
5. Modify time and event scheduling. 
6. Modify analog I imits. 
7. Adjust setpoints of selected controllers. 
8. Select manual or automatic control modes. 
9. Enable and disable individual points; disabling shall take 
precedence over alI other actions. 
10. Enable and disable individual FIDs. 
11. Enable and disable individual MUX or IMUX panels. 
12. Point definition. 
Tasks ( 1 ) through ( 11 ) were considered to be within the scope of the 
lowest level operator's attention, and formed the basis for the operating 
capabilities of the MMI device. Task (12) was felt to be the province of a 
higher level operator, and was not implemented directly in the MMI device. 
The approach taken was to develop Heating Ventilation and Air 
Conditioning <HVAC) subsystem color graphic diagrams, similar to those 
contained in NAVFAC DM 4.9, and make them interactive through use of an 
infrared touch panel integrated with the CRT display. This touch panel allows 
the operator to send commands to the EMCS by simp I y touching the CRT screen 
with a finger, thereby reducing to a minimum the requirement to type on the 
keyboard and eliminating confusing computer language-oriented input commands. 
A sub goa I was to make the EMCS i tse If vi rtua I I y transparent, so that the 
operator would have the feeling of interacting directly with the HVAC system, 
rather than with the EMCS computer. Figures 1 , 2 and 3 are examp I es of the 
HVAC graphics diagrams which are to be implemented in the MMI device. 
1.3 Hardware Description 
As documented in CEL CR 81.013, there are several hardware features which 
must be present to enable satisfactory operation of a graphics operator 
process-contro I interface. Among them are rapid-draw and poI ygon f i I I , to 
minimize graphics drawing time; high resolution, large size CRT display, to 
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enable accurate and uncluttered reproduction of HVAC system graphic diagrams; 
fast CRT refresh rate, to minimize operator eyestrain and fatigue; and a 
positive rei iable interactive touch capabi I ity, to minimize errors. It was 
specified that the MMI demonstration device be stand-alone in operation (i.e., 
that it require no host computer to perform its demonstration function). This 
stand-a I one feature was spec it i ed to fac i I i tate moving the MM I device between 
locations for conducting demonstrations. 
Based upon extensive past experience with color graphics equipment, and a 
survey of the I atest equipment read i I y ava i I ab I e in the market pI ace, the 
color graphics computer line produced by Chromatics, Inc. was selected for use 
in the MM I device imp I ementat ion. The spec it i c mode I chosen was the 
Chromatics CG3999, featuring a 19-inch, high resolution (512 x 512 pixel 
matrix) CRT with a 60 Hz non-interlace refresh rate. A number of avai laJie 
options were selected to obr.:~in the required features enumerated above, such 
as complex boundary ti I I, extended graphics, b! ink, and a function key 
processor. In addition to these hardware co I or graphics capab i I it i es, the 
CG3999 can operate as a stand-alone computer with its Z-80 microprocessor, 32K 
RAM and dual eight inch floppy disc system. To accommodate the touch panel, 
and to al !ow for system growth, three extra RS-232 interface ports were 
pro"' i ded. Wh i I e not uti I i zed in the proposed ~~M I concept, a I i ght pen was 
acquired to permit flexibi I ity in color graphics system design. The keyboard 
accompanying the CG3999 has 128 keys (Figure 4), inc I ud i ng numerous spec i a I 
function keys to activate bui It-in color graphics generation capabi I ities. 
This keyboard w i I I be used to generat-e HVAC system graphic diagrams during the 
development process, and could be used by installation system programmers in 
the field. However, in keeping with the goal of interface simp! icity and 
transparency for the I ow est I eve I operator, a I ess comp I ex detachab I e 
typewr i ter-1 ike keyboard, with a numeric key pad and minima I extra keys, w i I I 
be provided tor use with the MMI device <Figure 5). 
Of the several touch feature technologies available in the industry, the 
beam interru~t type was chosen as being most durable, rei iable and error-free. 
The I R beam interrupt touch pane I from Carro I I, Inc. comes in kit form and 
includes a printed circuit "window frame" with IR LED emitters a:1d 
phototransistor diodes and its own scanning and decode logic circuits. The 
"window fr::~me" is mounted around the face of the co I or graphics CRT and 
provides a grid of IR beams across t-he face of the tube. Resolution as smal I 
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} 
as 1/8 inch can be obtained with this device. As built-in scanning circuits 
activate the LED's in sequence, the circuitry detects a broken IR beam 
resulting from an operator touch on the CRT face, and the decode logic 
determines the X-Y position of the touch or hit. The touch pane I decode 
circuit connects to the Chromatics set via an RS-232 interface port at the 
rear of the CRT cabinet. The touch pane I transmits a sequence of 3 or 4 
numbers each time the touch system is activated. The first number is a unique 
uncover code that identifies the fo I I owing two numbers as touch data. The 
second and third numbers represent the coordinates of the broken X and Y 
beams. The fourth number, which is optional, is a stop code. 
To allow tor hard copy output, and to demonstrate report printing 
capabilities, a printer has been provided. As specified, the printer provided 
is a NEC Model 7715 Spinwriter. This printer offers letter quality text and 
high resolution plotting/graphing output at 55 CPS max print rate. It 
attaches to the Chromatics via an RS-232 interface port. Also provided with 
the NEC printer is a cut sheet feeder and a vertical forms tractor. Appendix 
A con+ains a complete I isting of MMI device equipment. 
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2.0 OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 
In alI phases of this design, special consideration has been given to the 
human factors associated with effectively uti I izing an EMCS system. These 
factors are discussed in the following paragraphs, along with justification 
for the choice made between alternatives. 
2. 1 D i sp I ay _S_c::reen 
The screen is a CRT display unit with color graphics capability. The 
screen has a 512 x 512 visible dot resolution. Eight screen colors are 
avai I able: red, green, blue, magneta, cyan, yellow, white, and black. The 
screen is divided by the software into five major areas (see Figure 6): 
1. Date/Time/Operator Continuous Display 
2. Graphics Display Area 
3. Special Function Keys 
4. Message/Text Area 
5. Alarm Indicator 
By assigning the types of displayed information to a consistent location on 
the screen, the operator w i I I know where to I ook for specific information 
without having to scan the entire screen. Further, vita I information (such as 
the alarm indicator) wi I I always be present. 
The CRT d i sp I ay unit is a I so equipped with an interactive tou::h pane I 
uti I izing infrared beam interruption technology. The touch panel allows the 
operator to directly interact with the graphics display, thus minimizing the 
use of a keyboard. 
2. 2 Date/Time/Operator Continuous D i s_p_l_~y-
The Data/Time/Operator Continuous D i sp I ay is I oc~t-ad in the upper right 
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FIGURE 6 
lettering used to display the current operator's name, the date, time, outside 
temperature, and dewpoint. Colors were chosen for optimal legibi I ity. 
2.3 Graphics Display Area 
The Graphics Display Area is used for multi-color graphic display of data 
environment diagrams, as we I I as for menu se I ect ion. It occupies the m i dd I e 
two-thirds of the screen. Its background co I or is b I ack, to provide the best 
background for the graphics by increasing contrast and reducing nnoise.n Each 
data environment in the system has been diagrammed using HVAC symbols and the 
graphics capab i I i ty of the computer. The operator can command the system to 
display any of these diagrams for inspection or use in modifying the operation 
of its associated data environment. Figures 1, 2 and 3 are i I I ustrat ions of 
sample data environment (DE) diagrams. 
2.4 Special Function Keys 
There are ten touch-activated Special Function Keys a! igned in a row 
s I i ght I y be I ow the hor i zonta I center of the screen. These keys are the 
primary means by which the operator interacts with the EMCS. The keys are 
arranged in an order which places the most critical and frequently used 
functions on the ends, thus reducing operator search time. In addition, 
reI ated functions are pI aced together, and there is a I eft-to-right ordering 
of complementary keys representing positive-to-negative connotations (e.g., 
START precedes STOP). In this way an operator wi II have less difficulty in 
finding keys, thus improving response time in critical situations. The touch 
key area is set off from the rest of the screen by a rectangu I ar background 
border of cyan. The cyan background is bordered by b I ue I i nes on both the 
inner and outer edges. The keys themse I ves are I ocated on a pane I strip of 
black inside this cyan background border. Each key is color coded as 
explained in Section 2.8. 
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2.5 Message/Text Area 
The Message/Text Area is I ocated across the bottom of the screen. Its 
background color is black and all messages appear in a color chosen for good 
vis i b i I i ty and appropriate connotar ions. This area is used by the MM I to 
provide information to the operator or prompts for a response. Most of the 
cues which are written to this window are described in Section 2.8 through 
2.8.10. This area is also used to display error messages and alarm 
conditions. A complete list of alI cues, error messages, alarm messages, and 
their descriptions is given in Appendix B. The color code scheme for messages 
can be found in Table 1. 
2. 5. 1 V is u a I I n d i cat or s 
Throughout this manual, a change in color (always to ye! low) indicates 
that a selection has been made. Use of flashing displays and text is strictly 
reserved for alarm conditions. Thus, whenever ~n operator sees something 
f I ash i ng on the screen, it can a I ways be interpreted as some type of a I arm 
indication. Likewise, whenever an item changes color to yellow, it can always 
be interpreted as indicating selection. Messages which appear in the text 
area are a I so co! or codeJ. C:: J?.:s -Jppear in green because green connotes 
"action" and a cue is a prompt signa I i ng the operator to take -:3C t i un. E: or 
messages appear in red, since red can be used to connote an abnormal 
condition. Alarm messages appear as white text on a flashing red bacKgroJnd, 
accompanied by an audible tone. Thus, the color tor alarm messages matches 
the alarm indicator. See Table for a complete color code scheme and Table 2 
tor common color connotations. 
2.6 Alarm Indicator 
The A I arm Indicator is I ocated in the upper I eft corner of the screen 
opposite the Date/Time/Operator window. 
rectang I e with the word "ALARM" printed 
bordered by a non-flashing white border. 
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It appears as a 
in white. The red 




MESSAGE COLORATION SCHEME 
Message Type Color Representation 
Cue (Prompt) Green lettering on black 
background 
Error Message Red lettering on black 
backgroung 
Alarm Message White lettering on flashing 
or Cue red background 
TABLE 1 
COMMON COLOR CONNOTATIONS 
Reds: Stop, Abnormal Condition 
Greens: Start, Go, Action, Ready 
Blues: Calm, Normal 
TABLE 2 
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displayed only when an alarm condition exists; however, the white border wi I I 
always be present on the screen. In addition to this visual indicator, an 
audible tone wi I I sound when an alarm condition is detected. 
2.7 Operation of Special Function __ ~~~~ 
The operation of each function key to I I ows the same genera I pattern, 
except that steps 1 and 3 may be reversed, since they are order-indepe~dent: 
1 • A f u n c t i on key i s to u c h e d an d be com e s back I i g h ted i n y e ! t ow , 
i nd i cat i ng that it has been se I ected. Back I i ght i ng is defined as 
changing the background co I or of a key on the CRT screen. On I y one 
function can be selected at a time. If another key is touched (as in 
step 5b), the first choice wi II be cancelled. Thus, the yellow 
back I ight wi I I always indicate which function key has been selected. 
2. A cue appears in the text area instructing the operator to touch the 
desired device symbol or menu item <or function key if steps 1 and 3 
are reversed). 
3. The operator touches the desired device symbol or menu item as 
instructed by the cue, and the border of the device symbol (or the 
entire menu selection) changes color to yellow to indicgte that it 
has been selected. This color change is referred to as high! ighting. 
Only one device or menu item can be selected at one time, so only one 
device symbo I or menu i tern can be high I i ghted with ye I I ow at one 
time. Thus, the yellow high! ighting wi II always i11dicate which 
device or item has been selected. If a device symbol has been 
se I ected, then the system w i I I a I so d i sp I ay in the text area its 
point name, current value, and any pertinent control or alarm 
settings. 
4. A cue appears instructing the operator to touch the CONFIRM ACT I ON 
key to execute the selected command. 
5. The operator now has three choices: 
a. Touch the CONFIRM ACTION key to execute the command; 
b. Select a ne\v function, device, or menu item, (i.e., go back to 
step 1 or 3.); or 
c. Touch the CANCEL ACTION key to abort the current command and 
return the screen to the way it was before any keys were touched. 
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2.7.1 Design Modifications 
In the original design specifications, <CR 81.013), several keys were 
designed as split-function keys. Since some people have large fingers, a 
split-function key could pose problems in that the touch target area could be 
small enough to cause difficulty in selecting the desired function. 
Therefore, the or i gina I design has been modified to e I i m i nate the need for 
split function keys. Several other modifications have been made with regard 
to the set of keys. Discussion of these additional modifications and 
justification for them is interspersed in the function key descriptions below. 
Keys are discussed in order from left to right on the screen. 
2.7.2 Keys That Are Environment Dependent 
Note that the START/ENABLE, STOP/DISABLE, SET POINT/LIMITS, and 
AUTO/MANUAL keys are on I y va I i d if a data environment diagram is current I y 
being d i sp I ayed. Moreover, START /ENABLE, STOP/DISABLE, and SET PO I NT LIMITS 
are va I i d on I y when the data environment is in manu a I mode. If one of the 
four keys named above is touched when no data environment is d i sp I ayed, then 
the error message "-You Must Use DISPLAY DIAGRAM To Get A Diagram Before You 
Can Use This Command" appears in the text area, and then after a pause the 
screen appears the same as it was before any key was touched. If 
START/ENABLE, STOP/DISABLE, or SET POINT/LIMITS is touched when the data 
environment is in the automatic mode of operation, then the error message 
"-Data Environment must be in manual mode before this function can be 
selected" appears in the text area. 
2.7.3 Device Types and Selection 
When a data environment is d i sp I ayed, many points w i I I be represented on 
it. Some of these points are contro I points which send signa Is to devices in 
the HVAC system. Other points monitor HVAC devices and report status and 
a I arms to the EMCS system. The remaining pop i nts on the HVAC diagram are 
devices used to indicate the system's status. These three types of points are 
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referred to as "control", "monitor (alarm>", and "indicator" points, 
respectively. 
Furthermore, each point can a 1 so be c I ass if i ed as either an ana I og or a 
digital point. An analog control point operates within a range of values 
around a defined setpoint. An analog monitor point is used to monitor a value 
(e.g., temperature) and to report if that value exceeds the I imits of a 
defined alarm range. An analog indicator point is a functional part of the 
HVAC system and is used by the EMCS/MM I to d i sp I ay on the DE that point's 
status {i.e., started/stopped, enabled/disabled ••• etc. 1. A digital control 
point is used to change the state {e.g., on/off, high/low) of an HVAC device. 
A digital monitor point is used to monitor the state of an HVAC device and to 
report when an a I arm state occurs {e.g., if a device is off when it shou I d be 
on). A digital indicator point is a functional part of an HVAC system and is 
used by the EMCS/'1MI to indicate on the DE display that point's status (i.e., 
on/off, high/low ••• etc.}. 
When a data environment is d i sp I ayed, its contro I and monitor points w i I I 
be indicated by a cyan border and its indicator points wi I I be displayed with 
a blue border. Points with cyan borders are called "selectable" points, 
because the operator can select such a point for various functions. Points 
with b I ue borders are "Non-se I ectab I e" points and are so ca I I ed because the 
operator cannot interact directly with them. 
The operator can se I ect points on I y when a data environment containing 
those points is d i sp I ayed. Furthermore, on I y one point can be se I ected at a 
time. Selectable points are either analog or digital control or monitor 
points and are indicated by a cyan border on the d i sp I ay. The operator 
selects a point by touching its symbol, at which time the border of the symbol 
wi II change in color from cyan to yellow to ind)cate selection. This is 
referred to dS "highi ighting". Any previously selected point wi II return to 
its prior unse I ected state. J f the operator touches anything other than a 
contro I or monitor symbo I ( se I ectab I e device), then the error message "-:Jev ice 
is non-selectable; please try another" wi II be displayed in the text a,-:_:.::~. 
When a point is se I ected, a message w i I I be d i sp I ayed in the text area 
indicating the point's name; current value; setpoint and operating I imits (if 
it is an analog control point); and alarm limits (if it is an analog monitor 
point). 
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Note that se I ect ion of a point when a data environment is in automatic 
mode is permitted only in order to obtain the current value of the point; no 
functions ( enab I e, d i sab I e, change setpo i nt, etc.) can be per formed upon the 
point. The data environment must be placed in manual mode in order for such 
functions to be operative. If a point is selected while the data environment 
is in automatic mode then the point wi II be high I ighted, its current value and 
status wi I I be di sp I ayed in the text area, and then it wi I I immediate I y be 
deselected by the sys7em and its border color wi I I return to cyan. 
2.7.4 Symbol Coloration 
The coloration of a device symbol wi I I always reflect its current status, 








Selectable symbol not currently selected 
Selected symbol (only one at a time) 
Device in operation <on) 
Device not in operation (off) 
Device in alarm condition 
TABLE 3 
The border color of symbols is used to differentiate between selectable 
and non-selectable points (see Section 2.7.3). The interior color of symbols 
is used to differentiate between started or enab I ed condition {green) ."Jn d a 
stopped or disabled condition (black). 
2.8 Function Key Descriptions 
In the function key descriptions which follow, it is assumed that the 
reader understands the genera I pattern of operation out I i ned above. 
There fore, certain repetitious deta i I s w i I I be omitted. Deviations from the 
pattern wi I I of course be included. The description for the START/ENABLE key 
w i I I inc I ude more del::J i I than that of the remaining nine keys so as to a I I ow 
the reader to become more fami J iar with the pattern. 
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2.8.1 START/ENABLE Key 
The START /ENABLE key is used to manua I I y start mechan i ca I devices and 
enab I e monitoring and contra I devices. This key can be operated on I y wh(~n a 
data environment is in manua I mode. Touching the START /ENABLE key when the 
data environment is in automatic mode w i I I cause the system to d i sp I ay the 
error message, "Data environment must be in manu a I mode before this function 
can be se I ected." The word "device" is used to refer to any point in the 
system which can be operated independently, whether it be a FID, MUX, pump, 
fan, or data point (analog or digital input or output>. In the original 
design, the start and stop functions were on a single key, as were the enable 
and disable functions. However, it was felt that placing start and enable on 
the same key and, analogously stop and disable on another key, would provide 
an easier means of control for the operator, for the following reasons: 
1. Start and enable have the same connotation, differing only in that 
they are applied to different types of physical points, and likewise 
for stop and disable; 
2. Start and enable are mutually exclusive functions for stop and 
disable; 
3. The software is capable of distinguishing which devices are 
stopped/started and which are enabled/disabled. 
1 n this way, the operator need not remember which dev!ces nJst be 
started/ stopped as opposed to those which must be enab I ed/ d i sab I ed. This 
design a I so e I i m i nates the need for sp 1 it keys, as was discussed in section 
2.7.1. In addition, the START/ENABLE key is colored green,which connotes "go" 
or "start," to further aid the operator in rapidly associating its color with 
its function and in scanning for the key. 
The START /ENABLE key is used in the to I I owing manner. When a data 
environment <DE) operating in manu a I mode is d i sp I ayed on the screen, the 
operator can start or enable any selectable device (indicated by a cyan 
border) on that DE by touching the START/ENABLE key and the appropriate device 
symbol on the graphic display (order is independent). When the key is 
touched, it changes co I or to ye I I ow (hereafter referred to as back I i ght i ng the 
key), indicating that it has been selected. Likewise, when a device is 
selected, its border changes color to yellow (hereafter referraJ to as 
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high I i ght i ng), i nd i cat i ng that it has been se I ected. It the key is touched 
first, the cue "-Touch Appropriate Device Symbol" appears in text area. It 
the device symbol is touched first, then the cue "-Touch Desired Function" 
appears in the text area. Once both a function and a device have been 
selected, the cue "-Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Execute" appears in the text area. 
At this point the operator can do one of three things: 
1 • Touch the CONF l RM ACT I ON key, at which time it becomes back I i ghted; 
the command to start/enable the device is sent to the EMCS; the 
START/ENABLE key backlight is extinguished; the border of the device 
symbo I reverts back to its or i gina 1 co 1 or~ and its interior changes 
to an appropriate color <see Section 2.7.~) to indicate that it has 
been started/ enab I ed; the message "-Device ( x) Has Been 
( Started/Enab I ed)" appears in the text area; and tina I I y, after a 
s I i ght pause (representing the time needed tor the requested action 
to occur), the CONFIRM ACTION key back I ight is extinguished. 
2. Cance I the entire operation by touching the CANCEL ACT I ON key, at 
which time it becomes back I ighted; the START/ENABLE key's back! ight 
is simulaneously extinguished; the device symbol border color returns 
to its or i gina I co I or; and tina I I y the message "-Command Action 
Cancel led" appears in the text area. 
3. Touch a different device symbol and/or function key, at which time 
the appropriate symbol border color changes are made and/or the 
fJnction key back! ights are changed, and appropriate cues are given. 
2.8.2 STOP/DISABLE Key 
The STOP/DISABLE key is used to manually stop selectable mechanical 
devices and disable monitoring and control devices when a data environment is 
in the manua I mode. It operates in the same manner as the START /ENABLE key. 
This key is colored red because red connotes "stop", and this further aids the 
operator in distinguishing its function. See Table 3 for an illustration of 
appropriate device symbol interior colors. 
2.8.3 DISPLAY DIAGRAM Key 
The DISPLAY DIAGRAM key is used to display HVAC diagrams of specific data 
environments <DE's) in the graphics display area. It is colored blue, which 
connotes "ca I mness," s i nee its use does not direct I y a Iter the operation of 
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the system. When the key is touched, it becomes backlighted and the building 
or floor selection menu is presented in the graphics area (see Figure 7). The 
cue "-Touch Square Beside Bu i I d i ng/F I oor PI an Desired" appears in the text 
area. The menu is presented in cyan and the squares are color-fi I led targets. 
When touched, the square and its text description change co I or to ye I I ow to 
indicate which data environment has been selected, and the cue "-Touch CONFIRM 
ACT I ON To Execute" appears in the text area. If the operator touches the 
CONFIRM ACTION key, it becomes backlighted, the DISPLAY DIAGRAM key back! ight 
is extinguished, the selected diagram appears in the graphics area, and 
finally the CONFIRM ACTION key back! ight is extinguished. Alternately, the 
operator can change the menu or function selections, or touch the CANCEL 
ACTION key to cancel the command. 
2.8.4 SET POINT/LIMITS Key 
The SET POINT/LIMITS key is used to adjust set points and analog I imits 
for selectable analog HVAC devices (indicated by a cyan border). This key is 
magenta in co 1 or. A DE diagram must be present on the screen and in manu a I 
mode when this key is touched; otherwise, the MM I w i I I respond in a manner 
similiar to that described in Section 2.7.2. When this key is touched it 
becomes back I ighted, and the cue "-Touch Appropriate Device Symbol" appears in 
the text area. If the symbo I was touched prior to touching the key, the cue 
"-Touch Desired Function" would have appeared in the text area. If the 
function is not appropriate for the device (i.e., the device is not an analog 
point), the message "-You Cannot Set Points/Limits For That Device PI ease 
Try Another" appears in the text area. When both function and device have 
been selected, the cue "-Touch CONFIRM ACTION to execute" appears in the text 
area. At this point the operator can change the function se! ect ion, or use 
the CANCEL ACT I ON key. If the operator touches CONFIRM ACT 1 ON, a menu of 
choices is presented in cyan: one for the set point, one tor the I ow I i mit, 
and another tor the high I i mit. Each choice w i I I have a touch-sensitive 
square beside it. To modify any or a I 1 points/ I i m its, the operator mere I y 
touches the desired se I ect ions, one at a time, and the cue "-PI ease Type In 
The New Va I ue" appears in the text area. The choice se I ected w i l 1 a I ways 
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the RETURN key. At this point the operator may modify another value simply by 
touching its menu square and repeating the steps I i sted above. When a I I of 
the points/ I imits appear as desired, the operator merely touches CONFIRM 
ACTION, at which time the graphics area returns to the previous diagram, the 
key backlights go out, and the message "-Command Action Completed" appears in 
the text area. Note that the operator cou I d st i I I have decided not to make 
any changes simply by using the CANCEL ACTION key. 
2.8.5 AUTO/MANUAL Key 
The AUTO /MANUAL function key is a spec i a I togg I e key which serves two 
purposes. It functions as a status indicator as to which mode the particular 
data environment (DE) is operating under, as we I I as a means of se I ect i ng the 
operating ~ode for the DE. The AUTO/MANUAL function applies only to an entire 
data environment, rather than to an individual device. Therefore, any device 
which Is selected during operation of this function wi I I be ignored. This key 
is colored white to make it easily distinguishable from the other function 
keys {no other key is white) and placed in the middle of the screen in order 
that it can be eas i l y seen. The key has three different representations on 
the screen: 
1 • When no DE is d i sp I ayed, the key w i I I have the words "AUTO/MANUAL 11 
printed on it in black letters to indicate its function. 
2. When a DE is displayed which is running in automatic mode, the key 
w i I I have the word "AUTO" printed on it in b I ue I etters i nd i cat i ng 
that the D~'s mode of operation is automatic. Blue lettering is used 
since blue connotes "calmness," and automatic mode is "calm" since it. 
requires no intervention from the operator under normal circumstances. 
3. When a DE is displayed which is running in manual mode, the key wil I 
have the word "MANUAL" printed on it in red lette;s indicating that 
the DE's mode of operation is manual. Red lettering is used because 
red connotes an abnormal condition, and when in manual mode the 
operator must take direct action to control the DE. 
Touching the AUTO/MANUAL key when a DE is not d i sp I ayed wi I I generate the 
response indicated in Section 2. 7. 2, after which the screen returns to its 
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previous state. When a DE is displayed and the key is touched, the key wil I 
back! ight, and the cues "-Manual Mode Selected For DE" (or "-Auto Mode 
Selected For DE") and "-Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Execute" wi II appear in the 
text area. If CONFIRM ACT I ON is touched, the message "-Cornman d Action 
Camp I eted" w i I I appear in the text area, the f u net ion key w i I I togg I e to 
indicate the new mode of operation, the back! ight wi II extinguish, and the 
screen wi I I reflect the current status of the DE. Otherwise, the operator can 
select a different function or use CANCEL ACTION. 
2.8.6 PRINT REPORT Key 
The PRINT REPORT key is used to allow the operator to initiate the 
d i sp I ay or printing of spec i a I reports. It is co I ored b I ue because b I ue 
connotes "calmness,'' and use of this key does not disturb the system's 
operation. Touching this key causes it to be back I i ghted and a menu of 
ava i I ab I e reports, co I ored in cyan, to appear on the screen. The message 
"-Touch Square Beside Desired Report" appears in the text area. Touching a 
square e I i c its the cue "-Touch CONFIRM ACT I ON To Confirm Report Se I ect ion," 
and the choice is high I ighted in yellow. If CONFIRM ACTION is touched, then 
the report menu screen wil I be erased and a menu of available output devices, 
colored in cyan, wi I I appear on the screen. The message "-Touch Square Beside 
Desired Report Output Device" appears in the text area. Touching a square 
elicits the cue "-Touch CONFIRM ACTION to Execute," and the choice is 
highlighted in yellow. If CONFIRM ACTION is again touched, the message 
"-Command Action Camp I eted" is written in the text area, after which the key 
back I i g hts go out. The requested report is then sent to the printer or the 
CRT screen in accordance with which output device was chosen. If the report 
was displayed on the screen, the message "-Press RETURN To Continue ••• 11 wi II 
appear in the text area. When the RETURN key is depressed, the report wi I I be 
erased and the screen wi I I return to its previous status. If the report was 
printed on the printer, the screen wi II automatically return to its previous 
status. The operator may select a different report, output device, or 
function (before CONFIRM ACTION is touched) at which time the screen is 
updated to ref I ect the change, or use CANCEL ACT I ON to inhibit any report. 
See Figures 8, 9, and 10 for sample report formats. 
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ENERGY UTILIZATION SUMMARY 
FRIDAY 07/31/81 10:00:32 
Report On: MAIN CHILLER PLANT 
------ ------------ ------------ -----------
TIME TOTAL ENERGY MAXIMUM RATE OUTSIDE AIR 
PERIOD USAGE CONSUMPTION TEMP HUMD 
~------ ------------ ------------
07/30/81 25 BTU 1 • 4 BTU 82 F 65SRH 
07/31/81 23 BTU 1 • 2 BTU 79 F 63SRH 
06/81 502 BTU 1 • 5 BTU 84 F 67SRH 
07/81 498 BTU 1.3 BTU 80 F 64SRH 
Figure 8 
LOCK OUT SUMMARY 
TUESDAY 04/13/82 
Points Disabled: 
BUILDING 106, Flow Meter 11 Is Disabled. 
MAIN CHILLER PLANT, On/Off Status Monitor 13 Is Disabled. 
MAIN CHILLER PLANT, Position Sensor 11 Is Disabled. 
13:04:32 
SUPPLY No. 2, Enthalpy Economizer Control Interface Is Disabled. 
SUPPLY No. 2, Temperature Monitor 15 Is Disabled. 
SUPPLY No. 2, Humidity Monitor 12 Is Disabled. 
FIGURE 9 
ALARM SUMMARY 
Outstanding Alarms As Of: 04/13/82 13:15:40 
-------------- -------- --------- ---------- -------------ALARM POINT TIME CLASS LIMITS CURRENT 
IDENTIFICATION OCCURRED (LEVEL) LOW HIGH VALUE/STATUS __________ ..._ ___ --------- ---------- --------------
MESS HALL, TC2 09:45:32 2 72 F 78 F 79 F 
REC BLDG 3, FAN 12:05:10 3 UNIT FAILURE 
FIGURE 10 
SCHEDULE FORMAT 
ENERGY MONITORING AND MM/oo/YY HH:MM;SS 
CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATOR NAME 
OPERATOR CONSOLE TMP ### • OPT ###• 
MAIN CHILLER PLANT ~ OPTIMUM START/SToP ScHEDULE 
CURRENT READINGS 
OUTDOOR CALCULATED SPACE WALL SYSTEM 
TEMPERATURE START TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE STATUS 
68.2F 0730 78.1F 89.4F CLG 
OCCUPANCY SCHEDULE 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY ~~EDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY HOLIDAY 
NA 0800 0800 0800 0800 0800 NA NA 
NA 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 NA NA 
PARAMETER VALUES 
SE~SON DESIGN TEMPERATURE MULTIPLIER 
s w HEATING COOLING VALUE 
s 65F 80F 5.00 
START/ STOP/ DISPLAY SET ~ PRINT MODIFY CHANGE CONFIRM CANCEL 
ENABLE DISABLE DIAGRAM POINT/ MANUAL REPORT SCHED OPER ACTION ACTION 
L IM ITS 
-TEXT LINE ONE 
-TEXT LINE TWO 
-TEXT LINE THREE 
FIGURE 11 
2.8.7 MODIFY SCHED Key 
The MODIFY SCHED key is used to modify the automatic schedule of 
operation for a particular data environment <DE). Like the SET POINTS/LIMITS 
key, it is co I ored magenta to indicate that these functions are reI ated in 
that they both modify stored operating parameters. This key may be used to 
modify the sched u I e for any data environment. When the MOD I FY SCHED key is 
touched it becomes back I ighted, the message "-Ready to Modify Schedule" 
appears in the text area, and a menu of schedule selections appears on the 
screen. Next, the message "-Touch Square Beside Desired Schedu I e To Be 
Modified" appears in the text area. When a schedule is selected, the message 
"-Touch Confirm Action to Confirm Schedule Selection" appears in the text 
area. At this time the operator may either select a new menu item (i.e., the 
schedule for another DE>, touch CONFIRM ACTION, or touch CANCEL ACTION. 
When CONFIRM ACTION is touched, the schedule for the selected DE is 
d i sp I ayed in the graphics area. There are 25 entries on the schedu I e, of 
which 20 are changeable. The first five schedule entries are displayed in 
blue and represent monitored values which cannot be altered by the operator. 
The remaining 20 va I ues are d i sp I ayed in cyan and may be modified by the 
operator. After the schedule has been pI aced on the screen, two messages 
appear in the text area; "-Touch Desired Va I ue to Be Changed", "-Or, Touch 
CONFIRM ACTION When AI I Values Appear As Desired". When an operator touches a 
va I ue it is high I i ghted in ye I I ow to signify se I ect ion. The message "-PI ease 
Type In The New Va I ue" appears in the text area. The operator then types 1 n 
the new value, and presses the RETURN key. The system then responds with the 
message "-Touch CONFIRM ACTION to Execute." When the operator touches CONFIRM 
ACT I ON the new va I ue is stored in the system and updated on the d i sp I ay. 
Alternately, the operator could have touched CANCEL ACTION to inhibit 
modifying the selected schedule parameter. The operator may modify any or alI 
of the cyan co I ored va I ues as many times as desired. F ina I I y, when CONFIRM 
ACTION is touched, after the two messages "-Touch Desired Value to be 
Changed," "Or, Touch CONFIRM ACT I ON When A I I Va I ues Appear As Desired". are 
displayed in the text area, the message "-Command Action Completed" is written 
in the text area, after which the key back I ights go out and the screen returns 
to its previous status. Alternately, the operator may touch the CANCEL ACTION 
function key to inhibit any modifications made to the schedule. See figure 11 
for a sample schedule format. 
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2.8.8 CHANGE OPER Key 
The CHANGE OPER Key is a multipurpose function key. It stands for 
"Change Operation" and a I I ows the operator to shutdown the system, request 
HELP, or Change Operators. When this blue key is touched, it becomes 
back I i ghted, the menu of ava i I ab I e operations is presented in the graphics 
area, and the messages "-Ready To Change Operation" and "-Touch Square Beside 
Desired Operation" appear in the text area. Touching a square elicits the cue 
"-Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Execute," and the choice is highlighted in yellow. 
If CONFIRM ACTION is touched, then the selected operation takes place, after 
which the key back! ights go out and the screen display returns to its previous 
status. Alternately, the operator may select a different operation or 
function (before touching CONFIRM ACTION), at which time the screen is updated 
to reflect the change, or use CANCEL ACTION to inhibit any change ot 
operation. See sections 2.8.8.1, 2.8.>3.2, ~nd 2.8.8.3 tor a description of 
the available operations. 
2.8.8.1 Change a-tor Operation 
The Change Operator Operation is used to signal the system that an 
operator change is taking place and that future commands should be recorded 
under a new name. It also provides system security, in that levels of 
operation can be defined by assigning different operators to different levels. 
When this operation is selected, the cue "-Enter New Operator Name Fro~n 
Keyboard'' a?pears in the text area. As the operator's name is typed in, It is 
echoed on the screen and checked r=Jga ins t- a I i st of known approved operators. 
If the name is unknown to the system, the message "-Name Not Recognized 
Command Action Cance I I ed" appears in the text area and the operator change is 
not executed. Otherwise the cue "-Enter password" appears in the graphics 
area. As the operator's password is typed in, it is checked to see it l t 
matches the one approved tor the operator. It it does not, the message 
"-Password Not Recognized, Access Denied" appears in the text area and the 
operator change is not executed. Otherwise, the system responds with the 
message "-Password Accepted. New Operator is (name)." in the text area, and 
the Date/Time/Operator display is updated. Use of CANCEL ACTION is not 
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permitted during the change operator operation. Use of CONFIRM ACTION is not 
required and w i I I be ignored. 
2.8.8.2 Request HELP Operation 
Se I ect ion of the Requast HEL.? Operation causes the system to enter the 
on-1 i ne HELP f ac i I i ty. HELP provides an overview of system features ::m d 
capabi I ities. When the HELP faci I ity is entered, execution of the MMI control 
software wi I I be temporarily suspended, the entire sc~een wi I I be erased, and 
HELP w i I I begin presenting a series of screen d i sp I ays. The operator must 
press the RETURN key to advance the screen d i sp I ay to the next presentation 
when review of the current display is complete. When alI parts of the 
sequence have been displayed, execution of t~e Mr~ 1 wi II resume from the point 
at ·which it was stopped. The operator may prematurely stop the HELP sequence 
at any time by typing s RETURN. This is the same HELP sequence which ls -
displayed when the system is first started. Use of the special 
touch-activated function keys is impossible during the Request HELP Operation. 
2.8.8.3 S~~tdown Operation 
Selection of the Shutdown Oper0tior~ c:auses the MMI/EMCS simulation to 
stop. When this operation is initiated, the MM I begins an order I y shutdown 
and then di sp I ays the message "-System Shutdown" when comp I ete. The Shutdown 
Operation can not be cancel led once it has begun. 
2.8.9 CONFIRM ACTION Key 
The CONFIRM ACT I ON key is used by the operator to signa I to the system 
that the desired command sequence has been entered and is now ready to be 
executed. It is co I ored green because green connotes "action," and this key 
is used to tel I the system to take action. Its use has been detailed in the 
descriptions of the first eight function keys. 
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2.8.10 CANCEL ACTION Key 
The CANCEL ACTION key performs the opposite function of CONFIRM ACTION. 
It can be used any time prior to the actua I execution of a command (i.e., 
before it has been confirmed) to signa I to the system to abort the current 
corrmand and return to the previous state. It is co I ored red because red 
connotes "stop," and this key is used to stop a current command. Its use has 
been deta i I ed in the descriptions for the first eight tunc~! on keys. The 
CONFIRM ACT I ON and CANCEL ACT I ON keys have been added to the or i gina I design 
for four major reasons: 
1 • To reduce operator errors, 
2. To reduce the memory load on the operator, 
3. To reduce operating time, and 
4. To reduce operator frustra+i:>n. 
These objectives are accomplished by the CONFIRM and CANCEL ACTION keys by 
allowing tor correction of errors and changes of mind before actual execution. 
Furthermore, they free the operator from the restriction of having to memorize 
and enter a fixed sequence of commands and parametric values. 
2.9 Alarm Conditions 
A I arms are usua I I y triggered by some monitored va I ue going out of bounds 
{e.g., temperature), or by an equipment malfunction. The MMI notifies the 
operator of an alarm and allows correction it in an orderly manner. Ti:9 
assumption behind the operation a I methode I ogy described in t:1 · :> :J ~, :- i ·Jn 1 C) 
that the EMCS "stacks" alarms in a queue to be sent one at a time t::> th2 t~f-1! 
on a priority assigned by the EMCS software. 
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2.9.1 Detection and Notification 
When an alarm condition is sent by EMCS, the MMI alarm indicator wil I be 
activated and an aud i b I e tone w i I I sound. The message "-ALARM CONDIT I ON 
DETECTED" w i I I appear f I ash i ng in red in the text area. Next, the cue "-Touch 
DISPLAY DIAGRAM For More Alarm Information" wi I! appear in the text area. The 
aud i b I e tone wi I I continue to sound at five-second i nterva Is unt i I the a I arm 
condition is corrected, or unti I the operator acknowledges it. The alarm can 
be acknow I edged by touching the a I arm indicator, at which time the tone w i l I 
stop sounding. This action signa Is to the system that the operator has 
acknow I edged the a I arm and that he w i I I attempt corrective action. If the 
alarm condition sti I I persists after two minutes have elapsed, and the 
operator has not attempted any corrective action during this time, the system 
wi II again begin sounding the tone at five-second intervals to remind the 
operator to take action. 
2.9.2 Corre~tive Action 
Following notification of the alarm, the operator can continue the 
current command sequence, or r8spon d immediate I y to the a I arm by touching the 
DISPLAY D I.AG~AM t<ey. Touching this key w i I I cause the usual DE menu to 
appear, but with the to I I owing spec i a I indicator. The area containing the 
alarm wi II be flashing in magenta. P..rGas .vithout alarms wi II appear in cyan 
and wi II not be flashing. The operator then selects in the usual manner (see 
Section 2. 7. 3) the a I arm datd ·::>:t·; i '""''J·Y1ent to d i sp I ay. When the DE is 
displayed, the element or device in alarm condition wi II be flashing. 
operator can then take the appropriate contra l action to correct 
The 
_l..· 1ne 
situation. In this way, the operator is in control and is not forced ~,_) 
respond immediately to an alarm and/or to follow a rigid correction algorithm. 
When the operator makes an adj us r:nen, ·to ·thE3 point in a I arm, it is 
assumed that the alarm for that point wi I I be d i sab I ed by the EMCS software 
for a period of fifteen minutes. (Five min ·Jtes is used in the demonstration 
system in order to faci I itate the rapid presentation of the system's 
capab i I it i es.) The fifteen minute a I arm point d i sab I ement period is used to 
allow time for the operator's corrective action to become effective. If at 
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the end of the fifteen minute d i sab I ement period the point is st i I I in a I arm, 
the operator wi I I again be notified_ of the a I arm in the manner described 
above. The process of notification, corrective action, and temper ary a I arm 
disablement wil I be repeated until the alarm condition has been corrected for 
the point. Note that the alarm is only disabled for the particular alarm 
point on which the operator attempted corrective action. AI I other points are 
st i I I capab I e of generating a I arms during the d i sab I ement period of a 
particular point. Note also that the operator wil I receive only one alarm at 
a time. This is based on the assumption that the EMCS computer w i I I "stack" 
a I arms in a queue to be sent to the MM I one at a time 011 a pre-determined 
priority basis. Therefore, in order to receive further alarms from EMCS after 
having received the first, the operator must acknow I edge the first a I arm by 
attempting some corrective action. EMCS w i I I on I y send a new a I arm when one 
of the following conditions exist: 
1. There are no other actiJe al1rms or, 
2. Corrective action by the operator has been attempted f:.>r a I I other 
active alarms. 
During the disablement period of a particular alarm point, its de.tice 
synJ:>I wi! l sr:Jp flashing and the disabled alarm point wi II 
appear the same as a I I other devices on th!-:: screen except in one respect. 
When the point is touched, its mon i tared va I ue w i I I be d i sp I ayed in red, 
whereas the va I ues of a l I other points wi I I be d i sp I ayed in green. In this 
way, the operator can visually detect any alarm points which are in the alarm 
disablement r:rJde and can easily monitor their current status. By monitoring 
the status of an alarm point during its disablement period, the operator can 
determine whether or not the selected action is having a positive effect in 
correcting the alarm condition. 
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3.0 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 
3.1 Overview 
The program which w i I I s i mu I ate the man-machine interface to an EMCS 
consists of an executive ;:>r-:>gram and several layers of subroutines, as 
depicted in Figure 12. The function of the executive is to decide what is 
going on in the simulated real-world system (keyboard input, data base update, 
etc.) and to call the appropriate subroutine to respond to the system event. 
These subroutines in turn ca I I other subroutines to per form specific tasks. 
In all, there are six levels of program modJles, be_;]inning with MMI EXEC at 
the highest level <Level I) and progressi~~ downward. The levels have 
resu I ted in major part from the practice of top-down, structured program 
design, which stresses having a t~e i l-d-af i 'led task for each modu I e and which 
tends to produce eas i I y modified and debugged software systems. Leve 1 VI (the 
! Chv"3st ! eve I ) consists of uti I i ty subroutines which ar-e ca I I ed by mod u I es at 
seJe-a! different levels. Table 4 provides a brief description of the 
function of each of these modu I es, arranged a I ph abet i ca I I y. Note that even 
though subroutines are referenced by I i ne number and not by narne in the BAS I C 
language, all of the subroutines have been given mne'llonic names, in order to 
em~hasize their functions and faci I itate des:riptions of the system operation. 
For each modu I e, a description and f I owchart are provided. The ~age nurnb8r-s in 
Table 4 refer to the location of the module description and flowchart in 
Section 3.2 This material is arranged by level, as sho~n on Figure 12. 
Tables 5 and 6 I ist the elements of the two major system data bases. The 
~~I data base contains variables which ~ertain to the operation of the 
software system. The rea! -time data base contains var- i db: es whose va I ues 
represent rea 1-wor I d system event.;. ;qp8nd; x F is a! so used to I i st some of 
the more lengthy real time database values. 
8u-3 tJ the 1im;tations of the Chromatics computer and the !3-\~IC l::Jn:rraJ'~ 
interpreter used in the MMI demonstration device, the keyboard and touch panel 
cannot be used simultaneously. Consequently, the special function !.<eys wi II 
not be available when the keyboard has been enabled for input, and vice versa. 
This means that in the demonstration device, use of the keyboard for input 
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FIGURE 12. HIERARCHY OF MMI PROGRAM MODULES 
The RETURN key is used to signa I the end of a keyboard input response. 
Therefore, once keyboard input has been requested, the spec i a I tunct ion keys 
w i I I not be ava i I ab I e unt i I the RETURN key is sr:-uck. In an actua I MM I /EMCS 
system, these prob I ems can be overcome throug~ use of hardware and software 
with true real-time capabi I ity. 
In the demonstration device, whenever a contl ict arises between the 
selection of a special function key and a device symbol, the device symbol 
wi II always be deselected while the function key wi I I remain selected. This 
feature is used to provide a standard method tor resolving selection 
cant I i cts. In so doing, the assumption has been made that function se I ect ion 
should take precedence over device selection. 
In order to tac i I i tate the rapid presentation of the capab i I it i es which 
::1:-,.~ p :-· es 8:Yr in the demon strati on system, time has been camp ress :::d t:::> ::11 
approximate ratio of three minutes real time to one minute simulated time. 
The ratio is approximate due to the I imitations of the Chromatics computer and 
its BASIC language interpreter. In particular, whenever the BASIC interpreter 
performs garbage collection (reclamation of unused, but cluttered, storage) 
the simulation wil I temporarily be halted. The garbage collection process is 
transparent to the user except tor the noticeable delay in activity while the 
process is being performed. In the demonstration device, whenever the 
operator disables a point, that point is assumed to be logically disconnected 
from the system. Camp I ete d i sab I ement means that the device and any devices 
it supports are disconnected, and that values and alarm status cannot be read 
from that device or any other device which it supports. Likewise, control 
commands cannot be sent to a device which has been d i sab I ed or to a device 
supported by a device which has been disabled. The oper::~to~- rq,Jst •..:::>,l·l·1lj the 
system to enable a point which has ~een disabled before it or any devices it 




MODULES AND THEIR FUNCTIONS 
ADISABLE - Perform temporary alarm point disablement 
ANNUNC Annunciate change in alarm status 
AUTO Process AUTO request • • • • • • 
BUZOFF Process alarm silence request 
CANCEL Process CANCEL ACTION request 
CONFIRM Process CONFIRM ACTION request 

















Display messages in the text area from the 
master message file • • ••• 
Place menu on screen 
Draw or change items on the screen (alarm indicator, 
function keys, menu items, HVAC symbols) •••• 
Draw selected schedule on the screen. 
Process function key hit 
Process START/ENABLE or STOP/DISABLE request. 
Get Julian Time Subroutine •• 
Provide operator instructions and assistance. 
Increment Julian Time Subroutine. 
Initialize MMI database 
Man-Machine Interface executive 
Process menu of diagrams 
Process menu item selection 
Process menu of set points/ I imits 
Process menu of operations. 
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• 139 
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MODULES AND THEIR FUNCTIONS 
<continued) 
Process MODIFY SCHED request. 
Process menu of schedules • 
Process CHANGE OPER request 
Process PRINT REPORT request 
Process report out put device selection 
Process SET POINT/LIMITS request 
Process MODIFY SCHED request 
Process symbol selection 
Set current time and start up real-time clock 
Process touch pane I input • • 
Get real-time database values and check for alarms 
Execute AUTO/MANUAL function 
Execute DISPLAY DIAGRAM function 
Execute MODIFY SCHED function 
Execute PRINT REPORT function 
Execute START/ENABLE function 
Execute STOP/DISABLE function 
Execute SET POINT/LIMITS function 



































rt-11 DATA BASE 
Function 
Alarm disablement Queue 
Lowermost (y) coordinate 
of Ith menu box 
Bottom of queue pointer 




Numerical value of 
Argument to DRAWIT 
indicating type of 
Argument to DRAWIT 
indicating type of 
change 




SID$ location implies 
0-14 = control or monitor 
point (cyan border 
default) 
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Values Set By 
m = 0 number of point ADISABLE 
m = 1 time at which 
disablement period 
ends for that alarm. 
( 1 ) = 340 ( 3 ) = 180 
(2) = 260 
-1 = Menu box 
0 = Function key box 
1 = Symbol 
2 =Alarm indicator on 
3 = Alarm indicator off 
1 = Change interior 
2 = Change border 
3 = Change interior and 
border 
1 =yellow border 
(blue or cyan otherwise) 
2 = green interior 
(black otherwise) 
4 = striped 
(solid otherwise) 

































MMI DATA BASE 
Function Values Set By 
15-23 = indicator point 
(blue border default) 
Temporary date storage Same as D% IJTS 
Real-time data base ready 0 = real time data base INITDB, 
UPDATE flag not initialized 
Diagram or menu number 
currently displayed 
Leftmost (x) coordinate 
of Ith function key 
Graphics display type 
indicator 
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1 = real time data base 
valid 
~ 1 (see GDTYPE%) DIAGRAM, 
SETPT, 
REPORT, 
Menu: 1 = diagrams SCHED, 
(QFCN%=3) INITDB, 
2 = set point/limits CANCEL, 
(analog control pt) XDD, 
(QFCN% = 4) OPER 
3 = set point/1 imits 
(analog monitor pt) 
(QFCN% = 4) 
4 = reports 
(QFCN% = 6) 
5 = operations 
(QFCN% = 8) 
6 = devices 
(QFCN% = 6) 
7 = schedules 
(QFCN% = 7) 
Diagram: 
1-NDES% (which DE is now 
displayed) 
(i = building or DE) 
(1)::: 12 ( 6) ::: 257 
(2) ::: 61 ( 7) ::: 306 
(3) = 110 ( 8) = 355 
( 4 ) = 15 9 ( 9 ) = 404 
(5)::: 208 (10) = 453 
-1 nothing displayed 
in graphic display 
area of screen 











MMI DATA BASE 
Values 








Numerical Value of Hour 
Temporary hours storage 
Time inhibit for help 
Temp. storage for highest 
value - or alarm value 
operating range 
Number of seconds to 
increment the Julian 
Time 1 eg. 
Stores the number of days 
into the year on the last 
day of the month. 
NOTE: Months are re-
presented by the indices 
1 thru 12 in the 1st 
dimension. Leap year 
is indicated by a 1 in 
the 2nd dimension, and 
non-leap years are in-
dicated by a 0 in the 
2nd dimension. 
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Current Hour of the 
the day in military 
format 0-23 
Same as H% 
1 =help running 
0 = help not running 
UT%, 300 
120, 5 
( n,O) => Non-Leap year 
( n,ll =>Leap year 
( 1,0 = 31 
( 2 '0) = 59 
( 3,0) = 90 
( 4,0) = 120 
( 5,0) = 151 
( 6 '0) = 181 
( 7,0) = 212 
( 8,0) = 243 
( 9,0) = 273 
(10 '0) = 304 
(11,0) = 334 
(12,0) = 365 
( 1 '1) = 31 
( 2' 1) = 60 
( 3' 1 ) = 91 
( 4,1) = 121 
( 5,1) = 152 
( 6 '1) = 182 
( 7' 1) = 213 
( 8,1) = 244 
( 9,1) = 274 
(10' 1) = 305 
(11,1) = 335 


















Matrix which contains 
the foregrround 
and background 
Function key colors. 
NOTE: For M=1 the value 
in location (1,n) implies 
the background color of 
FUNCTION key number n. 
For M=2 the value in 
location (2,n) implies 
the color of the text 
for FUNCTION key number 
n. 
NOTE: When the AUTO/ 
MANUAL key is toggled, 
DRAWIT module automatically 
selects proper text and 
text color for this 
function key. 
KISR% Keyboard input flag 
KTEXT$(m,n) Matrix which contains the 
FUNCTION key Text Strings 
NOTE: M=1=> text on 1st 
line of function key 
M=2=> text on 2nd line of 
function key. M=3=> text 
on 3rd line of function 
key. 
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Values Set By 
(1,1) = 2 (green) INITDB, 
(2,1) = 0 (black) DRAWIT 
( 1,2) = 4 (red) 
(2,2) = 0 (black) 
(1,3) = 1 (blue) 
(2,3} = 7 (white) 
(1,4) = 5 (magenta) 
(2,4) = 0 (black) 
(1,5) = 7 (white) 
(2,5) = 1 (blue) (for Auto Mode) 
{2,5) = 4 (red) (for Manual Mode) 
{1,6} = 1 (blue) 
( 2 , 6 ) = 7 ( wh i t e ) 
(1,7) = 5 (magenta) 
(2,7) = 0 (black) 
(1,8) = 1 (blue) 
(2,8) = 0 (black) 
{1,9) = 2 (green) 
(2,9) = 0 (black) 
{1,10)= 4 (red) 
{2,10}= 0 (black) 
0 = no input 
1 =line input (CR 
received) 
(1,1) = 11 START/ 11 
{2,1) = 1111 
(3,1) = "ENABLE II 
{1,2) = 11 STOP /" 
{2,2) = 1111 
{3,2) = 11 DISABLE 11 
{1,3) = 11DISPLAY 11 
{2,3) = 1111 
( 3 , 3) = DIAGRAM II 
{1,4) = "SET" 
(2,4) = "POINT/ 11 
{3,4) = 11 LIMITS 11 
( 1 ' 5 ) = II AUT 0 I II 
{2,5) = 1111 
(3' 5) = 11 MANUAL 11 
( 1,6) = 11 PRINT 11 
{2 '6) = 1111 
{3,6) = 11 REPORT 11 
(1, 7) = 11 MODIFY 11 








MMI DATA BASE 
Values 











Beginning location of 
monitor {alarm) point 
types in SID$ array. 
Beginning location of 
control point types in 
SID$ array. 
Number of last DE 
displayed 
Beginning location of 
indicator point types in 
SID$ array. 
Temp. storage for lowest 
value- or alarm value 
operating range 
( 1 ' 8 ) = II CHANGE II 
(2,8) = 1111 
(3,8) = 11 0PER 11 
(1,9) = 11 CONFIRM" 
(2,9) = 1111 
(3,9) = "ACTION" 
(1,10)= 11 CANCEL 11 
{2,10)= 1111 
{3,10)= "ACTION" 
Currently = 5 
Currently = 0 
1-NDES% 
Currently = 15 
Numerical Value of Minutes Current number of 
minutes past the 
hour. 0-59 
Numerical Value of the Current day of the 
day of the month month. 0-31 
Temporary minutes storage Same as M% 
Record number of message 1-NMESS% 
in master file to be 
displayed by DISMESS 
Leap year indicator flag. 0 = non-leap year 





















fiMI DATA BASE 
Variable Function Values Set Bi: 
MQUE% Maximum number of alarms Currently = 5 INITDB 
in queue 
MT% Numerical value of month CURRENT MONTH GJTS, 
1-12 TIME 
NALARM% Number of monitor (alarm) Currently = 10 INITDB 
point types 
NBOXES Number of menu boxes ( 1 ) = 3 ( 4) = 3 INITDB 
(DIAMEN%) for each menu (see TT$) (2) = 3 ( 5) = 3 
(3) ::: 3 
1 ~ l = 2 = 3 
NCNT% Number of control point Currently = 5 INITDB 
types 
NHELPBF% Number of buffer files Currently = 12 INITDB 
in HELP sequence 
NINO% Number of indicator point Currently = 9 INITDB 
types 
NKEYS% Number of function keys Currently = 10 INITDB 
NMESS% Number of messages Currently = 54 INITDB 
in DISMESS master file 
NNSIM% Maximum number of Currently = 28 INITDB 
simulation arrays in 
the database. 
NO PER% Number of system operators Currently = 5 INITDB 
NUtJRPTS% Number of reports which Currently = 3 INITDB 
can be printed 
OLE VEL% "Security .. level of Ith ( 1 ) = 3 { 4) :: 3 INITDB 
(NO PER%) operator (2) :: 3 (5) 3 
{3) = 3 
OPER$ String containing name of f~ l : 11 COLEBURN 11 INITDB (NOPER%) Ith operator 11 CATHCART 11 
(3) = 11 WISE" 
(4) = 11 CANFIELD 11 











MMI DATA BASE 
Function 
Pause timer for alarm 
tone silencer (pause for 
two minutes) 
String containing password 
for Ith operator 
Selected mode for DE 
Selected function 
Selected menu item 
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Values 
Julian Time at which 
alarm should begin 
sounding again. 
(1) = 11 RANDY 11 
( 2 ) = II sTEvE II 
(3) = 11 BILLY 11 
( 4 ) = II KARL I N II 
(5) = 11 BEv·· 
1 = auto 
0 = manual 
-1 = none 
0 = no key in effect 
1 = START /ENABLE 
2 =STOP/DISABLE 
3 = DISPLAY DIAGRAM 
4 =SET POINT/LIMITS 
5 = AUTO 
6 = PRINT REPORT 
7 = MODIFY SCHED 
8 = CHANGE OPER 
9 = CONFIRM ACTION 
10 = CANCEL ACTION 









































MMI DATA BASE 
Variable Function 
QOPER% Current operator 
QPT% Selected point 
QSCH% Selected Schedule 
RODS% Report output device 
selection variable 
S% Numerical Value of 
Seconds 
59% Temporary seconds 
storage 
SALARM% Flag to determine 
whether or not to sound 
the alarm tone 
SCHTMP$(25) Temporary storage for 
changing schedule 
SHUTDOWN% Flag to stop system 
( shutdovm) 
SID$(23) String array which 





1-NRTPTS% = point 
0 = None 
1-NDES% = schedule 
0 = none 
1 = printer 
2 = CRT 
Current Seconds past 
the minute. 0-59 
Same as S% 
0 = do not sound tone 
1 = sound tone 
Schedule values that 
are currently being 
modified. 
1 = shutdown 
0 = do not shutdown 
( 0) = F ID 
( 1) = MUX 1 










































MMI DATA BASE 
Function 
NOTES: 
1. SID$(0) to SID$(4) 
are control points. 
2. SID$(5) to SID$(14) 
are monitor (alarm) points. 
3. SID$ (15) to SID (23) 
are indicator points. 
4. ADPT% => analog (0) or 
digital (1). 
5. SSED% => start/stop 
device (1) or enable/ 
disable device (0). 
Number of the current 
simulation array. 
Simulation time period. 
Array which contains the 
length (# of characters) 
of symbol string. 
Values 
ADPT%/SSED% 
( 3) = R 1/0 
1 ~l : ~ t~~ 
( 6) = E 1/0 
( 7) = F 1/0 
( 8) = FL 1/0 
( 9) = LV 1/0 
(10) = M 1/0 
(11) = 0 1/0 
(12) = PS 0/0 
(13) = T 0/0 
(14) = w 0/0 
(15) = DP 1/0 
(16) = STR 1/1 
(17) = TC 0/0 
(18) = HW BOILER 1/1 
(19) = PUMP 1/1 
(20) = CHILLER 1/1 
(21) =COOLING TOWER 1/1 
(22) = AC 1/1 
(23) = COIL 1/1 
1-NNSIM% 
( 0) = 3 ( F ID) 
( 1 ) = 5 ( MU X 1 ) 
( 2 ) = 5 ( MU X 2 ) 
( 3) = 1 (R) 
NOTES: ( 4) = 1 (S) 
1. This array is related ( 
6
5) __ = 
1
1 (EA) 
to SID$ array. ( ) ( ) 
2. SYMBOLS 0-2 are in a ( 7) = 1 (F) 
30x30 pixel box. ( 8) = 2 (FL) 
3. Symbo 1 s 3-14 are i n a ( 9 ) = 2 (LV ) 
22 x 22 pixel box. (10) = 1 (M) 
4. Symbols 15 and 16 are (11) = 1 (O) 
in a 28 x 18 pixel (12) = 2 (PS) 
rectangle. (13) = 1 (T) 
5. Symbol 17 is an 11 pixel (14) = 1 (W) 
radius circle. (15) = 2 (DP) 
6. Symbol 18 is a 46 x 60 (16) = 3 (STR) 
pixel rectangle. (17) = 2 (TC) 
7. Symbol 19 is on 11 pixel (18) = 9 (HW BOILER) 
c i rc 1 e wi t h a 6 x 15 pi x e 1 ( 19 ) = 0 


















ftlt1I DATA BASE 
Values 
8. Symbol 20 is a 76 x 64 (21) = 0 
pi x e 1 recta n g 1 e • ( 2 2 ) = 0 
9. Symbol 21 has a 30 pixel(23) = 0 
base, 42 pixel top, and is 
38 pixels high with a top 
rectangle 26 x 2 and inset 
8 pixels, the bottom rectangle 
is 14 x 8 pixels and is inset 
8 pi x e 1 s and a 3 pi x e 1 semi -
circle, on top. 
10. Symbol 22 is a 28 x 28 
pixel box. 
11. Symbol 23 is a 8 x 20 
pixel rectangle. 
Temp. storage for set point 
Time control variable for Julian time at which 
synchronization of alarm bell should sound 
tones at 5 second again. 
intervals. 
Temporary string storage 
Temporary point 












AD I SABLE 
String matrix used to 
store pertinent text for 
menus and schedules 
( 1 , 0 ) = "MENU OF DATA IN I TD B 
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ENVIRONMENTS .. 
(1,1) = "BUILDING 106 LOWER" 
(1 '2) = 11 MAIN CHILLER PLANT II 
(1,3) = 11 SUPPLY NO. 2" 
(2, 0) = 11 MENU OF ANALOG CONTROL 
SET POINT/LIMITS .. 
(2,1) = 11 LOW OPERATING LIMIT 11 
(2,2) = 11 SET POINT 11 
(2,3) = "HIGH OPERATING LIMIT 11 
(3,0) = 11MENU OF ANALOG MONITOR 
SET POINT/LIMITS II 
(3,1) = 11 LOW ALARM LIMIT" 
TABLE 5 (continued) 
MMI DATA BASE 
Variable Function 
TT$(7,3) (continued) 
UT% Time to wait (in 
seconds) between 
real time updates. 
VPS% (1,25) Numerical matrix 
containing X and Y 
screen coordinates 




(3,2) = "SET POINT" 
(3,3) = 11 HIGH ALARM LIMir· 
(4 '0) = 11 MENU OF REPORTS II 
Set By 
(4,1) = 11 ENERGY UTILIZATION SUMMARY" 
(4,2) = 11 LOCK OUT SUMMARY 11 
(4,3) = 11 ALARM SUMMARY" 
(5,0) = 11 MENU OF OPERATIONS 11 
(5,1) = "CHANGE OPERATOR 11 
(5,2) = "HELP 11 
(5,3) = .. SYSTEM SHUTDOWN .. 
(6,0) = 11 MENU OF SUPPORT DEVICES .. 
(6,1) = "LINEPRINTER 11 
(6 '2) = "CRT SCREEN II 
(7,0) = "MENU OF SCHEDULES .. 
(7,1) = "BUILDING 106 LOWER-Optimum 
Start/Stop Schedule .. 
(7,2) = 11 MAIN CHILLER PLANT-Optimum 
Start/Stop Schedule .. 
(7, 3) = "SUPPLY NO. 2 - Optimum 
Start/Stop Schedule" 
Currently = 100 
(O,I) = X coordinate 
(1,I) = Y coordinate 
( 0' 1) = 2'-4 
(0, 2) = 141 
(0, 3) = 237 
(0, 4) = 339 
(O, 5) = 450 
(0, 6) == 20 
(0' 7) = 84 
{0, 8) = 148 
(0, 9) = 212 
{0,10) = 276 
(O, 11) = 340 
(0,12) = 404 
(0,13) = 468 
(0,14) = 20 
(0' 15) = 84 
(0,16) = 148 
(O, 17) = 212 
(0,18) = 276 
(0,19) = 340 
(0,20) = 404 





MMI DATA BASE 
Variable Function Values Set By 
VPS% (1,25) (continued) (0,22) = 77 
(0, 23) = 220 
(0,24) = 271 
(0,25) = 408 
(1, 1) = 338 
(1, 2) = 338 
(1, 3) = 338 
(1, 4) = 338 
( 1' 5) = 338 
(1, 6) = 268 
(1, 7) = 268 
(1, 8l = 268 
(1, 9 = 268 
(1,10) = 268 
(1,11) = 268 
(1 '12) = 268 
(1,13) = 268 
(1 '14l = 238 
(1,15 = 238 
(1,16) = 238 
(1,17) = 238 
(1 '18) = 238 
(1,19) = 238 
(1,20) = 238 
( 1 '21) = 238 
(1,22) = 150 
(1,23) = 150 
(1,24) = 150 
(1,25) = 150 
XTUCH% X-coordinate of touch 0-511 TOUCH IN 
panel input 
Y% Numerical value of year Current Year GJTS, 
0-99 TIME 
Y9% Temporary year storage Same as Y% IJTS 
YTUCH% Y-coordinate of touch 0-511 TOUCH IN 
panel input 





















REAL-TIME DATA BASE 
Function Values 
11 An a 1 og " v s • 11 d i g i t a 1 " 0 = an a 1 og 
point discriminator, 
where 11 anal 09 11 refers 1 = digital 
to a point which can 
assume a range of values, 
and 11 digital 11 refers to a 
point which can assume two 
discrete values representing 
opposite states 
Alarm value for digital 
point I% 
Annunciation point 1-NRTPTS% 
(sent to ANNUNC) 
The current alarm point, 0 =none 
as defined by EMCS (never 
more than one at a time) 1-NRTPTS% = point 
Alarm status flag for 0 = point not in alarm 
real-time data point I% 









Current (previous) value 
of real-time data point 
I% 
> 0.0 INITDB 
Current Julian Time 
Disable status flag for 
real-time data point I% 
indicates whether point 
should be processed or 
ignored 
Auto/manual flag for 
current data environment 
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Tset by INITDB to UPDATE 
-9999.0 to signify 
invalid data) 
if analog= current 
measurement 
if digital 
0 =state value (off,low,etc.) 
1 = state value (on,high,etc.) 
0 = point should be 
processed (is enabled) 
1 =point is completely 
disabled (ignore it) 
1 = AUTO MODE 
(default) 
























REAL-TIME DATA BASE 
Function 
Highest non-alarm value 
for analog point I% 
Incremented Julian Time 
Lowest non-alarm value 
for analog point I% 
Number of process diagram 
on which Ith point 
is located 
Number of DE's 
Number of real-time data 
points (note: for arrays 
listed below, I% assumes 
values of 1 to NRTPTS%) 
Newest value of real-time 
data point I% 
String matrix containing 
units, state values, and 
name of Ith point for text 
and message purposes. 
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Values 
> LOW L I M ( I% ) 
> o.o 
> 1 
1-limits of storage 
(currently 3) 
1-limits of storage 
(currently 93) 











(1,0) = digital point:O INITDB 
state value or 
analog units 
( i , 1 ) = d i g it a 1 poi nt : 1 
state value 
(i ,2) = point name 
(0,0) = 11 DISABLED 11 
(0, 1) = "ENABLED" 
(0,2) = "FID 11 
(1 ,0) = "DISABLED" 
(1,1) = "ENABLED 11 
(1, 2) = "MUX #1 11 
(2 ,0) = "DISABLED II 
(2, 1) = 11 ENABLED 11 
( 2 '2) = "MUX #2 II 
(3' 1) = DEGREES F. II 
(3,1) = 1111 
(3,2) = "Temperature Controller 
Reset Interface 11 
(4,0) = 11 STOPPED" 





REAL-TIME DATA BASE 
53 
Values 
(4,2) = 11 Start/Stop Control 
Interface .. 
(5,0) = 11 NO ALARM 11 
(5' 1) = 11 ALARM DETECTED 11 
Set By 
(5,2) = 11 Alarm Contact Signal 
Monitor .. 
(6,0) = 11???11 
(6,1) = 1111 
(6 ,2) = "Entha.l py/Economizer Control 
Interface~~ 
(7 ,0) = "GPM 11 
(7, 1) = 1111 
(7,2) ="Flow Indication Monitor .. 
(8,0) = 11 NO FLAME 11 
(8 '1) = 11 FLAME PRESENT II 
(8,2) = 11 Flame Indication Monitor 11 
(9,0) = 11 LOW 11 
( 9,1) = "HI GW• 
(9,2) = .. Level Indication Monitoru 
(10,0)= 11 KW 11 
(10,1)= 1111 
(10,2)= 11 Meter 11 
(11,0)= 11 0FF/NONE/OPEN" 
(11,1 )= 11 0N/POSITIVE/CLOSED 11 
(11,2)= 11 0n/Off Status Monitor" 
(12,0)= .. PERCENT OPEN" 
(12,1)= 1111 
(12,2)= 11 Position Sensor•• 
(13,0)= 11 Degrees F. 11 
(13,1)= 1111 
(13,2)= "Temperature Monitor" 
(14,0 ): 11 %RH'1 
(14,1)= 1111 
(14,2)= .. Humidity Monitor" 
(15,0)= 11 0PEN" 
(15' 1 )= "CLOSED II 
(15,2)= .. Differential Pressure 
Switch" 
(16,0 )= 11 STOPPED II 
(16' 1 )= 11 STARTED II 
(16,2)= 11 Motor Starter .. 
( 1 7 0 l 110 E GR E E s F. II 
(17:1: 1111 
(17,2)= "Temperature Controller~~ 
(18,0)= 11 STOPPE0 11 




REAL-TIME DATA BASE 
Values Set By 


























11 STARTED II 
11Pump" 
11 STOPPED II 
"STARTED" 
11 Chiller 11 
"STOPPED" 
11 STARTED 11 
11 Cooling Tower" 
"STOPPED II 
"STARTED 11 
"Unit Air Conditioner" 
"NOT IN USE" 
11 IN USE 11 
"Coil .. 
Next higher point to which 0 = is highest point 
Ith point is connected in 
INITDB 
the process hierarchy N = attached to Nth 
point 
Ith point type indicator 
( symbo 1 type) 
refers to type identified INITDB 
in SID$ 
(It is a negative value if 
it has any points lower than 
it in the heirarchy.) 
X-coordinate (left) of 0-511 INITDB 
location of Ith point's 
symbol on process diagram 
Y-coordinate (lower) of 0-511 INITDB 
location of Ith point's 
symbol on process diagram 
S$ Schedules for each DE are (1, 1) = "68.2F 11 
( 1' 2) : 1107 30 II 
{1, 3) = 11 78.1F 11 
{1, 4) = "89.4F 11 
( 1, 5) = "CLG II 
INITDB 
XMS (NDES%,NSE%) stored here 
NOTE: S$(1,1-25) is the 
same as S$(2-3,1-25). 
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( 1' 6) = 11 NA II 
( 1 , 7 ) : 110800 II 
{1, 8) = 110800" 





REAL-TIME DATA BASE 
55 
Values 
( 1 '1 0 ) : 110800 II 
(1 '11) : 110800 II 
(1,12) = 11 NA 11 
( 1 '13 ) = 11 NA II 
( 1 , 14 ) = II NA II 
(1,15) = 111700" 
(1,16) = 111700" 
(1,17) = 111700 11 
(1,18) = 111700 11 
(1,19) = "1700" 
( 1 '20 ) = II NA II 
( 1 , 21 ) = II NA II 
(1,22) = 11 5 11 
( 1, 23) = 116 5F II 
(1,24) = 1180F 11 
(1,25) = "5.00 11 
(2, 1) = 11 68.2F" 
(2, 2) = "0730" 
(2, 3) = "78.1F" 
(2' 4) = 1189. 4F II 
(2, 5) = 11 CLG" 
(2, 6) = 11 NA II 
( 2 ' 7 ) : 110 800 II 
(2, 8) : 110800 II 
( 2, 9) : 110800 II 
(2,10) = "0800 11 
(2,11) = "0800" 
( 2 ' 12 ) = II NA II 
(2,13) = "NA 11 
( 2 , 14 ) = II NA II 
{2,15) = "1700 11 
( 2 ' 16 ) : 11 1 7 00 II 
( 2 '17 ) : 111 700 II 
(2, 18) : 11 1700 II 
( 2,19) : 111 700 II 
( 2 ' 2 0 ) = II NA II 
(2,21) = "NA" 
(2,22) = "S" 
( 2, 23) = 116 5F II 
(2 '24) = 1180F II 
(2,25) = "5.00" 
( 3 , 1 ) = 116 8. 2 F II 
( 3' 2) : 1107 30 II 
(3, 3) = "78.1F" 
{3, 4) = 1189. 4F" 








REAL-TIME DATA BASE 
Function Values 
Temporary storage for 
schedule being modified 
(3, 6) = 
(3, 7) = 
(3, 8) = 








!3' 17l = 3,18 = 
(3,19) = 
( 3,20) = 
(3,21) = 
(3,22) = 




























SIMULATION Contain the current UPDATE 
arrays 
(NRTPTS) * 
SPT(NRTPTS%)* Set point for analog 
point I% 
simulated readings for 
all real time data points 
in system. 
< HILIM (I%) 





Indicate device status. 0 = Enable/disable device INITDB 
UC# 
Start/Stop - Enable/Disable 1 = Start/stop device 
device discriminator array. 




* See Appendix F for a listing of all real-time database arrays. 
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TIME 
3.2 Module Descriptions 
This section includes written descriptions and flowcharts for program 
modules contained in the MMI software system. The descriptions are arranged 
in hierarchial order, corresponding to the representation in Figure 12. 
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NAME: MM I EXEC 
PURPOSE: 
MM I EXEC serves as the executive program for the system. It is used 
to supervise and coordinate the receipt and processing of command inputs 
and real-time data. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
MM I EXEC consists of a series of ca I Is to appropriate subroutines 
which process operator commands and real-time data updates. MMI EXEC 
also drives the real-time EMCS data update simulator. The simulator 
emulates operation of an interrupt-driven system. 
When MMI EXEC is initiated, it causes the MMI data base to be 
initialized, runs the HELP display sequence, and gets the simulated 
initial real-time data base values. Once the system has been 
initialized, MMI EXEC waits for an interrupt. An interrupt can come from 
the touch panel, the keyboard, or the EMCS computer simulation. Once an 
i nterr u pt has been detected, MM I EXEC ca I Is the appropriate interrupt 
service routine to handle that interrupt. MMI EXEC also performs the 
"housekeeping chores" of d i sp I ay i ng the current time and sounding the 
alarm tone when appropriate. 
CALLED BY: 
The program is initiated by the user. 
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-Message index (to DISMESS) 
-Top of Alarm Queue Pointer 




- determine if a "hit" has occurred 
- determine if keyboard input is attempted Memorysemaphores 
(i.e., flags set by interrupt service routines} 
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NAME: MMI Exec (concluded) 
DESIGN NOTES: 
The real-time data simulator provides the MMI with real-time data 
base values in the absence of a I ink to the EMCS computer. The simulator 
uses a countdown timer to initiate a ca I I to the UPDATE mod u I e where a 
set of new database values are read in from disk storage. Thus, the 
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The INITDB subroutine is used to set the initial values of all 
variables in the MMI data base. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
There are two major data bases in the system: the fv1M I data base 
contains v ar i abIes which pertain to software system operation, whereas 
the real-time data base contains current values which pertain to the 
(simulated) real-time system. The INITDB subroutine explicitly sets the 
value of each variable in the man-machine interface data base. INITDB 
then sets constants (flags, counters, names, etc) for the real-time data 
base. INITDB also sets the real-time data base ready flag, DBRDY%, to 0 
indicate that the real-time data base has not yet been initialized. 









































-Analog/Digital Point discriminator array 
-Alarm Value for digital point array 
-Annunciation Point 
-Current Alarm Point 
-Alarm disablement queue 
- Alarm status flag for EMCS point array 
-Menu box coordinate 
-Bottom of queue pointer plus 1 
- Touch panel calibration constants 
-Current (previous) value of EMCS point array 
-Current Julian Time 
-Numerical Value of Date 
- Temporary date storage 
-Real time data base ready flag 
-Currently displayed diagram or menu 
-Disable status flag tor EMCS Point array 
-Auto/Manual flag for current DE 
- Function key coordinates 
-Graphics display type 
-Numerical value of hour 
-Temporary storage for numerical value of hour 
-Time inhinit for help. Control variable 
-Highest non-alarm value for EMCS analog point array 
- Incremented Julian Time 
- Julian Day matrix 
- Foreground/Background function key colors 
-Keyboard input flag 
-Function key text string matrix 
-Location of alarm (monitor) point types in SID$ array 
- Location of control point types in SID$ array 
-Number of last DE displayed 
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NAME: INITDB {continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: {continued) 
































- Lowest non-alarm value for EMCS analog point array 
-Process Diagram <DE) on which EMCS point is located array 
-Numerical value of minutes 
-Leap year indicator flag 
-Numerical value of the day of the month 
-Temporary storage for numerical value of minutes 
-Maximum number of alarms in alarm queue 
-Numerical value of the month 
- Number of monitor (alarm) point types 
- Number of menu boxes for menus 
- Number of control point types 
-Number of Data Environments <DE) 
- Number of HELP buffer files 
- Number of indicator point types 
- Number of function keys 
- Number of messages in DISMESS master f i I e 
- Number of simulation arrays 
- Number of system operators 
- Number of schedule entries 
- Number of rea 1-ti me EMCS points 
- Number of reports 
-Newest value of EMCS point array 
- Security level of operators 
- String array containing operator's name 
- Pause timer for alarm tone 
-Array structured to show how points on DE are tied 
together 
-String matrix containing text for each point type 
-Point type indicator array 
-Password string array 
- X-coordinate for EMCS point (symbol> 
- Y-coordinate for EMCS point <symbol) 
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NAME: INITDB <continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: <continued) 






























- Selected function 
- Selected menu item 
- Current system operator 
- Selected point 
- Selected schedule 
- Report Output Device Selection variable 
- Schedules for DE's 
-Numerical value of seconds 
-Temporary storage for numerical value of seconds 
- Flag to determine whether or not to sound alarm 
-Temporary schedule storage 
- Flag to stop system 
- Symbo I identifier string array 
-Current simulation time period 
-Symbol string identifier length array 
-Set point value for EMCS analog point array 
- Start/Stop-Enable/Disable device discriminator array 
-Keyboard input variable used in KB ISR 
-Time control variable for synchronization of alarm tones 
- Temporary EMCS point number storage 
-Top of alarm queue pointer 
-Matrix containing pertinent text for DE's 
-Real-time update synchronization variable 
-Time to wait in seconds between real-time updates 
-Numerical value of year 
-Temporary storage for numerical value of year 
- Schedule entry coordinates 
- Internal control variable used when modifying schedule 
-Raw keyboard input string 
<see flowchart for description of initial values) 
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NAME: INITDB <concluded) 
FILE INPUT/OUTPUT: 
Open DISMESS message file. 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
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The HELP subroutine is used to provide a series of screen d i sp I ays 
to the operator which contain helpful information describing how to 
operate the system. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
HELP first d i sab I es the touch pane I and enab I es the keyboard for 
input. The variable NHELPBF% contains the number of HELP screen displays 
av a i I ab I e. The subroutine enters a I oop which is executed NHELPBF% 
times. Each time through the loop, a filename is constructed of the form 
"HLP" + (number of loop>, (e.g., HLPl, HLP2, etc.). These filenames 
correspond to disk f i I es containing the memory image of a HELP d i sp I ay. 
The file is then read into a memory buffer, from which it is displayed on 
the screen. The subroutine then waits unt i I the operator presses the 
Return key before going on to the next d i sp I ay in the sequence. The 
sequence can be prematurely stopped by typing an~ followed by the Return 
key from the keyboard. When the sequence is comp I ete, the keyboard is 
disabled and program control is transfered back to the cal I ing routine. 
CALLED BY: 
MMI Exec at the beginning of system operation. 
XC HOP 
CALLS: 
Keyboard Interrupt Service Routine <KB ISR) in MMI EXEC 
DISMESS 
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NAME: HELP (continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: 
NHELPBF% - Number of HELP messages 
ZIN$ - Keyboard input response 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
GDTYPE% -Graphics display type indicator 
HC% -Help control variable 
FILE INPUT/OUTPUT: 
The subroutine retrieves disk f i I es of the form HLP**, where ** is an 
integer in the range 1 through NHELPBF%. 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
CRT DISPLAY UNIT- used to display information 
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The UPDATE subroutine is used to retrieve new real-time data base 
values as they are "updated" (i.e., generated by the s imu I ator) and to 
check them for alarm conditions. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The subroutine gets new va I ues for each point and stores them in an 
array. UPDATE first checks each new value to see it it is different from 
its previous value. If the values are different the new value replaces 
the old value and an alarm check is made. To perform the alarm check, 
the subroutine first determines whether or not the point is a monitor 
point. If it is not a monitor point then it is ignored. Otherwise, a 
check is made to determine whether the point is analog or dig ita I and 
then a comparison is made between its new va I ue and the a I arm va I ue or 
range specified for that point. It the point is found to be in alarm 
condition and the alarm has not already been sounded for that point, the 
ANNUNC subroutine is ca 1 I ed to sound the a I arm. If the point is not 
found to be in alarm condition, but was in alarm prior to the receipt of 
the new v a I ue, ANNUNC is ca I I ed to s i I ence the a I arm for that poi nt. I f 
no change in alarm status has occurred, no annunciation is made. When 
a! I new values have been read and checked, the real-time data base ready 
flag <DBRDY%> is set and program control returns to the cal I ing routine. 
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NAME: UPDATE (continued) 
CALLED BY: 























-Analog versus digital point discriminator 
-Alarm value tor digital point 
-Alarm status flag for real-time data point 
-Current (previous) value of real-time data point 
-Currently displayed diagram or menu 
-Disable status flag for real-time data point 
-Graphics Display Type 
-Highest non-alarm value tor analog point 
-Location ot alarm {monitor) point types in SID$ array 
-Lowest non-alarm value for analog point 
Process Diagram <DE) on which EMCS point is located array 
-Number of monitor (alarm) point types 
-Number of simulation arrays 
-Number of real-time data points 
- Textal name of point 
-Point type indicator array 
-Current simulation time period 
-Start/Stop- Enable/Disable device discriminator array 
- Time to wait in seconds between real-time updates 
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- Annunication point 
-Current alarm point 
-Alarm status flag for real-time point 
-Current value of real-time data point 
-Current simulation time period 
-Real time update synchronization variable 
Reads simulation values from disk array files of the form SIM**, where** 
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The TIME module is used to initially provide the current time and 
date to the system time and date software. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The TIME module requests the operator to type in values for the 
current time and date. From this data, the module computes the Julian 
date and stores the time information in specific memory locations. It 





Clock -Assembly level clock initialization program 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: 
JDAY% -Julian day matrix 
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-Current Julian Time 
- Numerical value ot date 
- Numer i ca I value ot hour 
- Numerical valuee ot minute 
- Leap year indicator tlag 
- Numberical value ot the day ot the month 
- Numer i ca I value ot the month 
- Numerical value ot the seconds 
-Time control variable tor synchronization ot alarm tones 
-Real-time update synchronization variable 
-Numerical value ot the year 
Retrieves tile CLOCK.ABS trom disk and stores it in memory 
sequentially beginning at location 4300 HEX. 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
Stores data into memory location (hex) 4321, 4322, 4323 
CRT Screen- prints messages 
DESIGN NOTES: 
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NAME: TOUCH IN 
PURPOSE: 
The TOUCHIN subroutine is used to get the X & Y coordinates of the 
point touched on the screen and to ca I I the appropriate subroutine to 
process the touch request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The subroutine first obtains the X & Y coordinates of the touch 
point. It then uses theY-coordinate to determine which area of the 
screen was touched, ( i . e., a I arm indicator, graphics, or function keys) • 
Based on this va I ue and the va I ue of GDTYPE% (which defines whether a 
menu or process diagram is cur rent I y being d i sp I ayed), the appropriate 
subroutines are cal led to process the touch request. 
CALLED BY: 








GDTYPE% -Graphics display type indicator 
CAL%<1-8) -Touch panel calibration factors 
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- X-coordinate of touched point 
- Y-coordinate of touched point 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
Touch Panel - obtain X & Y coordinates of "hit" 
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NAME: AN NUNC 
PURPOSE: 
The ANNUNC subroutine is used to make the screen display reflect any 
change in a I arm status, whether it be to signa I a new a I arm or to turn 
the alarm off for a device. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The ANNUNC subroutine first decides whether the point is returning 
from or entering an a I arm condition. If the point is returning from 
alarm, it sets the appropriate flags to turn oft the flashing alarm tor 
the device and a I so turns off the a I arm indicator and buzzer. If the 
point is entering the a I arm state, it starts the buzzer and sets the 
appropriate t I ags to cause the a I arming device's symbo I to f I ash. It 














-Current alarm point 
-Alarm status flag 
-Current database value for lth point 
- Index number of currently displayed diagram or menu 
- Graphics display type indicator 
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NAME: ANNUNC (continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: (continued) 











-String array containing textual name of lth point 
- Start/Stop - Enable/Disable device discriminator array 
-Current alarm point 
-Flag to determine whether or not to sound the alarm tone 
- Pause counter for alarm tone silencer 
-Time control variable for synchronization of alarm tones 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
CRT DISPLAY- prints messages 
DESIGN NOTES: 
When a change in a I arm status occurs, it is necessary to cause the 
appropriate device symbol to flash or stop flashing. The DISPLAY DIAGRAM 
command software checks alarm status as it draws a diagram, so points in 
alarm are always represented as flashing symbols on the screen. However, 
if the diagram containing the alarm point is already displayed, the 
ANNUNC subroutine must redraw an a I arm point symbo I so that it either 
flashes or stops flashing. The variables GDTYPE%, LPNT%, and DIAMEN% are 
used by ANNUNC to determine if the diagram containing the alarm point is 
currently displayed. If GDTYPE% has the value 1, a process diagram is 
being displayed. DIAMEN% wi II contain the index number of the diagram 
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NAME: ANNUNC (concluded) 
DESIGN NOTES: <continued) 
cur rent I y displayed and LPNT% w i I I contain the number of the diagram on 
which the alarm point is located. If GDTYPE% =1 and DIAMEN%= LPNT%, then 
ANNUNC knows that it must cal I the DRAWIT subroutine to cause the symbol 
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NAME: FKEYIN 
PURPOSE: 
The FKEYIN subroutine is used to determine which function key has 
been selected and to cal I the appropriate subroutine to process the 
selected function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
First, a check is made to determine whether or not a function key 
has already been selected. If so, the old function is deselected. 
Otherwise the X-coord i nate of the touch key is used to determine which 
key has been touched and to ca I J the appropriate subroutine to process 
















NAME: FKEYIN {continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: 







-Leftmost (X) coordinate of lth function key 
- Previous function key selected 
- X-coordinate of touch panel input 
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The SYMBIN subroutine is used to process device symbol selection 
requests. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The subroutine first determines which device has been selected and 
high! ights its symbol and displays its status in the text window. If a 
function has already been selected, checks are made to ensure that 
conditions are right tor execution of the function before control is 

















-Alarm value tor digital point array 
- Alarm status flag for EMCS point array 
-Current database value tor EMCS point array 
- Number of the diagram or menu currently displayed 
-Disable status flag 
- Data Environment auto/manual mode indicator 
-Highest non-alarm value for EMCS analog point array 
- Location of alarm (monitor) point types in SID$ array 
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NAME: SYMBIN <continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: (concluded) 
LCNT% -Location of control point types in SID$ array 
























-Lowest non-alarm value for EMCS analog point array 
- DE on which EMCS point is located array 
-Number of monitor (alarm) point types 
- Number of control point types 
-Number of indicator point types 
-Number of points in real-time data base 
-Next higher point in DE hierarchy 
- Textual point descriptors 
-Point type indicator 
- Leftmost touch-sensitive X-coordinate for lth point 
-Lowermost touch-sensitive Y-coordinate for lth point 
- Selected function 
-Selected point 
-Start/Stop- Enable/Disable device discriminator array 
-Set point for EMCS analog point array 
-Textual name of data environment 
- X-coordinate of touch "hit" 
- Y-coordinate of touch "hit" 
-Currently displayed diagram or menu 
- Selected point 
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NAME: SYMBIN (concluded) 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
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NAME: MENU IN 
PURPOSE: 
The MENUIN subroutine is used to process menu item selection. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The MENU IN subroutine uses the D I AMEN% var i ab I e to determine which menu 
is to be processed. It then ca II s the appropriate subroutine to process 
the particular menu. If a menu choice had been previously made, then the 


















-Current alarm point 
- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
-DE on which EMCS point is located array 
- Selected menu item 
- Internal control variable 
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NAME: MENUIN (continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
QMENU% - Selected menu item 
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The purpose of the BUZOFF subroutine is to process the operator 
alarm silence request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
BUZOFF sets the variable PAUSEALARM# to the current Julian time. It 
then increments PAUSEALRM# by 120 seconds. The 120 second increment 
represents the two minute d i sab I ement period. The var i ab I e TC#, which 
is used to indicate the time at which the alarm tone was last sounded, is 
a I so set equa I to PAUSEALRM#. The aud i b I e tone w i I I not sound again 
until the current Julian Time <CJT#) exceeds PAUSEALRM#. BUZOFF displays 









CJT# -Current Julian Time 
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-Pause counter tor alarm tone silencer 






The BUZOFF subroutine obtains the current time of the day through 
GJTS, and IJTS subroutines which interact with an assembly level 
subroutine which operates the Real Time Clock. 
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The GONOGO subroutine is used to process the START/ENABLE and 
STOP/DISABLE command requests. It does not actually execute these 
functions, but rather ensures that conditions are right tor their 
execution. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The GONOGO subroutine backlights the appropriate function key and 
checks to make sure that a process diagram is currently displayed. It 
not, an error message is given. Otherwise, it checks to see it a device 
has been se I ected. l t not then program contro I passes to the ca I I i ng 
routine. It both a function and device have been selected, a check is 
made to insure that the point can be operated upon. It so then 
appropriate cues are given and program control returr.ls to the calling 
routine. It the function cannot be executed upon the selected point, the 
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-Current database value for lth point 
-Disable status flag array 
-Auto/Manual flag for current DE 
-Graphics display type indicator 
-Next higher point in process diagram hierarchy 
- Function selected 
-Selected point 
- Start/Stop- Enable/Disable device discriminator array 
QFCN% - Selected function 
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The DIAGRAM subroutine is used to process the DISPLAY DIAGRAM 
command request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The DISPLAY DIAGRAM function key is back I i ghted and the appropriate 
contro I v ar i abIes are in it i a I i zed. 










The DMENU subroutine is ca I I ed to 
DIAMEN%- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
QFCN% - Selected function 
QMENU% - Selected menu item 
QPT% - Selected point 
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The SETPT subroutine is used to process the SET POINT/LIMITS command 
request. SETPT does not actually execute the command, but rather ensures 
that conditions are right for execution. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The SET POINT/LIMITS function key is back! ighted and checks are made 
to ensure that a process diagram is on the screen and that, if a point 
has been se I ected, it is of the appropriate type. Appropriate cues and 















-Analog/Digital point discriminator array 
-Auto/Manual flag for current DE 
-Graphics display type indicator 
-location of alarm (monitor) point types in SID$ array 
-Number of monitor (alarm) point types 
- Type of point 
-Selected point 
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NAME: SETPT (continued} 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
D I AMEN% 
QFCN% 





- Selected function 
- Selected menu item 
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The AUTO subroutine is used to process the AUTO/MANUAL command 
request. AUTO does not actually execute the command, but rather ensures 
that alI conditions are right for its execution. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The AUTO/MANUAL key is back I i ghted and checks are made to ensure 
that a DE diagram is currently displayed. Based on these checks, the 
appropriate control and selection variable values are set and appropriate 







DIAMEN% -Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
FDEAM% - Data environment auto/manual indicator 
GDTYPE% -Graphics display type 
TT$ -Textual name of data environment 
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NAME: AUTO (continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENT: 
QAM% - Selected mode 
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The REPORT subroutine is used to process the PRINT REPORT command 
request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The PRINT REPORT function key is back! ighted and the values tor the 
control and selection variables are set. The DMENU subroutine is cal led 















-Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
- Selected function 
- Selected menu item 
-Selected point 
-Report output device selection 
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The SCHED subroutine is used to process the MOD I FY SCHED command 
request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The MODIFY SCHED function key is backlighted. Selection and control 










DIAMEN% -Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
QFCN% - Selected function 
QMENU% - Selected menu item 
QSCH% - Selected data environment schedule 
S$<QSCH%) -Selected data environment schedule values 
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The OPER subroutine is used to process the CHANGE OPER request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The CHANGE OPER function key is back! ighted and the values for the 
contra I and se I ect ion var i abIes are set. The DMENU subroutine is ca I I ed 
















-Currently displayed diagram 
- Selected mode 
- Selected function 
- Selected menu item 
- Current operator 
- Selected point 
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The CONFIRM subroutine is used to process the CONFIRM ACTION command 
request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The CONFIRM ACT I ON key is back I i ghted and checks are made to ensure 
that a function and all its parameters have been selected. Appropriate 
error messages are given for improper or incomplete selections. If all 
selections have been made, then based upon which function has been 
selected, the appropriate subroutine is called to execute the function. 
Upon completion of the function execution, CONFIRM restores the graphics 
area to its previous state, (i.e., if a menu had overwritten the DE 


















NAME: CONFIRM (continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: 





















-Currently displayed diagram or menu 
-Graphics display type 
-Number of the last DE displayed 
- Number of data environments in system 
-Number of avai I able reports 
- Selected mode 
- Selected function 
- Selected menu item 
- Selected point 
- Selected schedule 
-Report output device selection 
- Flag to stop system 
- Internal control variable 
-Currently displayed diagram or menu 
- Graphics display type 
- Selected function 
- Selected menu item 




NAME: CONFIRM (continued) 
DESIGN NOTES: 
The CONFIRM module is usually only called once per function 
execution. However, there are two exceptions to this r u I e. First, the 
PRINT REPORT function requires the use of two levels of menu penetration. 
The CONFIRM module must be cal led once for each menu in order to process 
this function request. Second, the MODIFY SCHED function uses CONFIRM to 
verify schedule selection. When modifying the schedule, the CONFIRM 
module is cal led each time a schedule entry change is executed. 
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The CANCEL subroutine is used to process the CANCEL ACTION command 
request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The CANCEL ACTION key is backlighted and the message 11Command Action 
Cancelled 11 is displayed. High I ighting is removed, from the selected 
point, if any, and all selection variables are turned off. The function 
key back I ight is removed the graphics area returns to its previous state, 








GDTYPE% -Graphics display type 
LDE% - Last Data Environment displayed 
QPT% - Selected point 
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NAME: MD IN 
PURPOSE: 
The MDIN subroutine is used to process the menu of diagrams 
selection. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The MD IN subroutine uses the coordinates of the touch pane I input 
point to determine which menu i tern was se I ected. DRAW IT is then ca I I ed 















- Menu box location on screen, y-coordinate 
- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
- Number of menu boxes for menus 
- Y-coordinate of touched point 
- Selected menu item 
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NAME: ML IN 
PURPOSE: 
The MLIN subroutine is used to process the menu of SET POINTS/LIMITS 
selection request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The coordinates of the touch pane I input point are used to determine 
which i tern was se I ected. DRAW IT is ca I I ed to high I i ght the se I ect ion, 
and keyboard in put is enab I ed. When the new v a I ue is read from the 
keyboard it is checked to make sure that it is va I i d. An i nva I i d va I ue 
wi I I result in an error message; otherwise, the value is stored in 
temporary storage. DRAWIT is then used to remove the high! ight from the 

























-Menu box location on screen, y-coordinate 
- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
-High I imit for analog point 
- Low I imit for analog point 
- Number of menu boxes for menus 
-Set point for analog point 
- Y-coordinate of touched point 
- Raw keyboard input 
-Temporary storage for analog high I imit 
- Temporary storage for analog low I imit 
- Selected menu item 
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NAME: MOIN 
PURPOSE: 
The MOIN subroutine is used to process the menu of operations 
selection. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The coordinates of the touch pane I input point are used to determine 
which menu item has been selected. DRAWIT is called to highlight the 













- Menu box location on screen, y coordinate 
- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
- Number of menu boxes for menus 
- Y-coordinate of touched point 
- Selected menu item. 
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NAME: MRIN 
PURPOSE: 
The MRIN subroutine is used to process the menu of reports selection. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The coordinates of the touch pane I input point are used to determine 
which menu item has been selected. DRAWIT is called to high! ight the 













-Menu box location on screen, y-coordinate 
-Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
- Number of menu boxes for menus 
- Y-coordinate of touched point 
- Selected menu item. 
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The MSIN subroutine is used to process the menu of schedules 
selection. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The coordinates of the touch pane I input point are used to determine 
which menu item was selected. DRAWIT is used to high! ight the selection, 
and the selection control variable is set. 
CALLED BY: 









-Menu box location on screen, y-coordinate 
- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
- Number of menu boxes for menus 
- Y-coordinate of touched point 
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NAME: MSIN (continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
QMENU% - Se I ected me:lU item 
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The MSCHED subroutine is used to process a MODIFY SCHED request. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The coordinates of the touch panel input point are used to determine 
which scehdule entry is to be modified. MSCHED high! ights the selection, 
and keyboard input is enabled. When the new schedule value is read from 
the keyboard, it is checked for validity. An invalid value wi I I result 
in an error message; otherwise the value is stored in temporary storage. 
The screen is then upda+ed +o ref I ec+ the new va I ue, and t::>uch pane! 













-Number of schedule entries 
-Temporary schedule storage 
-Schedule entry coordinates 
- X-coordinate of touch point 
- Y-coordinate of touch point 
- Raw keyboard input 
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NAME: MSCHED (continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
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NAME: REP OUT 
PURPOSE: 
The REPOUT subroutine is used to process the menu of report output 
devices selection. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The coordinates of the touch panel input point are used to determine 
which menu item has been se I ected. DRAW IT is ca I I ed to high I i ght the 













- Menu box location on screen, y-coordinate 
- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
- Number of menu boxes for menus 
- Y-coordinate of touch point 
- Selected menu item 
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This module is used in conjunction with a level 2 menu penetration. 
See ~he Design ~otes on the CON~lR~ module for further de+ai 1 s. 
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NAME: XSE 
PURPOSE: 
The XSE subroutine is used to execute the START/ENABLE function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The XSE subroutine sets the status indicator for the selected point 
to the started/enabled condition. In addition, it enables all devices 
tied to and below the selected point in the DE process heirarchy. If the 
selected point is a start/stopable point then alI start/stopable devices 
tied to and be I ow the se I ected point in the DE process hierarchy w i I I 
also be started. lt also readjusts the symbol coloration for the 
affected devices if they are currently displayed on the screen. Messages 
are given for each device which is affected. If the se I ected point is 



















-Current alarm point 
-Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
-Number of diagram on which point is located 
-Number of real-time points 
-Pointer to next higher device in hierarchy 
- Textual name of point 
- Type of point 
- Selected point 
-Start/Stop- Enable/Disable device discriminator 
CDBVL -Current database value for lth point 
DSTAT% - Device status 
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The XSD subroutine is used to execute the STOP/DISABLE function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The XSD subroutine sets the status indicator for the selected point 
to the stopped/disabled condition. In addition alI non start/stopable 
points which are tied to and below it in the DE process hierarchy are 
also disabled. If the original request was a stop, alI stopable devices 
which are tied to and below the point are also stopped. It also 
readjusts the symbo I co I oration for the affected devices 1 f they are 
currently displayed on the screen. Messages are given tor each device 
which is at fected. It the se I ected device is the current a I arm point, 
























-Current alarm point 
- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
Number of diagram on which point is located 
-Number of real-time points 
-Pointer to next higher device in hierarchy 
- Textual name of point 
- Type of point 
- Selected point 
-Start/Stop- Enable/Disable Device discrimintator 
-Current database value for lth point 
- Device status 
-Selected point 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
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NAME: XDD 
PURPOSE: 
The XDD subroutine is used to execute the DISPLAY DIAGF<AM command 
function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
A filename is constructed which corresponds to a disk file 
containing the buffer memory image of the selected data environment 
diagram. This buffer f i I e contains the static portion of the graphic 
display (e.g., the lines connecting the symbols}. This file is loaded 
i n+o a memory buffer and then displayed on the screen. DRAW IT is then 
used to place the correct symbols on the diagram using appropriate 
colors, rotation, etc. Colors and flashing mode are selected on the 













-Current alarm point 
-Real-time data bbse value for lth point 
- Auto/man ua I indicator for DE 
-Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
- Disable status flag for lth point 
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NAME: XDD <continued> 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: <concluded> 
LPNT% Diagram on which lth point is located 
NRTPTS% -Number of real-time points 
QFCN% - Selected function 










-Start/Stop- Enable/Disable device discriminator 
-Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
-Auto/Manual Indicator for DE 
-Graphics display type 
- Last DE displayed 
- Selected Function 
- Selected menu item 
Files are retrieved from disk and loaded into memory for subsequent 
display on the screen. F i ! en ames are of the form D I A*, where * is the 
number of the data environment to be displayed. 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
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The XSPL subroutine is used to execute the SET POINT/LIMITS function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The XPSL subroutine rep I aces the current data base va I ues for the 
low I imit, high I imit, and set point of the selected point with those 
stored in the temporary storage variables LTMP, HTMP, and STMP, 
respectively. If the point is the current alarm point, then the ADISABLE 














-Current alarm point 
- New analog high I imit 
- New analog low I imit 
- Selected point 
- Textua I name of point 
- Point type for lth point 










-Current analog high I imit 
- Current analog low I imit 
-Selected point 
-Current analog set point 
HARDWARE lNT~RACTION: 
CRT Dl SPLAY -prints messages to text area. 
DESIGN NOTES: 
The temporary storage variables hold the new values retrieved by the 
ML IN trom the keyboard. These va I ues w i I I be stored as new operation a I 
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The XAM subroutine executes the AUTO/MANUAL function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
XAM updates the screen and the database to reflect the newly 






D I AMEN% 
QAM% 
TT$ 
-Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
- Selected mode 
- Textual name of DE 
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NAME: XAM <continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
FDEM% - Auto/manual mode indicator for DE 

















The XPR subroutine is used to execute the PRINT REPORT function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
A filename is constructed which corresponds to the disk file 
containing the desired report. This f i I e is then retrieved and sent to 
the printer or CRT depending on the va I ue of the report output device 






QMENU% - Selected menu item 
RODS% - Report output device selection 
ZIN$ -Raw keyboard input 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
GDTYPE% -Graphics display type 
QMENU% - Selected menu item 
RODS% -Report output device selection 
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NAME: XPR <continued) 
FILE INPUT/OUTPUT: 
But fer f i I es are retrieved from disk and sent to the printer or CRT 
screen. F i I en ames are of the form RPT*, where * is the number of the 
desired report. 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
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The XMS subroutine is used to execute the MODIFY SCHED function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The XMS subroutine replaces the current real-time data base schedule 
















-Number of schedule entries 
- Selected menu item 
-Number of the data environment schedule to be modified 
- Temporary storage for new <modified) schedule 
-Text strings for DE's 
-Current real-time schedule for DE 
- Selected menu item 
-Number of DE schedule to be modified 
- Internal control variable 
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NAME: XC HOP 
PURPOSE: 
The XCHOP subroutine is used to execute the CHANGE OPER function. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
Based upon the value of QMENU%, XCHOP ca II s either the HELP 
subroutine, sets the shutdown contra I var i ab I e, or performs the change 
operator operation. If the change operator action has been se I ected, 
then XCHOP requests the operator to type in name and password. If the 
name and password are valid, XCHOP updates the Date/Time Operator display 














- Number of system operators 
-String array containing operator's name 
-String array containing operator's password 
- Selected menu item 
- Raw keyboard input 
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- Number of the current system operator 
-Flag to stop system 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
CRT Screen- Displays messages in text area. Also, Direct manipulation 
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The D I SMESS subroutine is used to d i sp I ay co I or coded messages from 
the master message file in the message/text area of the CRT display unit. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The DISMESS subroutine first gets the color coded message text from 
the master message file on disk using MDEX% as the pointer to the record 
containing the desired message. The message is printed in the text area 























NAME: DISMESS (continued) 











Read message text from random access disk t i I e, MESSAGE .DA.T. 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
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NAME: DMENU 
PURPOSE: 
The DMENU subroutine is used to pI ace the appropriate menu on the 
screen .. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The DMENU subroutine pI aces the menu tit I e on the screen.. If the 
menu is for the SET POINT/LIMITS function then temporary storage for the 
high limit, low I imit, and set point is set up .. DRAWIT is then cal led to 
































-Current alarm point 
- Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
-High limit for analog point 
- Low I imit for analog point 
Process diagram on which lth point is located 
- Selected function 
- Number of menu boxes for menus 
- Seleted point 
-Set point for analog point 
-Textual names for DE's 
-Graphics Display Type 
- High I imit temporary storage 
- Low I imit temporary storage 
- Selected Menu Item 
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Display selected schedule 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The DSCHED module sets up temeporary storage for the selected 
sched u I e to be modified. Next, it d i sp I ays the static portion of the 
schedule layout, which it retrieves from disk. Then DSCHED displays the 







NSE% -Number of schedule entries 
QFCN% - Selected function 
QSCH% -Selected schedule 
S$ - Schedules for alI data environments 
TT$ -Text descriptors for DE's 
VPS% -Schedule entry coordinates 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
QFCN% - Selected function 
SCHTMP$ -Currently selected schedule to be modified 
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NAME: DSCHED (continued) 
FILE INPUT/OUTPUT: 
Retrieves static image of schedule layout from disk file SCHLAY.BUF. 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
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NAME: DRAW IT 
PURPOSE: 
The DRAWIT uti I ity subroutine is used to draw and redraw HVAC 
symbols, function keys, menu items, and the alarm indicator. Parameters 
are used to select interior color, border color, flashing, and rotation. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The DRAWIT subroutine selects the options specified by the 
parameters and uses the graphics capab i I i ty of the computer to draw the 






















NAME: DRAWIT (continued) 







01% - =-1 
= 0 
= 
- = 2 
- = 3 
D2% = 
- - 2 
= 3 
D3% - - 1 
= 2 
- - 8 
menu box 
function key box 
symbol 
alarm indicator on 




yellow border (else blue or 
green interior (else black) 













-Number of diagram or menu currently displayed 
- Auto/manual indicator for DE 
-Graphics Display Type 
- Alarm (monitor) point location in SID$ 
-Control point location in SID$ 
- Indicator point location in SID$ 
- Function key colors 
-Function key text strings 
-Number of alarm point types 
- Number of control point types 
-Number of indicator point types 
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NAME: DRAWIT <continued) 
PASSED ARGUMENTS: <concluded) 
PTYPE% - Point Type 
PX% -X coordinate for points 
PY% - Y coordinate for points 










- Selected menu item 
-Currently selected point 
-Symbol identifier string 
- Symbo I identifier string I ength 
-Textual names for DE's 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
CRT DISPLAY- Direct manipulation of CRT screen display. 
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The ADISABLE module is used to disable the current alarm point for a 
period of 5 minutes. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The ADI SABLE modu I e makes use of the GJTS and I JTS subroutine to 
compute the Julian time at which the disablement period wi II expire. It 
then stores the alarm point identifier along with the computed time in 
the a I arm d i sab I ement queue. DRAW IT is ca I I ed to stop the a I arm points 
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-Alarm disablement queue 
-Current alarm point 
-Bottom of queue pointer plus 1 
-Current database value tor points 
-Disable status flag tor points 
- Incremented Julian Time 
Maximum number of alarms in alarm queue 
- Currently selected point 
-Top ot queue pointer 
-Current alarm point 
-Alarm disablement queue 
-Bottom of queue pointer plus 1 
-Disable status flag tor points 
-Flag to determine whether or not to sound alarm 
HARDWARE INTERACTION: 
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The GJTS subroutine is used to obtain the current Julian time/date. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The GJTS subroutine obtains va I ues for the current time from the 
memory I ocat ions rna i nta i ned by the assemb I y I eve I c I ock subroutine. It 
uses this information, together with the last computed Julian time, to 












-Current Julian Time 
- Ju! ian day matrix 
-Numerical value of day in the year (date) 
M1% -Leap year indicator flag 
Y% -Numerical value of year 
Values in locations 4321-4324 Hex 
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NAME: GJTS (continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
Memory Location 4234 Hex 











- Numer i ca I 
- Numerical 
- Numer i ca I 
- Numerical 















of day of the 
of the month 
of the seconds 
of year 
month 
Julian time is used to provide an absolute standard time reference 
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NAME: I JTS 
PURPOSE: 
The I JTS subroutine is used to increment the current Ju I ian time 
stored in CJT#, by a fixed number of seconds. 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION: 
The IJTS subroutine uses the time stored in CJT# and computes a new 
time, IJT#, which is equivalent to CJT# plus INC% seconds. 
CALLED BY: 
















-Current Julian Time 
- Numerical value of date 
-Numerical value of hour 
- Number of seconds to increment Julian time 
-Julian day matrix 
- Numerical value of minutes 
-Leap year indicator flag 
- Numerical value of seconds 
-Numerical value of year 
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NAME: IJTS {continued) 
RETURNED ARGUMENTS: 
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3.3 Implementation Notes 
This section describes some of the prob I ems encountered in adapting the 
MMI design to the Chromatics computer system environment and attempt to 
c I ar i fy why certain imp I ementat ion decisions were made. It shou I d be noted 
that many of these prob I ems wou I d not exist in a I arger or better deve I oped 
computer system. The most difficult problem to overcome was, by far, the lack 
of available central memory. 
3.3.1 Composition of Code 
The MMI demonstration system has been implemented on a Chromatics CG 3999 
color-graphics computer utilizing the CG-BASIS interpreted language. Because 
of the inherent I imitations of this compu+er system, it was necessary to 
compact the or i gina I source code into a dense form and further to sp I it the 
system into three program segments. Compaction of the code essentially 
i nvo I ves remov a I of a I I extra b I ank spaces, remova I of a I I i nterna I comment 
statements <annotation), reduction of variable name lengths, and frequent use 
of multiple statements per line. Such compaction makes it very difficult to 
read the source code I i sting, therefore, in order to fac i I i tate understanding 
of the source code I i sting, an annotated version of the I i sting has been 
included in Appendix E of this manual. An attempt has been made to expand +he 
annotated I isting by adding back extra blank spaces and restoring the variable 
names to their or i gina I I engths. In a I arger computer system these types of 
problems would not exist. 
3.3.2 Size Considerations 
The total MMI program size is between 40K and 42K bytes. The database is 
approximate I y 7K bytes, including string storage. The master message f i I e 
<MESSAGE .DAT) is approximate I y 5K bytes. S i nee there are on I y 28K bytes of 
effectively usable memory in the CG computer, the program had to be split into 
three program segments. The program segments have been designed to operate 
under CG-BAS I C with at I east 24,311 bytes of ava i I ab I e storage. This amount 
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corresponds to typing in &HB070 after the "MEMORY Size?" querry upon in it i a I 
start-up of the CG-BAS I C interpreter. This memory size factor perm its the 
computer to have a 4K byte Create Buffer. Th Create Buffer is needed to 
display butter tiles containing the static graphic pictures used by the 
software. The three program segments are: 
A. Main program segment, MMIMAIN 
B. Secondary program segment, MMIPART2 
C. Initialization program segment, MMI IN IT 
3.3.3 Software Delineation <Program Segmentation) 
The division of the software into three program segments was accomp! I shed 
through the logical separation of the function key operations. Those modules 
supporting function keys which are frequently used and which perform some 
active process on a data environment were pI aced in the rna in program segment 
( MM I MAIN). Those modules supporting tunct ion keys which perform some I ess 
frequently used support procedures were placed in the secondary program 
segment <MMIPART2). The remaining modules were placed in the initialization 
program segment <MMIINIT) since they pertain to initial system start-up and 
thus are cal led only once during each operating session. Enough support 
software was then added to each program segment to a! low it to be as 
independent as possible given the imposed memory constraints. It was 
necessary, in some cases, to dup I i cate part or a I I of certain modu I es in more 
than one segment and to split apart other modules between segments in order to 
make the system operate. In a larger computer these problems would not exist. 
3.3.4 Transfer of Control 
The in it i a I i zat ion program segment is executed on I y once. Thereafter, 
program control is transferred between the main and secondary program segments 
based upon operator function key selection. Transfer of control is 
accomp I i shed through the use of the DOS transient command "CHAIN." This 
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command does not affect stored variable values and therefore prevents the need 
to save and restore the system database each time contro I is transferred. 
Several special control variables are maintained which provide for smooth and 
logical transfer of control between segments. The program segments were 
deve I oped to reduce the number of contro I transfers. This was accomp I i shed 
through the app I i cation of the pr inc i pIe of loca I ity (see 3.3 .3 above). As 
such, control of the MMI should remain with the main program segment for the 
majority of the time. 
The following function keys are supported by the main program segment: 
A. START/ENABLE 
B. STOP/DISABLE 
c. DISPLAY DIAGRAM 
o. SET PO!NT/LIM!TS 
E. AUTO/MANUAL 
F. CONF 1Rtv1 
G. CANCEL 
The following function keys are supported by the secondary program 
segment: 
A. PRINT REPORT 
B. CHANGE OPER 
c. MOD I F Y SCHED 
D. CONFIRM 
E. CANCEL 
3.3.5 Touch Panel 
S i nee CG-BAS I C can not hand I e touch pane I interrupts adequate I y with a 
program of this size and comp I ex i ty, a spec i a I touch pane I I /0 driver was 
deve I oped. The touch pane I I /0 driver is mere I y an assemb I y I anguage I eve I 
interrupt service routine designed to handle interrupts from Serial Port# 1. 
<This port is where the touch panel hardware connection is made.) It executes 
much faster than interpreted CG-BASIC code and thus can trap the touch panel 
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input in a timely fashion, store it in reserved memory locations, and notify 
the CG-BAS I C MM I program thru the use of a semaphore (a dedicated memory 
location used for inter-process communication). See Appendix C-2 for further 
information on the touch panel 1/0 driver. 
3.3.6 Real-Time Clock 
The basic CG-Computer had to be equipped with a special count-down timer 
in order to allow it to simulate a real-time environment. This timer is used 
as a substitute for the real-time system clock found in most larger computer 
systems. As such, a special assembly language level program had to be 
developed in order to operate the timer and interface it to the CG-BASIC MMI 
program. The real-time clock programs are documented in Appendix C-1. 
3.3.7 Assembly-language Level Support Software 
It was found necessary to place the Real-time Clock <RTC> initialization 
routine, RTC Interrupt Service Routine, and the Touch Panel 1/0 Dirver in the 
function key portion of the computer's memory. This is due to the fact that 
the transient program area was exhausted and that this was the on I y area of 
memory w:, i ch cou I d be protected against change. These routines are assemb I y 
I eve I programs which run as separate processes on an i nterruptab I e basis. It 
is interesting to note that the CG-Computer is essent i a I I y a sing I e process 
machine. Semi-Multiprocess capabi I ity was achieved through the use of 
interrupts. Thus, the execution of these three support programs occupies only 
a smal I fraction of the CG's Z-80 processor time. The rest of the processing 
time is devoted to the CG-BASIC interpreter. 
3.3.8 Touch Panel Cal lbration 
The CG-computer provides a screen resolution of 512 x 512 pixels with its 
origin I ocated at the I ower I eft corner ot the screen. The Carro I I touch 
pane I provides a reso I uti on of on I y 111 x 95 beams and its origin is I ocated 
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in the upper I eft corner. In order to a I I ow the MM I software to correct I y 
convert touch panel coordinates into screen coordinates, a special mapping 
function was developed. This function uses a set of eight calibration factors 
obtai ned through the use of a spec i a I touch pane I ca I i brati on program. The 
touch panel calibration program utilizes a third order polynomial curve 
fitting routine to compute these calibration factors. A third order 
correction was used because an ear I i er second order correction proved to be 
unsuccessful. The third order correction achieves a much more rei iable 
coordinate conversion whose degree of precision proved to be satisfactory for 
this system. 
3.3.9 Master Message File 
The MM I software uti I i zes a spec i a I master message f i I e (MESSAGE .DAT) 
from which it retrieves most of the color-coded messages that are displayed in 
the text area. A I I stereotyped messages which did not require a "f i I 1- in-the 
- b I ank" type response by the system were pI aced in this f i I e a I ong with the 
spec i a I mode code sequences necessary to imp I ement the desired co I or pattern 
on the screen. 
3.3.10 Echoing of Passwords 
During the change operator command, the password is echoed on the screen. 
In a real system this is not a desirable trait; however, in this 
demonstration system it was necessary in order to insure accurate entry of the 
password. This is due to the fact that when CG-BASIC performs garbage 
collection and when a real-time update occurs, the keyboard interrupt service 
routine is unab I e to trap any keyboard input. Thus, if the password is not 
echoed and garbage collection or an update occurs, the operator wi II 
unknowingly type in data which the system wi I I be unable to accept. 
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3.3.11 Sequencing vs. Performance 
The sequencing of var i ab I e names in the in it i a I i zat ion modu I e is very 
important. Equa I I y important is the sequencing of modu I es within program 
segments and the sequencing of files on the disk. This is due to the 
primitive sequent i a I search a Igor i thm emp I oyed by the CG Computer. Cr it i ca I 
var i ab I e names and sections of code were pI aced ear I i er in the code so as to 
reduce this search time and thus increase system execution speed. Simi liarly, 
cr it i ca I and frequent I y used disk f i I es were pI aced c I ose to the center disk 
track. Note that any changes in the sequencing of initial variable names, 
modules, or disk files may result in poor system performance, and possibly, 
even system fa i I ure. Espec i a I I y cr it i ca I is the pI acement of the keyboard 
interrupt service routine and its associated variables. 
3.3.12 CP/M and MicroSoft BASIC 
An attempt was made to increase the CG-Computer's transient program area 
capacity through the use of CP/M to provide for bank memory switching and an 
effective gain of 32K bytes of memory storage. To this end, a Microsoft BASIC 
campi I er was purchased with the intent of reducing the MM I program size and 
increasing execution speed. Unfortunately, a satisfactory way was not found 
to implement the CG graphics and interrupt capability in the MicroSoft BASIC 
language. Thus, this attempt was abandoned. As a result, the demonstration 
operates much more slowly. 
3.3.13 Correcting Typing Mistakes 
From time to time the operator wi II be requested to type in a number or 
name. In so doing, it is not uncommon for a typing mistake to be made. The 
operator can correct such mistakes before the RETURN key is depressed by key ( 
--) or by holding down the control key <CNTRL) while pressing the H key. Both 
methods perform the exact same function. When a character on the screen is 
backspaced over, it w i I I be erased and a new character may be typed in the 
pI ace or the backspace key may be used to erase another character. When the 
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mistake has been corrected the RETURN key shou I d be pressed to te I I the 
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This apppendix contains a I isting of the hardware used to implement 
the MMI demonstration device, along with avai I able specifications for 
each item. 
Color Graphics Computer -Chromatics Model CG3999 
GENERAL 
Power 
105-125 volts, 50/60Hz, 600 watts. 
TEMPERATURE 
+10'C to +40'C Operating. 




Light Beige (Federal Standard 26521) 
and Brown (Federal Standard 20140). 
X-RADIATION 
Less than 0. 5 m i I I i roentgen/hour at a distance of 2 inches 
from alI exterior surfaces. 
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HIGH Resolution Model - 131,072 bytes dynamic RAM 
PROGRAM MEMORY 




and CRT Operating System. 
CRT Operating System with full, local, and half duplex modes 
as wei I as ESCAPE code processing and device assignment capabi I ity. 
INTERFACES 
SERIAL 
Serial 1/0 port - asynchronous; independently programmable 
from 110 to 31 ,250 baud (9,600 baud highest standard rate); 1 .5 
stop bits, programmable to 1 or 2; TTL and RS-232C interface with 




DOT, Incremental DOT, X BAR, Incremental X BAR, Y BAR, 
Incremental Y BAR, Vector, Concatenated Vector. 
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Color Graphics Computer- Chromatics Model CG3999 (continued) 
ALPHANUMERIC MODE 
ASCI I and special characters available from RAM or EPROM 
positioned to any dot position on screen. 
COORDINATE ENTRY 
Relative and absolute modes of decimal digits, binary codes, 
or cursor position. 
CHARACTER FORMAT 
96 ASCII upper and lower case 5x7 dot matrix characters, and 
96 special 6x10 dot matrix graphics characters programmed in EPROM 
memory. 
CHARACTER MAGNIFICATION 
Individually selectable in X or Y to any integer multiplier. 
CURSOR 
Programmable in color, position, and visibility (on or off). 
CHARACTER INTERLINE SPACING 
Variable, up to 255 raster lines. 
CHARACTER WRITE DIRECTION 
Vertical or horizontal. 
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Color Graphics Computer - Chromatics Model CG3999 {continued) 
CHARACTER RESOLUTION 
512 x 512 dot resolution - 85 characters/line by 51 
I i nes/page. 
CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
Cursor Up, Down, Left and Right (character and dot spacing), 
Erase Page, Erase Line, Home, Tab, Carriage Return, Line Feed, and 
Backspace. 
WINDOWS 
4 each, individually programmable in size, position, and all 
the previously described functions including a separate cursor for 
each window. Each window is a physical output device and may 
receive data from any physical input device or logical output 
device when properly assigned. 
VIDEO DISPLAY 
PHOSPHOR SIZE 
Diagonal Measure Phosphor Area 
( IN) C CM) <IN) <CM> 
1 9 48.3 11.70x15.61 29. 7x39.6 1 82.6 7 1178 
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Color Graphics Computer- Chromatics Model CG3999 (continued) 
SCREEN SIZE 
USABLE DISPLAY AREA 
<IN) <CM) FORMAT 
1 0.25x14.50 26.0x36.8 148.63 958.9 512x512 
REFRESH RATE 
60 times/second non-interlace, synchronized to 60 Hz I ine 
frequency or 50 times/second non-interlaced, synchronized to 50 Hz 
I i ne frequency. 
COLOR LEVELS 
8 foreground and 8 background - red, green, blue, magenta, 
cyan, yellow, white, and black. 
CONVERGENCE 
9 sector, with each sector individually converged from front 
drawer accessible controls. 
CONTROLS 




Color Graphics Computer - Chromatics Model CG3999 (continued) 
FOCUS 
High voltage electrostatic. 
BLINK RATE 
1 .9 Hz, cursor and dots, foreground and/or background. 
CURSOR 
4 each, 1 per window, programmable in position, color and 
vis i b i I i ty (on or off). Expands vert i ca I I y to match character 
height when character Y magnification is not equal to 1. 
Options added to the basic CG3999: 
Option 15 - Expanded card cage 
Option 17 -Blink 
Option 83 - Keyboard 
Option 23 - Memory card w/32k bytes of RAM 
Option 31 - Second serial 1/0 port 
Option 41 -Floppy disk controller w/DOS software 
Option 43 -Dual standard floppy disk 
Option 61 -CPU operating system 
Option 62 - Text editor 
Option 63 - Z-80 assembler 
Option 64 -BASIC language interpreter 
Option 76 -Complex boundary fi I !/pattern 
Option 77 - Extended graphics/alphanumerics/zoom 
Option 56 -Light Pen 
Option 39 - GPIO 
Option 38 - 3rd and 4th serial port 
Option 65 - Function key processor 
Option 54 -Programmable timer 
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Touch Panel - Carroll 19" IR Touch Input Kit: 
CRT Display Size 19" 
Matrix 
X Axis 56 
y Axis 48 
Resolution 
X Axis .275 
y Axis .250 
Touch Active 
Area 
X Axis 15. 1 25 
y Axis 11 • 750 
Scan Rate 40 - 60 CPS depending on size 
Data Format Four ASCI I characters are generated per HIT 
Baud Rate 
4800, 
1. Uncover character <identifies Touch Data) 
2. X data character 
3. Y data character 
4. Stop code 
Se I ectab I e on power box ( 1 50, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 
9600) 
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Touch Panel - Carroll 19" IR Touch Input Kit (continued) 
Touch Input Features 
AI I Solid State construction 
Microprocessor Controller 
No obstruction ot viewing area 
High rei iabil ity 
RS232 interface 
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Output Printer- NEC Model 7715 Spinwriter: 
PASTE UP 
Options added to the basic 7715: 
Cut-sheet feeder 
Vertical forms tractor 
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APPENDIX B 
CUES, ALARMS, and ERROR MESSAGES 
B-1 
APPENDIX B 
CUES, ALARMS, and ERROR MESSAGES 
All cue, error, and alarm, messages are printed in color on the 




printed in green 
printed in red 
printed in white on a red blinking background. 
This Appendix follows the same color coding convention in that the 
three types (colors) of messages are broken into separate I ists. 
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CUES - GREEN LIST 
Cue Message 
- Auto Mode Selected For DE 
MDEX% = 1 
- Command Action Cancel led 
MDEX% = 2 
- Command Action Completed 
MDEX% = 3 
-Device (x) Has Been Started/Enabled 
- Device (x) Has Been Stopped/ 
Disabled 
- Enter Password From Keyboard 
MDEX% = 4 
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Explanation 
If the currently displayed DE 
is in Manual Mode and the 
AUTO/MANUAL key is touched, 
this cue appears to notify the 
operator that the automatic 
mode has been requested for 
this DE. The computer wi I I not 
execute the mode change command 
unti I the CONFIRM ACTION key is 
touched. 
This cue appears when the 
operator touches the CANCEL 
ACTION key while entering a 
command sequence. The command 
sequence is aborted and the 
screen returns to its previous 
state. 
After the CONFIRM ACTION key is 
touched, the system w i I I 
attempt to execute the command. 
If it is successful, this 
message wi I I be given. 
This cue signals the operator 
that the EMCS computer has 
started/enabled device x, where 
x is a device which the 
operator manually commanded the 
system to start. 
This cue signals the operator 
that the EMCS computer has 
stopped/disabled device x, 
where x is a device which the 
operator manually commanded the 
system to stop. 
This cue appears during the 
change operator command 
sequence upon successful 
acceptance of the operator 0 s 
name. At this point, the 
operator 0 S password should be 
typed in using the keyboard. 
CUES - GREEN LIST (continued> 
Cue Message 
- Manual Mode Selected For DE 
MDEX% = 5 
- Mode Changed On DE (x) 
- New Device Selected 
MDEX% 6 
-New Function Selected 
MDEX% = 7 
- New Menu Item Selected 
MDEX% = 8 
- New Set Point/Limits Accepted 
For Point ( x) 
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Explanation 
If the currently displayed DE 
is in automatic mode and the 
AUTO/MANUAL key is touched, 
this cue appears to notify the 
operator that the manual mode 
of operation has been requested 
for this DE. The computer wil I 
not execute the mode change 
command unti I the CONFIRM 
ACTION key is touched. 
The operator has used the 
AUTO/MANUAL function to change 
the mode of operation for DE 
Cx>. The system is 
acknowledging the fact that it 
has processed the mode change 
request. 
This cue appears if the 
operator touches a second 
device symbol when one has 
already been selected. The old 
choice is deselected and the 
new choice is high! ighted. 
This cue appears if the 
operator touches one of the 
first eight keys when one has 
already been selected. The old 
choice is deselected and the 
new choice is back! ighted. 
This cue appears if the 
operator touches a second menu 
item when one has already been 
selected. The old choice is 
deselected and the new choice 
is high I i g hted. 
The operator has used the SET 
POINT/LIMITS function to change 
the set point and/or I imits for 
device (x). The system is 
acknowledging the fact that it 
has processed the new values 
and added them to the data 
base. 
CUES -GREEN LIST (continued> 
Cue Message 
- Password Accepted. New Operator 
Is <x>. 
- Please Type In The New Value 
MDEX% = 10 
- Ready To Accept Command 
MDEX% = 11 
- Ready To Change Operation 
MDEX% = 12 
- Ready To Modify Schedule 
MDEX% = 14 
-Ready To Modify Set Point And/Or 
Limits 
MDEX% = 15 
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Explanation 
If the password matches the one 
approved for the new operator 
during the CHANGE OPER command, 
this cue appears in the text 
area and the Date/Time/Operator 
display is updated. X is the 
new operator 0 s name. 
This cue appears during the SET 
POINT/LIMITS command sequence. 
It instructs the operator to 
type in a new value for the 
parameter that is to be 
modified. 
This cue appears whenever the 
MMI is idle and waiting for the 
operator to enter a command 
sequence. The cue is not 
imperative, but rather it is 
simply used to indicate that 
the MMI computer is operational 
and ready to be used. 
This cue appears when the 
operator touches the CHANGE 
OPER key. 
When the MODIFY SCHED command 
is entered, this cue appears in 
the text area to inform the 
operator that the computer is 
ready to make the desired 
schedule changes for the 
current DE. 
When the SET POINT/LIMITS key 
is touched, this cue appears in 
the text area to inform the 
operator that the computer is 
ready to make the desired 
analog I imit changes to the 
device selected. 
CUES - GREEN LIST (continued) 
Cue Message 
- System Shutdown 
MDEX% = 16 
Touch Appropriate Device Symbol 
MDEX% = 17 
-Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Execute 
MDEX% = 18 
-Or, Touch CONFIRM ACTION When AI I 
Values Appear As Desired 
MDEX% = 19 
- Touch Desired Function 
MDEX% =20 





The operator has touched the 
CHANGE OPER function key and 
requested a system shutdown. 
This message indicates that the 
system has been turned off 
<stopped, shutdown) by the 
operator. 
When a function key requiring a 
device selection is touched 
prior to the device symbol, 
this cue appears instructing 
the operator to select the 
appropriate device. 
This cue appears in the text 
area when alI of the parts of a 
command sequence have been 
entered. If CONFIRM ACTION is 
touched, the computer wi I I 
execute the command. 
This cue appears in the text 
area when the MODIFY SCHED 
function is selected. It is 
used to remind the operator 
that the computer wi I I not 
execute any changes to the 
schedule or to control values 
unti I the CONFIRM ACTION key is 
touched. 
When a device symbol is touched 
prior to a function, this cue 
appears instructing the 
operator to touch the desired 
function. 
When the DISPLAY DIAGRAM key is 
touched, a menu of avai I able 
Data Environments appears in 
the graphics area. This cue 
instructs the operator to 
select which DE he wishes to 
have displayed. 
CUES - GREEN LIST (continued) 
Cue Message 
-Touch Square Beside Desired Report 
MDEX% = 22 
-Touch Square Beside Desired Value 
To Be Changed 
MDEX% = 23 
- Press RETURN To Continue Or S Then 
RETURN To Stop 
MDEX% = 24 
-Touch CONFIRM ACTION to 
Confirm Report Selection 
MDEX% = 9 
-Enter New Operator Name From 
Keyboard 
MDEX% = 13 
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Explanation 
When the PRINT REPORT key is 
touched, a menu of avai I able 
reports appears on the screen. 
This cue appears in the text 
area instructing the operator 
to select the desired report to 
be printed. 
The operator has entered either 
the MODIFY SCHED or SET 
POINT/LIMITS command. To 
modify a value, it must be 
selected. This is done by 
touching the square beside the 
desired value. 
The operator is examining the 
HELP routine. This message is 
a prompt signaling that the 
system is waiting for a 
response from the operator 
before continuing with the next 
screen of HELP information. If 
the operator types RETURN, the 
next screen wi I I be displayed. 
It the operator types S RETURN, 
then the HELP sequence-wi I I be 
exited. 
After a report is selected from 
the menu of reports this 
message appears in the text 
area. This cue instructs the 
operator to touch CONFIRM 
ACTION to have his selection 
executed. 
After the CHANGE OPER function 
key is touched and the operator 
requests to change the system 
operator, this cue appears in 
the text area. It is used to 
inform the operator that the 
system is ready to accept a new 
operator. 
CUES -GREEN LIST (concluded) 
Cue Message 
-Touch Square Beside Desired 
Operation 
MDEX% = 43 
-Touch Square Beside Desired Report 
Output Device 
MDEX% = 47 
-Touch Square Beside Desired 
Schedule To Be Modified 
MDEX% = 48 
-Touch CONFIRM ACTION To Confirm 
Schedule Selection 
MDEX% = 49 
-Touch Desired Value To Be Changed 
MDEX% = 50 
-Press RETURN To Continue ••• 
MDEX% = 54 
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Explanation 
After the CHANGE OPER function 
key is touched, a menu of 
avai !able operations appears in 
the graphics area of the 
screen. This cue prompts the 
operator to select an 
operation. 
After the operator has touched 
the PRINT REPORT function key 
and requested a Report, the 
system places a menu of 
available Report Output Devices 
on the screen. This cue 
prompts the system operator to 
select a device. 
When the MODIFY SCHED function 
key is touched, a menu of 
avai !able schedules appears on 
the screen. This cue appears 
in the text area instructing 
the operator to select the 
desired schedule to be 
modified. 
When a Schedule selection has 
been made by the operator, this 
cue appears in the text area. 
The message instructs the 
operator to touch CONFIRM 
ACTION to execute the command. 
After a schedule has been 
selected by the operator and 
displayed on the screen, this 
message wi I I appear in the text 
area. This cue instructs the 
operator to touch a value on 
the schedule to be modified. 
If an operator selects the CRT 
Screen as the Report Output 
Device, the Report wi I I appear 
in the graphics area of the 
display. This cue instructs 
the operator to Press the 
RETURN key on the keyboard 
after viewing the report in 




For Device, No Action 
Taken 
MDEX%=25 
- Device Already 
Started/Enabled, 
No Action Taken 
MDEX% = 26 
-Device Already 
Stopped/Disabled, 
No Action Taken 
MDEX% = 27 
Grievous System 
Error 
MDEX% = 28 
- High Limit Can Not Be 
Lower Than Low Limit, 
Please Reenter 
MDEX% = 29 
- Incomplete Command 
Sequence, Please 
Continue 
MDEX% = 31 
ERRORS -RED LIST 
Explanation 
A command sequence 
cannot be executed 
because the command 
is not appropriate 
for the device. For 
example, a fan does 
not have analog values. 
An attempt to set analog 
values for the fan wil I 
yield this error message. 
The operator has 
attempted to manually 
stop or disable a device 
which is already stopped/ 
disabled. 
The operator has 
attempted to manually 
stop or disable a device 
which is already stopped/ 
disabled. 
Corrective Action 
Enter a new command 
sequence. 
Select a new device or 
function. 
Select a new device 
This message indicates Continue processing 
an internal fault of the from point of error. 
system. It should never 
appear under normal 
circumstances. 
The operator has 
attempted to set the 
high I imit for an 
analog device lower 
than the current low 
I imit using the SET 
POINT/LIMITS command. 
The operator has 
touched the CONFIRM 
Enter a value for the 
high I imit which is 
greater than the current 
low I imit, or reset the 
low I imit to a value which 
is less than the new high 
I imit. 
The operator may now 
continue entering the 
command. ACTION key before the 
entire command sequence 
was entered. For example, 
the operator requested 
the STOP function when 
no device was selected. 
B-9 
Error Message 
- Low Limit Cannot Be 
Higher Than High 
Limit, Please Reenter 
MDEX% = 32 
-Name Not Recognized, 
Access Denied 
MDEX = 33 
- Password Not 
Recognized, Access 
Denied 
MDEX% = 34 
- Set Point Not 
Within Range Limits, 
Please Reenter 
MDEX% = 35 
- Typographical Error, 
Please Reenter The 
Data Item. 
MDEX% 36 
ERRORS -RED LIST (continued) 
Explanation 
The operator has 
attempted to set the 
low I imit for an analog 
device higher than the 
current high I imit 
using the SET POINT/ 
LIMITS command. 
The name typed in for 
the new operator is 
unknown to the system. 
see the level 2 operator 
to make certain that the 
The password entered 
does not match the one 
approved for the 
operator; therefore, 
access to the system 
is denied. 
The operator has 
attempted to change 
the set point to a 
value outside of the 
Corrective Action 
Enter a value for the 
low I imit which is less 
than the current high 
I imit or reset the high 
I imit to a value which is 
greater than the new low 
I imit. 
Enter a new command 
sequence. If the CHANGE 
OPER function is to be 
selected again, check to 
make sure the operator 
name is typed correctly 
before typing the 
carriage return key. It 
the error occurs again, 
operator name has been 
placed on the I ist of 
approved system operators. 
Enter a new command 
sequence. I f the CHANGE 
OPER function is to be 
selected again, make 
certain that the password 
is entered correct I y. If 
the error occurs again, 
see the level 2 operator 
to obtain the correct 
password. 
Enter a value for the 
set point that is within 
the current range. 
Alternately, change the 
current range I imits range. 
for a particular analog 
device. 
The operator has made 
a typographical error 
while entering data 
from the keyboard. 
Typical errors include 
typing a letter within 
a number or comma within 
a number. 
B-10 
Correct the error by 
retyping the correct 
item. 
Error Message 




MDEX% = 37 
- You Must Use 
DISPLAY/DIAGRAM To 
Get A Diagram 
Before You Can Use 
This Command 
MDEX% = 38 
- Higher Level Is 
Disabled, No Action 
Taken. 
MDEX% = 30 
-Data Environment 
Must Be In Manual 
Mode Before This 
Function Can Be 
Selected. 
MDEX% = 44 
- Device Is Non-
Selectable; Please 
Try Another 
MDEX% = 45 
- AUTO/MANUAL Function 
St i I I Pending 
MDEX% = 46 
ERRORS -RED LIST (continued) 
Explanation 
The operator has 
attempted to set 
analog values for 
a device which is 
not analog. 





MANUAL, or MODIFY 
SCHED function when 
no data environment 
diagram is displayed. 
The operator has 
attempted to either 
start or enable a 
device, or to obtain 
a reading from a 
device which has been 
logically disconnected 
from the system. 
The operator has 
attempted to either 
START/ENABLE, STOP/ 
DISABLE, or change 
the SET POINT/LIMITS 
on a point on a Data 
Environment which is 
in the Automatic Mode 
of operation. 
Corrective Action 
Select an analog device, 
new function, or CANCEL 
ACTION. 
Touch the DISPLAY DIAGRAM 
key and then the desired 
menu item to display the 
DE diagram. Now reenter 
the desired command. 
Enable alI devices 
higher than selected 
device. 
Put the Data environment 
into the Manual Mode of 
Operation. 
The operator has Aim more carefully. 
touched a device on HINT: Use the eraser 
the CRT screen which end of a penci I. Do 
is not either a NOT use any metal 
Function Key, cyan object on the surface 
bordered symbol, Menu of the screen. <The 
Box, or Alarm Indicator. operator may receive 
The operator has not 
completed the command 
sequence. CONFIRM 
ACTION or CANCEL ACTION 
must be touched to 
remove the system from 
the suspense state. 
8-11 
quite a jolt and the 
system may crash). 
Touch either CONFIRM 
ACTION or CANCEL ACTION 
function key. 
Error Message 
- Value Out of Range, 
Please Re-enter 
MDEX% = 52 
- Unknown Touch Target, 
Please Try Again 
MDEX% 53 




operator has entered 
a value tor the 
Corrective Action 
Re-enter a reasonable 
value tor the schedule 
entry in the exact format 
as it is displayed on the 
schedule entry which screen. 
is not within an 
acceptable range, 
(. i .e., a multi pI i er 
value t 9.99; a season 
other than [S]ummer or 
[W]inter; a non-standard 
time; or a temperature 
outside of design I imits). 
The operator has 
touched an area on 
the screen other 




Aim more carefully. Use 
the eraser end of a 
penci I. As a last resort 
calibrate the Touch Panel. 
ALARMS -WHITE ON RED FLASH LIST 
Alarm Message 
-Alarm Acknowledged--Audible Tone 
Temporarily Silenced 
MDEX% = 39 
- Alarm Condition Corrected At (x) 
Alarm Condition Detected 
MDEX% = 40 
-To Temporarily Silence Tone And 
Acknowledge Alarm, Touch The Alarm 
Indicator 
MDEX% = 41 
- Touch DISPLAY DIAGRAM For More 
Alarm Information 
§DEX% = 42 
Explanation 
This cue appears when the operator 
touches the alarm indicator to 
temporarily silence the audible alarm 
tone. It signifies that the system 
has received operator acknowledgment 
of the alarm. 
This message signals the operator 
that the alarm condition no longer 
exists for point x, where x is a 
point in the system which was 
previously in alarm. 
When an alarm condition is passed by 
EMCS, the MMI alarm indicator wi I I be 
activated, an audible tone wi I I 
sound, and this message wi I I appear 
in the text area. 
This cue appears after the operator 
has been notified that the alarm 
condition exists. If the operator so 
desires, the alarm indicator may to 
touched to temporarily silence the 
audible tone. 
This Cue appears after the operator 
has been notified that an alarm 
condition exists. If the operator 
touches the DISPLAY DIAGRAM key it 
wi I I cause the menu of data 
environments to be displayed. This 
menu wi I I show which area has the 
alarm, and the operator may then 
command the computer to display the 





C-1 Real-Time Clock Driver 
C-2 Touch Panel Driver 
C-3 T8uch Panel Calibration Program 
C-4 Scenario Modification Program 
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;* REAL TIME CLOCK DEVICE HANDLER ROUTINES * 
;* * 
;* Written by J. Steven Cathcart * 
;* * 
;* Written 10/16/81 Updated 11/19/81 * 
;* Revised 12/29/81 Finalized 4/27/82 * 
J * * 
;* Written for: Chromatics CG Series Color Graphics Computer * 
;* Model 3999 * 
;* * 
;* Required options: GPIO Board and Real Time Clock * 
;* * 






;*The followfng I fstlng consists of two program segments. The first* 
;*segment Is the MAIN program used to Initialize COUNTER 10 In the * 
;* INTEL 8253 IC on the General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) board In * 
;* the Chromatics CG 3999 Series computer. The Main program performs * 
;*the following tasks: * 






















•* , The 








(1) Inserts a vector to the starting address of the user * 
supplied Interrupt handler (INTHAN) at IR12 vector * 
locations 3816H (LSB) AND 3817H (MSB). * 
* (2) Enables the IR12 mask bit by reading memory location * 
IMASK (at address 3849H) and setting bit 4 to a logic 1, * 
outputting the new word to 1/0 Port MASK (PORT 47H), and * 
rewriting the new MASK word back to location IMASK. * 
* (3) Configures the Counter/Timer for mode 0 (Interrupt on * 
Terminal Count mode). In this mode, the 8253 output * 
will Initially be low (logic 0) after the mode set oper- * 
atton; after the count Is loaded Into the selected Count * 
regIster (here Counter 10), the output w I I I rem a l n I ow * 
and the counter wll r count [down]. When Term Ina I Count * 
(last count) Is reached, the output wl II go high (logic 1) * 
and remain high until the selected Count register (Counter* 
10 here) Is reloaded with the Mode or a new count Is * 
loaded. The Counter continues to decrement atter the * 
Terminal count has been reached. * 
* second segment Is the Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) for * 
Real-Time Clock. It performs the following functions: * 
* (1) Saves the contents of the AF and HL register pairs on * 
the system stack and restores them prior to exiting the * 
Interrupt Service Routine. * 
* 
(2) Increments the memory location SECNDS (seconds) every * 































seconds have passed and, If so, Increments the memory 
location MINTES <minutes) and clears the memory location 
SECNDS (seconds). Next the ISR checks to see If 60 
minutes have passed and, If so, Increments the memory 
location HOURS and clears the memory location MlNTES 
(minutes). Finally the ISR checks to see If 24 hours 
have passed and, If so, clears the memory location HOURS, 
and sets a flag <memory location SMPH to 1) so that the 
BASIC program knows It Is time to update the date to the 
next calendar day. 
Resets the Interrupting Counter output back to the Idle 
-low Cloglc 0) state prior to re-enabllng Interrupts. 
This Is done by rewriting to the Counter during counting. 
Writing the 1st byte stops current counting. Writing 
the 2nd byte starts the new count. The Mode Is also 


















* Important note: The accuracy of this Real Time Clock wll I be * 
off a few seconds every day. The reason for thts being that * 
the frequency we are drtvlng the down counter w1th does not * 
provide us wtth an Integral number of counts per second. Hence, * 
If the Counter/Timer chip were strapped to a higher frequency * 
and a larger value placed Into the count register a more accur- * 
ate count can be obtained and therefore greater accuracy on the * 
Real Time Clock. For purposes of demonstration and this pro- * 
ject the accuracy Is adequate and acceptable. * 
* •********************************************************************** , 
•********************************************************************** , 
•* , 
. * , 
•* , 
·* , 
. * , 
•* , 
Memory and Input/Output Cl/0) Port assignments 
for the Initial lzatlon <MAIN) program and the 
Interrupt Service Routine CISR> for the Real 














;ADDRESS OF IR12 INTERUPT VECTOR 
;MEMORY LOCATION IMASK 




;WRITE CONTROL WORD TO 8253 PROGRAMMABLE 
;READ/LOAD COUNTER 10 J/0 PORT AUDRESS 
TIMER 
;* Begin MAIN program here to configure and Initialize the 8253 


























;PUT PROGRAMS IN UPPER FUNCTION KEY MEMORY 
;SAVE THESE REGISTERS ON THE SlACK 
;GET ADDRESS OF INTERUPT SERVICE ROUTINE 
;AND SET IR12 POINJER TO START OF JSR 
;GET CURRENT INTERUPT MASK WORD 
;SET BIT 4 OF THE MASK TO LOGIC 1 = ENABLE 
;LATCH THE NEW MASK WORD INTO THE f/0 PORT 
;AND REWRITE THE NEW WORD BACK TO MEMORY 
;LOAD THE CONTROL WORD INTO THE ACCUMULATOR 
;OUTPUT CONTROL WORD TO THE 8253 CHIP 
;OUTPUT LSB TO COUNTER 10 
C-4 
OUT C RLCO), A 
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;AT 1/0 PORT 54H 
;OUTPUT MSB OF COUNT TO 8253 TIMER 
;AT 1/0 PORT 54H 
;RETURN TO BASIC 












;HOLDS THE HOUR OF THE DAY IN MILITARY FORMAT 
;HOLDS THE NUMBER OF MINUTES PAST THE HOUR 
; " " " " SECONDS " " MINUTE 
;SEMAPHORE MEMORY TO TELL MAIN PROGRAM THAT 
;WE ARE INTO THE NEXT DAY. 










































































;PUT A AND F REGISTERS ON THE SlACK 
; " H " L " " " " 
;LOAD CONTROL WORD WITH MODE INTO ACCUMULATOR 
; SET FOR COUNTER 10, LOAD MSB & LSB, I NTERUPT 
;ON LAST COUNT, COUNT IN BINARY FORMAT. 
;OUTPUT TO COUNTER 10 
;LOAD COUNT INTO A REGISTER 
;OUTPUT TO 8253 TIMER 
;LOAD MSB OF COUNT INTO 8253 TIMER 
;OUTPUT TO CHIP ON GPIO BOARD 
;PUT THE NUMBER OF SECONDS INTO THE A REG. 
;ADD 1 TO THE NUMBER OF SECONDS 
;RESTORE INCREMENTED SECONDS TO MEMORY 
;HAVE WE REACHED 60 SECONDS YET? 
;NO: THEN JUMP TO TIME 
;YES: THEN CLEAR THE A REG. AND 
;RESET THE NO. OF SECONDS TO ZERO 
;NOW LOAD THE NUMBER OF MINUTES INTO A. 
;AND ADD 1 TO IT CSINCE WE REACHED 60 SEC.) 
;RESTORE INCREMENTED MINUTES TO MEMORY 
;HAVE WE REACHED 60 MINUTES YET? 
;NO: THEN JUMP TO TIME 
;YES: THEN CLEAR THE ACCUMULATOR 
;AND RESET MINUTES TO ZERO 
;PUT THE NUMBER OF HOURS INTO A NOW. 
;ADO 1 TO IT CSINCE WE REACHED 60 MINUTES>. 
;RESTORE INCREMENTED HOURS TO MEMORY 
;HAVE WE REACHED 24 HOURS Y~T? 
;NO: THEN JUMP TO TIME 
;YES: THEN CLEAR THE A REG. AND 
;RESET THE NUMBER OF HOURS TO ZERO 
; PUT A 1 INTO THE ACCUMULATOR 
;AND THEN INTO SMPH MEMORY TO SET FLAG 
;RESTORE H AND L REGISTERS 
; " A " F " 
;RE-ENABLE INTERRUPTS ~ Z80 CLEARED THEM 
;RETURN CONTROL TO INTERRUPTED ROUTINE 
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;* TOUCH PANEL DEVICE HANDLER ROUTINES * 
;* * 





•* • •* • 
•* • 
Written 4/23/82 
Written for: Chromatics CG Series Color Graphfcs Computers Model 3999 














·* • ·* • . * • . * • ·* • 
•* • 
•* ' . * , 
•* ' ·* , 
. * • ·* , 







Thfs program consists of two routines: a MAIN routine and an INTERRUPI * 
SERVICE ROUTINE (JSR>. * 
* 
* 
IMPORTANT NOTE: The documentation from Chromatics, the manufacturer 
of the CG 3999 Color Graphics Computer, on Using Interrupts from 
Assembly Language Is Incorrect. As of 4/26/82 their documentation 
showed SIO 11 having a higher priority than SIO 10. This Is Incorrect. * 



























SERIAL PORT 10 DATA 
COUNTER/TIMER CLOCK 
SERIAL PORT 11 DATA 
LIGHT PEN HIT 






























* ' •*************************************************************************** , 
•*************************************************************************** , 
·* * , 
. * , The MAIN routine performs the following tasks: 
. * • ; * ( 1 ) 
·* , 
;* 





; * ( 3) 
. * ,
. * , 
;* ENTRY: 
Inserts a vector to the starting address of the user supplied 
Interrupt handler (LATCH> at IRll Vector locations 3B18H CLSB) 
and 3B19H (MSB). 
Enables the IR11 Mask bit by reading memory location 3B49H 
CIMASK) and setting bit 3 to a logic 1- enable. Then outputting 
the new mask word to 1/0 Port 47H (MASK), and rewriting the new 
Interrupt mask word back to location 3B49H (IMASK). 
Initializes alI memory locations used by Interrupt service 
routine to zero. The FLAG Is also Initially set to zero. 




















Returns program control back to MMI IN IT program segment 




























;ADDRESS OF IR12 INTERRUPT VECTOR 
;MEMORY LOCATION IMASK 
;1/0 PORT MASK 
;CLOSING CODE FROM LOGIC BOX - 123 
;UNCOVER CODE FROM LOGIC BOX - 124 
;SIO 1 DATA PORT 
;SIO 1 STATUS PORT 
;*MAIN PROGRAM- REWRITE IR11 INTERRUPT VECTOR INTO MEMORY LOCATIONS 
;* VECTOR (3B18H-3B19H) AND ENABLE INTERRUPT FROM SERIAL 1/0 PORT It 
;*BY SETTING MASK BIT 3 TO A 1 IN MEMORY LOCATION IMASK C3B49H) AND 




























;GET ADDRESS OF INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE 
;AND SET IR11 POINTER TO START OF ISR 
;GET CURRENT INTERRUPT MASK WORD 
;SET BIT 5 OF MASK TO LOGIC 1 = ENABLE 
;LATCH THE NEW MASK WORD INTO THE 1/0 PORT 
;AND REWRITE THE NEW WORD BACK TO MEMORY 
;INITIALIZE TEMPORARY MEMORY AND SEMAPHORE 
;FLAG MEMORY LOCATIONS 
;ALSO INITIALIZE COORDINATE MEMORY LOCATIONS 
;RETURN TO BASIC 
;* DEFINE RAM VARIABLE STORAGE 
. * ,
FLAG DFS 1 ;SEMAPHORE FLAG FOR BASIC 
TEMP DFS 1 ;TEMPORARY STORAGE LOCATION 
XTUCH DFS 1 ;X TOUCH COORDINATE FROM LOGIC BOX 
YTUCH DFS 1 ;Y TOUCH COORDINATE FROM LOGIC BOX 
•*************************************************************************** , 
•*************************************************************************** , 









. * , 
LATCH INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE * 
* For each touch panel hit the Carrol I Touch Panel Logfc Box generates * 
four codes. These four codes are passed to the Chromatics CG 3999 * 
Computer over a serial Input/output I lne. They enter the CG CompuTer * 
through Serial Input/Output Port 11 <SIO 11). The fnftlal baud rate * 
of SIO 11 Is set to 150 baud. Thfs Interrupt service routine should * 
work with any baud rate up to 9600 baud. As each code fs received by * 








processor to occur. Hence, each Touch Panel hlt wfl I cause four Inter-* 
rupts In sequence. In order to buffer a Touch Panel hit these four * 
Interrupts must occur In the following order-- Uncover code- X coor- * 
dlnate - Y coordinate - Closing code --. As these four Interrupts * 
occur In order the ISR wll I know what to do with each one ot them be- * 
cause of the way It Is written. * 
•* , 
;* ENTRY: Interrupt from 8251 USART on SIO 11 * * •* , 
;* EXIT: 
•* , 
* Returns program control back to BASIC * 
* ; * C·A L L S : None * •* , * ;*************************************************************************** 
;*************************************************************************** 
•* , 
•* , The Interrupt service routine performs the following tasks: * * 
•* , 




















. * , 
















Saves the contents of the AF and HL register pairs on the Stack 





Inputs the data directly from the 8251 USART- 1/0 Port SI01D * 
(Port 4EH) - and strips off bit 7 to force the Input to be a * 
positive number In the range from 0 to 127 decimal. * 
* 
Checks memory lcatlon FLAG to determine It the Executive routine * 
from BASIC has picked up the previous Touch Panel Input. If It * 
has then the latest Input Is accepted, else Input Is Ignored and * 
the ISR Is exltted. * 
* 
Once Input Is accepted the ffrst value from the Carrol I logfc * 
box Is checked. It should be a 124 decimal (UNCOVER code). * 
When the Uncover code Is detected the ISR then puts a value of * 
120 decimal Into the XTUCH and YTUCH memory locations. * 
NOTE: Any value above 110 decimal Is out of the Carroll Touch 
Panel 0 s range- I.e. 0 <=X coordinate<= 110 and 
0 <= Y coordinate <= 94. Hence, we use values outside 
of Its range but less than 128 decimal as Identifiers-
i.e. 124 decimal Identifies the beginning of the file or 
Information; 120 decimal Identifies that a value has not 
been Input yet for thfs coordinate; and 123 decimal Iden-











The second and third Inputs from the logic box should then be the * 
X and Y Touch Panel coordinates, respectively. The X coordinate * 
Is placed Into memory first and then the Y coordinate Is buffered.* 
Finally, the fourth Interrupt should Input the Closing code to 
the ISR. Once the Closing code Is detected the ISR sets the 
* 
* 
* memory location FLAG to a 1 (ONE>- I.e. raises the FLAG for * 
BASIC to see that a Touch Panel hft has been received and bufter- * 













LATCH SUBROUTINE- THIS USER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE WILL BUFFER THE 
TOUCH PANEL COORDINATES SENT FROM THE LOGIC BOX OF THE CARROLL 
TOUCH PANEL • IT FIRST CHECKS TO SEE THAT THE EXECUTIVE ROUTINE 
OF THE BASIC PROGRAM HAS SEEN THE PREVIOUS TOUCH PANEL HIT BEFORE 
IT ACCEPTS A NEW COORDINATE PAIR FROM THE LOGIC BOX. 
LATCH PUSH AF ;SAVE THESE REGISTERS ON THE SlACK 


































































;NOW INPUT THE DATA FROM THE SERIAL PORT 
;FORCE INPUT INTO 7 BITS 
;SAVE CURRENT INPUT FROM SI01D IN MEMORY 
;NOW CHECK TO SEE IF THE BASIC P~OGRAM HAS 
;SEEN THE LAST TOUCH PANEL HIT AND RESET FLAG 
;IS THE FLAG= 0? 
;NO-THEN IGNORE THIS INPUT 
;YES-THEN CHECK CURRENT INPUT 
;IS CURRENT INPUT THE UNCOVER CODE? 
;YES-THEN JUMP TO PREPARE FOR COORDINATES 
;NO-THEN IS CURRENT INPUT THE CLOSING CODE? 
;YES-THEN JUMP TO SET FLAG 
;NO-THEN BY DEFAULT INPUT IS A COORDINATE 
;IS THIS THE X COORDINATE? 
;NO-THEN JUMP TO CHECK FOR Y COORDINATE 
;YES-PUT X COORDINATE INTO MEMORY 
;THEN EXIT SUBROUTINE 
;INPUT SHOULD BE A Y COORDINATE 
;BUT CHECK ANYWAY 
;NO-IF NOT Y COORDINATE THEN EXIT SUBROUTINE 
;YES-PUT Y COORDINATE INTO MEMORY 
;EXIT SUBROUTINE 
;WE HAVE THE UNCOVER CODE - RESET X AND Y 
;TO THE VALUE 120 (i.e. PUT UNIQUE VALUE 
;INTO THESE LOCATIONS) 
;EXIT ROUTINE 
;SET FLAG = 1 
;RESTORE THESE REGISTERS BEFORE RETURNING 
;RE-ENABLE INTERRUPTS SINCE ZBO CLEARED THEM 
;RETURN TO WHERE W~ INTERRUPTED FROM 
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10 REM TOUCH PANEL CALIBRATOR 
20 REM 1/25/82 - RCC & JSC 
2 5 D I M TX C 1 21 ) , TY C 1 21 ) , LX C 1 21 ) , L Y ( 1 21 ) , CALC 8) 
30 PRINT CHR$C27);"R13";CHR$C27);"S1";CHRSC98); 
40 PRINT n•M•2•co•N•C1";CHRSC12); 
45 PRINT n•c7•Ut32495 TOUCH PANEL CALIBRATION- REV 1.00- RCC" 
50 PRINT n•wo50041471470•c2•R";CHRSC12); 
55 PRINT : PRINT 
60 PRINT "Thls program Is to be used to calibrate the MMI Touch 
Panel Input" 
70 PRINT "routines so that touch panel target coordinates can be 
correctly" 
80 PRINT "mapped onto absolute screen coordinates." 
90 PRINT : PRINT 
100 PRINT "Thls program should be run whenever the display unit 
has been moved" 
110 PRINT "or the touch panel reasembled. If the program ls not 
run foJ lowing" 
120 PRINT "such a move or reassemblage, then the MMI software 
may not correctly" 
130 PRINT "read the touch pane I Input." 
140 PRINT : PRINT 
150 PRINT "You wf I I be asked to touch each of 121 blue-fll Jed 
circles (targets)" 
160 PRINT "In succession. As you touch each circle lt wll I 
change color and an" 
169 PRINT "audible tone wl I I sound. Work carefully, as the 
accuracy of the " 
170 PRINT "recallbratlon depends upon how accurately you hit the 
targets. A " 
180 PkiNT "pencil (eraser tip toward screen) will prove helpful 
In hitting the " 
190 PRINT "targets." : PRINT 
200 PPfNT : LINEINPUT n•M•1•ct•N•2•c7- Oepres The RETURN Key 
When Ready To Begln - ";Q$ 
220 PRINT n•=";CHRSC12);"•K•G*.F"; 
230 FOR X=4 TO 512 STEP 50 
240 FOR Y=4 TO 512 STEP 50 
250 PRINT n•ct"; : PLOT X,Y,3 : C=C+1 
275 Tl%=1 
300 ON ERROR 14 GOTO 600 
310 GOTO 310 
315 ON ERROR 10 GOTO 0 
320 LXCC)=X : TXCC>=T%(2) : LYCC>=Y : TYCC>=T%C3) 
330 PRINT tt•C6"; : PLOT X,Y,3 : PRINT CHR$(7); 
340 NEXT Y 
350 NEXT X 
370 PRINT CHRSC21);CHR$C12);"•C5CALCULATING CALIBRATION FACTORS 
••• PLEASE WAIT ••• " 
380 DEFDBL X,Y,B,D,A,Z 
385 N=121 
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390 X=O:Y=O:BO=O:B1=0:B2=0:B3=0:J=O:X1=0:X2=0:X3=0:X4=0:X5=0:Yl=O 
:Y2=0:Y3=0 
395 'DECLARING A USER DEFINED FUNCTION FOR SOLVING THE 
DETERMINATE OF A 3x3 MATRIX 
400 DEF FNDETCA1.A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,A7,A8,A9)=AT*CA5*A9-A6*A8)-A4*CA2 
*A9-A3*A8)+A7*CA2*A6 -A3*A5) 
410 FOR I = 1 TO N 
420 J=J+1:X=X+TXCI):Y=Y+LXCI):X1=X1+TX(I) 0 2:X2=X2+TXCI) 0 3:X3=X3+T 
X(l) 0 4 
430 X4=X4+TXCI) 0 5:X5=X5+TXCI) 0 6:Y1=Y1+LXCI)*TXCI) 
440 Y2=Y2+LX(I)*TXCI) 0 2:Y3=Y3+LXCI)*TXCI) 0 3 
450 NEXT I 
455 GOSUB 700 
456 CAL(1)=80 : CALC2)=81 : CAL(3)=82: CAL(4)=83 
460 X=O:Y=O:BO=O:B1=0:82=0:83=0:J=O:X1=0:X2=0:X3=0:X4=0:X5=0:Y1=0 
:Y2=0:Y3=0 
465 FOR J = 1 TO N 
470 J=J+1:X=X+TYCI):Y=Y+LYCI):X1=XT+TYCI) 0 2:X2=X2+TY(I) 0 3:X3=X3+T 
Y (I ) 0 4 
475 X4=X4+TYCI) 0 5:X5=X5+TYCI) 0 6:Y1=Y1+LYCI)*TY(I) 
480 Y2=Y2+LYCI)*TY(I) 0 2:Y3=Y3+LY(I)*TYCI) 0 3 
485 NEXT I 
490 GOSUB 700 
492 CALC5)=80 : CALC6)=81 : CALC7)=82 : CAL(8)=83 
495 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT n•c3NEW FACTORS ARE:" : PRINT 
496 PRINT "X:".CALC1),CALC2),CALC3),CALC4) :PRINT 
497 PRINT "Y:",CALC5),CAL(6),CALC7),CAL(8) : PRINT 
500 PRINT : PRINT n•c6SAVING NEW CALIBRATION FACTORS TO DISK •• 
n . 
510 DOS "ARYSAVE TPCALDAT CAL" 
520 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT n•c2CALIBRATION COMPLETE" 
530 END 
600 IF ERR=24 THEN T%CTI%>=1NPC&H4E) ELSE ON ERRORIO GOTO 0 
610 IF TJCTI%>=123 THEN RESUME 315 : Tl%=1 ELSE TIJ=TI%+1 
620 RESUME 
640 'SUBROUTINE USED TO SET UP AND SOLVE 4 EQUATIONS WITH 4 
UNKNOWNS USING 
650 'CRAMER'S RULE SOLUTION TO SOLVE FOR THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE 
THIRD ORDER 
660 'MAPPING FUNCTION. IT IS NECESSARY TO USE A THIRD ORDER 
MAPPING FUNCTION 
670 'BECAUSE OF THE NON-LINEARITY OF THE TOUCH PANEL. 
700 Z1 = FNDETCX1,X2,X3,X2,X3,X4,X3,X4,X5) 
710 Z2 = FNDETCX,X1.X2,X2,X3,X4,X3,X4,X5) 
720 Z3 = FNDETCX,X1,X2,X1,X2,X3.X3,X4,X5) 
730 Z4 = FNDETCX,X1,X2,X1,X2,X3,X2,X3,X4) 
740 DD = J*Z1-X*Z2+Xl*Z3-X2*Z4 
750 Zl = FNDETCX1,X2,X3,X2,X3,X4,X3,X4,X5) 
760 Z2 = FNDETCX,X1,X2,X2,X3,X4,X3,X4,X5) 
770 Z3 = FNDETCX,XT,X2,X1,X2,X3,X3,X4,X5) 
780 Z4 = FNDETCX,X1,X2,X1,X2,X3,X2,X3,X4) 
790 DO = Y*Z1-Y1*Z2+Y2*Z3-Y3*Z4 
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800 Zl = FNOETCY1.X2,X3,Y2,X3,X4,Y3,X4,X5) 
810 Z2 = FNOETCY,X1,X2,Y2,X3,X4,Y3,X4,X5) 
820 Z3 = FNOETCY,X1,X2,Y1,X2,X3,Y3.X4.X5) 
830 Z4 = FNOETCY,X1,X2,Yl,X2,X3,Y2,X3,X4) 
840 01 = J*Z1-X*Z2+X1*Z3-X2*Z4 
850 Zl = FNOETCX1,Y1,X3,X2,Y2,X4,X3,Y3,X5) 
860 Z2 = FNOETCX,Y,X2,X2,Y2,X4,X3,Y3,X5) 
870 Z3 = FNOETCX,Y,X2,X1,Y1,X3,X3,Y3,X5) 
880 Z4 = FNOETCX,Y,X2,Xl,Yl,X3,X2,Y2,X4) 
890 02 = J*Z1-X*Z2+X1*Z3-X2*Z4 
900 Zl = FNOETCX1,X2,Yl,X2,X3,Y2,X3,X4,Y3) 
910 Z2 = FNOETCX,Xl,Y,X2,X3,Y2,X3,X4,Y3) 
920 Z3 = FNOETCX,X1,Y,X1,X2,Y1,X3,X4,Y3) 
930 Z4 = FNOETCX,X1,Y,X1,X2,Y1,X2,X3,Y2) 
940 03 = J*Z1-X*Z2+Xl*Z3-X2*Z4 
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10 REM SCENARIO MODIFICATION PROGRAM 
20 NRTPRTS% = 93 : NNSIM% = 28 
30 DIM SIM(NRTPTS%> 
31 PRINT CHR$(12);"~="; 
32 PRINT "~M~Cl~1~N~C7MMI SCENARIO MODIFICATION - REV 
1 .ot~M~2~co~N~C2" 
33 PRINT : PRINT 
34 PRINT "~W000000511481~R"; 
40 INPUT "~C2Piease Enter The Number of the Time Step to be 
Modified => ~C6"; K% 
50 PRINT . 
60 IF K% > NNSIM% OR K% < 1 THEN PRINT CHR$(7);"~C4There Is Not a 
Time Step Number~C3";K%;"~C4. The Largest Time Step Number Is 
~C328~C4.~C2" : PRINT : GOTO 40 
70 DOS "ARYLOAD SIM"+MID$(STR$<K%),2)+" SIM" 
80 INPUT "~C2Piease Enter the Number of the EMCS Point to be 
Modified in this Time Step => ~C6"; J% 
90 PRINT 
100 IF J% > NRTPTS% OR J% < 1 THEN PRINT CHR$(7);"~C4There Is Not 
a EMCS Point Number~C3";J%;"~C4. The Largest EMCS Point 
Number Is ~C393~C4.~C2" : PRINT : GOTO 80 
110 PRINT "~C2Piease Type Jn the New Value For Point Number~C3"; 
120 PRINT" (";J%;") ~c2=>~C6 "; : INPUT A 
130 SIM(J%> = A 
140 PRINT 
150 LINEINPUT "~C2Do You Wfsh To Modify Another Point In this Time 
Step (YIN) ? ~ C6"; 8 $ 
160 PRINT 
170 IF LEN(8$)>0 AND <LEFT$(8$,1)="Y" OR LEFT$(B$,1)="N") THEN IF 
LEFT$(8$,1 )="Y" THEN 8$="" : J%=0 : GOTO 80 ELSE 8$="" : J%=0 
ELSE PRINT CHR$(7);"~C4Piease Answer Yes or No.~C2" : PRINT : 
GOTO 150 
180 DOS "ARYSAVE SIM"+MID$(STR$CK%J,2)+" SIM" 
190 LINEINPUT "~C2Do You Wish To Modify Another Time Step (Y/N) ? 
~c6"; cs 
200 PRINT 
210 IF LEN(C$)>0 AND (LEFT$(C$,1)="Y" OR LEFT$(C$,1)="N") THEN IF 
LEFT$(C$,1)="Y" THEN C$="" : K%=0 : GOTO 40 ELSE C$="" : K%=0 
ELSE PRINT CHR$(7);"~C4Piease Answer Yes or No.~C2" : PRINT 
GOTO 190 
220 LINEINPUT "~C2Do You Want a Complete Listing of the Scenario 
(Y/N) ? n.C6"; D$ 
230 PRINT: IF LEN(D$)>0 AND (LEFT$(D$,1)="Y" OR LEFT$(0$,1)="N")· 
THEN IF LEFT$(D$, 1 )="Y" THEN D$="" : GOTO 250 ELSE D$="" ELSE 
PRINT CHR$(7);"n.C4Piease Answer Yes or No.n.C2" : PRINT : GOTO 
220 
240 PRINT : PRINT "n.M~C1n.1n.Nn.C7End of Scenario Modification.'"="; : 
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END 
250 REM PRINT SIMULATION ARRAYS 
260 LAST%=28 : NUMDEV%=93 'LAST% IS MAX SIM # NUMDEV% IS MAX 
DEVICE # 
270 DIM MSCLAST%,NUMDEV%> 
280 PRINT CHR $ ( 27); "R07"; ' SET PRINTER BAUD RATE TO 
1200 BAUD., 
290 PRINT 
300 LINE INPUT "~C2Piease Turn On The Printer and AI ign Paper ..• 
Press RETURN To ContInue • . . 11 ; A$ 
310 PRINT 
320 PRINT "Loading Data Base •.• Please Wait • " 
330 FOR X%=1TOLAST% 
340 DOS "ARYLOAD SIM"+MID$CSTR$CX%),2)+" SIM" 
350 FOR Y%=1 TO NUMDEV% : MSCX%,Y%>=SIMCY%> : NEXT Y% 
360 NEXT X% 
370 PRINT : PRINT "Printing Data ..• Please Wait ." : PRINT 
380 NDIVS%=LAST%•7 : IF LAST%MOD7<>0 THEN NDIVS%=NDIVS%+1 
390 PG%=0 : GOTO 490 
400 LPRINT : LPRINT 
' CALCULATE MAX # DIVS 
410 LPRINT TABC16);"Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values 
PAGE";PG% 
420 LPRINT : LPRINT 
430 LPRINT TAB(39);"Simulation Time Period" 
440 LPRINT 
450 LPRINT TABC10);"DEVICE# ";:FOR X%=START% TO FINISH%:LPRINT 
USING" ####";X%;:NEXT X%:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRJNT 
460 FOR Y%=TP% TO BOT%:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT USING " 
###";Y%;:LPRINT" ";:FOR X%=START%TOFINISH%:LPRINT 
USING"###.# ";MSCX%,Y%>;:NEXT X%,Y% 
470 LPRINT CHR$(12); 
480 RETURN 
490 FOR TP%=1 TO NUMDEV% STEP 24 : BOT%=TP%+23 IF BOT%>NUMDEV% 
THEN BOT%=NUMDEV% 
500 FINISH%=0 
510 FOR DIV%=1 TO NDIVS% 
520 START% FINISH%+1 : FINISH%=START%+6 IF FINISH%>LAST% THEN 
FINISH%=LAST% 
530 PG%=PG%+1 : GOSUB 400 
540 NEXT DIV% 
550 NEXT TP% 
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Beginning Line Numbers for Modules 
MODULE LINE NUMBER 









DRAW IT 9200 
DSCHED 111 00 
FKEYIN 2400 






MD IN 4700 
MENU IN 3100 
MLIN 4800 
MM I EXEC 10 
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TOUCH IN 2100 
UPDATE 1800 
XAM 6400 







zzzz CLast Line Number) 11 800 
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Initial lzatlon Program Segment 
Annotated Source Code Listing 
Energy Monitoring and Control System 
Man/Machine Interface CEMCS/MMI) 
Initial Release - May 1982 
1 REM MMI INIT- System Initial lzatlon Program Segment 
2 REM ======= (semi-condensed form -- annotated) 
3 REM 
4 REM GEORGIA INSTITUTE Of TECHNOLOGY 
5 REM ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION. COMMAND & CONTROL DIVISION 
6 REM Development Team: B.B.Wise, R.C.Coleburn, J.S.Cathcart, B.S.Rice 
7 REM Initial Release- REV 1.00- May 1982 
8 REM 
10 GOTO 280 
50 STOP 
60 REM KB ISR (Keyboard ISR) =•c=====================z======================== 
70 If ERR=24 THEN TJ=INPC&H4A) ELSE ON ERROR #0 GOTO 0 
80 If TJ=8 THEN If LENCZIN$)>0 THEN PRINT CHR$(8);" ";CHRSC8); : ZINS=LEFTCZINS.LENCZJN$)-1) :RESUME 
90 If TJ<>13 THEN If TJ<32 OR TJ>126 THEN RESUME ELSE PRINT CHRSCTJ>; : ZINS=ZIN$+CHR$CT%> RESUME ELSE KISRJ=t 
PRINT : RESUME 
REM STRIPED DOWN EXEC ==•=============•===•=====================•========• 
I QJ=t : ON ERROR 11 GOTO 70 
If KISR%=1 THEN IQJ=O : KISR%=0 : ON ERROR 10 GOTO 0 : RETURN 
GOTO 260 
GOSUB 400 
DOS "DRAW MMIPRE" : PRINT n•=•K";CHRSC12);CHRSC27);"W.?050"; 
GOSUB 7400 
PRINT : PRINT n•c2Startlng Up Touch Panel 1/0 Processor •• ·" 
















DEF USR1=&H4280 : C=USR1(0) ' Define entry point and start up TPDRIVER. 
DOS "DRAW MMILOGO" :PRINT CHR$Cl2);CHRSC28);"·=~K";CHRSC27);"W.?050"; 
335 GOSUB 1500 
' Draw logo. 
' Cal I HELP 
340 MCJ=t : DOS "CHAIN MMIMAIN" 
350 STOP 
' Return to main program segment. 
400 REM INITDB =======================================~======================= 
402 CLEAR 2050 : PRINT n•M•co•2•N•C2.K";CHRSC12);"MMI/EMCS DEMO DEVICE- REV 1.00 - APRIL, 1982" : PRINT 
PRINT "Loading DataBase ••• Please Walt ••• " 
407 TJ=O : KISR%=0 : ZIN$="" 
PRINT : 
408 CJT#=O : I JTicQ : Y%=0 : D%=0 : H%=0 : M%=0 : S%""0 
409 DIM JDAYJC12,1) : DOS "ARYLOAD JOAY JDAY%" : Y9S=O 
MT%=0 
D9J=O 
TPT%=0 : Mt%=0 : M2%=0 : UCI=O : UT%=100 : TCI=O 
H9S=O : M9%=0 : S9J=O : MQUE%=5 : TQUEJ=O : BQUE%=G 
DIM AQUEICt,MQUEJ> 
410 DOS "OPEN 5 R MESSAGE 100 11 
420 NHELPBF%=12 : NMESS%=54 : NRTPTS%=93 : NKEYS%=10 
430 DIM FKLOC%CNKEYS%>, PX%CNRTPTS%>, PYJCNRTPTSJ) 
440 DIM PTYPEJCNRTPTS%>, PHIERJCNRTPTS%> 
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DIM SSED$CNRTPTS$), CDBVLCNRTPTS$), NWVLCNRTPTS$) 
DIM NBOXES$(7) : DOS "ARYLOAD NBOXES NBOXES$" : DOS "ARYLOAD SSED SSED$" 
DOS "ARYLOAD FKLOC FKLOC$" : DOS "ARYLOAD PX PX$" : DOS "ARYLOAD PY PY%" 
DOS "ARYLOAD PTYPE PTYPE$" : DOS "ARYLOAD PHIER PHIER$" 
PAUSEALRMI=O : SALARM$=0 
HC%=0 : SHUTDOWN$=0 : RODS$=0 : ZC$=0 
GDTYPE$:::-1 : LDE%=0 : DIAMEN$==0 : FDEAM%=1 
DBRDY$==0 : APT%=0 : DPT$=0 : ANPT%=0 
QFCN$=0 : QPTJ=O : QMENU$=0 : QAMJ=-1 : QSCH$=0 QOPERJ=O 
DIMCAL(8) : DOS "ARYLOAD TPCALDAT CAL" 
PRINT CHRSC27);"R13";CHRSC27);"S1";CHR$(98); 
DIM SID$(23), KTEXT$C3,NKEYS$), KCOLR%C2,NKEYSJ), BOXLOC$(3), TT$(7,3) 
SIDSCO)="FID" : SID$(1)="MUX1" : SID$(2)="MUX2" : SID$(3)="R" : SID$(4)="5" : SID$(5)="A" 
SID$(7)="F" : SIDSC8)•"FL" : SIDSC9)="LV" 
SIDSC10)="M" : SID$(11)="0" : SIDSC12)="PS" : SIDSC13)="T" : SID$C14}="W": SIDSC15)=="DP" 
SIDSC17)="TC" : SIDSC18)="HW BOILER" : SID$(20)="CHILLER" 
KTEXTSC 1,1 )•"START/" : KTEXT$(2, 1 )="" : KTEXTSC3, 1 )="ENABLE" 
KTEXTSC1,2)="STOP/" : KTEXT$(2,2)="" : KTEXTSC3,2)="DISABLE" 
KTEXTSC1,3)="DISPLAY" : KTEXTSC2,3)="" : KTEXTSC3,3)="DIAGRAM" 
KTEXTSC1,4)="SET" : KTEXTSC2,4)="POINT/" : KTEXTSC3,4)="LIMITS" 
KTEXT$C1,5)="AUT0/" : KTEXT$(2,5)="" : KTEXTSC3,5)="MANUAL" 
KTEXTSC1,6>="PRINT" : KTEXT$(2,6)="" : KTEXT$C3.6)="REPORT" 
KTEXTSC1,7)="MODIFY" : KTEXT$(2,7)="" : KTEXT$C3,7)="SCHED" 
KTEXTSC1,8)="CHANGE" : KTEXT$(2,8)=="" : KTEXT$(3,8)="0PER" 
KTEXTSC1,9)="CONFIRM" : KTEXT$(2,9)="" : KTEXT$(3,9)="ACTI0N" 
KTEXTSC1,10)•"CANCEL" : KTEXTSC2,10)="" : KTEXT$C3,10)="ACTION" 
BOXLOC$(1)=340 : BOXLOC%<2>=260 : BOXLOC%<3>=180 
TTSC1,0)="MENU OF DATA ENVIRONMENTS" : TT$C1,1)="BUILDING 106" 
TT$(1,2)="MAIN CHILLER PLANT" : TT$C1,3)="SUPPLY NO. 2" 
TTSC2,0)="MENU OF ANALOG CONTROL SET POINT/LIMITS" 
TTSC2,1 >="LOW OPERATING LIMIT" : TTSC2,2)="SET POINT" 
TT$C2,3)="HIGH OPERATING LIMIT" 
TTSC3,0)="MENU OF ANALOG MONITOR SET POINT/ LIMITS" TTSC3,1)="LOW ALARM LI~IT" 
TTSC3,3)="HIGH ALARM LIMIT" : TTSC3,2)="SET POINT" 
TTSC4,0)="MENU OF REPORTS" 
TTSC4,1)="ENERGY UTILIZATION SUMMARY" 
TTSC4,2)="LOCK OUT SUMMARY" : TTSC4,3)•"ALARM SUMMARY" 
TTSC5,0)="MENU OF OPERATIONS": TTSC5,1)="CHANGE OPERATOR" 
TT$C5,2J="HELP" : TTSC5,3)="SYSTEM SHUTDOWN" 
TTSC6,0)="MENU OF OUTPUT DEVICES" 
TTSC6,1)="LINEPRINTER" : TTSC6,2)="CRT SCREEN" 
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920 TTSC7,1)="8UILDING 106- Optimum Start/Stop Schedule" 
930 TTSC7,2)•"MAIN CHILLER PLANT - Optimum Start/Stop Schedule" 
940 TTSC7,3)="SUPPLY NO. 2 - Optimum Start/Stop Schedule" 
970 NCNT%=5 : NALARM%=10 : NIND%=9 : LCNTJ=O : LALARM%•5 ; LIND%=15 
980 DOS "ARYLOAD KCOLR KCOLR%" 
990 DIM OPERSCNOPER%>, PWRDSCNOPER%), OLEVEL%CNOPER%> 
1000 OPERSC1>="COLEBURN" : OPERSC2)•"CATHCART" : OPERSC3)•"WISE" 
1010 OPERSC4)•"CANFIELD" : OPERSC5)="RICE" 
1020 PWRD$C1)•"RANDY" : PWRDSC2)•"STEVE" : PWRDSC3>="BILLY": PWRDSC4)="KARLIN" : PWRDSC5)="BEV" 
1030 OLEVEL%C1}=3 : OLEVEL%C2)•3 : OLEVEL%C3)=3 : OLEVEL%C4)•3 : OLEVEL%C5)=3 
1040 NNSIM%=28 : SIM%=0 
1100 DIM ADPTJCNRTPTSJ), LOWLIMCNRTPTSJ), HILIMCNRTPTS%), SPTCNRTPTSJ), ALARMVL%CNRTPTSJ) 
1110 DIM ASTATJCNRTPTSJ), DSTATJCNRTPTSJ), LPNT%CNRTPTS%) 
1120 DOS "ARYLOAD ADPT ADPT%" : DOS "ARYLOAD LOWLIM LOWLIM" : DOS "ARYLOAD HILIM HILIM" 
1130 DOS "ARYLOAD SPT SPT" : DOS "ARYLOAD LPNT LPNT%" 
1135 FOR 1%=1 TO NRTPTSJ : ALARMVLJC IJ)•O : NEXT 
1136 ALARMVL%C27)=1 : ALARMVLJC59)=1 : ALARMVL%C64)=1 
1140 FOR f~a1 TO NRTPTSJ : DSTAT~CI%) ... 0: ASTAT%CI%)•0 CDBVLCI%)=0: NEXT I~ 
1150 DIM SCHTMPSCNSE~), SSCNDESJ,NSE%>, VPS~C1,NSE%) 
1151 DOS "ARYLOAD VPS VPS%" 
1152 SSC1,1)="68.2F" : S$(1,2)="0730" : SSC1,3)="78.1F" : SSC1,4)="89.4F" : SSC1,5)="CLG" 
1153 SSC1,6)="NA" : S$(1,7>="0800": S$(1,8)= 11 0800": SSC1,9)="0800": SSC1,10)="0800" 
1154 S$(1,11>="0800": SSC1,12)•"NA": SSC1,13)="NA": SSC1,14)• 11 NA": S$(1,15)== 11 1700" 
1155 SSC1,16>="1700": S$(1,17>•"1700": S$(1,18)•"1700": S$(1,19)= 11 1700" : SSC1,20)="NA" 
1156 SSC1,21l="NA": SSC1,22)•"S": SSC1,23)=="65F": SS<1,24)="80F": S$(1,25)• 11 5.00" 
1160 FOR 1~=2 TO NOES~ : FOR X%•1 TO NSEJ : SSCI%,X~)=SSC1,XJ) :NEXT X%, 1% 
1170 DIM PNAMESC23,2) 
1180 PNAMESCO,O)="DISABLED" : PNAMESC0,1)="ENABLED 11 : PNAMESC0,2)="FID" 
1190 PNAMESC1,0)="DISABLED": PNAME$C1,1)= 11 ENABLED": Pt1AMESC1,2)"'"MUX #1" 
1200 PNAMESC2,0)= 11 DISABLED" : PNAMESC2,1)= 11 ENABLED": PNAME$C2,2)="MUX 12" 
1210 PNAMESC3,0)="DEGREES F." : PNAME$(3,1 )= 1111 : PNAME$<3,2)= 11 Temperature Control :er Reset Interface" 
1220 PNAME$C4,0)= 11 STOPPED 11 : PNAME$(4,1 )="STARTED" : PNAME$C4,.£);:;"Start/STop Cont-ol Interface" . 
1230 PNAMESC5,0)= 11 NO ALARM" : PNAMES<5,1)="ALARM DETECTED" : PfvAME$C5,2)= 11 Aiarm C)ntact Signal Monitor" 
1240 PNAME$(6,0)= 11 ???" : PNAMESC6,1l="" : PNAME$C6,2)= 11 Enthalpy/Economlzer Con~ro Interface" 
1250 PNAME$C7,0)= 11 GPM": PNAME$(7,1)="": PNAME$<7,2)=="Fiow Inc 1 cation Mer itor'' 
1260 PNAMESC8,0)= 11 NO FLAME": PNAME$(8,1l="FLAME PRESENT": PNt.•:E$(8,2)'- 1'; l<.me .nllcatloo Monitor" 
1270 PNAMESC9,0)= 11 LOW" : PNAME$(9,1>="HIGH 11 : PNAME$C9,2)="Lev£ I lndlcati('n Monit Jr" 
1280 PNAMES<10,0l= 11 KW" : PNAME$(10,1)="" : PNAMESC10,2)="Meter" 
1290 PNAMESC11,0)="0FF/NON~/OPEN" : PNAME$(11,1-)="0N/POSITIVE/CLOSED" : PNAME$(11,2)="0n/Off Status Monitor" 
1300 PNAMESC12,0)= 11 PERCENT OPEN" : PNAMESC12,1)="" : PNAME$C12,2)="Posltlon Sensor" 
1310 PNAM£$(13,0)="Degrees F." : PNAME$(13,1)= 1111 : PNAME$C13,2)="Temperature Monitor" 
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PNAME$(15~0)="0PEN" : PNAME$C15,1)•"CLOSED" : PNAMESC15,2)="Differentlal Pressure Switch" 
PNAME$C16~0>~"STOPPED" : PNAME$(16,1)•"STARTED" : PNAME$C16,2)="Motor Starter" 
PNAME$(17,0)="DEGREES F." : PNAMESCt7,1)="" : PNAME$C17,2)="Temperature Controller" 
PNAMESC18,0J•"STOPPED" PNAME$C18,1)="STARTED" PNAMESC18,2)="Hot Water Bol fer" 
PNAME$C19,0)• 11 STOPPED" PNAME$(19,1 )•"STARTED" : PNAMESC19,2)= 11 Pump" 
PNAME$(20,0)="STOPPED" : PNAME$C20,1)="STARTED": PNAMESC20,2):: 11 Chlller" 
PNAMESC21,0)•"STOPPED" : PNAME$C21,1)•"STARTED" : PNAMESC21,2J="Cool lng Tower" 
PNAMESC22,0J="STOPPED" : PNAMESC22,1)="STARTED" : PNAMESC22,2)="Untt Air Conditioner" 
PNAMESC23,0)•"NOT IN USE" : PNAMESC23,1)•"1N USE" : PNAMESC23,2J~"Coll" 
RETURN 
REM HELP ===•=•=========•=============•::=======•========================= 
HCJ::t • Set flag that help Is running. 
HS="HLP"+MID$CSTRSCHCJJ,2) : DOS "DRAW "+HS t Retrieve help buffer file. 
PRINT CHR$C12);CHR$C28l;"•=•K";CHR$C27);"W.J"; t Display on screen. 
MDEXJ=24. : GOSUB 7100 : ZINS="" : GOSUB 200 : HC%=HC%+1 ' Walt for operator response, then advance to 
next screen. 
IF ZINS<>"S" AND HC%<=NHELPBFJ GOTO 1530 t Continue until last screen displayed. 
HCJ=O : DOS "DRAW MMISCRN" : PRINT CHR$Ct2J;CHR$C28J;"•=";CHRSC27);"W"; 
' Turn off flag, redraw operator screen. 
PRINT n•w396502510492•M•2•c6•N•2•co•p•K";CHRSC27);"0A1"; t Define time window. 
PRINT n•woOt13051045t•M•2•co•N•2•ct•p•K";CHRSC27);"0A2"; t Define graphics window. 
PRINT n•woOt051510128•M•2•co•N•2•ct•p•K";CHRSC27);"0A3"; t Define function key window. 
PRINT n•wo01001510049•M•2•co•N•2•c2•R•Jn; t Define text window. 
GDTYPEJ=-1 : RETURN t Done. 
REM DISMESS •=•====•====••=•=~======~===================::========::::====== 
DOS "ACCESS 5"+STRSCMDEX%> : LINEINPUT 15;MESSS : PRINT MESS$;"•MMCOM2•N•C2" : RETURN 
• Retrieve and display message. 
REM TIME ==:===========::=====================================::=========== . 
DOS "FETCH CLOCK.ABS 4300" ' Load In assembly level subroutine. 
DEF USRO=&H4300 t Define entry point. 
PRINT CHRSC12);"•M•ct•t•N•c7•J - INITIALIZATION- •M•z•co•Nn 
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT n•csENTER THE CURRENT DATE AS FOLLOWS:" 
PRINT : INPUT n•c3ENTER THE MONTH (2 DIGITS) ";MT% 
IF MTJ>12 THEN GOSUB 8000 : GOTO 7450 
PRINT : INPUT "ENTER THE DAY (2 DIGITS) ";D% 
IF DJ>3t THEN GOSUB 8000 : GOTO 7460 
PRINT: INPUT "ENTER THE YEAR (2 DIGITS) ";YJ 
IF YJ>99 THEN GOSUB 8000 : GOTO 7470 
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT n•c5ENTER THE CURRENT TIME AS FOLLOWS:" 
PRINT : INPUT n•c3ENTER THE HOUR (MILITARY, 2 DIGITS) ";H% 
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PRINT : MS="" : INPUT "ENTER THE MINUTE C2 DIGITS) ";M% 
IF M%>59 THEN GOSUB 8000 : GOTO 7510 
PRINT: INPUT "ENTER THE SECOND (2 DIGITS) ";S% 




PRINT : PRINT n•czstartlng Up Clock •• ·" : C•USROCO) 
M2%::D% : IF Y%MOD4=0 THEN Mt%•1 ELSE MtJ=O 
DS=DS+JDAYSCMTS-t,Mt%> 
CJ#=Y%*1000000000#+D%*1000000#+H%*10000#+MJ*tOO#+S% 
TC#=CJ# : UC#=CJ# 
RETURN 
Store current hour. 
Store current minute. 
Store current second. 
Start-up clock. 
Determine If leap year. 
Get current I days elapsed this year. 
1 Compute Jul Jan Date. 
1 Set Initial time control values. 
PRINT n•c4•1 r-ERROR- Incorrect Time/Date Argument, Please Re-Enterr•c3•2" 
RETURN 
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1 REM MMIMAIN - Main Program Segment 
2 REM =•••=== (semi-condensed form -- annotated) 
3 REM 
4 REM GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
5 REM ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION, COMMAND & CONTROL DIVISION 
6 REM Development Team: S.B.Wise, R.C.Coleburn, J.S.Cathcart, B.S.Rice 
7 REM Initial Release- REV 1.00- May 1982 
8 REM 
10 IF MC~=O THEN DOS "CHAIN MMIINIT" ' Initial start-up. 
30 IF MC~=2 GOTO 250 ELSE GOTO 190 ' Returning from MMIPART2. 
69 REM KB ISR (Keyboard ISR) ••••====••===•==••••===•==========•====•===•==• 
~ 70 IF ERR=24 THEN T~=INPC&H4A) ELSE ON ERROR 10 GOTO 0 
~ 80 IF T%•8 THEN IF LENCZIN$)>0 THEN PRINT CHR$C27);"0A3";CHR$C8);" ";CHR$(8);CHR$C27);"0AO"; 
ZINS•LEFTSCZINS,LENCZIN$)-1) : RESUME 
90 IF T%<>13 THEN IF T%<32 OR T%>126 THEN RESUME ELSE PRINT CHR$(27);"0A3";CHR$CTSJ;CHRSC27);"0AO"; 
ZINS•ZINS+CHRSCTS> : RESUME ELSE KISR%=1 : PRINT CHR$(27);"0A3"; : PRINT :PRINT CHR$C27);"0AO"; RESUME 
100 MOEX%=28 : GOSUB 7100 : STOP ' Fall-Safe. 
109 REM GJTS ••====••=•=============••••========•=======•======•============= 
110 HS=PEEKC&H4321) : MS=PEEKC&H4322) : SS~PEEKC&H4323) : IF PEEKC&H4324)•1 THEN GOTO 120 ELSE 
CJTI•Y%*1000000000I+DS*10000001+HS*lOOOOI+MS*lOOI+SS : RETURN 
120 DS=D%+1 r POKE&H4324,0 : IF YSMOD4•0 THEN TP%=366 : Mt%=1 ELSE TP%=365 : M1S=O 
130 YS=YS+DS•TPS : DS=DSMODTPS : MT%=0 : IF Y%>99 THEN MDEX%=28 : GOSUB 7100 
140 MTS=MT%+1 : IF DS>JDAYSCMTS,Mt%> THEN 140 
150 CJTI=Y%*10000000001+D%*10000001+HS*100001+MS*100I+SS : IF MT%>1 THEN M2S=DSMODJDAYSCMTS-1,M1%> : RETURN ELSE 
M2S=D~ : RETURN 
159 REM IJTS ==========•=====••======•==============================•======== 
160 S9S=SS+INS : M9S=MS+S9S•6o : S9%=S9SMOD60 : H9S=HS+M9%•6o : M9S=M9%MOD60 D9S=DS+H9S•24 : H9S=H9%MOD24 : IF 
YSMOD4c0 THEN TP%=366 ELSE TP%=365 
170 Y9S=YS+D9S•TPS : D9S=D9%MODTPS : IF Y9S>99 THEN MDEX%=28 : GOSUB 7100 
180 IJTI=Y9S*10000000001+D9%*10000001+H9S*100001+M9S*1001+S9S : RETURN 
189 REM EXEC ===~===========•================E=====E=======··==========•====: 
190 GOSUB 1800 : MDEX%=11 : GOSUB 7100 :ON ERROR 10 GOTO 0 : GOTO 201 
' Initial entry point. 
200 TISR~=O : IQ%•1 : ON ERROR #1 GOTO 70 ' Keyboard enable entry point. 
201 IF HCS>O GOTO 220 ELSE GOSUB 110 ' Do not display time when help running. 
210 PRINT CHRS(27);"0AO";CHR$C28); : PRINT USING"**/";MT%,M2S; : PRINT USING"** ";Y%; : PRINT USING"** : ";HS,MS; 
PRINT USING"**";SS; : PRINT CHR$C27):"0A3"; ' Update time display. 
220 IF BQUES=TQUES GOTO 240 ELSE IF AQUEICl,tQUES>>CJTI GOTO 240 ' Check alarm queue. 
230 DSTATSCAQUE#CO,TQUE%>>=0 : TQUE%=TQUE%+1 : IF TQUES=MQUES THEN TQUE%=0 
240 IF FDEAMS 1 AND CJTI>UCI AND IQ%<>1 THEN GOSUB 1800 ' Check If ready to update. 
250 MC%=1 : IF PEEKC&H42A0)=1 AND HCS=O AND IQS•O THEN GOSUB 2100 : POKE&H42AO,O 
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' Check for touch panel hit. 
260 IF KISR%=1 THEN IQ%=0 : KISR%=0 : ON ERROR #0 GOTO 0 : PRINT CHRSC27);"0A3"; : RETURN 
' Check for keyboard Input. 
270 GOSUB 110 : IF SALARM%=1 AND PAUSEALRM#<=CJT# AND TC#<=CJT# THEN INC%=5 : GOSUB 160 : TC#=IJT# : PRINT CHR$(7); 
' Check If ready to sound alarm. 
280 IF SHUTDOWN%<>1 GOTO 201 ELSE ON ERROR #0 GOTO 0 : POKE&H4220,1 ' Check for shutdown. 
290 DOS "DRAW SHUTDOWN" : PRINT CHRSC27);"0A1•M•co•N";CHRSC12);CHRSC27);"W";CHR$(27>;"0A3"; 
300 MDEX%=16 : GOSUB 7100 : NEW : END 
1799 REM UPDATE •==•==•=•====••=•===•=•====•====•===•======================== 
1800 SIMJ=SIM%+1 : IF SIM%>NNSIM% THEN SIM%=1 1 Read In next simulation array. 
1820 DOS "ARYLOAD SIM"+MIDSCSTRSCSI%>.2>+" NW" : TM%•1 
1840 IF DSTATJCTM%)=1 GOTO 1930 1 Ignore disabled points. 
~ 1850 IF NWVLCTM%>•CDBVLCTM%> GOTO 1930 ' Dont need to process points whose values have 
oo not changed. 
1860 CDBVLCTM%)=NWVLCTM%> : IF SSEDJ<TM%>=1 AND GDTYPE%=1 AND DIAMEN%=LPNT%CTM%> THEN TPJ=QPT% : QPTJ=TM% : D1%=1 
D2%=3 : D3%=0 : GOSUB 9150 : QPTS=TPS ' Re-color point on screen If necessary. 
1870 IF ABSCPTYPEJCTMJ))<LALARM% OR ABSCPTYPEJCTMJ))>=LALARMJ+NALARMJ GOTO 1930 
' Can point generate an alarm. 
1880 IF ADPT%CTMJ)<>O GOTO 1970 ' Analog or digital. 
1890 IF CCDBVLCTMJ)<LOLIMCTM%>> OR CCDBVLCTMJ>>HILIMCTM%>> GOTO 1980 1 Check for analog alarm. 
1900 IF ASTATJCTM%)<>1 GOTO 1930 ' Was point previously In alarm. 
1910 ASTATJCTM%>=0 : ANPTJ=TM% : GOSUB 2200 1 Annunciate change. 
1930 TMJ=TM%+1 : IF TMJ<=NRTPTSS GOTO 1840 ' Loop for alI points. 
1950 DBRDY%=1: GOSUB 110: INCS=UT%: GOSUB 160 1 UC#=IJT#: RETURN 1 Update time flag. 
1970 IF CDBVLCTM%l<>ALARMVL%CTM%> GOTO 1900 1 Check for digital alarm. 
1980 IF ASTAT%CTMJ)<>O GOTO 1930 ' Was point previously not In alarm. 
1990 ASTATSCTM$)•1 : APTJ=TMS : ANPTJ=TM% : GOSUB 2200 : GOTO 1930 1 Annunciate change. 
2099 REM TOUCHIN ====••=•=====••=======•==•==•========================= 
2100 CX%=PEEKC&H42A2) : CYS=PEEKC&H42A3) ' Get coordinates from TPDRIVER. 
2111 XTUCHS=FIXCCALC1 )+CALC2)*CX%+CALC3)*CXS 0 2+CALC4)*CXS 0 3) ' Compute screen coordinates 
2112 YTUCHJ=FIXCCALC5)+CALC6)*CY%+CALC7)*CYS 0 2+CALC8)*CY% 0 3) 
2120 IF XTUCH%<0 OR XTUCH%>511 THEN IF XTUCH%>511 THEN XTUCH%=511 ELSE XTUCH%=0 
' Validate X 
2130 IF YTUCHS<O OR YTUCH%>511 THEN IF YTUCH%>511 THEN YTUCH%=511 ELSE YTUCH%=0 
' Validate Y 
2140 IF YTUCH$<=116 AND YTUCH%>•63 THEN GOSUB 2400 : RETURN ' Check for function key hit. 
2150 IF YTUCH%>452 AND XTUCH%<•122 THEN GOSUB 3300 : RETURN Check for alarm Indicator hit. 
2160 IF YTUCH%>452 OR YTUCH%<129 THEN RETURN Ignore lnval ld hits. 
2170 IF GDTYPE%=1 THEN GOSUB 2600 : RETURN Check for symbol hit. 
2180 IF GDTYPES=O THEN GOSUB 3100 : RETURN Check for menu hit. 
2190 MDEX%=28 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN ' OOPS. 
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D3%~o : IF SSED%CANPT%>=t THEN IF CDCANPT%)=1 THEN 
IF ASTATS<ANPT%>=1 GOTO 2260 
D3%=D3%+2 ELSE D3%=D3%+0 ELSE IF DSTAT%CANPT%>=0 THEN D3J=D3%+2 
' Determine point color. 
PRINT n•M•c4•1•N•C7-Aiarm Condition Corrected At: 
' Is It a new alarm. 
";PNAMESCABSCPTYPE%CANPT%>>,2>;"•M•co•2•Nn 
IF GDTYPE%=1 AND DIAMEN%=LPNT%CANPT%) THEN D1%=t : D2%=3 : TP%=QPT% : QPT%=ANPT% : GOSUB 9200 : QPT%=ANPT% 
1 Redraw point If necessary. 
IF APT%=ANPT% THEN Dl%=3 : GOSUB 9200 : SALARM%•0 : APT%=0 
RETURN 
' Turn off alarm Indicator If necessary. 
D1%=2 : GOSUB 9200 : SALARM%=1 : PAUSEALRM#=O : TC#=O 1 Turn on alarm Indicators. 
PRINT n•M•c4•1•N•c1-ALarm Condition Detected At: ";PNAMESCA8SCPTYPE%CANPT%>>,2>;"•M•co•2•N" 
IF GDTYPE%=1 AND DIAMEN%•LPNT%CANPT%> THEN D1%=1 : D2%=3 : D3%•D3%+8 : TP%=QPT% : QPT%=ANPT% GOSUB 9200 
QPTS=ANPT% ELSE MDEX%=42 : GOSUB 7100 1 Redraw point If necessary. 
RETURN 
IF QFCN%>0 THEN Dt%=0: D2%•1: D3%=0: GOSUB 9200: IF 
ZC%=0 
IF XTUCH%<FKLOC%C2) THEN QFCN%•1: GOSUB 3400 RETURN 
IF XTUCH%<FKLOC%C3) THEN QFCN%•2 : GOSUB 3400 r RETURN 
IF XTUCH%<FKLOC%C4) THEN GOSUB 3600 : RETURN 
IF XTUCH%<FKLOC%C5) THEN GOSUB 3700 : RETURN 
IF XTUCH%<FKLOC%C6) THEN GOSUB 3900 : RETURN 
IF XTUCH%<FKLOC%C9) THEN DOS "CHAIN MMIPART2" 
IF XTUCH%<FKLOC%C10) THEN GOSUB 4300 : RETURN 
GOSUB 4600 : RETURN 
XTUCH%<FKLOC%C9) THEN MDEX%=7 : GOSUB 7100 
' Deselect any previous function. 
I START/ENABLE. 
I STOP/DISABLE. 
I DISPLAY DIAGRAM. 
1 SET/POINT LIMITS. 
I AUTO/MANUAL. 
t AI I others In MMIPART2. 
I CONFIRM. 
' CANCEL. 
REM SYMBIN •=========•=========••====••=====•=•••==========•============ 
IF QPT%>0 THEN D1%•1 : D2%•2 : D3%=0 : GOSUB 9160 : MDEX%=6 : GOSUB 7100 
QFCN%=0 
1 Deselect any previous po1nt. 
1%=1 1 Loop untl I found which point was touched. 
IF DIAMEN%=LPNT%CI%> GOTO 2670 
1%=1%+1 : IF I%<•NRTPTS% GOTO 2630 
MDEX%=45 : GOSUB 7100 : QPT%=0 : RETURN 1 Did not find lt. 
IF CPX%CI%)<=XTUCH%> AND CXTUCH%<=PX%CI%)+25) THEN 2680 EL E 2640 
IF CPY%CI%)<=YTUCH%) AND CYTUCH%<=PY%CI%)+25) THEN 2690 ELSE 2640 
IF ABSCPTYPE%CI%))>=LIND% GOTO 2660 1 Check If rDn-selectable point. 
QPT%=1%: Dt%=1 : D2%=2 : D3%=1 : GOSUB 9160 1 FclJn<i p-irt- highlight lt. 
IF ASTAT%<QPT%);;;:l THEN TM$=""'C4" ELSE TM$=""'C2 11 1 D .pay .JCI1~t stetus. 
IF DSTAT%CQPT%)z1 THEN PRINT ltw'C2"'M.C0"'2"'N .. 2 11 ;PNAME$(ABS(P Yf'ESCQPT~J ),. );" Is Dlsatled 11 : GOTO 2760 
IF ADPT%CQPT%l=1 THEN PRINT n•M•co•2•N•2•C2";PNAME$CABSCPTYPE%<QPT%1J,2i;"- Value: 
";TMS;PNAME$CABSCPTYPE%CQPT%)),CDCQPT%>l; 11 •C2, AlarmVal: ";PNAMEStABSCPTYFES<QPTS>>,ALARMVLS<QPT%>> : GOTO 2760 
IF ABS(PTYPE%<QPT,))>=LCNT,+NCNT% THEN PRINT n•M•co~2•N•C2 11 ;PNAMESCABSCPTYPES<QPT%)),2);"- Value: 
";TMS;CDCQPT,);"•C2 ";PNAMESCABSCPTYPE,CQPT%)),0);", Lollm: ";LOLIMCQPT%); 11 , HILim: ";HILIMCQPT%) : GOTO 2760 
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•c2";PNAME$CABSCPTYPEJCQPTJ)),0);", LoLim: ";LOLIMCQPTJ);", 
IF QFCN%>0 GOTO 2820 
HILim: ";HILIMCQPT%> 
' Has function been selected. 
IF FDEAM%=0 GOTO 2810 
D 1% = 1 : D2% •2 : D3%=0 : GO SUB 9160 : QPTJ:aO : RETURN 
MDEX%=20 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN 
IF QFCN%<>1 GOTO 2890 
IF DSTATJCQPT%>•1 GOTO 2860 
IF SSEDJCQPT%>•1 AND CDBVLCQPTJ)•O GOTO 2860 ELSE MDEX%•26 
Is DE fn manual mode. 
Nope - Deselect point 
In manual - Ready to touch 
Is function START/ENABLE. 
' Is point disabled. 
GOSUB 7100 : GOTO 3050 
' Check If already started. 
function key. 
2860 IF PHIERJCQPT%>>0 THEN 2870 ELSE 3040 ' Is It a low-level point. 
2870 IF DSTATJCPHIERJCQPT%>>=0 THEN fF SSEDJCPHIERJCQPT%>>•0 OR CDBVLCPHIERJCQPT%>>=1 GOTO 3040 
MDEX%=30 : GOSUB 7100 : GOTO 3050 
IF QFCN%<>2 GOTO 2930 
IF DSTATJCQPT%)•1 GOTO 2920 
IF SSEDJCQPT%)=1 AND CDBVLCQPT%>•0 
MDEX%=27 : GOSUB 7100 : GOTO 3050 
IF QFCN%<>4 GOTO 2980 
IF ADPTJCQPTJ)=I GOTO 2970 
GOTO 2920 ELSE GOTO 3040 
' Is higher level disabled. 
Yes - dlspJay error. 
Is function STOP/DISABLE. 
' Is point already disabled. 
Check If already stopped. 
Already disabled - give error. 
' Is function SET POINT/LIMITS. 








2950 IF LALARMJ<•ABSCPTYPEJCQPTJ)) AND ABSCPTYPEJCQPTJ))<LALARMJ+NALARMJ THEN DIAMEN%=3 ELSE DIAMEN%=2 
' Is point control or alarm. 
2960 GOSUB 7200 : MDEX%=15 GOSUB 7100 : MDEX%•23 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN 
2970 MDEX%=25 : GOSUB 7100 
2980 IF QFCN%<>5 GOTO 3030 
2990 MDEX%=46 GOSUB 7100 
GOTO 3050 
D3%=0 GOSUB 9160 
' Display menu. 
' Can not set digital alarm. 
' Is function AUTO/MANUAL. 
QPT%=0 : GOTO 3040 
' AUTO/MANUAL function still pending- Deselect 
point. 
3030 MDEX%=28 : GOSUB 7100 
3040 MDEX%=18 : GOSUB 7100 
3050 Dt%=1 : D2%=2: D3%=0 











RETURN ' Got a function and a point - ready to execute. 
GOSUB 9160 : QPT%=0 : MDEX%=17 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN 
' Deselect point - Ask for another. 
REM MENUIN =============~=========•===================================== 
IF ZC%=1 THEN GOSUB 11300 : RETURN 
IF QMENU%=0 GOTO 3160 ELSE D1%=-1 : D2%=1 : D3JcO 
IF DIAMEN%=1 AND LPNTJCAPTJ)=QMENUJ THEN 03%=8 
GOSUB 9200 : QMENU%=0 
MDEX%=8 : GOSUB 7100 
IF DIAMEN~=1 THEN GOSUB 4700 : RETURN 
IF DIAMEN%=2 OR DIAMEN%=3 THEN GOSUB 4800 RETURN 
REM --- alI other menus In MMIPART2 
MDEX%=28 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN 
' If MODIFY SCHEO running then goto MSCHEO. 
' Deselect any previous menu selection. 
' DISPLAY DIAGRAM menu. 
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REM BUZOFF •=•5===••==•==============•===•====•==========•====••======== 
GOSUB 110 : JNC%=120 : GOSUB 160 : PAUSEALRMI=IJTI : TCI=IJTI : MDEX%=39 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN 
1 Temporar II y s II ence a I arm be I I. 
REM GONOGO •=======•==••==•======•=•••===•=•=•==•=====•=======•========• 
D1%=0 : D2%z1 : D3%=1 : GOSUB 9200 ' Backlight key. 
IF GDTYPE%<>1 THEN MDEX%•38 : GOSUB 7100 : D1%=0 : D2%=1 : 03%=0 : GOSUB 9200 : QFCN%=0 : MDEX%=11 : GOSUB 7100 
RETURN ' Make sure DE displayed. 
IF FDEAM%=1 THEN MDEX%=44 a GOSUB 7100 01%=0 02%=1 : 03%=0 : GOSUB 9200 : QFCN%=0 : MOEX%=11 GOSUB 7100 : 
RETURN 1 Make sure In manual mode. 
IF QPT%=0 THEN MDEX%=17 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN ' Has point been selected. 
IF QFCN%<>1 GOTO 3540 ' Is function START/ENABLE. 
IF OSTATSCQPT%>•1 GOTO 3490 Is point disabled. 
IF SSEDSCQPT%)•1 AND CDBVLCQPT%>=0 GOTO 3490 Is point stopped. 
MOEX%=26 : GOSUB 7100 : GOTO 3580 ' Nope - give error. 
IF PHIERSCQPT%><=0 GOTO 3530 1 Is It a low-level point. 
IF DSTATSCPHIERSCQPT%))•1 GOTO 3520 Yes- Is higher level disabled. 
IF SSEDS<PHIERSCQPT%>>=0 OR CDBVLCPHIER%CQPT%))<>0 GOTO 3530 Is higher level not stopped. 
MDEX%•30 : GOSUB 7100 : GOTO 3580 ' Higher level disabled- give error. 
MDEX%=18 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN Ready to do lt. 
IF DSTATS<QPT%>=1 GOTO 3560 Is point disabled. 
IF SSEDS<QPT%)""0 OR CDBVL<QPT%>•1 GOTO 3570 1 Is point started. 
MDEX%=27 : GOSUB 7100 : GOTO 3580 I Nope - give error. 
MDEX%•18 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN ' OK - Ready to do lt. 
D1%=1 : D2%=2 : 03%""0 : GOSUB 9160 : QPT%•0 : MDEX%=17 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN 
1 Deselect point. 
REM DIAGRAM •••===•====•=••===••z=============•========================= 
QFCN%=3: 01%•0: D2%.z1: 03%=1: GOSUB 9200: QPT%=0: QMENU%=0: DIAMEN%=1: GOSUB 7200: MDEX%=21 GOSUB 7100 
: RETURN 1 Back I I ght key & draw menu. 
REM SETPT ======••=•====•=•====••================;====================== . 
QFCN%=4 : 01%•0 : D2%=1 : 03%c1 : GOSUB 9200 t Backl lght key. 
IF GDTYPE%<>1 THEN MOEX%"'38 : GOSUB 7100 : D1%=0 : D2%=1 : D3%"'0 : GOSUB 9200 : QFCN%=0 : MDEX%=1 1 : GOSUB 7100 
RETURN ' Make sure DE displayed. 
IF FDEAM%=1 THEN MDEX%=44 : GOSUB 7100 : D1%=0 : 02%==1 : 03%==0 : GO~UB 9200 : QFCN%=0 : P.10EX%=1 1 : GOSUB 7100 : 
RETURN ' ~,aka sure In manual mode. 
QMENU%=0 : IF QPT%•0 THEN MDEX%~17 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN ' ~eed to select a device. 
IF ADPT%<QPTS>=t THEN MDEX%=25 : GOSUB 7100 : DtS=t : D2%=2 : D3%=0 : GOSUB 9160 : QPT%=0 : MDEX%=17 : GOSUB 7100 
: RETURN ' Determine If control or monitor. 
IF LALARM%<=ABS<PTYPE%CQPT%>> AND ABSCPTYPE%<QPT%>><LALARM%+NALARM% THEN DIAMEN%=3 ELSE DIAMEN% 2 
1 Can not set digital alarm. 
GOSUB 7200 : MDEX%=15 : GOSUB 7100 : MDEX%=23 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN 
1 OK - Ready to do lt. 
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3900 QFCN%=5 : D1~=0 : D2~=l : D3J•1 : GOSUB 9200 1 Backlight key. 
3920 IF GDTYPE%<>1 THEN MDEX~=38 : GOSUB 7100 : D1~•0 : D2~=1 : D3~=0 : GOSUB 9200 : QFCN~=O : MDEX~=1 1 : GOSUB 7100 
RETURN 1 Make sure DE displayed. 
3930 IF FDEAM%=1 THEN QAMJ=O : PRINT n•c2•2•M•co•2•N-Manual Mode Selected For DE: ";TT$C1,DIAMENJ) : GOTO 3950 
' Select manual mode. 
";TT$C1,DIAMEN~) 
1 Select auto mode. 
3950 MDEX%=18 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN 1 OK - Ready to do ft. 
4299 REM CONFIRM ==================================:========================= 
43 00 TMJ =QFCNJ : QFCN~ =9 : D 1 ~ =0 : D2~ = 1 : D3~= 1 : GO SUB 9200 : QFCNJ=TMJ 
I Backl lght Key. 
4320 IF CQFCN~<=O) OR CQFCN~>8) THEN 4440 I Make sure function selected. 
4330 IF QFCN~=1 THEN IF QPT~>•l THEN GOSUB 5500 GOTO 4470 ELSE GOTO 4440 
4340 IF QFCN%=2 THEN IF QPT~>=1 THEN GOSUB 5800 
1 XSE 
GOTO 4470 ELSE GOTO 4440 
1 XSD 
4350 IF QFCN%=3 THEN IF QMENU%>•1 AND QMENU~<=NDES~ THEN GOSUB 6100 : GOTO 4470 ELSE GOTO 4440 
I XDD 
4360 IF QFCN%=4 THEN IF QPT~>=1 THEN GOSUB 6300 GOTO 4470 ELSE GOTO 4440 
I XSPL 
4370 IF QFCN~=5 THEN IF QAM~>=O THEN GOSUB 6400 : GOTO 4470 ELSE GOTO 4440 
4380 REM --- alI others fn MMIPART2 ---
4430 MDEX%=28 : GOSUB 7100 
4440 MDEX~=31 : GOSUB 7100 TM~=QFCN~ : QFCN~=9 : D1~=0 : D2~z1 
4450 IF QFCN~>O THEN D1%=0 D2~=1: D3~=1: GOSUB 9200: RETURN 
4460 MDEX%=11 : GOSUB 7100 RETURN 
4470 MDEX%=3 : GOSUB 7100 : QFCN~=9 : D1~=0 : D2~=1 : D3~=0 : GOSUB 
1 XAM 
1 OOPS. 
D3J=O : GOSUB 9200 : QFCNJ=TMJ 
1 Incomplete command -Deselect confirm. 
' Reselect function tf one had been chosen. 
• Ready to accept command. 
9200 : QFCN%=0 
' Completed command. 
4490 IF GDTYPE~=1 GOTO 4460 ELSE IF LDE~<>O AND SHUTDOWN%<>1 GOTO 4520 
1 Determine If we need to redisplay the DE. 
4510 PRINT CHRSC27);"0A1";CHR$C12);CHR${27);"0A3"; : GDTYPE~=-1 : GOTO 4460 
I Erase graphics area. 
4520 QMENU~=LDE~ : GOSUB 6100 : GOTO 4460 I Redisplay the last DE. 
4599 REM CANCEL ============================================================• 
4600 QFCN%=10 : D1~=0 : D2~=1 : D3~=1 : GOSUB 9200 : MDEX~=2 : GOSUB 7100 
' Backlight key. 
4620 IF GDTYPE~=1 THEN 4630 ELSE 4650 1 Is there a DE on the screen. 
4630 IF QPT%>0 THEN D1~=1 : D2~=2 : D3~=0 : GOSUB 9200 : GOTO 4670 ELSE GOTO 4670 
1 Deselect any selected point. 
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' Unable to redisplay last DE so erase graphics 
area. 
IF LDE%=0 GOTO 4640 ' Is It possible to redisplay the last DE. 
QMENU%=LDE% : DIAMEN%=LDES : GOSUB 6100 1 Redisplay the last DE. 
QFCNS=10 : QPT%=0 : QMENU%•0 : QAM%•-1 : ZC%=0 : QSCH%=0 1 Zero-out alI selection variables. 
01%•0 : 02%=1 : 03%~::0 : GOSUB 9200 : QFCN%=0 : MOEX%=11 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN 
1 Deselect cancel. 
JSc1 1 Loop till find which box selected. 
IF YTUCH%>=BOXLOC%<1%> GOTO 4740 
IS=JS+l : IF l%>NBOXES%CDIAMENJ) THEN MDEX%=53 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN ELSE GOTO 4720 
QMENU%•1%: DU•-1: D2Jc:2: D3%=1: GOSUB 9200: MDEX%=18: GOSUB 7100: RETURN 
1 Hlghl lght the selection. 
REM MLJN :accc:a:::=====••••=c:•c:••==•••••c:c:Dc:::aa:::c==========•======== 
I S=1 
IF YTUCH%>=BOXLOC%CJ%> GOTO 4840 
1%=1%+1 : IF IS>NBOXES%CDJAMEN%) THEN MDEX%=53 : GOSUB 7100 : 
Dl%=-1: 02%=2: D3%""1: QMENU%:r:JJ: GOSUB 9200 
MDEXJ:r:10 : GOSUB 7100 : ZIN$="" : GOSUB 200 
1%=1 : IF LENCZIN$)=0 GOTO 4910 
IF JNSTRC"0123456789",MIDSCZINS,J%,1))=0 GOTO 4910 
1%=1%+1 : IF I%>LENCZJN$) GOTO 4920 ELSE GOTO 4890 
MDEX%=36 : GOSUB 7100 : GOTO 4850 
IF QMENU%<>1 GOTO 4940 
1 Loop til I find which box selected. 
RETURN ELSE GOTO 4820 
' Highlight the selection. 
1 Get new value from operator Input. 
I Did operator type In something. 
' Make sure each character of Input Is 
1 Typo error. 
' Is It a new low limit. 
IF VALCZIN$)<HTMP THEN LTMP=VALCZJN$) GOTO 4990 ELSE MOEX%=32 : GOSUB 7100 : GOTO 4850 
a digit. 
' Make sure It Is In range before storing. 
IF QMENU%<>3 GOTO 4960 1 Is It a new high limit. 
IF VALCZIN$)>LTMP THEN HTMP=VALCZIN$) : GOTO 4990 ELSE MDEX%=29 : GOSUB 7100 : GOTO 4850 
' Make suro It Is In range before storing. 
IF QMENU%<>2 GOTO 4980 1 Is It a :-~ew set pol nt. 
IF CVALCZIN$)>LTMP) AND CVALCZIN$)<HTMP) THEN STMP=VALCZIN$) : GOTO 4990 EL3E MDEX%=35 ; GOSUB 7100 : GOTO 4850 
1 Make sure It Is In range before storing. 
MDEX%=28 : GOSUB 7100 1 OOPS. 
D1%=-1 : D2S=2 : D3S=O : GOSUB 9200 : MDEX%=23 : GOSUB 7100 : MDEX%~19 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN 
' Deselect menu Item - ready for another. 
REM XSE ===============,..•= .. ========================================~==== 
DSTATSCQPT%)=0 : J%=0 : IF SSED%CQPT%)=1 THEN COBVLCQPT%)=1 1 Enable and/or Start point. 
PRINT n•c2-Devlce ";PNAME$CABSCPTYPE%CQPT%>>,2>;" Started/Enabled" 
D1S"'1: D2%"'1 : D3%=2: GOSUB 9200: 1%=1: IF PTYPE%CQPT%)>0 GOTO 5680 
Redraw symbol. 
5570 IF IS=QPT% GOTO 5660 ELSE TM%~1% 
5590 IF PHIER%CTM%l=QPT% GOTO 5610 
Must also start/enable points tied to QPT% so 
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TM%=PHIER%CTM%) : IF TM%=0 GOTO 5660 ELSE GOTO 5590 
DSTAT%<1%>=0 I Found one - so enable ft. 
IF SSED%CI%)=1 THEN IF ABSCPTYPE%CQPT%>>=4 THEN 
CDBVLCI%)=1 : GOTO 5640 ELSE GOTO 5660 
PRINT n•c2-Devlce : ";PNAMESCABSCPTYPE%CIJ)),2);" Started" 
I also start It If applicable. 
PRINT n•c2-Devlce ";PNAME$CABS(PTYPE%CI%)),2);" Enabled" 
IF LPNT%<1%)<>DIAMEN% GOTO 5660 ' Is point on current DE. 
TP%=QPT% : QPT%=1% : Dl%•1 : D2%=1 : D3%•2 : GOSUB 9200 : QPT%=TP% 
1%=1%+1 : IF I%<=NRTPTS% GOTO 5570 
IF QPT%=25 THEN J%=25 : QPT%=4 : DSTAT%CQPT%)=0 : CDBVLCQPT%)=1 
";PN%CABSCPTYPE%CQPT%)),2);" Started" : GOTO 5540 
IF QPT%=4 AND J%=25 THEN QPT%=25 : J%=0 
IF QPT%=APT% THEN GOSUB 9000 
D 1% = 1 : D2%=2 : 03%=0 : GO SUB 9200 
QPT%=0 : RETURN 
' If so, redraw ft. 
1 Loop tl I I checked entire database. 
: PRINT n•c2-Devlce : 
' Special case- must also start pumping 
mechanism. 
1 Return from special case. 
1 IF QPT% Is current alarm then cal I ADISABLE. 
' Deselect point. 
' Done. 
REM XSD ================================================================ 
IF SSED%CQPT%)=1 THEN CDBVLCQPT%>=0 ELSE DSTAT%CQPT%>=1 ' Stop or disable point. 
PRINT n•c2-Devlce ";PNAME$CABSCPTYPE%CQPTJ)),2);" Stopped/Disabled" 
D1%=1: 02%=1: D3%"'0: GOSUB 9200: IF PTYPE%CQPT:£)>0 GOTO 6000 1 Redraw symbol. 
1%=1 I Must loop to also stop/disable points tied to 
IF I%=QPT% GOTO 5980 ELSE TM%=1% 
IF PHIER%CTM%>=QPT% GOTO 5910 
TM%=PH I ER% CTM%) : IF TM%•0 GOTO 5980 ELSE GOTO 5890 
QPT%. 
' Do not reprocess QPT%. 
' Is point tied to QPT%. 
Loop till found highest In path. 
Found one - Is It stopable. IF SSED%CI%>=O GOTO 5940 
IF SSED%CQPT%>=0 GOTO 5980 ELSE CDBVLCI%)=0 : PRINT "NC2-Devlce ";PNAMESCABSCPTYPE%<1%>>,2>;" Stopped" : GOTO 5960 
r If Initial command was to stop then also stop 
this point. 
DSTAT%<1%)=1: PRINT n•c2-Devlce ";PNAMESCABSCPTYPE%CIJ)),2);", Disabled" 
IF LPNT%C I%)<>DiAMEN% GOTO 5980 
TP%=QPT% : QPT%=1% : 01%=1 : 02%=1 03%=0 GOSUB 9200 
r Initial command was disable so disable this 
point. 
' Is point on current DE. 
QPT%=TP% 
' Yes - so redraw lt. 
1%=1%+1 : IF I%<=NRTPTS% GOTO 5870 1 Loop tl I I checked entire database. 
IF QPT%=APT% THEN GOSUB 9000 ' If QPT% Is current alarm then cal I ADISABLE. 
D U = 1 : D2% =2 : D3%=0 : GO SUB 9200 ' Dese I ect poInt. 
QPT%=0 : RETURN I Done. 
REM XDD ===========•===•==============================•=============;=== 
TMS="DIA"+MIDSCSTRSCQMENU%),2) : DOS"DRAW "+TM$ 1 Get static DE Image from disk. 
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6150 D1%=1: D2%=3: D3% .. 0: IF LPNT%CI%)<>QMENU% GOTO 6210 1 Loop to draw symbols- check If on this DE. 
6170 IF SSED%CI%>~t THEN IF CDBVLCI%)=1 THEN D3%=D3%+2 : GOTO 6190 ELSE GOTO 6190 
' Select color for start/stop. 
6180 IF DSTAT%CI%)•0 THEN D3%=D3%+2 
6190 IF APT%=1% THEN D3%=D3%+8 
I Select color for enable/disable. 
1 Select flash or non-flash. 
6200 QPT%=1% : GOSUB 9200 : QPT%=0 I Draw symbol. 
6210 1%=1%+1 : IF 1%<=NRTPTS% GOTO 6150 ' Loop tl I I checked entire database. 
6220 GDTYPE%=1 : DIAMEN%=QMENU% : QMENU%=0 LDE%=DIAMEN% IF QFCN%=3 THEN FDEAM%=1: QFCN%=5: D1%=0: D2%=1: D3S=O 























: GOSUB 9200 : QFCN%=0 
PRINT CHR $ ( 27) ; "OA3"; : RETURN I Return to text window - done. 
LOLIMCQPT%>=LTMP : HILIMCQPT%>=HTMP : SPTCQPT%)=STMP 1 Replace permanent with temporary storage. 
PRINT n•c2-New Set Point/Limits Accepted For Point: ";PNAME$CABSCPTYPE%CQPT%)),2) 
IF QPTS=APT% THEN GOSUB 9000 1 If point was current alarm then cal I ADISABLE. 
QPT%=0 : RETURN 1 Done. 
REM XAM ======================••===•=======•==========•========•======== 
FDEAM%=QAM% : 01%•0 : D2%=1 : D3%=0 : GOSUB 9200 ' Set flag and redraw key. 
PRINT n•c2-Mode Changed On DE: ";TT$C1,DIAMEN%> : QA%•-1 :RETURN 
' Done. 
REM DISMESS ============•===========•==========================••======= 
DOS "ACCESS 5"+STR$CMDEX%> : LINEINPUT 15;MESS$ : PRINT MESS$;"•M•co•2•N•C2" : RETURN 
' Get message from disk and display ft. 
REM OMENU ========••===••=====•================================•======== 
PRINT CHR$(27);"0A1";"•M•co·N";CHR$(12) : PRINT ' Erase graphics area. 
PRINT SPCCC85-CLENCTT$CDIAMEN%,0))*2))•2);"•X2,.Y2,.C5";TT$CDIAMEN%,O>;"•X1,•Y1,"; 
I Display menu title. 
IF D I AMEN%=2 OR D I AMEN% a:3 THEN L TMP=L OL I M ( QPT%) : HTMP=H I' I M ( QPT%) : S TMP=SPT ( QPT%) 
D1%=-1 : D2%=3 : D3%=0 : FOR 1%=1 TO NBOXES%(DIAMEN%> : Q4ENU% 
LPNT%CAPT%>=QMENU% THEN D3%:8 ELSE D3%=0 
GOSUB 9200 : NEXT 1% 
GDTYPE%=0 : QMENU%=0: PRINT CHR$C27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
REM ADISABLE ================•=================~=====~=== 
' If SET p;/LIM then set up temporary storage. 
I% : IF APT%: 0 AND QFCN%=3 THEN IF 
' Loop for number of choices and select coLor. 
' Display <ach choice In correct color - loop 
till dcnf. · 
' Ret.Jrn tl text window. 
GOSUB 110 : I NC%=300 : GOSUB 160 
AQUEICO,BQUE%>=APT% : AQUE#C1,BQUE%>=1JTI : BQUE%=BQUE%+1 
' ; ~ i' c u r t r. t t I m fl p I u s ~- m I n :J t e s • 
IF BQUE :•M.JUEf -.HEN BQUE%=0 
' Put al~rr! info In queue. 
9090 IF BQUE%=TQUE% THEN PRINT n•c4•1 !SYSTEM ERROR - Alarm Queue 
9115 D1%=3 : GOSUB 9200 
Overflow!"'2" : ~;DEX%=28 : GOSUB 7100 
' Check for overflow. 
' Turn off alarm Indicator. 
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REM Pre-DRAWIT Color Selection -----------------------------------------
IF SSED%CQPT~)=1 THEN IF CDBVL(QPT%>~1 THEN D3~=D3%+2 ELSE D3%=D3%+0 ELSE IF DSTAT~CQPT%>=0 THEN D3~=D3%+2 
' Select Point color. 
IF QPT~=APT~ THEN D3%=D3~+8 ' Select blInk If current alarm. 
GOTO 9200 ' Ready to drawlt. 
REM DRAWIT ==•==•=•=======•========•=•==••====•========================= 
IF D1~<>-1 GOTO 9360 1 Is It a menu. 
REM MENU 
PRINT CHR$(27);"0A1•M•co•N"; : IF CD3~ AND 1)<>0 THEN PRINT n•c6•F•G+"; ELSE PRINT n•c3•F•G+"; 
IF CD3~ AND 8)<>0 THEN PRINT n•c5•1"; 
PLOT 30,BOXLOC~CQMENU%J,59,BOXLOC%CQMENU%J+29 
PRINT CHR$(21 );"•L•K•un; : PLOT 90,BOXLOC~CQMENU%>+20 
TM$=TT$CDIAMEN~,QMENU~) : PRINT TM$; 
IF QFCN%<>4 GOTO 9350 
IF QMENU~=1 THEN VTMP=LTMP ELSE IF QMENU%=2 THEN VTMP=STMP ELSE VTMP=HTMP 
PRINT USING " III.I";VTMP 
PRINT n•2";CHR$C27);"0A3"; RETURN 
IF D 1 ~ < >0 GOTO 9660 1 Is It a t u net I on key. 
REM FKEY 
IF CD2% AND 1)•0 THEN RETURN 
PRINT CHRSC27);"0A2"; : IF CD3~ AND 1)<>0 THEN PRINT n•c6"; ELSE PRINT n•c";RIGHT$CSTR$CKCOLR%C1,QFCN%)),1) 
X1%=FKLOC%CQFCN%) : X2%=Xt%+46 : Y1%•63 : Y2%=116 
PRINT n•F•G+"; : PLOT X1%,Y1~,X2~,Y2~ : NLNS~=O 
FOR NKNT%=1 TO 3 : IF LENCKTEXT$(NKNT~,QFCN%>><>0 THEN NLNS%=NLNS%+1 
NEXT NKNT~ 
IF CQFCN~=5) AND (GDTYPE~=1) THEN NLNS%•1 
IF NLNS~ 1 THEN Yt~=22 ELSE IF NLNS%=2 THEN Yl~=tt ELSE Yl%=6 
Y2%=116-Yt% : PRINT ".M.C";RIGHT$CSTRSCKCOLR%C1,QFCN%J),1);"~N•cn;RIGHT$CSTR$CKCOLR%C2,QFCN%JJ,1) 
PRINT CHR$(21); : IF D3~*1 THEN PRINT rt•M•c6•N•CO"; ' 
FOR NKNT%=1 TO 3 
TM$=KTEXT$CNKNT%,QFCN%> : IF CQFCN%<>5) OR CGDTYPE%<>1) GOTO 9580 
IF FDEAM~=1 THEN TM$=LEFT$CKTEXT$(1,5),LENCKTEXTSC1,5)}-t) PRINT n•ct"; ELSE TM$=KTEXT$C3,~) PRINT n•c4"; 
L%=LENCTM$) : IF L%=0 GOTO 9640 
X2%=X1~+(47-(6*L~})/2 
PRINT n•K•un; :PLOT X2%,Y2% :PRINT TM$ 
IF NKNT%=NLNS~ GOTO 9650 
Y2%=Y2~-Y1~-t0 
NEXT NKNT~ 
PRINT CHR$(21);CHR$(27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
IF D1~<>1 GOTO 11000 
REM SYMBOL 
PQ%=ABSCPTYPE~CQPT~)) : SL~=LENCSID$CPQ%>> 
rn 
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9700 PRINT CHR$(27);"0A1"; ; IF (02% AND 2)=0 GOTO 10350 
9710 REM BORDER 
9720 X1%=PX%CQPTJ) : Y1%=PY$CQPT%> 
9730 IF PQ%<~2 THEN X2%=X1$+29 : Y2%=Y1$+29 : GOTO 9790 
9740 IF PQJ<L IND% THEN X2$=X1%+21 : Y2%=Y1%+21 : GOTO 9790 
9750 IF PQ%<17 THEN X2%=X1%+27 : Y2JcY1$+17 : GOTO 9790 
9760 IF PQ%=18 THEN X2%=X1%+45 ; Y2%~Y1%+59 : GOTO 9790 
9770 IF PQ%<>20 GOTO 9860 
9780 X2%=X1%+75 : Y2%=Yt%+63 
9790 IF PQJ<LINDJ GOTO 9800 ELSE PRINT n•c1"; : GOTO 9810 
9800 IF CD3% AND 1)•0 THEN PRINT n•c3"; ELSE PRINT n•c6"; 
9810 IF (03% AND 8)<>0 THEN PRINT n•t"; 
9820 PRINT n•G("; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y1%,X2%,Y2%,X1%,Y2%,X1%,Y1% : PRINT n•2"; 
9830 IF D2$<>3 THEN PRINT CHR$(21);CHR$(27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
9840 X1%,..X1$+1 : X2%•X2%-1 : YlS"'YJ%+1 : Y2%•Y2$-1 
9850 PRINT n•co•G<"; :PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y1%,X2%,Y2%,X1%,Y2%,X1%,Y1% : PRINT CHR$(21) GOTO 10350 
9860 PRINT n•ct"; : IF PQ%<>19 GOTO 10000 
9880 XC%=PX% ( QPT%) + 11 : YCJ=PYJ ( QPT%) +11 
9890 IF QPT%=84 GOTO 9950 
9900 PRINT n•G)"; : PLOT XC%,YC%,11,90,270 
9910 PRINT n•G<"; :PLOT XC%+11,YC%,XC%+14,YC%,XC%+14,YC%+15,XC%-1,YC%+15 
9920 PRINT n•co•G)"; : PLOT XC$,YC%,10,90,270 
9930 PRINT n•G("; :PLOT XC%+10,YC%,XC%+10,YC%+1,XC$+13,YC%+1,XC%+13,YC%+14,XC%-1,YC%+14 
9940 IF D2%=3 GOTO 10350 ELSE PRINT CHR$(21 );CHRSC27);"0A3"; : RETURN 
9950 PRINT n•G)"; : PLOT XCS,YC%,11 ,180,270 
9960 PRINT n•G("; :PLOT XC%-11,YC%,XC%-14,YC%,XC%-14,YC%+15,XC%,YC%+15 
9970 PRINT n•co•G)"; : PLOT XCS,YC%,10,180,270 
9980 PRINT n•Gc"; : PLOT XC%-10,YC%,XC%-10,YC%+1,XC$-13,YC%+1,XC%-13,YC%+14,XC$,YC%+14 
9990 IF D2%=3 GOTO 10350 ELSE PRINT CHR$C21);CHR$C27); 11 0A3";: r{ETURN 
10000 IF PQ%<>17 GOTO 10050 
10010 XCS=PXJCQPT%)+11 : YCJ"'PYJ<QPT%)+11 
10020 PRINT n•G*"; :PLOT XCJ,YC%,11 
10030 PRINT n•co•G*"; : PLOT XCJ,YC%,10 
10040 IF D2%=3 GOTO 10350 ELSE PRINT CHR$C21);CHR$C27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
10050 IF PQ%<>21 GOTO 10180 
10060 X1J=PX%CQPT%> : X2%=X1%+29 : X3%=X2%+6 : X4J=X1$-6 : Y1%=PY%CQPT%> Y2%=Y1%+37 
10070 PRINT n•G<"; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y1%,X3%,Y2%,X4$,Y2%,X1%,YI% 
10080 X2J=X1%+8 : X3J=X2%+14 : Y2%=Y1%-8 
10090 PRINT n•G("; : PLOT X2%,Y1%,X2J,Y2%,X3%,Y2%,X3%,Y1% 
10100 X2%=X1%+2 : X3J=X2%+25 : X4%=X1%+13 : Y2%=Y1%+37 : Y3%=Y2%+2 Y4%=Y3$+3 
10110 PRINT n•G("; : PLOT X2%,Y2%,X2J,Y3%,X3%,Y3%,X3%,Y2% 
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X1%=PX%CQPT%>+1 : X2%=X1%+27 : X3%=X2%+6 : X4%=Xt%-6 : Y1%=PY%CQPT%)+1 Y2%=Y1%+35 
PRINT n•co•GC"; : PLOT X1%.Y1%.X2%.Y1%.X3%.Y2%.X4%.Y2%.Xt%.Yt% 
X2%=Xt%+8 : X3%=X2%+12 : Yt%=Yt%-2 : Y2%=Yt%-6 
PRINT n•G<"; : PLOT X2%.Yt%.X2%.Y2%,X3%.Y2%.X3%,Yt%.X2%.Y1% 
IF D2%=3 GOTO 10350 ELSE PRINT CHR$(21);CHRSC27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
IF PTYPE%CQPT%)<>22 GOTO 10300 
X1%=PX%CQPT%> : Y1%=PY%CQPT%> 
X2%=X1%+27 : X3%=Xt%+5 : X4%=X2%-5 : X5%=X3%+9 : Y2%=Y1%+27 : Y3%=Y2%+2 Y4%=Y3%+3 
PRINT n•GC"; : PLOT X1%.Yt%.X2%,Y1%.X2%.Y2%,X1%,Y2%,Xt%,Y1% 
PRINT n•GC"; : PLOT X3%,Y2%,X3%,Y3%,X4%,Y3%,X4%,Y2% 
PRINT n•GC"; : PLOT X3%,Y3%,X5%.Y4%,X4%,Y3% 
Xt%=Xt%+t ; X2%=X1%+25 : X3%=Xt%+5 : X4%=X2%-5 : X5%=X3%+8 : Yt%=Yt%+1 Y2%=Y1%+25 Y3%=Y2%+2 
Y5%=Y4%+1 
PRINT n•N•co•GC"; : PLOT X1%,Yt%,X2%,Y1%,X2%,Y2%,Xt%,Y2%,X1%,Y1% 
PRINT n•G'"; : PLOT X3%,Y3%,X4%,Y3% 
X3%=X3%+5 : X4%=X4%-5 
PRINT n•GC"; : PLOT X3%,Y4%,X5%,Y5%,X4%,Y4%,X3%,Y4% 
IF D2%=3 GOTO 10350 ELSE PRINT CHRSC21 );CHR$(27);"0A3"; : RETURN 
REM COIL 
Xt%=PX%CQPT%> : X2%=Xt%+7 : Y1%=PY%CQPT%) : Y2%=Yt%+19 
PRINT »•G("; : PLOT Xt%,Yt%,X2%,Yt%,X2%,Y2%,X1%.Y2%,X1%.Y1% 
PRINT u•co•G<";: PLOT X1%+1,Yt%+t,X2%-1,Y1%+t,X2%-1,Y2%-1,Xl%+1,Y2%-1,Xt%+t,Y1%+1 
PRINT n•ct•G'"; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y2% 
REM INTERIOR 
IF CD2% AND 1)=0 THEN PRINT CHR$(21);CHRSC27); 11 0A3"; :RETURN 
Xt%=PX%<QPT%>+2 : Yt%=PY%CQPT%)+2 : PQ%=ABSCPTYPE%CQPT%>> 
IF PQ%<=2 THEN X2%=X1%+25 : Y2%=Y1%+25 : GOTO 10450 
IF PQ%>=LIND% GOTO 10400 ELSE X2%=X1%+17 : Y2%=Y1%+17 : GOTO 10450 
IF PQ%<17 THEN X2%=X1%+23 : Y2%=Y1%+13 GOTO 10450 
IF PQ%=18 THEN X2%=X1%+41 : Y2%=Y1%+54: GOTO 10450 
IF PQ%=20 THEN X2%=Xt%+71 : Y2%=Y1%+58 : GOTO 10450 
IF PQ%=22 THEN X2%=X1%+23 : Y2%=Y1%+22 : GOTO 10450 
IF PQ%<>23 GOTO 10750 ELSE X2%=X1%+3 : Y2%=Y1%+15 
IF CD3% AND 2)<>0 THEN PRINT " 101 C2"; ELSE PRINT IIMCO"; 
PRINT ".F.,..G+"; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y2% : PRINT "•L"; 
IF PQ%=23 THEN PRINT n•ct•G'"; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y2% 
PRINT CHR$(21) : IF SL%=0 THEN PRINT CHRSC27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
Y3%=Y2%-<CY2%-Y1%-9)/2) : L%=SL% 
IF CPQ%=1) OR CPQ%=2} OR CPQ%=18) THEN Y3%=Y2%-CCY2%-Y1%-19)/2) L%=3 
IF PQ%=18 THEN L%=2 
X3%=X1%+CX2%-X1%-<6*L%+2))/2+1 : TM$=LEFT$CSID$CPQ%>,L%) 
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10570 PRINT n•c1"; : IF CD3% AND 2)<>0 THEN PRINT n•M•c2•Nn; ELSE PRINT n•M•co·N"; 
10580 PRINT n•K•U"; : PLOT X3%,Y3% : PRINT TMS : X3%=X3%+6*L% 
10600 IF CCD3% AND 2)•0) OR CPOS<LI%> THEN PRINT n•co"; ELSE PRINT n•c2"; 
10610 PRINT n•F•G+"; : PLOT X3%,Y3%,X3%+1,Y3%-9 : PRINT n•L";CHRSC21);"•C3"; 
10630 IF CPQ%<>1) AND CPQ%<>2) THEN PRINT n•c1"; : GOTO 10650 
10640 L%•1 : GOTO 10660 
10650 IF PQ%=18 THEN L%=6 ELSE GOTO 10740 
10660 REM LINE2 
10680 Y3%=Y3%-10 : X3%=X1%+CX2%-X1%-C6*L%+2))/2+1 
10700 TMS=RIGHTSCSISCPOJ>,L%> : PRINT n•K•U"; :PLOT X3%,Y3% : PRINT TMS 
10720 X3%=X3%+6*L% : IF CCD3% AND 2)=0) OR CPQJ<LI%> THEN PRINT n•con; ELSE PRINT n•c2"; 
10730 PRINT n•F•G+"; :PLOT X3%,Y3%,X3%+1,Y3%-9 :PRINT n•L"; CHR$(21) 
10740 PRINT CHRSC27);"0A3 11 ; :RETURN 
10750 REM ODD 
10760 IF (D3% AND 2)<>0 THEN PRINT n•c2"; ELSE PRINT n•con; 
10770 IF PQ%=21 GOTO 10920 
10790 X3%=X1%+9 : Y3%•Y1%+9 : IF PQ%•17 GOTO 10830 
10800 REM PUMP 
10810 IF QPT%<>84 THEN X4%=X3%+12 ELSE X4%=X3%-12 
10820 PRINT ".F.G+"; : PLOT X3%,Y3%+2,X4%,Y3%+11 
10830 REM PUMP/TC 
10840 PRINT n•F•G*"; :PLOT X3%,Y3%,9 :PRINT n•L";CHR$(21) 
10860 IF PQ%<>17 THEN PRINT CHRSC27);"0A3 11 ; : RETURN 
10880 X4%=X3%-6 : Y4%=Y3%+5 : IF CD3% AND 2)<>0 THEN PRINT n•M•C2"; ELSE PRINT ".M.CO"; 
10890 PRINT n•N•c1•K•U"; : PLOT X4%,Y4% : PRINT SIDSCPQ%> 
10900 IF CD3% AND 2)<>0 THEN PRINT n•c2"; ELSE PRINT n•co"; 
10910 PRINT n•F•G+•; :PLOT X4%+11,Y4%,X4%+12,Y4%-9 :PRINT n•L";CHR$(21); CHR$C27);"0A3"; 
10920 REM TOWER 
10930 X2%=X1%+25 : X3%=X2%+6 : X4%=X1%-6 : Y2%=Y1%+32 
10940 IF CD3% AND 2)=0 THEN PRINT n•co•1"; ELSE PRINT n•M•c2•N•C2"; 
10950 PRINT n•G("; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y1%,X3%,Y2%,X4%,Y2%,Xt%,Yt% 
10960 IF CD3% AND 2)=0 THEN PRINT n•M•1•co•N•1•C0 11 ;CHRSC14); ELSE PRINT ".M.C2*2~N-C2"; 
10970 PRINT n•K•U"; :PLOT X1%+5,Y1%+5 :PRINT n•>4"; 
10980 IF CD3% AND 2)=0 THEN PRINT n•2•M•2•co• : 8";CHR$C12); 11 • : F•co•N•2 11 ;CHR$(15); 
10990 PRINT n•L";CHRSC21);CHRSC27); 11 0A3"; :RETURN 
11000 REM ALARM 
11020 PRINT CHRS(27);"0A1 11 ; : X1%=5 : X2%:118 : Yt%=457 : Y2%=506 
11030 IF Dt%=3 THEN PRINT n•co 11 ; ELSE PRINT n•t•C4"; 
11040 PRINT n•F•G+"; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y2% : PRINT n•z•L";CHR$C21); 
11050 IF D1%=3 GOTO 11070 
11060 PRINT n•M•1•c4•N•z•c7·x3,•Y4,•K•U"; :PLOT 17,501 :PRINT "ALARM"; 
11070 PRINT n•x1,.Y1,•M•2•co•N";CHR$C21J;CHRSC27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
RETURN 
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1 REM MMIPART2 - Secondary Program Segment 
2 REM ======== (semi-condensed form -- annotated) 
3 REM 
4 REM GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
5 REM ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION, COMMAND & CONTROL DIVISION 
6 REM Development Team: B.B.Wise, R.C.Coleburn, J.S.Cathcart, B.S.Rice 
7 REM Initial Release- REV 1.00- May 1982 
8 REM 
9 IF MC%=0 THEN DOS "CHAIN MMI INIT" ' Wrong sequence- run MMI INIT first. 
10 MC%=2 : GOTO 250 1 Set flag that MMIPART2 now running. 
30 STOP ' Fal 1-Sate, 
m 69 REM KB ISR (Keyboard ISR) •••===•===============z======================== 
~ 70 IF ERR=24 THEN TS•INPC&H4A) ELSE ON ERROR 10 GOTO 0 
o 80 IF T%•8 THEN IF LENCZIN$)>0 THEN PRINT CHR$C27);"0A3";CHR$(8);" ";CHR$C8>;CHR$(27)J"0AO"; 
ZINS=LEFTSCZINS,LENCZJN$)-1) :RESUME 
90 IF TS<>13 THEN IF TS<320RTS>126 THEN RESUME ELSE PRINT CHRSC27l;"OA3";CHR$CTJ);CHR$C27);"0A0"; ZIN$=ZIN$+CHR$CT%) 
: RESUME ELSE KlSR%•1 : PRINT CHR$C27);"0A3"; : PRINT : PRINT CHR$C27);"0AO"; : RESUME 
100 MDEX%=28 : GOSUB 7100 : STOP . 1 Fal 1-Safe. 
109 REM GJTS =•============================================================= 
110 H%=PEEKC&H4321) : M%=PEEKC&H4322) : S%=PEEKC&H4323) : IF PEEKC&H4324)=1 THEN GOTO 120 ELSE 
CJT#=YS*1000000000#+D%*1000000#+H%*10000#+M%*100#+SS : RETURN 
120 D%=D%+1 : POKE &H4324,0 : IF Y%MOD4=0 THEN TP%=366 : M1%~t ELSE TP%=365 : Ml$=0 
130 YS=YS+DS•TP% : DS=DSMODTP% : MT%•0 : JF Y%>99 THEN MDEX%=28 : GOSUB 7100 
140 MTS=MT%+1 : IF D%>JDAYSCMT%,M1$) THEN 140 
150 CJTI=Y%*1000000000#+DS*1000000#+H%*10000#+MS*100#+S% : IF MT%>1 THEN D%=M2JMODJDAY%CMT%-1,M1%> :RETURN ELSE 
M2S=D% : RETURN 
159 REM IJTS ====E======================================~======= =========== 
160 S9S=S%+1N% : M9%=M%+S9%•6o : S9%=S9%MOD60 : H9S=H%+M9%•60 : M9%=M9%MOD60 : P9%~D%+H9%•24 : H9%=H9%MOD24 : IF 
Y%MOD4=0 THEN TP%=366 ELSE TP%=365 
170 Y9S=Y%+DS•TPS : D9S=D9%MODTP% : IF Y9%>99 THEN MDEX%=28 : GOSUB 7100 
180 IJT#=Y9%*1000000000#+D9%*1000000#+H9%*10000#+M9%*100#+S9% : RETURN 
190 REM EXEC =============================================================== 
200 TISR%=0 : 10%=1 : ON ERROR It GOTO 70 'Keyboard enable - entry point. 
201 IF HC%>0 GOTO 220 ELSE GOSUB 110 ' Do not display time when help Is running~ 
210 PRINT CHR$C27);"0AO";CHR$(28); :PRINT USING"**/";MT%,M2%; : PRINT USING"** ";Y%; : PRINT USING''** : ";H%,M%; 
PRINT USING"**";S%; : PRINT CHR$(27);"0A3"; ' Update tlmo display. 
220 IF BOUE%=TOUES GOTO 240 ELSE lf AOUE#(1,TOUE%>>CJTI GOTO 240 I Check alarm queue. 
230 DSTATSCAOUE#CO,TOUE%>>=0 : TOUE%=TOUE%+1 : IF TOUES•MOUES THEN TQUE%=0 
240 IF FDEAM%=1 AND CJT#>UC# AND 10%<>1 THEN GOSUB 1800 1 Check If ready to update. 
250 IF PEEKC&H42A0)=1 AND HC%=0 AND 10%=0 THEN GOSUB 2100 : POKE&H42AO,O 
' Check for touch panel Input. 
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260 IF KISR%=1 THEN IQ%=0 : KISR%=0 : ON ERROR 10 GOTO 0 : PRINT CHRSC27);"0A3"; : RETURN 
' Check for keyboard Input. 
270 GOSUB 110 : IF SALARM%=1 AND PAUSEALRMI<=CJTI AND TCI<=CJTI THEN INC%=5 : GOSUB 160 : TC#=IJT# : PRINT CHR$(7); 
' Check If ready to sound alarm. 
280 IF SHUTDOWN%<>1 GOTO 201 ELSE ON ERROR 10 GOTO 0 : POKE&H4220,1 ' Check for shutdown. 
290 DOS "DRAW SHUTDOWN" : PRINT CHRSC27);"0A1•M•co•N";CHRSC12);CHRSC27);"W";CHR$(27);"0A3"; 
' Perform shutdown. 
300 MDEX%=16 : GOSUB 7100 : NEW : END 
1500 REM HELP ==c===============;===================~======================= 
1510 HC%=1 ' Set flag that help Is running. 
1530 HS="HLP"+MIDSCSTRSCHC%),2) : DOS "DRAW "+HS ' Retrieve help buffer file from disk. 
1550 PRINT CHRSC12);CHRSC28);"•=•K";CHR$C27);"W.J"; 1 Display on screen. 
~ 1560 MDEX%=24 : GOSUB 7100 : ZINS="" : GOSUB 200 ' Walt for operator response. 
N 1570 HC%=HC%+1 ' Advance to next help screen. 
1620 IF ZINS<>"S" AND HC%<=NHELPBF% GOTO 1530 I Continue until last screen displayed or 
operator ready to stop. 
1650 HC%=0 : DOS "DRAW MMISCRN" : PRINT CHRSC12);CHRSC28);"•=";CHRSC27); 11 W"; 
I Turn off flag, redraw operator screen. 
1660 PRINT n•w396502510492•M•2•c6•N•2•co•p•K";CHRSC27);"0AI"; ' Define time window. 
1670 PRINT n•wo01130510451•M•2•co•N•2•ct•p•K";CHRSC27);"0A2"; ' Define graphics window. 
1680 PRINT n•wo01051510128•M•2•co•N•2•ct•P•K";CHRSC27); 11 0A3"; I Define function key window. 
1690 PRINT n•w001001510049•M•2•co•N•2•c2•R•J"; 1 Define text window. 
1700 TP%=QFCN%: QFCN%=5: D1%=0: D2%=1; D3%=0: GOSUB 9200 QFCN%=TP%: GDTYPE%=-1: RETURN 
' Done. 
1799 REM UPDATE =====•============================z=================%======= 
1800 SIM%=SIM%+1 : IF SIM%>NNSIM% THEN SIM%=1 ' Read In next simulation array. 
1820 DOS "ARYLOAD SIM"+MIDSCSTRSCSIM%),2)+" NWVL" : TM% 1 
1840 IF DSTAT%CTM%l=1 GOTO 1930 
1850 IF NWVLCTM%>=CDBVLCTMJ) GOTO 1930 
' Ignore disabled points. 
' Do not process points whose value has not 
changed. 
1860 CDBVLCTM%)=NWVLCTM%) : IF SSED%CTM%):1 AND GDTYPE%=1 AND DIAMEN%=LPNT%CTM%> THEN TP%=QPT% : QPT%=TM% : DlJ=l 
D2%=3 : D3%=0 : GOSUB 9150 : QPT%=TP% 
1870 IF ABSCPTYPE%CTM%))<LALARM% OR ABSCPTYPE%CTM%))>=LALARM%+NALARM% 
IF ADPT%CTM%)<>0 GOTO 1970 
1 Recolor point on screen If. necessary. 
GOTO 1930 
Can point generate an alarm. 








IF CCDBVLCTM%)<LOLIMCTM%)) OR CCDBVLCTM%)>HILIMCTM%)) 
IF ASTAT%CTM%)<>1 GOTO 1930 
GOTO 1980 ' Check tor dnalog alarm. 
ASTAT%CTM%)=0 : ANPT%=TM% : GOSUB 2200 
TMJ=TM%+1 : IF TM%<=NRTPTS% GOTO 1840 
DBRDY%= 1 : GOSUB 110 : I NC%=UT% : GOSUB 160 
IF CDBVLCTM%)<>ALARMVL%CTM%> GOTO 1900 
IF ASTAT%CTM%)<>0 GOTO 1930 
UCI=IJTI 
Was point previously In alarm. 
Annunciate change. 
' Loop for all points. 
RETURN ' Update time flag. 
'Check for digital alarm. 
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ASTATSCTM%>=1 : APTS=TMS : ANPT~=TM% : GOSUB 2200 : GOTO 1930 ' Annunciate change. 







CXS=PEEKC&H42A2) : CYS=PEEKC&H42A3) ' Get touch coordinates from TPDRIVER. 
XTUCHS=FIX(CALC1 )+CAL(2)*CX%+CALC3)*CX% 0 2+CAL(4)*CX~ 0 3) ' Calculate screen coordinates. 
YTUCHS=FIX(CAL(5)+CALC6)*CYS+CAL(7)*CY% 0 2+CALC8)*CY% 0 3) 
IF XTUCHS<OORXTUCH%>511 THEN IF XTUCH%>511 THEN XTUCH%=511 ELSE XTUCH~=O 
' Validate X. 
2130 IF YTUCHS<OORYTUCH%>511 THEN IF YTUCH%>511 THEN YTUCH%=511 ELSE YTUCH~=O 
Validate Y. 
Check for function key hit. 2140 IF YTUCH%<•116 AND YTUCH%>=63 THEN GOSUB 2400 RETURN 
2150 IF YTUCH%>452 AND XTUCH%<•122 THEN GOSUB 3300 : RETURN 
2160 IF YTUCH%>452 OR YTUCH%<129 THEN RETURN 
' Check for alarm Indicator hit. 
r Ignore Invalid hits. 
2170 IF GDTYPE%=1 THEN DOS "CHAIN MMIMAIN" ' Must go back to MMIMAIN to process symbol 
selection. 
2180 IF GDTYPE%a0 THEN GOSUB 3100 : RETURN 1 Menu Hit. 
2190 DOS "CHAIN MMIMAIN" ' Default to MMIMAIN. 
2199 REM ANNUNC •=•===============•=============•=========================== 
2200 D3S=O : IF SSEDSCANPT%)•1 THEN IF CDCQN%)=1 THEN D3S=D3%+2 ELSE D3%=D3%+0 ELSE IF DSTATSCANPT%>=0 THEN D3S=D3S+2 
' Determine point color. 
2210 IF ASTAT%CANPTS>=1 GOTO 2260 1 Is point the new alarm. 
";PNAME$CABSCPTYPE%CANPT%>>,2>;"*M*C0*2•N" 2220 PRINT "•M•c4•t•N•c7-Aiarm Condition Corrected At: 


















' Redraw point If necessary. 
IF APTS=ANPTS THEN D1%=3 : GOSUB 9200 : SALARM%=0 : APT%=0 
RETURN 
' Turn off alarm Indicator If necessary. 
D1%=2 : GOSUB 9200 : SALARM%=1 : PAUSEALRMI=O : TCI=O ' Turn on alarm Indicator. 
PRINT n•M•c4•1•N•c1-ALarm Condition Detected At: ";PNAMESCABSCPTYPE%CANPT%)),2);"•M•co•z•N" 
IF GDTYPE%=1 AND DIAMENS=LPNT%CANPT%> THEN D1~=1 : D2%=3 : D3%=D3%+8 : TP%=QPT% : QPT%=ANPT% 
QPTS=ANPT% ELSE MDEX%=42 : GOSUB 7100 ' Redraw point If necessary. 
RETURN 
REM FKEYIN ========•=================================================== 
GOSUB 9200 
IF QFCN%>0 THEN D1%=0: D2%=1: D3%=0: GOSUB 9200: IF XTUCH%<FKLOC%C9) THI:N MDEX%=7: GOSU8 7100: QFCN%=0: 
ZC%=0 ' Deselect any previous function. 
IF XTUCH~<FKLOC%C6) THEN DOS "CHAIN MMIMAIN" ' Must go to MMIMAIN to process functions 1-5. 
IF XTUCH%<FKLOCSC7) THEN GOSUB 4000 : RETURN I PRINT REPORT. 
IF XTUCH%<FKLOC%(8) THEN GOSUB 4100 : RETURN 1 MODIFY SCHED. 
IF XTUCH%<FKLOCSC9) THEN GOSUB 4200 : RETURN I CHANGE OPER. 
IF XTUCH%<FKLOCS<10) THEN GOSUB 4300 : RETURN 1 CONFIRM. 
GOSUB 4600 : RETURN ' CANCEL. 
REM MENUIN ============================================================ 
IF ZC%=1 THEN GOSUB 11300 : RETURN I IF MODIFY SCHED running then goto MSCHED. 
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IF OIAMEN%=6 THEN IF RODS%>0 THEN TPJ=QMENUJ QMENU%=RODS% GOSUB 9200 
GOTO 3180 
GOSUB 9200 : QMENU%=0 
MOEX%=8 : GOSUB 7100 
IF DIAMEN%=4 THEN GOSUB 5200 
IF DIAMEN%=5 THEN GOSUB 5100 
IF DIAMEN%=6 THEN GOSUB 5400 
IF DIAMEN%=7 THEN GOSUB 5300 











GOSUB 110: INC%=120 : GOSUB 160 : PAUSEALRMI=IJTI : TCI~IJTI : MDEX%=39 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN 
' Temporarl ly silence alarm bel I. 
REM REPORT =============•======••====•==•============================== 
GOTO 3150 ELSE 
QFCN%=6: D1%•0: D2%=1: D3%=1: GOSUB 9200: QPT%=0: QMENU%•0: OIAMEN%=4: RODS%=0: GOSUB 7200 
GOSUB 7100 : RETURN ' Back I lght key and draw menu. 
REM SCHED =============•====•=================~======================== 
QFCN%=7 : 01%=0 : D2%=1 : 03%=1 : GOSUB 9200 : QSCH%=0 : QMENU%~0 : DIAMEN%=7 : GOSUB 7200 : MDEX%=48 : GOSUB 
7100 : RETURN ' Backl lght key and draw menu. 
REM OPER ====•===========••====•============•=~======================== 
QFCN%=8 : D1J=O : 02%=1 : D3%=1 : GOSUB 9200 : QPTJ=O : QMENU%=0 : QAM%=0 : DIAMEN%=5 : QOPER%=0 : MDEX%=12 : 
GOSUB 7100 : GOSUB 7200 : MDEX%=43 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN ' Backlight key and draw menu. 
REM CONFIRM =========================================================== 
TMS=QFCN%: QFCN%=9: D1S=O: D2%=1: D3%=1 : GOSUB 9200: QFCN%=TM% 
' Backlight key. 
IF CQFCN%<=0) OR <QFCN%>8) THEN 4440 ' Make sure a function key has been selected. 
IF QFCN%=6 AND RODS%=0 AND QMENU%<=NUJ AND QMENU%>=1 THEN DIAMEN%=6 : TMJ=QMENU% : GOSUB 7200 : QMENU%=TM% : 
TM%=QFCN% : QFCN%=9 : 01%=0 : D2%=1 : D3%=0 : GOSUB 9200 : QFCN%=TM% : MDEX%=47 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN 
' PRINT REPORT- Draw 2nd menu level 
IF QFCN%=6 THEN IF QMENU%>•1 AND QMENU%<=NUMRPTS% AND RODS%>=1 THEN GOSUB 6500 : GOTO 4470 : ELSE GOTO 4440 
4400 IF QFCN%=7 AND ZC%=0 THEN GOSUB 11100 : ZC%=1 : RETURN 
' Have 2nd menu. now cal I XPR. 
' MODIFY SCHED - Cal I DSCHED. 
4410 IF QFCN%=7 THEN IF QSCH%>=1 AND QSCHJ<:NDESS THEN GOSUB 6700 GOTO 4470 : ELSE GOTO 4440 
' MODIFY SCHED - Have done MSCHED, now call XMS. 
GOTO 4470 ELSE GOTO 4440 . 4420 IF QFCN%=8 THEN IF QMENU%>=1 AND QMENU%<=3 THEN GOSUB 6800 : 
4430 MDEX%=28 : GOSUB 7100 
4440 MDEX%=31 : GO SUB 7100 TMJ=QFCN% : QFCN%=9 : D1%=0 : D2%=1 
4450 IF QFCN%>0 THEN DJ%=0 D2%=1: D3%=1: GOSUB 9200: RETURN 
4460 MDEX%=11 : GOSUB 7100 RETURN 
4470 MDEX%•3 : GOSUB 7100 : QFCN%=9 : D1%=0 : D2%=1 : D3%=0 : GOSUB 
' XCHOP. 
' OOPS. 
D3%=0 : GOSUB 9200 : QFCN%=TM% 
' Incomplete command, Deselect confirm. 
' Reselect function If one had been chosen. 
' Ready to accept command. 
9200 : QFCN%=0 
' Completed command. 
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' Determine If DE needs to be redlsplayed. 
PRINT CHRSC27);"0A1";CHRSC12);CHRSC27);"0A3"; : GDTYPE~=-1 : GOTO 4460 
' Erase graphics area. 
Q~ENUS=LDE% : GOSUB 6100 : GOTO 4460 ' Redisplay last DE. 
REM CANCEL ============================================================ 
QFCN%=10 : D1%=0 : 02%=1 : 03%=1 : GOSUB 9200 : MDEX%=2 : GOSUB 7100 
' Backlight key. 
IF GDTYPE%=1 THEN 4630 ELSE 4650 ' Is there a DE presently displayed. 
IF QPT%>0 THEN D1%=1 : D2%=2 : D3%=0 : GOSUB 9200 : GOTO 4670 ELSE GOTO 4670 
' Deselect any selected point. 
PRINT CHRSC27);"0A1";CHR$C12l;CHRSC27);"0A3"; : GDTYPE%=-1 : GOTO 4670 
' Unable to redisplay last DE, so erase graphics 
area. 
IF LDE%=0 GOTO 4640 ' Is It possible to redisplay the last DE. 
QMENUS=LDE% : DIAMEN%=LDE% : GOSUB 6100 ' Redisplay the last DE. 
QFCN%x10 : QPT%=0 : QMENU%=0 : QAM%c-1 : ZC%=0 : QSCH%=0 ' Zero-out all selection variables. 
D 1% =0 : D2% = 1 : D3% =0 : GO SUB 9200 : QFCN% "'0 : MDEX%= 11 : GO SUB 71 00 : RETURN 
' Deselect any selected funtlon. 
REM MOIN ====•=====•======•==================••==========""============= 
f%c1 ' Loop tl I I found which box was selected. 
IF YTUCH%>=BOXLOC%CI%) GOTO 5140 
1%=1%+1 : IF I%>NBOXES%CDIAMEN%> THEN MDEX%=53 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN ELSE GOTO 5120 
Q~ENU%=1%: Dt%=-1: D2%=2: D3%=1: GOSUB 9200: MDEX%=18: GOSUB 7100: RETURN 
' Highlight selection. 
REM MRIN =•••c===••=====================z====E=======================•= 
1%=1 ' Loop till found which box was selected. 
IF YTUCH%>=BOXLOC%CI%) GOTO 5240 
1%=1%+1 : IF I%>NBOXES%CDIAMEN%> THEN MDEX$=53 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN ELSE GOTO 5220 
QMENU%=1%: D1%=-1: D2%=2: D3% 1: GOSUB 9200: MDEX$=9: GOSUB 7100: RETURN ' 
' Highlight selection. 
REM MSIN ===== 5 ===============s=========================:============== 
1%=1 ' Loop tl II found which box was selected. 
IF YTUCH%>=BOXLOC%CI$) GOTO 5340 
IS=I%+1 : IF 1%>NBOXES%CDIAMEN%) THEN MDEX$=53 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN ELSE GOTO 5320 
01%=-1 : 02%=2 : D3%=1 : QMENU$=1% : GOSUB 9200 : QSCHJ=(;MENU$ : MDEX$=51 : GOSUB 7100 : RETURN 
' Highlight selection. 
RE~ REPOUT ========================================================~=== 
1%=1 ' Loop till found which box was selected. 
IF YTUCH%>=BOXLOC~CI%> GOTO 5440 
IS=I%+1 : IF I%>NBOXES%CDIAMEN%> THEN MDEX%=53 : GOSUB 7100 : 
RODS%=1% : TP%=QMENU% : QMENU%=RODS$ : D1%=-1 : D2%=1 : D3%=1 
RETURN 
RETURN ELSE GOTO 5420 
GOSUB 9200 : QMENU$=TP% : MDEX%=18 : GOSUB 7100 
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6100 REM XDD ~:===•========================================================= 
6110 TMS="DIA"+MIDSCSTRSCQMENU%J,2) : DOS "DRAW "+TMS 1 Get static DE Image from disk. 
6130 PRINT CHRSC27);"0A1";CHRSC12J;CHR$C27);"W"; : 1%=1 1 Display In graphics area. 
6150 D1%=1 : D2%=3 : D3%=0 : IF LPNT%< t%> <>QMENU% GOTO 6210 1 Loop to draw symbols - check If on thIs DE. 
6170 IF SSED%<1%>=1 THEN IF CDBVLCI%l=1 THEN D3%=D3%+2 : GOTO 6190 ELSE GOTO 6190 
' Select color for start/stop. 
6180 IF DSTAT%CI%>=0 THEN D3%~D3%+2 
6190 IF APT%=1% THEN D3%=D3%+8 
' Select color for enable disable. 
1 Select flashing or non-flashing. 
6200 QPT%=1% : GOSUB 9200 : QPT%=0 Draw symbo I. 
6210 1%=1%+1 : IF I%<=NRTPTS% GOTO 6150 
6220 GDTYPE% = 1 : D I AMEN% =QMENU% : QMENU%=0 LDE%=DIAMEN% 
Loop t I I I checked entIre database. 
IF QFCN%=3 THEN FDEAM%=1 : QFCN%=5 : D1%=0 : D2%=1 : D3~=0 























: GOSUB 9200 : QFCN%=0 
PRINT CHR$(27);"0A3"; :RETURN 1 Return to text wlndo~ - Done. 
REM XPR ======================;=•===•================================== 
TMS="RPT"+MIDSCSTRSCQMENU%>,2,1) : DOS "DRAW "+TMS 1 Get static report from disk. 
IF RODS%=1 GOTO 6620 ' Display on printer or crt. 
PRINT CHRSC27);"0At•M•co•N•c7•R";CHR$C12);CHR$C27);"W";CHRSC27>;"0A3"; 
MDEX%=54 : GOSUB 7100 : ZINS="" : GOSUB 200 
GDTYPE% =-1 : QMENU%=0 : RODS% =0 : RETURN 
PRINT CHRSC27);"R07";CHRSC27);"U"; : LPRINT CHRSC12);CHRSC13); : 
' Display report In graphics area. 
1 Walt for operator response. 
1 Done. 
GOTO 6600 
1 Display report on printer. 
REM XMS =========:=••=•===============================•============:=== 
FOR 1%=1 TO NSCH%: SSCQSCH%,1%)=SCHTMP$Cl%) :NEXT 1% 1 Replace permanent with temporary storage. 
PRINT n•c2-New Schedule Accepted For DE: ";TTSC1,QSCH%> 
QSCH%=0 : ZC%=0 : QMENU%=0 : RETURN ' Done. 
REM XCHOP ======•=•====•=======•=====•================================= 
IF QMENU%=2 THEN GOSUB 1500 : RETURN 1 HELP. 
IF QMENU%=3 THEN SHUTDOWN%=1 :RETURN 'SHUTDOWN. 
MDEX%•13 : GOSUB 7100 : ZlNS="" : GOSUB 200 1 CHANGE OPERATOR - Get name. 
I %•1 
IF ZINS=OPERSCI%) GOTO 6900 1 Val I date operator. 
1%=1%+1 : IF I%>NOPER% THEN MDEX%=33 : GOSUB 7100 : GOTO 7000 ELSE 6870 
MDEX%=4 : GOSUB 7100 : ZIN$="" : GOSUB 200 1 Get password 
IF ZINS=PWRD$CI%> GOTO 6950 ELSE MDEX%=34 : GOSUB 7100 : GOTO 7000 
1 Validate password. 
6950 PRINT n•c2-Password Accepted. New Operator Is ";OPERSCI%);"•P"; : CX=CURSX(3) : CY=CURSY(3) 
1 Save cursor position. 
6970 PRINT n•u396485.M"'C6•2•N•co•2";0PERSCI%); 11 •3 .. M .. CO"'N•c2•U"; :PLOT CX,CY :PRINT " .. R"; :PRINT : QOPER%=1% 
' Display new operator name In DTO window and 
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7000 RETURN ' Done. 
7100 REM DISMESS ==~•======================================================= 

































' Retrieve message from disk and display In text 
area. 
REM DMENU ==•==•===•=================================•=========••====== 
PRINT CHRS<27);"0Al";"•M•co•N";CHRS(12) : PRINT 1 Erase graphics area. 
PRINT SPC((85-<LENCTT$(DIAMENJ,0))*2))•2);"•X2,•Y2,•Cs 11 ;TTS<DIAMEN%,0);"~Xl,•Y1,"; 
1 Display menu title. 
If DIAMENJ=2 OR DIAMEN%=3 THEN LTMP•LOLIM(QPT%> : HTMP=HILIM<QPT%> : STMP=SPT<QPT%> 
Dl%=-1 : D2%=3 : D3%=0 : FOR 1%=1 TO NBOXES%CDIAMEN%> 
LPNT%<APTJ>=QMENU% THEN D3%•8 ELSE D3%•0 
GOSUB 9200 : NEXT 1% 
' IF SETPT/LIMITS then set up temporary storage. 
QMENU%=1% : IF APT%>0 AND QFCN%=3 THEN IF 
' Loop for number of choices and select color. 
1 Display each choice In correct color - loop 
t I I I done. 
GDTYPE%=0 : QMENU%=0 : PRINT CHR$(27);"0A3 11 ; : RETURN 1 Return to text window. 
REM Pre-Drawlt color selection ----------------------------------------
IF SSED%<QPTJ>=1 THEN If CDCQPT%)=1 THEN D3%=D3%+2 ELSE D3%=D3%+0 ELSE IF DSTAT%(QPT%)=0 THEN D3J=D3%+2 
' Select point Interior color. 
IF QPT%=APT% THEN D3%=D3%+8 ' Select flashing If current alarm. 
GOTO 9200 ' Ready to drawlt. 
REM DRAWJT ==~===========•===•===•==•==~====•========================== 
IF DlJ<>-1 GOTO 9360 
REM MENU 
PRINT CHRS<27);"0A1•M•co•N 11 ; : If (D3% AND 1)<>0 THEN PRINT n•c6•f•G+"; ELSE PRINT n•c3•f•G+"; 
IF (D3J AND 8)<>0 THEN PRINT n•cs•t"; 
PLOT 30,BOXLOC%<QMENU%),59,BOXLOC%<QMENU%)+29 
PRINT CHR$(21 );"•L•K•U"; : PLOT 90,BOXLOC%<QMENU%l+20 
TM$=TTS(DIAMEN%,QMENU%> : PRINT TM$; 
If QFCNJ<>4 GOTO 9350 
IF QMENU%=1 THEN VTMP=LTMP ELSE IF QMENU%=2 THEN VTMP=STMP ELSE VTMP=HTMP 
PRINT USING " III.I";VTMP 
PRINT n•2";CHRS(27);"0A3 11 ; RETURN 
IF D1%<>0 GOTO 9660 
REM FKEY 
IF (D2% AND 1)=0 THEN RETURN 
PRINT CHRS<27);"0A2"; : If (03% AND 1 )<>0 THEN PRINT n•c6"; ELSE PRINT n•c";RIGHTS(STR$CKCOLR%C1,QFCNS>>,1) 
X1%=FKLOC%(QFCN%) : X2%=Xt%+46 : Yl%=63 : Y2%=116 
PRINT ".F.G+"; :PLOT Xl%,Yl%,X2%,Y2% : NLNS%=0 
FOR NKNT%=1T03 : IF LEN<KTEXT$(NKNT%,QFCN%))<>0 THEN NLNS%=NLNS%+1 
NEXT NKNTS 
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9480 IF NLNS%=1 THEN Yl%=22 ELSE IF NLNS%=2 THEN Y1%=11 ELSE Yl%=6 
9520 Y2%=116-Y1% : PRINT n•M•cn;RIGHTSCSTR$CKCOLR%C1,QFCN%)),1);"•N•cn;RIGHTSCSTR$CKCOLR%C2,QFCN%)),1) 
9530 PRINT CHRSC21)J : IF D3%=1 THEN PRINT n•M•c6•N•C0"; 
9540 FOR NKNT%=1T03 
9560 TMS=KTEXTSCNKNT%,QFCN%> : IF CQFCN%<>5) OR CGDTYPE%<>1) GOTO 9580 
9570 IF FDEAM%=1 THEN TM$=LEFT$CKTEXTSC1,5),LENCKTEXTSC1,5))-1) PRINT n•ct"; ELSE TMS=KTEXT$(3,5) PRINT n•c4"; 
9580 L%=LENCTM$) : IF L%=0 GOTO 9640 
9600 X2%=Xl%+C47-C6*LJ))/2 
9610 PRINT "•K•un; : PLOT X2%,Y2% : PRINT TMS 
9620 IF NKNT%=NLNS% GOTO 9650 
9630 Y2%=Y2%-Y1%-10 
9640 NEXT NKNT% 
9650 PRINT CHR$(21 );CHR$C27); 11 0A3"; : RETURN 
9660 IF D1%<>1 GOTO 11000 
9670 REM SYMBOL 
9680 PQ%=ABSCPTYPE%CQPT%>> : SL%=LENCSID$CPQ%>> 
9700 PRINT CHRSC27l;"OA1"; : IF CD2% AND 2)=0 GOTO 10350 
9710 REM BORDER 
9720 X1%=PX%CQPT%) : Yl%=PY%CQPT%> 
9730 IF PQ%<=2 THEN X2%=X1%+29 : Y2%=Y1%+29 : GOTO 9790 
9740 IF PQ%<L IND% THEN X2%=X1%+21 : Y2%=Y1%+21 : GOTO 9790 
9750 IF PQ%<17 THEN X2%=X1%+27 : Y2%=Y1%+17 : GOTO 9790 
9760 IF PQ%=18 THEN X2%=Xl%+45 : Y2%=Y1%+59 ; GOTO 9790 
9770 IF PQ%<>20 GOTO 9860 
9780 X2%=X1%+75 : Y2%=Yl%+63 
9790 IF PQS<LIND% GOTO 9800 ELSE PRINT n•ct"; : GOTO 9810 
9800 IF CD3% AND 1)EO THEN PRINT n•c3"; ELSE PRINT 11 ~C6"; 
9810 IF CD3% AND 8)<>0 THEN PRINT n•t"; 
9820 PRINT 11 •G("; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y1%,X2%,Y2%,X1$,Y2%,X1%,Y1S : PRINT 11 •2 11 ; 
9830 IF D2%<>3 THEN PRINT CHR$C21);CHRSC27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
9840 X1%=X1%+1 : X2%=X2%-1 : Y1%=Y1%+1 : Y2S=Y2%-1 
9850 PRINT n•co•GC"; :PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y1%,X2%,Y2%,X1%,Y2%,Xt%,Yt% :PRINT CHR£(21) GOTO 10350 
9860 PRINT n•c1"; : IF PQ%<>19 GOTO 10000 
9880 XC%=PX%CQPT%l+11 : YC%=PY%CQPT%l+11 
9890 IF OPT%=84 GOTO 9950 
9900 PRINT n•G)"; :PLOT XC%,YC%,11,90,270 
9910 PRINT n•GC"; :PLOT XC%+11,YCS,XC%+14,YC%,XC%+14,YCS+15,XCS-1,YC%+15 
9920 PRINT "•co•G)"; : PLOT XCS,YC%,10,90,270 
9930 PRINT II•G("; :PLOT XCS+10,YC%,XC%+10,YCS+1,XCS+13,YCS+1,XCS+13,YC%+14,XC%-1,YC%+14 
9940 IF D2%=3 GOTO 10350 ELSE PRINT CHRSC21);CHRSC27l;"OA3";: RETURN 
9950 PRINT n•G) 11 ; PLOT XCS,YC%,11,180,270 
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9970 PRINT n•co·G>"; : PLOT XCS,YC%,10,180,270 
9980 PRINT n•G<"; : PLOT XC%-10,YC%,XC%-10,YC%+1,XC%-13,YC%+1,XC%-13,YC%+14,XC%,YC%+14 
9990 IF 02%=3 GOTO 10350 ELSE PRINT CHR$C21);CHRSC27);"0A3"; : RETURN 
10000 IF PQ%<>17 GOTO 10050 
10010 XC%=PX%<QPT%>+11 : YC%=PY%CQPT%)+11 
10020 PRINT n•G*"; : PLOT XCS,YC%,11 
10030 PRINT n•co•G*"; : PLOT XCS,YC%,10 
10040 IF 02%=3 GOTO 10350 ELSE PRINT CHR$C21l;CHRSC27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
10050 IF PQ%<>21 GOTO 10180 
10060 X1%=PX%<QPT%> : X2%=X1%+29 : X3%=X2%+6 : X4%=X1%-6 : Y1%=PY%CQPT%> Y2%=Y1%+37 
10070 PRINT n•G("; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y1%,X3%,Y2%,X4%,Y2%,X1%,Y1% 
10060 X2%=Xl%+6 : X3%=X2%+14 : Y2%=Y1%-8 
10090 PRINT n•Gc•; : PLOT X2%,Y1%,X2%,Y2%,X3%,Y2%,X3%,Yt% 
10100 X2%=X1%+2 : X3%=X2%+25 : X4%=X1%+13 : Y2%=Y1%+37 : Y3%=Y2%+2 : Y4%=Y3%+3 
10110 PRINT n•GC"; : PLOT X2%,Y2%,X2%,Y3%,X3%,Y3%,X3%,Y2% 
10120 PRINT n•G("; : PLOT X2%,Y3%,X4%,Y4%,X3%,Y3% 
10130 X1%=PX%<QPT%l+1 : X2%=Xl%+27 : X3%=X2%+6 : X4%=X1%-6 : Y1%=PY%CQPT%l+1 Y2%=Y1%+35 
10140 PRINT n•co•G("; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y1%,X3%,Y2%,X4%,Y2%,X1%,Y1% 
10150 X2%=X1%+6 : X3%=X2%+12 : Y1%=Y1%-2 : Y2%=Y1%-6 
10160 PRINT n•GC"; : PLOT X2%,Y1%,X2%,Y2%,X3%,Y2%,X3%,Y1%,X2%,Y1% 
10170 IF 02%=3 GOTO 10350 ELSE PRINT CHRSC21);CHRSC27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
10160 IF PTYPE%CQPT%)<>22 GOTO 10300 
10190 X1%=PX%<QPT%> : Y1%=PY%CQPT%) 
10200 X2%=X1%+27 : X3%=X1%+5 : X4%=X2%-5 : X5%=X3%+9 : Y2%=Y1%+27 : Y3%=Y2%+2 Y4%=Y3%+3 
10210 PRINT n•G<"; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y1%,X2%,Y2%,X1%,Y2%,X1%,Y1% 
10220 PRINT n•G<"; : PLOT X3%,Y2%,X3%,Y3%,X4%,Y3%,X4%,Y2% 
10230 PRINT n•G("; : PLOT X3%,Y3%,X5%,Y4%,X4%,Y3% 
10240 X1%=X1%+1 : X2%=X1%+25 : X3%=X1%+5 : X4%=X2%-5 : X5%=X3%+6 : Y1%=Y1%+1 Y2%=Y1%+25 
Y5%=Y4%+1 
10250 PRINT n•N•co•G<"; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y1%,X2%,Y2%,X1%,Y2%,X1%,Y1% 
10260 PRINT n•G'"; : PLOT X3%,Y3%,X4%,Y3% 
10270 X3%=X3%+5 : X4%=X4%-5 
10280 PRINT n•G("; : PLOT X3%,Y4%,X5%,Y5%,X4%,Y4%,X3%,Y4% 
10290 IF 02%=3 GOTO 10350 ELSE PRINT CHRSC21);CHRSC27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
10300 REM COIL 
10310 X1%=PX%<QPT%> : X2%=X1%+7 : Y1%=PY%CQPT%> : Y2%=Y1%+19 
10320 PRINT n•G("; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y1%,X2%,Y2%,X1%,Y2%,X1%,Yt% 
10330 PRINT n•co•G("; :PLOT X1%+1,Y1%+1,X2%-1,Y1%+1,X2%-1,Y2%-1,X1%+1,Y2%-1,X1%+1,Y1%+1 
10340 PRINT n•c1•G 1 "; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y2% 
10350 REM INTERIOR 
10360 IF (02% AND 1)=0 THEN PRINT CHR$(21);CHR$C27);"0A3"; : RETURN 
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10380 IF PQ%<=2 THEN X2%=Xt%+25 : Y2%=Y1~+25 : GOTO 10450 
10390 IF PQS>=LIND% GOTO 10400 ELSE X2%=Xt%+17 : Y2~=Y1%+17 GOTO 10450 
10400 IF PQ%<17 THEN X2%=X1%+23 : Y2%=Y1~+13 GOTO 10450 
10410 IF PQ%=18 THEN X2%=X1%+41 : Y2%=Y1~+54 : GOTO 10450 
10420 IF PQ%=20 THEN X2%=Xt%+71 : Y2%=Y1%+58 : GOTO 10450 
10430 IF PQ%=22 THEN X2%=X1%+23 : Y2%=Y1%+22 : GOTO 10450 
10440 IF PQ%<>23 GOTO 10750 ELSE X2%•X1%+3 : Y2%=Y1%+15 
10450 IF CD3% AND 2)<>0 THEN PRINT n•c2"; ELSE PRINT n•co"; 
10460 PRINT n•F•G+"; : PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y2% : PRINT n•L"; 
10470 IF PQ%=23 THEN PRINT n•ct•G'"; :PLOT X1%,Y1%,X2%,Y2% 
10490 PRINT CHR$(21) : IF SL%~:0 THEN PRINT CHR$C27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
10500 Y3%=Y2%-CCY2%-Y1%-9)/2) : LS=SL% 
10510 IF CPQ%=1) OR CPQ%=2) OR CPQ%=18) THEN Y3%•Y2%-CCY2%-Y1%-19)/2) L%=3 
10520 IF PQ%=18 THEN L%=2 
10530 X3%=X1%+CX2%-X1%-C6*L%+2))/2+1 : TM$=LEFT$CSI$CPQ%>,L%> 
10550 IF PQ%<LIND% THEN PRINT n•M•co•N•C3"; : GOTO 10580 
10570 PRINT n•c1"; : IF CD3% AND 2)<>0 THEN PRINT n•M•c2•N"; ELSE PRINT n•M•co•N"; 
10580 PRINT ".K.U"; : PLOT X3%,Y3% : PRINT TM$ : X3%=X3%+6*L% 
10600 IF CCD3% AND 2)•0) OR CPQ%<LI%) THEN PRINT n•co"; ELSE PRINT n•c2"; 
10610 PRINT n•F•G+"; :PLOT X3%,Y3%,X3%+1,Y3%-9 : PRINT n•L";CHR$C21);"•C3"; 
10630 IF CPQ%<>1) AND CPQ%<>2) THEN PRINT tt•C1"; : GOTO 10650 
10640 L%=1 : GOTO 10660 
10650 IF PQ%=18 THEN L%=6 ELSE GOTO 10740 
10660 REM LINE2 
10680 Y3%=Y3%-10 : X3%=X1%+CX2%-X1%-C6*L%+2))/2+1 
10700 TM$=RIGHT$CSI$CPQ%>,L%> : PRINT n•K•U"; : PLOT X3%,Y3% : PRINT TM$ 
10720 X3%=X3%+6*L% : IF CCD3% AND 2)=0)0RCPQ%<LI%) THEN PRINT n•co"; ELSE PRINT «•C2"; 
10730 PRINT " ... F.G+"; :PLOT X3%,Y3%,X3%+1,Y3%-9 :PRINT u•L"; CHR$(21) 
1 07 40 PRINT CHR $ C 27) ; "OA3"; : RETURN 
10750 REM ODD 
10760 IF CD3% AND 2)<>0 THEN PRINT n•c2"; ELSE PRINT "~CO"; 
10770 IF PQ%=21 GOTO 10920 
10790 X3%=X1%+9 : Y3%=Y1%+9 : IF PQ%=17 GOTO 10830 
10800 REM PUMP 
10810 IF QPT%<>84 THEN X4%=X3%+12 ELSE X4%=X3%-12 
10820 PRINT ".F.G+"; :PLOT X3%,Y3%+2,X4%,Y3%+11 
10830 REM PUMP/TC 
10840 PRINT ".F.G*"; :PLOT X3%,Y3%,9 :PRINT " .. L";CHRSC21) 
10860 IF PQ%<>17 THEN PRINT CHR$(27);"0A3"; : RETURN 
10880 X4%=X3%-6 : Y4%=Y3%+5 : IF CD3% AND 2)<>0 THEN PRINT ".M.C2"; ELSE PRINT ".M.CO"; 
10890 PRINT ".N .. C1•K•U"; : PLOT X4%,Y4% : PRINT SID$CPQ%> 
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PRINT n•F•G+"; :PLOT X4%+11,Y4%,X4%+12,Y4%-9 :PRINT n•L"~CHR$(21); CHRSC27);"0A3"; RETURN 
REM TOWER 
X2%=Xt%+25 : X3%•X2%+6 : X4%=X1%-6 : Y2J=Yt%+32 
IF CD3% AND 2)=0 THEN PRINT n•co•1"; ELSE PRINT n•M•c2•N•C2"; 
PRINT n•G("; : PLOT Xl%,Yt%,X2%,Yt%,X3$,Y2%,X4%,Y2%,Xt%,Y1% 
IF CD3% AND 2)=0 THEN PRINT n•M•t•co•N•1•CO";CHRSC14); ELSE PRINT n•M•c2•2•N•C2"; 
PRINT n•K•U"; : PLOT Xl%+5, Y1%+5 : PRINT n•>4"; 
IF (D3% AND 2>=0 THEN PRINT n•2•M•2•co• : 8";CHRS(12);"• : F•co•N•2";CHRSCI5); 
PRINT n•L";CHRSC21);CHRSC27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
REM ALARM 
P R I NT CH R SC 2 7 ) ; "0 A 1 " ; : X 1% = 5 : X 2 J = 1 1 8 : Y 1% = 4 57 : Y 2% =50 6 
IF D1%=3 THEN PRINT n•co"; ELSE PRINT n•t•C4"; 
PRINT n•F•G+"; :PLOT X1%,Yt%,X2%,Y2% :PRINT n•2•L";CHRSC21); 
IF D1%=3 GOTO 11070 
PRINT n•M•t•c4•N•2•c7•x3,•Y4,•K•un; : PLOT 17,501 : PRINT "ALARM"; 
PRINT n•x1,.Y1,•M•co•2•N";CHRSC21);CHR$(27);"0A3"; :RETURN 
REM DSCHED =•=======================•=========================•======= 
FOR 1%=1 TO NSE%: SCHTMP$( IJ)•SSCQSCH%,1%> : NEXT 1% t Set up temporary schedule storage. 
DOS "DRAW SCHLAY" : PRINT CHR$(27);"0A1";CHRSC12l;CHR$C27);"W"; 1 Display static Image of schedule layout. 
PRINT n•un; : PLOT ((512-C6*LENCTTSC7,QSCHJ))))•2),VPS%C1,0) : PRINT n•c5•Xt,•Y2,";TT$C7,QSCH%};"•Yt,"; 
r Display schedule title on screen. 
FOR J%=1 TO NSE% r Loop to print schedule entries on layout. 
PRINT n•un; :PLOT VPSSCO,JJ),VPS%<1,1%> : IF 1%<6 THEN PRINT n•C1"; ELSE PRINT n•c3"; 
' Display first 5 entries In blue and the rest 
In cyan. 
IF SCHTMPSC IJ)•"NA" THEN PRINT" ";SCHTMPSCIJ) ELSE PRINT SCHTMPSCIJ) 
NEXT 1% 
PRINT CHRSC27>;"0A3"; : MDEX%=50 : GOSUB 7100 : MDEX%=19 GOSUB 7100 
• Move to text window and display cues for 
operator. 
11192 TPJ=QFCN% : QFCN%=9: D1%=0 : D2%=1 : D3J=O : GOSUB 9200 : QFCN%=TP% : RETURN 
1 Deselect function key. - Oone. 
11300 REM MSCHED ================================ ==== =============:======= 
11310 1%=6: X1%=0: Yl%=0: J%=0: K%=0 1 Initialize variables. 
11320 IF CXTUCHS>=VPSJCO,JJ)) AND CXTUCHJ<aVPSJCO,I%>+24) THEN X1%=VPS%CO,I%) : J%=1% 
1 Search for selected point. 
11330 IF CYTUCH%>=VPS%C1,J%>-20) AND CYTUCH%<=VPS%C1,1%>+10) THEN YU=VPS%<1,1%) : K%=1% 
11340 IF CJS=K%> AND CJ%<>0) GOTO 11360 r Has point been found. 
11350 IF 1%<25 THEN 1%=1%+1: GOTO 11320 ELSE MDEX%=53: GOSUB 7100: GOTO 11780 
1 NO, then check next point or display error. 
11360 PRINT CHR$(27);"0A1";"•c6•U"; : PLOT X1$,Y1% 1 Move cursor to point. 
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• Highlight In yellow. 
11380 PRINT CHR$C27l;"0A3"; : MDEX%=10 GOSUB 7100 ' Request operator Input. 
' Get keyboard Input. 11390 ZINS="" : GOSUB 200 
11400 IF LENCZIN$)=0 GOTO 11670 
11410 IF K%>21 GOTO 11510 
11420 IF Z IN$:::: "NA" GOTO 11690 


























IF TP%::::0 GOTO 11670 
IF Cl%=1) AND CTP%>3) GOTO 11670 
IF CVALCLEFTSCZIN$,1))•2) AND Cl%=2) AND CTP%>4) GOTO 11670 
IF C 1%=3) AND CTP%>6) GOTO 11670 
1%=1%+1 : IF 1%<::::4 GOTO 11450 ELSE GOTO 11690 
IF K%<>22 GOTO 11530 
IF CZIN$="S"l0RCZIN$= 11 W") GOTO 11690 ELSE GOTO 11670 
IF K%<>25 GOTO 11610 
IF LENCZIN$)<>4 GOTO 11670 
1%=1 
TP%=1NSTRC"0123456789.",MIDSCZINS,I%,1)) 
IF TP%=0 GOTO 11670 
IF Cl%=2) AND CTP%<>11) GOTO 11670 
IF CCI%=1)0RCI%>=3)) AND CTP%=11) GOTO 11670 
1%=1%+1 : IF 1%<•4 GOTO 11560 ELSE GOTO 11690 
IF RIGHT$CZIN$,1l<>"F" GOTO 11670 
IF K%<>23 GOTO 11650 
IF LENCZIN$)>3 GOTO 11670 
IF VALCZIN$)>75 GOTO 11670 ELSE GOTO 11690 
IF LENCZIN$)>4 GOTO 11670 
IF CVALCZIN$)<70)0RCVALCZIN$)>120) GOTO 11670 ELSE GOTO 11690 
MDEX%=52 : GOSUB 7100 : GOTO 11380 
' Check for Invalid Input. 
' Go check different set of values. 
' Checks for lnval ld Input on occupancy schedule. 
' Loop and check each Input character for va I I d 
and resonable value. 
'Check season Input tor valid value. 
'Check multiplier Input. 
' Loop and check each Input character for an 
In-range value. 
' Check HTG and CLG keyboard Input. 
' Is cooling Input In range. 
' Is heating Input In range. 
' Come here on error In keyboard Input. 
11690 
REM Change value In array and on screen. 
PRINT CHR$(27);"0A1";"•co~U"; : PLOT X1%,Y1% : IF 
SCHTMPS<K%> 
SCHTMPSCKSl:"NA" THEN PRINT " ";SCHTMPSCKS> ELSE PRINT 






REM Update Schedule. 
SCHTMPSCK%>=ZINS : PRINT 
SCHTMPSCK%> 
PRINT CHRSC27);"0A3"; 
IF K%<>22 GOTO 11780 
n•c3•U"; : PLOT X1%,Y1% : IF SCHTMPSCKS>="NA" THEN PRINT " ";SCHTMPS<K%> ELSE PRINT 
• Print new value on CRT In cyan. 
' Move back to the text window. 
' Update schedule values depending on season. 
IF SCHTMPSC22l="S" GOTO 11770 
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11760 SCHT~PSC1)•"+45F" : SCHT~PSC3)="70.2F" : SCHTMP$(4)="64.7F" : SCHTMP$(5)="HTG" : GOTO 11780 
' (winter values) 
11770 SCHT~P$C1)•"+8.9F" : SCHTMP$(3)•"76.3F" : SCHTMP$(4)="87.1F" SCHTMP$(5J="CLG" 
' (summer values) 
11780 MDEX%•50 : GOSUB 7100 : MDEX$=19 : GOSUB 7100 :RETURN ' Done. 
F-1 Real-Time Database 







Table Of Real-Time Device Data Base Values -- PAGE 1 
Variable Name 
DEVICE# ADPT% ALARMVL% ASTAT% DSTAT% HILIM LOWLIM 
0 0 0 o.o 0.0 
2 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
3 0 0 0 0.0 o.o 
4 0 0 0 o.o 0.0 
5 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
6 0 0 0 0.0 o.o 
7 0 0 0 o.o 0.0 
8 0 0 0 0 140.0 100.0 
9 0 0 0 0 180.0 140.0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 15.0 5.0 
1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
1 .t. 0 0 0 o.o 0.0 
1 3 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
, 4 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
1 ~ 0 0 0 o.o 0.0 
1 F. 0 0 0 0 180.0 140.0 
1 7 0 0 0 0 71.0 65.0 
1 8 0 0 0 0 71 • 0 65.0 
1 9 0 0 0 0 75.0 61 • 0 
20 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
21 0 0 0 0 80.0 32.0 
22 0 0 0 0 75.0 32.0 
23 0 0 0 0 45.0 20.0 
24 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
F-3 
Table Of Real-Time Devlce Data Base Values -- PAGE 2 
Variable Name 
DEVICE# LPNT% PHIER% PTYPE% PX% PY% SPT SSED% 
0 0 319 402 0.0 0 
2 -1 319 360 0.0 0 
3 2 11 226 309 0.0 0 
4 2 -4 226 178 0.0 
5 4 -16 223 210 o.o 
6 5 -19 226 241 0.0 
7 6 1 5 223 276 0.0 0 
8 2 13 267 182 120.0 0 
9 2 13 267 272 160.0 0 
1 0 2 7 286 312 10.0 0 
1 1 2 1 1 324 328 0.0 0 
12 2 -4 324 202 0.0 
1 3 12 -16 321 234 0.0 
14 13 -19 324 265 0.0 
1 5 14 1 5 321 300 0.0 0 
1 6 2 13 380 298 160.0 0 
17 2 -3 421 340 68.0 0 
1 8 17 17 444 339 68.0 0 
19 2 13 478 320 68.0 0 
20 -2 1 1 1 336 0.0 0 
21 20 13 76 368 40.0 0 
22 20 13 18 208 50.0 0 
23 20 7 36 180 35.0 0 
24 20 1 1 60 274 0.0 0 
F-4 
Table Of Real-Time Device Data Base Values -- PAGE 3 
Yerteble Name 
DEVICE# ADPT% ALARMVL% ASTAT% DSTAT% HILIM LOWLIM 
25 0 0 0 0.0 o.o 
"26 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
27 0 0 0 0 175.0 150.0 
28 0 0 0 0 175.0 150.0 
29 0 0 0 o.o o.o 
30 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
31 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
32 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
33 0 0 0 0 100.0 32.0 
34 0 0 0 0 80.0 10.0 
35 0 0 0 o.o 0.0 
36 0 0 0 0 20.0 10.0 
37 0 0 0 0 100.0 80.0 
38 0 0 0 0 75.0 65.0 
39 0 0 0 0.0 o.o 
40 0 0 0 0 85.0 60.0 
41 0 0 0 0 85.0 60.0 
42 0 0 0 o.o 0.0 
43 0 0 0 0 75.0 25.0 
44 0 0 0 0.0 o.o 
45 0 0 0 0.0 o.o 
46 0 0 0 o.o o.o 
47 0 0 0 0 60.0 50.0 
48 0 0 0 0 50.0 40.0 
F-5 
Table Of Real-Time Device Data Base Values -- PAGE 4 
Variable Name 
DEVICE# LPNT% PHIER% PTYPE% PX% PY% SPT SSED% 
25 20 -4 76 302 0.0 
26 25 18 65 164 0.0 
27 20 -3 11 5 266 160.0 0 
28 27 17 92 265 160.0 0 
29 20 9 11 8 194 0.0 0 
30 20 8 11 8 170 0.0 0 
31 2 0 0 277 400 o.o 0 
32 2 31 -2 277 344 0.0 0 
33 2 32 13 223 398 85.0 0 
34 2 32 14 223 368 52.0 0 
35 2 32 11 195 342 0.0 0 
36 2 32 1 0 217 310 15.0 0 
31 2 32 13 271 308 90.0 0 
38 2 32 13 291 272 70.0 0 
39 2 32 1 1 333 308 o.o 0 
40 2 32 -3 389 180 70.0 0 
41 2 40 -17 41 1 180 70.0 0 
42 2 41 21 457 274 o.o 
43 2 32 12 389 308 50.0 0 
44 2 32 1 1 461 230 0.0 0 
45 2 31 -1 69 354 0.0 0 
46 2 45 1 1 65 292 0.0 0 
47 2 45 13 84 322 55.0 0 
48 2 45 13 129 292 45.0 0 
F-6 
Table Of Real-Time Device Data Bese Velues -- PAGE 5 
Verfeble Name 
DEVICE# ADPT% ALARMVLJ ASTAT% DSTAT% HILIM LOWLIM 
49 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
·so 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
51 0 0 0 o.o o.o 
52 0 0 0 0.0 o.o 
53 0 0 0 o.o o.o 
54 0 0 0 o.o o.o 
55 0 0 0 o.o 0.0 
56 0 0 0 o.o o.o 
57 0 0 0 0 48.0 43.0 
58 0 0 0 0 48.0 43.0 
59 0 0 0.0 o.o 
60 0 0 0 o.o o.o 
61 0 0 0 o.o 0.0 
62 0 0 0 0 80.0 65.0 
63 0 0 0 0 80.0 20.0 
64 0 0 0.0 o.o 
65 0 0 0 0.0 o.o 
66 1 0 0 0 o.o o.o 
67 0 0 0 0.0 o.o 
68 0 0 0 0 58.0 52.0 
69 0 0 0 0 58.0 52.0 
70 0 0 0 0 100.0 0.0 
71 0 0 0 0 65.0 45.0 
72 0 0 0 0 70.0 50.0 
F-7 
Table Of Real-Time Device Data Base Values -- PAGE 6 
Variable Name 
DEVICE# LPNT% PHIER% PTYPE% PXS PY% SPT SSED% 
49 2 45 -4 65 156 0.0 
50 2 49 -16 62 188 0.0 
51 2 49 -16 330 214 0.0 
52 2 50 -19 65 224 o.o 
53 2 51 -19 333 246 0.0 
54 2 52 15 62 264 o.o 0 
55 2 53 15 330 279 o.o 0 
56 2 50 20 169 236 0.0 
57 2 45 -3 126 342 45.0 0 
58 2 57 17 149 342 45.0 0 
59 2 45 5 173 310 0.0 0 
60 3 0 0 240 416 o.o 0 
61 3 60 -1 288 386 o.o 0 
62 3 61 13 112 338 72.0 0 
63 3 61 14 160 338 50.0 0 
64 3 61 1 1 183 278 o.o 0 
65 3 61 1 1 229 356 0.0 0 
66 3 61 1 1 265 276 o.o 0 
67 3 61 -4 328 362 o.o 
68 3 61 -3 380 292 55.0 0 
69 3 68 -17 358 292 55.0 0 
70 3 61 12 398 231 50.0 0 
71 3 61 13 428 292 55.0 0 
72 3 61 13 486 280 60.0 0 
F-8 
Table Of Real-Time Device Data Base Values -- PAGE 7 
Variable Name 
DEVICE# ADPT% ALARMVL% ASTAT% DSTAT% HILIM LOWLIM 
73 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
74 0 0 0 0 78.0 68.0 
75 0 0 0 0 70.0 30.0 
76 0 0 0 0 110.0 50.0 
77 0 0 0 0 100.0 60.0 
78 0 0 0 0 100.0 60.0 
79 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
80 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
81 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
82 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
83 0 0 0 o.o o.o 
84 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
85 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
86 0 0 0 0 85.0 50.0 
8 I 0 0 0 o.o 0.0 
AA 0 0 0 0 100.0 32.0 
89 0 0 0 0 100.0 10.0 
90 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
91 0 0 0 o.o o.o 
92 0 0 0 0.0 o.o 
93 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
F-9 
Table Of Rear-Ttme Device Data Base Values -- PAGE 8 
Variable Name 
DEVICE# LPNT% PHIER% PTYPE% PX% PY% SPT SSED% 
73 3 60 -2 240 138 0.0 0 
74 3 73 13 486 144 73.0 0 
75 3 73 14 452 144 50.0 0 
76 3 73 13 410 164 80.0 0 
77 3 73 -3 378 172 80.0 0 
78 3 77 -17 356 172 80.0 0 
79 3 73 -4 304 172 0.0 
80 3 79 -16 262 196 o.o 
81 3 80 -19 265 225 0.0 
82 3 81 15 262 253 o.o 0 
83 3 79 -16 226 266 0.0 
84 3 83 -19 229 296 0.0 
85 3 84 1 5 226 328 0.0 0 
86 3 73 13 200 196 67.0 0 
87 3 73 6 14 263 0.0 0 
88 3 73 13 48 178 85.0 0 
89 3 73 14 48 140 70.0 0 
90 3 67 22 326 322 o.o 
91 3 69 23 344 256 0.0 
92 3 78 23 344 208 0.0 





Table Of Reai-Tfme Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 1 
Simulation Time Perfod 
DEVICE# 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 1.0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
2 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
3 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
4 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
5 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
6 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
7 1.0 1 • 0 o.o 1 • 0 0.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
8 11 0. 0 110.0 11 0. 0 11 0. 0 11 0. 0 11 0. 0 110.0 
9 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
1 0 10.0 10.0 10.0 o.o 10.0 0.0 10.0 
1 1 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
12 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
13 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
14 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
1 5 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
16 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 
17 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
18 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
1 9 65.0 65.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 71 • 0 
20 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
21 32.0 32.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 
22 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
23 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 
24 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
F-12 
Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 2 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 
1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
2 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
3 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
4 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
5 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
6 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
7 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
8 11 0. 0 11 0. 0 110.0 11 5. 0 11 5. 0 115.0 11 5. 0 
9 165.0 165.0 165.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 
1 0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 1 0. 0 
1 1 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
12 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
13 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
14 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
15 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
16 160.0 135.0 135.0 155.0 155.0 155.0 155.0 
17 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
18 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
19 71 • 0 72.0 72.0 72.0 72.0 72.0 72.0 
20 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
21 35.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 41 • 0 41 • 0 
22 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
23 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 
24 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
F-13 
Table Of Real-Time Device Slmulatron Values -- PAGE 3 
Simulation Time Perrod 
DEVICE# 1 5 16 17 18 19 20 21 
1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 
2 1. 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1.0 
3 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
4 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
5 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
6 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
7 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
8 11 5. 0 11 5. 0 120.0 120.0 11 5. 0 115.0 115.0 
9 160.0 160.0 155.0 155.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 
1 0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
1 1 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
12 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
13 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
14 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
15 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
1 6 155.0 155.0 150.0 150.0 155.0 155.0 155.0 
17 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
18 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
19 73.0 73.0 74.0 74.0 74.0 74.0 73.0 
20 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
21 41 • 0 41 • 0 45.0 45.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 
22 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
23 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 
24 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
F-14 
Table Of Real-Time Devtce Slmulatton Values -- PAGE 4 
Simulation Tfme Period 
DEVICE# 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
2 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
3 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
4 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
5 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 
6 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
7 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
8 115.0 115.0 11 5. 0 115.0 115.0 110.0 11 0. 0 
9 160.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
1 0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
1 1 1 • 0 1 • 0 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
12 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
13 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
1 4 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
1 5 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
16 155.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 160.0 
17 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
1 8 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 68.0 
1 9 73.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 68.0 68.0 
20 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
21 42.0 39.0 39.0 39.0 39.0 35.0 35.0 
22 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
23 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 
24 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
F-15 
Table Of Real-Time Device Slmuletlon Vetues -- PAGE 5 
Slmuletlon Time Period 
DEVICE# 2 3 4 5 6 7 
25 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
26 1.0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 
27 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
28 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
29 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
30 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
31 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
32 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
33 75.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 78.0 78.0 78.0 
34 65.0 65.0 65.0 65.0 62.0 62.0 62.0 
35 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
36 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 
37 85.0 85.0 85.0 85.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 
38 66.0 66.0 66.0 66.0 69.0 69.0 69.0 
39 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
40 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
41 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
42 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
43 50.0 50.0 45.0 45.0 40.0 40.0 35.0 
44 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
45 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
46 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
47 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
48 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
F-16 
Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 6 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 8 9 1 0 1 1 12 13 14 
25 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
"26 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
27 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
28 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
29 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
30 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 
31 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
32 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
33 78.0 81.0 81 • 0 81.0 81.0 85.0 85.0 
34 62.0 59.0 59.0 59.0 59.0 55.0 55.0 
35 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
36 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 
37 88.0 91 • 0 91 • 0 91 • 0 91 • 0 95.0 95.0 
38 69.0 72.0 72.0 72.0 72.0 80.0 80.0 
39 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
40 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
41 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
42 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
43 35.0 35.0 35.0 30.0 30.0 70.0 70.0 
44 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
45 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 
46 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
47 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
48 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
F-17 
Teble Of Reel-Time Devlce Slmufetlon Velues -- PAGE 7 
SlmuletJon TJme PerJod 
DEVICE# 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
25 1 • 0 1 • 0 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
26 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
27 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
28 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
29 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
30 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
31 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
32 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
33 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 92.0 92.0 92.0 
34 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
35 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
36 15.0 15.0 2.0 2.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 
37 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 91 • 0 91 • 0 91 • 0 
38 73.0 73.0 74.0 74.0 74.0 74.0 74.0 
39 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
40 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
41 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
42 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
43 30.0 30.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 
44 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
45 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
46 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 
47 55.0 55.0 59.0 59.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
48 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
F-18 
Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 8 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
25 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
26 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
27 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
28 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 165.0 
29 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
30 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
31 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
32 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
33 92.0 88.0 88.0 81.0 81.0 78.0 78.0 
34 50.0 54.0 54.0 58.0 58.0 62.0 62.0 
35 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
36 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 
37 91 • 0 88.0 88.0 88.0 88.0 86.0 86.0 
38 74.0 73.0 73.0 67.0 67.0 64.0 64.0 
39 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
40 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
41 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
42 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
43 25.0 30.0 30.0 35.0 35.0 40.0 40.0 
44 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
45 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
46 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
47 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
48 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
F-19 
Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 9 
Simulation Time Perfod 
DEVICE# 2 3 4 5 6 7 
49 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
50 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 
51 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
52 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
53 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
54 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
55 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
56 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
57 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
58 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
59 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 
60 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
61 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
62 67.0 67.0 67.0 67.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
63 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
64 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
65 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
66 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
67 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
68 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
69 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
70 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
71 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
72 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 
F-20 
Teble Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values-- PAGE 10 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 8 9 1 0 1 1 12 13 14 
49 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
. 50 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1. 0 1.0 1.0 1 • 0 
51 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
52 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
53 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
54 1 • 0 1 • 0 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
55 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
56 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
57 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
58 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
59 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 
60 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
61 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
62 70.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 75.0 75.0 
63 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
64 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
65 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
66 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
67 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
68 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
69 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
70 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
71 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
72 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 
F-21 
Table Of Reef-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 11 
SJmulatJon TJme PerJod 
DEVICE# 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
49 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
.50 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 
51 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
52 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
53 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
54 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
55 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
56 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
57 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
58 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
59 o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.0 
60 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
61 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
62 75.0 78.0 78.0 78.0 76.0 76.0 74.0 
63 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
64 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 
65 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
66 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
67 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
68 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
69 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
70 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 10.0 
71 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
72 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 80.0 
F-22 
Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 12 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
49 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 
50 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
51 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
52 1.0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
53 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
54 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
55 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
56 1 • 0 1.0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
57 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
58 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 
59 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o 
60 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
61 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
62 74.0 71 • 0 71 • 0 71 • 0 71 • 0 71 • 0 71 • 0 
63 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
64 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 
65 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
66 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
67 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
68 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
69 55.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
70 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
71 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0 
72 80.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 
F-23 
Table Of Reai-Trme Device Simulation Values-- PAGE 13 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 2 3 4 5 6 7 
73 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
74 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 
75 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
76 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
77 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
78 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
79 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
80 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
81 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
82 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
83 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
84 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
85 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
86 58.0 58.0 60.0 60.0 62.0 62.0 64.0 
87 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
88 50.0 50.0 55.0 55.0 60.0 60.0 65.0 
89 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
90 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
91 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 t • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
92 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
93 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
F-24 
Teble Of Reai-Tfme Device Slmuletlon Values -- PAGE 14 
Simulation Tfme Perlod 
DEVICE# 8 g 10 11 12 13 14 
73 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1. 0 
74 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 
75 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
76 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
77 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
78 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
79 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
80 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
81 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
82 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
83 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
84 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
85 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
86 64.0 67.0 67.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 75.0 
87 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
88 65.0 70.0 70.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 80.0 
89 40.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 35.0 
90 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
91 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
92 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
93 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o 
F-25 
Table Of Real-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 15 
Simulation TJme Period 
DEVICE# 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
• 
73 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1. 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
74 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0 77.0 
75 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
76 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
77 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
78 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
79 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
80 1 • 0 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
81 1 • 0 1. 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
82 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
83 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
84 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
85 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
86 75.0 80.0 80.0 77.0 77.0 73.0 73.0 
87 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
88 80.0 85.0 85.0 80.0 80.0 75.0 75.0 
89 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 38.0 38.0 
90 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
91 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
92 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
93 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o 
F-26 
Table Of Reel-Time Device Simulation Values -- PAGE 16 
Simulation Time Period 
DEVICE# 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
73 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
. 74 77.0 73.0 73.0 73.0· 73.0 73.0 73.0 
75 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
76 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
77 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
78 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
79 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
80 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
81 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
82 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
83 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1.0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
84 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
85 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 0.0 o.o 1 • 0 1 • 0 
86 73.0 70.0 70.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 
87 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
88 75.0 70.0 70.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 
89 38.0 38.0 38.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
90 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
91 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
92 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 1 • 0 
93 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 
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